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,.,...__ .. the~= reliability, high 
ilWbllla. low COit. and lmmMllate availability. 

JOU ._. ..,., eYlluated one of the 6170 drivel, we 
tlUggllt thllt you do IO today, and If you haw, we think the 
product~ ll'IOther look. We believe you'll like what 
JOU -. We know you'll llke the price. 

KENNEDY 
An Allegheny International Company 

1600 Shamrock Ave .. Monrovia. CA. 91016 
(213) 357-8831 TELEX 472-0116 KENNEDY 

TWX 91(~515-3249 

KENNEDY• CIUALITV • COUNT ON IT 
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The new COMPAQ Portable Computer. 
IBM compatibility to go. 

S 
imple, isn't it? The COMPAQ™ 
Portable Computer can do 
what the IBM"' Personal 

Computer does. To go. 
It runs all the popular pro

grams written for the IBM . It 
works with the same printers and 
other peripherals. It even accepts 
the same optional expansion elec
tronics that give it additional 
capabilities and functionality. 

There 's really only one big dif
ference. The COMPAQ Computer 
is designed to travel. 

Carry the COMPAQ Comput
er from office to office. Carry it 
home on the weekend. Or take it 
on business trips. 

If you're a consultant, take it 
to your client's office. 

If you use a portable type
writer, you can use the 
COMPAQ Computer as a 
portable word processor 
instead. 

If your company 
already uses the 
IBM Personal 
Computer, add 
the COMPAQ 

Portable as a 
mobile unit that 

can use the same pro
grams, the same data disks , and 
even the same user manuals. 

There are more programs 
available for the COMPAQ Com
puter than for any other portable. 
More, in fact , than for most non
portables. You can buy them in 
hundreds of computer stores 
nationwide, and they run as is , 
right off the shelf. 

With most other portables 
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you 'd probably need to buy an 
additional display screen because 
the built-in screen is too small for 
certain tasks, like word process
ing. The COMPAQ Computer 's 
display screen is nine inches diag
onally, big enough for any job, and 
it shows a full 80 characters across. 
And the built-in display offers 
high-resolution graphics and text 
characters on the same screen. 

The bottom line is this . The 
COMPAQ Computer is the first 
uncompromising portable 
computer. It delivers 
all the advantages 
of porta
bility 

without trad
ing off any com

puting power capability. 
And what do those advantages 

cost? 
Nothing. 
The COMPAQ Por

table sells for hundreds 
less than a compara
bly equipped IBM or 
APPLE"' III. Standard 
features include 128K 
bytes of internal memory 
and a 320K-byte disk drive, 
both of which are extra-cost 
options on the IBM. Memory 
and additional disk drive up
grades are available options to 
double those capacities. 

In the standard configuration, 
the COMPAQ Computer has three 
open slots for functional expan
sion electronics as your needs 
and applications grow. It accepts 
standard network and commu
nications interfaces including 
ETHERNET™ and OMNINET™. 

If you're considering a per
sonal computer, there 's a new 
question you need to ask your
self. Why buy a com-

puter that 
isn't portable? 

For more 
information on 

the COMPAQ 
Portable Computer 

and the location of the 
Authorized Dealer nearest 

you , write us. COMPAQ 
Computer Corporation, 12330 

Perry Road, Houston , Texas 
77070. Or call 1-800-231-9966. 

IC 1983 COMPAQ Computer Corporation 
IBM* is a registered trademark of International Business 
Machines Corporation. 
ETHERNET"" is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. 
OMNINET'" is a trademark of Corvus Systems. 
Apple* is a registered trademark of App le Computer, Inc. 
COMPAQ'" is a trademark of COMPAQ Computer 
Corporation 

CDlllPAQ™ 
~----'""""~lm!lml .............. PORTABl.ECOMPVTER 

The most computer you can carry. 
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p. 17 . . . Apollo offers distributed pro
cessing system (Art direction by Robert 
Fernandez, photo by Ralph King, cour
tesy of Apollo Computer Inc.) 
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p . 85 . .. Communicating by satellite 

p. 127 ... Business software 
for manufacturing 

MINI-MICRO WORLD 

News 

Apollo to offer low-priced, desk-top distributed 
processing system (p. 17) ... 13 companies close in 
on local network standard proposal (p. 18) ... Intel 
hopes to bolster 432 sales with fault tolerant 
components (p. 20) ... New Congress to face new 
and renewed industry issues (p. 24) ... lnterlan adds 
Ethernet board to Data General systems (p. 
28) ... Used minicomputer market seen fading away 
(p. 35) 

Corporate and financial 
DG service may be a testimonial to a changed 
company (p. 47) ... Guest Forum: DP departments 
must guide end users (p. 55) 

International 
Perq hosts tool development for FORTRAN to Ada 
conversion (p. 69) ... Compagnie des Machines Bull 
at center of French computer industry 
reorganization (p. 72) 

INTERPRETER 

85 Communicating by satellite: options for small 
computers 

97 High-volume market developing for low-priced 
OCR systems 

SYSTEMS IN MANUFACTURING 
107 Diverse companies compete, cooperate to 

modernize America's factories 
123 Lockheed-Georgia brings computing power to 

the manufacturing floor 
127 Business software developed for 

manufacturers ... Genrad integrates CAD, ATE 
with CADMATE 
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A Digestive System for 
your Personal Computer ... 

4 

Micon's new 'DEB' Divider and Endless Buffer stocks data 
from personal computers, word precessors, and office com
puters, and sends it to up to4 printers at their printing speeds. 
It's a great time-saver, as it allows the operator to proceed to 
subsequent data entry without waiting for print completion. 
The 3 DEB models feature varied buffering capacity, expres
sed as a total of all four channels. The DEB-006 
has a 60,000 character capacity, the DEB-012 
120,000, and the DEB-024 accepts 
up to 240,000 characters. ~ 

~ /'(· 
~~~-~ 
'\)~~-

•Personal com
puter operation with 

no time wasted waiting 
for print completion. 

•No paper exchange when printing 
•Easy extensions by Daisy Chain 

•Choice of 3 buffering capacities 
• Connectabl.e to plotters 

•Al lows remote control from personal computer 

I .... Mailing Address: P.O. Box 25. Tokyo Central 100-91 
~ 1-13, Shinjuku 1-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan 
Hakuto Phone: Tokyo 03-341 -2611 Telex: J22912 BRAPAN 
Co.Ltd Facsimile Gii, Giii: Tokyo 03-354-8608 
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Modulas™ 
Microcomputers ... 
A WHOLE LOT MORE FOR A WHOLE LOT LESS 

ModulasOne® computers aren't for everyone. But 
they're outstanding for people with sophisticated 
applications such as data monitoring, data 
capture and display, process control and 
data communications. 

Choose a 6802 or 6809 micro
processor. We'll add the necessary 
memory, 1/0, firmware and other 
support. 

You'll get immediate and 
continuous performance
even in harsh 
environments. 

Find out more about 
how you can get more for 
less with ModulasOne. 

Call or write us today. 

ISBEI 
!Ill 

SBE, Inc. 
4 700 San Pablo Avenue 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
TWX 910-366-2116 
(415) 652-1805 
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T: he C. Itoh dot matrix line 
printers deliver a new level of 
price/performance for a wide 

range of business and scientific 
applications-including a com
plete selection of graphics. 

There's the CI-300, a vari
able speed line printer that 
offers 300 LPM print speeds 

:-·=-, -· i-. ' 

for data processing, 80 LPM for 
letter quality use and up to 2400 
DLPM for graphics applications. 

For your highest volume applica- ·/ ~ $ 

tions, there's our CI-600. Its 600 LPM _.1'111!!i§j l -- . -
print speed cuts even the biggest DP . . '-"Le -

three convenient built-in interfaces: 
two parallel and one serial. 

For exceptional reliability, 
both printers feature a minimum 
of moving parts. Each is 
designed for highest duty-cycle 
use, making them ideal for all 
demanding environments, even 
warehouse and industrial loca
tions. And don't forget, they're 
supplied by C. ltoh, one of the 

most experienced printer sup
pliers in the world with more than 
250,000 units delivered in the last 
three years. 

jobs down ~o siz~. ~t also provides W ;;;;. 7/:ilb 
letter quality pnntmg at 170 LPM l!:::t &'./ !};.'.f lt~j 
and up to 4800 DLPM graphics. '~ 

C. ltoh's CI-300 and Cl-600 line 
printers. Top of the line perfor

'•P.=~.._ •. ·iii·~- mance-at a very low price. 
Both models bring bit

addressable graphics and high 
resolution to Bar Codes, OCR, 
Form Generation, Labels, and 
Word Processing. An incredibly 
small .013" print head diame- • , •. _ • 
ter in the matrix produces the : ,':..'::"~t.1:: .. 
highest quality output you : 1 @-~.i.. : :::. 
can fmd. Resolution is : OO£ 

enhanced still further with our unique f-------------
variable shuttle speed capability. 

You get tremendous flexibility 
too. Thanks to easy user selection of 
print speed and density, character and 
line spacing, line feed speed, print 
control and many functions, including 3 
paper loading entry points. In addition, 
a vast array of download features 
enable the printers to match many 
specific computer requirements. 

At C. ltoh, we don't think a 
printer has to look ugly to perform 
beautifully. That's why both of our line 

printers are designed to fit right into 
every office environment. They offer a 
small footprint, a low profile, and a 
true office environment noise level. 

To satisfy your exact require
ments, hundreds of unique character 
fonts are standard-plus you can 
design your own characters through 
the RAM which can be downloaded for 
special sets. An option board permits 
you to use macro selection for graphics 
production. Both printers come with 

For full details, contact our 
exclusive representative, Aero Cor

poration, 2515 McCabe Way, Irvine, 
: California 92713 (714) 557-5118. 

~ C. ITOH El!CTRONICS 
5301 Beethoven St, Los Angeles, CA 90066 (213) 306-6700 
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Break~ints 

HP MAY LEAD NEXT ROUND OF THIN-FILM-HEAD DRIVES 
The battle for thin -film-head drives that began last year in the IBM plug-compatible 

market is expected to heat up as early as this summer. Hewlett Packard Co. is likely to stir 
the market with its first thin-film-head drive in mid summer, and Control Data Corp . and 
Digital Equipment Corp . are said to be not far behind . OEM suppliers will have a ready 
supply of heads from Cybernex Corp., a start-up that is gearing up for production by June. 
Meanwhile, Jack Osborne, who managed Memorex Corp.'s effort to put IBM's 3380 thin
film technology in Memorex's product, abruptly left the company last month to begin still 
another thin-film-head start-up . Starting a thin-film-head company is not easy, as 
Cybernex's William Klein can attest . It took Cybernex $33 million in investments and 
nearly two years to reach production stages. Osborne was accompanied by two key 
Memorex thin-film-head experts , Peter Bischoff arid Jim Handshuh. 

HORIZON LANDS UNIX WP CONTRACTS FOR ALTOS 
Horizon Software Systems Inc., one of the growing number of new ventures that has 

sprung up to provide application programs for UNIX OEMs, has signed a contract with 
Altos Computer Systems to put the Horizon word-processing system on Altos's Intel 
8086-and Motorola MC68000-based systems running UNIX. Horizon, headed by former 
Onyx Systems president Doug Broyles, claims to have one of the few word-processing 
packages in the UNIX market that was developed in C and designed from the ground up to 
run under UNIX. Horizon previously signed with Gould S.E.L. and is reportedly close to a 
contract with Momentum Systems . Horizon is planning to add other UNIX-specific 
business applications this year , including a spread-sheet analysis package. 

MINISCRIBE MAY SUPPLY 5 14-IN. WINCHESTERS TO IBM 
IBM Corp . may have found a perfect low-profile supplier for 5%-in. Winchesters in 

MiniScribe Corp ., Longmont, Colo . The two-year-old company has come from nowhere to 
rival Seagate Technology and Tandon Corp . for volume shipments. Although neither IBM 
nor MiniScribe is talking , MiniScribe has geared up to ship more than 6000 drives per 
month in a new facility that is more than large enough to accommodate the needs of IBM's 
peripheral division in nearby Boulder, Colo . Sources say IBM strictly enforces its 
nondisclosure clauses with vendors, as some of MiniScribe 's rivals have painfully 
discovered. 

'PORTABLE' APL IS WRITTEN IN C, RUNS ON UNIX 
The APL '83 conference staged by the Association for Computing Machinery in 

Washington, D.C., from April 10-13 will have the first U.S. demonstration of Dyalog APL, a 
"portable" implementation of the interactive language that runs on UNIX-based 
machines . Developed by Dyadic Systems Ltd., Farnborough, England, APL Dyalog has 
been adopted by the British subsidiary of Zilog Inc. Zilog, Cupertino, Calif., also is 
evaluating the product. Dyadic managing director Ted Hare explains Dyalog APL is 
written in C. He says it will be shown at APL '83 on an MC68000-based machine, 
on at least one 32-bit minicomputer and on the Zilog System 8000. Hare believes 
Dyalog APL is a particularly advanced implementation of APL with features such 
as nested arrays, derived functions and external variables. He expects one of the 
first distributors to be EASI APL Systems Inc. , Los Gatos, Calif. 

HEAVY-DUTY LINE PRINTER DUE FROM TELETYPE 
To address a market it expects to grow 14 percent yearly over the next three to four 

years, Teletype Corp . scheduled a 300-line-per-min. band printer called the T300 for 
introduction early this month . Although prices are not yet firm, the estimated list price is 
about $5500 . The T300 essentially is a beefed-up model 40 printer, with such changes as 
power-on diagnostics , stepper-motor-driven ribbon handling and electronic forms control. 
The T300 includes a Z80 microprocessor , operates asynchronously at speeds as high as 
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Breakpoints 

9600 baud and has a 2000-character line buffer . The printer has an RS232C interface , 
although parallel interfaces compatible with Centronics and Dataproducts printers are also 
available. The T300 can print an original and five copies . 

COSMETIC, NOT COSMIC CHANGES AT COSMOS 
Zilog Inc. founder Manny Fernandez's start-up, Cosmos Computer Corp., is undergoing 

some changes that he and co-founder Wayne Sennett insist are only cosmetic . First, the 
company's name has been changed to Gavilan Computer Corp. after talks with Cosmos 
Systems Inc. Although Cosmos Systems, a supplier of UNIX-based microcomputers, 
incorporated two months after Cosmos Computer, Fernandez's group volunteered to give 
up the name because Gavilan will be easier to trademark in the 20 or more countries in 
which the company hopes to market its as-yet-unannounced product . The Gavilan system 
is being kept well under wraps, but a clue is evident in Sennett's scheduled appearance on 
an NCC panel devoted to portable computers . In the meantime, a second "noncosmic" 
change is the resignation of marketing vice president Al Davis, who joined the company 
from Intel Corp . only late last year. Davis, who is now consulting, says Gavilan was just 
not the right fit . Sennett has assumed Davis's responsibilities . 

THERE'S AN IBM IN YOUR FUTURE, FUTURE COMPUTING SAYS 
Attendees at a recent confabulation for suppliers of IBM PC-compatible hardware and 

software sponsored by Future Computing, Richardson, Texas, brought to light some 
impressive statistics . As of the fourth quarter of last year, the IBM PC has passed Apple 
Computer Inc. in current monthly shipments . The combination of IBM and IBM-like PCs is 
expected to grab a minimum of 52 percent of the market for $3000 personal computers in 
1984-not counting the portables . Not surprisingly, the assembled industry mavens 
predicted that, by this time next year, their ranks will have swollen with 50 to 100 more 
IBM-compatible system vendors, many of which will be Japanese . 

EXXON OFFICE SYSTEMS ADDS PRINTER, FILE SYSTEM 
Danbury Systems, an Exxon Office Systems company, has been previewing an ink-jet 

printer that has been under development for several years. The 965 ink-jet system is 
scheduled for official introduction this month and will offer letter-quality printing at 
speeds as high as 90 cps. It is expected to be priced well below IBM's discontinued 6640 
ink-jet system and is reportedly positioned to compete with a forthcoming generation of 
Japanese models. At the same time, Exxon Office Systems, following an unsuccessful 
effort two years ago to network its Vydec word processors into a shared-resource system, 
is launching a new effort with its CompuCorp-designed System 500. Based on a controller 
with multiple Z8000 processors supplied by EOS's sister subsidiary Zilog Inc., the 8400 
series will include three models with as much as 2M bytes of main memory and 306M 
bytes of disk storage to be accessed by as many as 16 workstations networked over 
multidrop, twisted-pair lines . A low-end configuration with three 500s and a 35-cps daisy
wheel printer lists for $27,500. 

TECHFILES: A QUICK LOOK AT INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS 

8 

Random Disk Files: The queasy stomachs around the Sunnyvale, Calif., headquarters of 
Shugart Associates are not all the result of the menacing flu bug. Rumors are ripe that 
cash-poor Xerox Corp. has put Shugart on the auction block. The rumors began when 
Xerox officials reportedly asked some investment counselors about the value of its low-end 
disk drive manufacturing subsidiary on the open market. Adding to the fuel is the 
rumored retirement this quarter of Shugart president Jim Campbell . George Sollman, 
Shugart's vice president of marketing, dismissed both rumors, saying only, "Anything is 
for sale at the right price ." But he knows of no Xerox plans to let go of its subsidiary . 
Meanwhile, however, the resumes of Shugart employees are said to be circulating at a 
faster clip than normal.. .. Bodime, with U.S . offices in Mission Viejo, Calif., is formally 
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Thaumatu y.* 
Graphics miracles right on your desk 

Our latest Whizzard~ The 1650 desk top design 
terminal. Now, anyone can afford the power 
and performance of our more expensive 
Megatek Whizzards. Your own design station 
right at your fingertips. Another product of 
Megateknology™ 

Finally. Everything an engineer or 
designer could want in desk top computer 
graphics. Convenience. High quality and 
powerful performance. Vf-100 compatibility. 

Functionality. Greatly increased productiv
ity. Shouldn't every desk top design terminal 
offer this? 

Tomorrow's graphics technology on your 
desk top today ... thanks to Megateknology 

*Thaumaturgy 
(tho'ma tur je), n., 
the performance 
of miracles. 

Making History out of 
State-of-the-Art. 

••• ••• MEGATEK 
•••. CORPORATION 
UNITED TELECOM COMPUTER GROUP 

World Headquarters · 3985 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 · 619/455-5590 Telex: 910-337-1270 
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H. 
(And It Cometh On Like Gangbusters.) 

Evolution. 
It's inevitable. An eternal 

verity. 
Just when you think you've 

got it knocked, and you're 
resting on your laurels, some
body comes along and makes 
a dinosaur out of you. 

Witness what happened to 
the Centronics printer when 
the Epson MX-80 came along 
in 1981. 

And now, witness what's 
happening to the MX-80 as 
the Pro Writer cometh to be 
the foremost printer of the 
decade. 
SPEED 
MX-80: 80 cps, for 46 full lines 
per minute throughput. 
PROWRITER: 120 cps, for 
63 full lines per minute 
throughput. 
GRAPHICS 
MX-80: Block graphics standard, 
fine for things like bar graphs. 
PROWRITER: High-resolu-
tion graphics features , fine 
for bar graphs, smooth curves, 
thin lines, intricate details, etc. 
PRINTING 
MX-80: Dot matrix business 
quality. 
PROWRITER: Dot matrix 
correspondence quality, with 
incremental printing capability 
standard. 
FEED 
MX-80: Tractor feed standard; 
optional friction-feed kit for 
about $75 extra. 
PROWRITER: Both tractor 
and friction feed standard. 
INTERFACE 
MX-80: Parallel interface 
standard; optional serial 
interface for about $75 extra. 
PROWRITER: Available stan
dard-either parallel interface 
or parallel/serial interface. 
WARRANTY 
MX-80: 90 days , from Epson. 
PROWRITER: One full year, 
from Leading Edge. 
PRICE 
Heh, heh. 
Marketed Exclusively by Leading 
Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike 
Street, Canton, Massachusetts 
02021. Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; 
or in Massachusetts call collect 
(617/ 828-8150. Telex 951-624. 

LEADING 
EDGE: 

For a free poster of i'\ce • 
f Prowriter's pilot/ doing his thing, 
please write us. 
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scheduled to introduce what it claims is one of the first 3 1h-in . Winchester disk drives to 
go into production. The unit was to be announced by Scotland-based Rodime at a press 
conference in London on March 2 and was to be shown to selected members of the press in 
the U.S. soon thereafter, says a Rodime spokesman in Europe ... . An industry committee 
formed by Maxtor Corp., and known as the Enhanced Small Disk Interface Committee, 
may be announcing two proposed ANSI interface standards as a result of its inability to 
agree on a standard. The group was started last fall to update the ST506 commonly used by 
5 1.4-in. Winchester drive manufacturers . The revision is needed to fulfill the requirements 
of high-capacity drive manufacturers that have been hampered by the interface's low 
transfer rate. The committee has split into a "stepper" group, named for manufacturers 
that still rely on stepper-motor technology and that would like to leave the interface as is 
except to raise the data-transfer rate to SMD levels . The second group, known as the 

f 

"serial" group, wants to revise the ST506 interface completely for high-capacity drives 
such as those manufactured by Maxtor, Evotek, Atasi, Disctron and Control Data 
Corp ... . Memore:x: Corp. reportedly has dropped its removable-disk-pack program following 
a general industry trend toward more advanced Winchester technology. Memorex 
customers were sent a letter last month notifying them of the decision to abandon the 
program. The letter indicated Memorex's plans to concentrate on the more profitable IBM 
3380 plug-compatible drives and on announcing the company's first 51.4-in., high-capacity 
Winchester .... A new vertical-recording Winchester disk drive company is in formative 
stages in San Jose, Calif. Applied Information Memories Inc . has been started by a group 
that includes Arnold Pooley, former director of marketing of Dastek Corp. and its Applied 
Peripheral Systems subsidiary. Pooley will serve as vice president of marketing for the 
start-up. Other founders are as yet undisclosed. The company is expected to announce a 
5 1.4-in . Winchester drive with an unprecedented 400M-byte capacity this summer. 

Micro l'iles: ~he long-anticipated movement of IBM's Personal Computer through the 
company's value-added remarketer channel has started quietly in Atlanta where 
Computone Systems Inc. has signed to resell the popular microcomputer with its 
insurance-agency packages. According to Computone officials and IBM Series/ l V ARs, 
IBM is keeping a tight rein on the PC VAR rollout. Only companies with specific vertical 
market packages are being signed, and these V ARs will be confined to end-user sales only 
within those markets . Nevertheless , some of the more general-purpose Series / l VARs still 
expect to get in on the act . Computer Distributors Inc., Seattle, which currently resells 
Series/ ls with the Pick Operating System through a dealer network, expects to do likewise 
with the PC. CDI hopes to convince IBM that it should get a PC VAR contract by June when 
it is scheduled to complete a floppy disk-based implementation of the Pick Operating 
System for the PC .... GRiD Systems, which last year introduced a high-end portable 
computer with proprietary software, has altered its strategy by adopting the MS/ DOS 
operating system for its line. Meanwhile, David W. Hanna, who joined GRiD from IBM 
Corp., has been named president and chief operating officer , replacing founder George 
Ellenby, who remains chairman. Ellenby will formulate long-term strategies for the fir.m. 
Hanna formerly was GRiD's senior vice president of marketing .... Start-up MicroOffice 
Systems ~echnology Inc., Fairfield, Conn., plans to introduce its portable workstation at 
this year 's Hanover Fair in Germany in April. The company recently announced it had 
received $2 million in venture capital in addition to the earlier financing by Olivetti 
Corp .... A laser videodisk, microprocessor-based computer graphics generator is scheduled 
for unveiling this month by New Media Graphics Corp., Cambridge, Mass . The generator 
will be available for OEMs, and is said to generate its graphics or overlay images from 
videodisks, videotape or TV. Targeted applications for the GraphOver 9500 are military 
flight simulation and industrial training programs . The system is said to be plug
compatible with any host CPU or can operate stand-alone. The price is $9850. Quantity 
discounts are available ... . Itek Corp.•s OEM Systems Group , Nashua, N.H ., has developed a 
27-lb . desk-top conver ter that translates media from one word processor or personal 
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Breakpoints 

computer to the format of other incompatible word processors or personal computers at 
transfer rates as high as 9600 baud. The system accommodates both 51.4- and 8-in. 
diskettes and is driven by the menu of the host workstation. Translation programs are 
availablefor more than 20 machines including the IBM Displaywriter models 1, 2 and 2D; 
Wang models 5, 20, 25 and 30; and the HP 125 and Wordstar CP/M. Single-unit price is 
$11,500 with two translators. The OEM discount is 45 percent in quantities of more than 
100. 

Printer Files: Hewlett-Packard Co. was expected to introduce upgraded versions of its 
eight-pen drafting plotters late last month. The 7580B and 7585B will offer improved 
accuracy-0.1 percent of deflection, or 0.25 mm., whichever is greater . Both models come 
with two interfaces, allowing users to choose between the RS232C/ CCITT V.24 
communications interface port and the HP-IB (IEEE 488-1978) instrumentation interface 
port with a simple switch selection. The communications interface will provide 
"eavesdrop" capability for remote applications by which the plotter and terminal can 
operate in series using only one phone line and modem. The 7580B and 7585B replace the 
7580A and 7585A, respectively, and deliveries are scheduled to begin in April . The eight
pen plotter models have been well-supported by CAD turnkey suppliers, and HP officials 
believe the upgraded accuracy of the machines will make them more useful for 
applications requiring tight specifications, such as design of circuits and metal templates. 

:Mini l'iles: In addition to X.25 networking for its 32-bit minicomputer line introduced 
recently, Perkin-Elmer Corp. plans to add two sets of low-end, 32-bit processors around 
the time of NCC, as well as SNA networking in June, a company spokesman says. 

~erminal l'iles: Qume Corp. is believed to have a three-month delay in the start of volume 
shipments of its new terminals . By the time the first large shipments of production units 
arrive from Taiwan this month, several large competitors, including Tele Video Systems 
Inc . and Lear Siegler Inc. will have low-end prototypes ready to close the price
performance gap Qume opened with its announcement of the QVT-102, 103 and 108 last 
November. Look for TeleVideo to announce its plan for two entries that replace its 910 + 
and 925 terminals at Spring Comdex in April, with volume shipments slated for June .... 
C. Itoh America Inc. has been marketing its terminal line exclusively through an 
independent distributor based in Irvine, Calif. But that distributor is being brought in 
under the corporate wing of the multibillion-dollar international trading company as part 
of an American subsidiary to be called CIE Terminals .... Falco Data Products is readying its 
first system, but terminal industry veteran Lee Falco is reluctant to call it that. A window 
into his thinking: the title of a speech he is giving at a June Dataquest conference is "Will 
terminals obsolete the personal computer?" .. .. Unexciting sales results for releVideo's new 
ANSI X3.64-compatible 970 terminal have made the company realize that even 
sophisticated users are unaware of or indifferent to the benefits of the ANSI standard for 
communications with editing terminals. The company plans an educational push on the 
benefits of the standard as a means of not getting locked in by a proprietary code structure 
to one maker's terminal. The fit between the ANSI standard and TeleVideo's commodity 
approach to terminal distribution is too good for the company to ignore, so the company 
will go ahead with plans to introduce a lower cost ANSI-compatible unit during the fourth 
quarter despite softness in the demand for the 970. 
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OURS. THEIRS. 
Our new CIT-161 Alpha
numeric Terminal is an 
ANSI-compatible, direct 
replacement for the VTlOO 
with one very important 
extra - color. 

Color means increased 
productivity and reduced 
errors. Studies prove that 
color improves user re
sponse by SOoA>. That means 
higher throughput and 
faster job completion with 
less fatigue. Color makes 
data easier to prioritize, 

interpret and flag. Color 
also accelerates learning 
and quickly brings opera
tors to full productivity. 

The CIT-161 is not only 
colorful, but packed with 
features. You get a 132/80 
column display; split 
screen, variable width/ 
height characters, our 
unique Window Erase 
feature and much more. 

The CIT-161 is easily 
tailored to your needs. 

Our CIG-261 Graphics 
Card adds high resolution 
(640x480) graphics with full 
Tektronix 4010/4014 com
patible performance. You get 
4096x4096 addressable plot 
area, Tektronix 4027 standard 
color commands, and micro
processor-based vector 
generator for easy user-

~ C. ITOH ELK I RONICS 
One World of Quality 

DEC, VTJOO are Registered Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Tektronix is a Registered Trademark of Tektronix Corporation. 
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programming. The CIT-161. 
Your choice for VTlOO com
patibility and color. 

For more information 
call ACRO Corporation: 
(800) 854-3322 toll free 
outside of California. Or 
Call: Irvine, CA (714) 
557-5118; Houston, TX (713) 
777-1640; Cherry Hill, NJ 
(609) 983-5075; Chicago, IL 
(312) 992-2346; San Jose, 
CA (408) 977-1146; Atlanta 
GA, (404) 257-1814; Europe: 
Denmark (02) 921100. 
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Time is money. You have a 
computer system because you 
know that it saves you money by 
simplifying procedures and 
reducing time normally involved in 
your work. Time is an important 
resource which should not 
be wasted. You are 
wasting valuable time if 
you ever wait for your 
printer. 

No waiting. Now with 
Microfazer by Quadram 
there is no more waiting. 

Microfazers are inexpen
sive universal printer buf
fers which any computer 
user cannot afford to be without. 
Any computet>-:-any printer 
(or plotter!), whet parallel or 
serial. Microf azer rec · s informa
tion from the computer at ra 
high speeds causing the computer 
to think the printer is printing just 
as fast as the computer can send. 
Microfazer holds the information 
until your printer can handle it, and 
then sends it on. 

More copies. Microfazer is 
equipped with a copy feature 
allowing additional copies of the 
buffered information-from one to 
as many as you want-with the 
mere press of a button. When you 

need your information repeated, 
for whatever reason, it's always 
right there-inside Microfazer. 

Microfazer™ stack. Microfazer 
can be stacked with popular 
modems or other peripherals. 
Some models can plug directly 
onto the back of your printer. 
Install it in less than 60 seconds, 
and choose the amount of buff er 

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON INQUIRY CARD 

memory you need- 8K, 16K, 
32K, or 64K. One model even 
comes with up to 512K! You may 
use several Microfazers in series to 
create just what's right for you. 
Take data in from a serial computer 

and out to a parallel printer. 
Or in from a parallel com
puter and out to a serial 
printer. Microfazer is just as 
flexible as you need it to 
be. 

Low price. Only $169 for 
8K of buffering, $189 (16K), 
$225 (32K) and $299 for a 
full 64K. Serial-to-Parallel, 
Parallel-to-Serial and 

Serial-to-Serial models have slightly 
higher prices. 

• QU!\DRt\M 
CORPORATION 

4357 Park Drive/Norcross. Ga. 30093 
(404) 923-6666 
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To promote its belief that time 
sharing is a dying art, Apollo 
Computer Inc., Chelmsford, Mass., 
brings to market the first member 
of a desk-top family of MC68010 
distributed-processing systems at 
about half the price of the 
company's original Domain product. 
Apollo hopes to create new usage 
patterns for technical professionals 
by offering a more affordable 
system whose price is $10,ooo in 
quantities of 50. The company's 
formidable competition includes 
Digital Equipment Corp. and 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 

Apollo's DN300 features Motorola 
Inc.'s MC68010 virtual-memory 
processor, X.25 networking support 
to link multiple Domain network 
nodes or other networks to a 
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Domain and the ability to share a 
disk and other peripherals so that 
each desk-top unit does not require 
a local mass-storage device. 

Lower prices should broaden 
Apollo's potential customer list. 
Earlier Domain systems, which 
housed two MC68000 processors (the 
second was required to implement 
virtual memory), sold for an 
average of $30,000 to $35,000. The 
new workstations, which are 
pegged as mid-range models by 
Apollo president, chief executive 
officer and founder John Poduska, 
have an average sale price of 
$10,000 to $15,000. Both lower and 
higher end models are forthcoming, 
he notes. Meanwhile, Poduska 
expects to broaden the DN300 
mid-range of the Apollo line to 

distributed users in engineering, 
scientific, computer-aided design, 
modeling and computer-aided soft
ware engineering applications, 
which the company is eyeing as 
promising future markets. 

The basic DN300 system includes 
16M bytes of virtual address space 
per process (as many as 15 
concurrent processes per user), 
0.5M bytes (expandable to 1.5M 
bytes) of parity memory, a 12M-bit
per-sec. token-passing baseband 
local-area network, the Aegis ob
ject-oriented virtual-memory oper
ating system, a 1024 x 800 
bit-mapped, black-and-white, multi
window, 17-in. display with 128K 
bytes of refresh buffer memory, a 
keyboard, two asynchronous serial 
1/0 ports and an integral hardware 
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DOMAIN COMMUNICATIONS 

Terminal emulator Source: Apollo Computer Inc. 

Apollo has adopted the X.25 packet-switching protocol, which enables Domain nodes to 
be linked to each other and to independent computers. 

interface and controller. Memory 
resides on two cards. The 0.5M 
bytes of memory on the CPU card is 
implemented in 64K-bit RAMs. The 
disk drive is not included in the 
price. 

Software support offered by 
Apollo includes FORTRAN 77, Pascal, 
c, Siggraph Core and graphics 
primitives, Apollo's DSM distributed 
database-management system, a 
UNIX System III environment, 3270, 
HASP and low-level Ethernet sup
port such as 3Com and Interlan Inc. 
boards. 

Other options include a keyboard 
with a touchpad, Priam and 

Micropolis 34M-byte, 8-in. Winches
ter disk drives or an 8-in., 34M-byte 
floppy disk drive. Network options 
include the DSP80 Domain server 
processor adapter, which allows 
users to share a 300M-byte disk, a 
magnetic tape and a Versatec 
plotter. The server processor can 
act as a communications concentra
tor or as a gateway to support X.25, 
3270, HASP and Ethernet. It also 
allows peripherals or special devices 
to be connected through Multibus or 
one of two RS232C serial ports. 

The DNSOO does not have the 
larger memory and larger disks of 
its predecessors. The existing 

13 companies close in on 
LAN standard proposal 

Reports of the demise of Ether
net may have been, like Mark 
Twain's first obituary, a bit 
premature. 

With some fine tuning and 
bodywork, the local-area network 
proposed by the Digital Equipment 
Corp.lintel Corp./Xerox Corp. troi
ka nearly three years ago and left 
for dead by some critics late in 1981, 
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has received a new boost with the 
foundation of the IEEE 802.3 
committee working draft. The draft 
received the enthusiastic endorse
ment of 13 key hardware and 
software vendors late last year. 

The draft is being evaluated by 
the parent IEEE committee for final 
approval. Barring any further 
changes, it will resemble the 

models DN400, DN420 and DN600 
have 3.5M bytes of memory and as 
much as 158M bytes of Winchester 
disk storage. 

While the DNSOO is not very 
different architecturally from other 
Domains, there are engineering 
differences, says David L. Nelson, 
vice president of systems develop
ment. The DNSOO is geared for 
high-volume production, which 
means high-volume tooling tech
niques, use of structural foam and 

original Ethernet in many ways. 
"The working draft is an enhance
ment of an already-good idea," says 
Don Loughry, project manager for 
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Data Com
munications Division and chairman 
of the working IEEE group, refer
ring to the original Ethernet. ''We 
(the Ethernet and IEEE 802 
committee) were like two boats in 
the same channel with the same 
sense of mission, and neither of us 
knew what the other was doing," 
Loughry says. 
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more standardized parts. Ship
ments are scheduled to begin in 
limited quantities this quarter. 
About 1000 units are expected to be 
installed this year, notes Edward 
Zander, director of marketing. 
Comparatively, the company 
shipped 500 of the earlier Domain 
models in a little less than two 
years. 

For the projected high volumes of 
DN300s, Apollo is pushing the 
concept of each user's having a 

The two missions joined forces in 
heavy negotiations late in 1981 after 
HP appeared to have given Ethernet 
the kiss of death by opting instead 
for the IEEE 802 committee stan
dard. With Hp's withdrawal, at least 
two independent market research 
firms forecast Ethernet's ultimate 
demise. "It should be emphasized 
that we never said 'no' to Ether
net," Loughry says. ''We have 
always been in favor of the work of 
standards committees." 

HP was, however, ill at ease with 
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computer. "A computer must have a 
32-bit orientation, but with main
frame capability," says Nelson. He 
adds that the upper limit on the IBM 
360s and 370s for years has been 
16M bytes of virtual memory, the 
same as the DN300 using the 
MC68010. Thus, he claims, IBM 
FORTRAN packages can be easily 
transferred to run on Apollo's 
product. 

Competition for the DN300 in
cludes DEC's v AXStations, two of 

The desk-top Domain DN300 (left) is half the 
price of Apollo's current line (right) of 
distributed-processing systems. The product 
uses Motorola's MC68010 virtual-memory 
processor instead of the two MC68000 
processors used on earlier Domain models. 

which run on a typical VAX-11/730. 
Such a v AXStation 100 configuration 
with a Unibus interface, a key
board, a terminal and a graphics 
processor is priced at $10,500 (not 
including the VAX-11/730). Without 
the Unibus interface, the v AXSta
tion 100 sells for $9550. 

Another competitor Zander 
claims is supporting Apollo's dis
tributed-processing concept is mini
computer manufacturer HP. With 
its HP9000 32-bit desk-top minicom
puter family, HP introduced its first 
use of Ethernet local-area net
working (MMS, January, p. 21). liYs 
single-CPU workstation series 500 is 
priced at $28,250 for a model 20, 
which includes the workstation and 
CPU, 912K bytes of RAM, 270K bytes 
of floppy disk storage and a 
black-and-white display. Increasing 
RAM to lM byte and adding lOM 
bytes of hard disk storage, a 
thermal printer, BASIC and HP-UX 
operating systems and languages 
boosts the price to $49,945. A 
rack-mounted model 30 sells for 
$23, 105, including one CPU and 512K 
bytes of RAM. -Lori Valigra 

certain bu~ in the original Ether- causes the entire network to be 
net, among them a problem of silenced because of one failed 
grounding hardware in Europe and transmitter. In addition, the 802 
HP's preference for an AC interface specs call for the addition of an 
over the original DC to better the attachment unit interface that gives 
network's performance. In reaction the network a means to control 
to pressure from HP and others, the information exiting the network. 
backers of Ethernet developed The committee standard also 
Ethernet Revision 2 in early 1982, redesigned the "mouth," or "node," 
making these and other minor hardware that attaches to the 
revisions in the original Ethernet. Ethernet cable. As a result, says 

The 802.3 draft, however, further one Ethernet booster, hardware 
revises Ethernet Revision 2 to and software vendors supplying 
eliminate "jabber." That problem products for local-area networks 
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will no longer vary in supplying 
those nodes. "Be it called Ethernet, 
IEEE 802 or ECMA (European 
Computer Manufacturers' Associa
tion), everyone will be working to 
the same specs," says Dave Liddle, 
co-founder of Metaphor Computer 
Systems, a Santa Clara, Calif., 
start-up developing an Ethernet
compatible workstation. Liddle was 
formerly vice president and general 
manager of Xerox's Office Systems 
Division strategic business unit. 

Liddle is given credit for 
advancing Xerox's Ether!
net program, . and contends 
that Ethernet has become 
an international standard. He 
believes products using the IEEE 
802 standard could be available by 
the second quarter of this year 
because most vendors have already 
made product plans resulting from 
their involvement in the committee. 
The 802 committee has about 50 
members representing about 35 
companies. 

In addition to DEC, Intel, Xerox 
and HP, nine other companies have 
endorsed the IEEE 802 draft 
standard. They include Ungermann
Bass, Bridge Communications 

NEWS 

Ralph Ungermann, president of Unger
mann-Bass, says it will be relatively easy to 
make software changes that will bring his 
company's products in line with the new IEEE 
local-area network proposal. 

Corp., Data General Corp., Fujitsu 
America Inc., Interlan Inc., Nation
al Semiconductor Corp. , Siemens 
AG, Tektronix Inc. and 3Com Corp. 

Ralph Ungermann, president of 
Ungermann-Bass, admits that it 
will be relatively easy to make the 
software changes that will bring his 

Intel to bolster 432 sales 
with fault-tolerant components 

Intel Corp. has had little market 
success in pushing its two-year-old 
iAPX 432 32-bit micromainframe 
chip set by touting its architectural 
protection against faulty software. 
But the company hopes the addition 
of tolerance for hardware faults will 
make the 432 a market winner, 
although initial systems will be 
relatively expensive. 

Two new Intel VLSI components, 
the 43204 bus interface unit and the 
43205 memory control unit, incorpo-
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rate the detection and recovery 
logic required to add a range of 
fault-tolerant capabilities to a 432-
based system. The same chips 
support an interconnection architec
ture that allows the modular and 
transparent extension of the proc
essing power and bus bandwidth of 
such a system. 

Gordon Reid, marketing manager 
at Intel's Special Systems Opera
tion, Aloha, Ore., expects this 
configuration flexibility and reliabil-

company's products to the IEEE 
specs, noting that one of the 
committee's chief aims was to 
facilitate the transition. In addition 
to the software changes, interface 
differences remain between the 
Ethernet Revision 2 products that 
Ungermann-Bass sells and the IEEE 
802 specs. 

Ungermann believes the market 
will not settle on the 802/ECMA 
standard until 1984 or 1985-after 
the 802 committee adopts the draft 
and the market is convinced that the 
standard is real. HP's Loughry, 
however, believes the market 
pressures, primarily from the 
growth in office automation, are 
sufficient to force vendors to accept 
a network standard. 

Metaphor's Liddle notes that, 
while there is still room for a 
company such as IBM Corp. or AT&T 
to force its own standards into the 
market, there has not been an 
overwhelming push to do so. He 
adds that the only other published 
local-area network standard besides 
the 802 specs is the IBM-supported 
token-ring proposal, which Liddle 
says remains buried in patent 
bureaucracy. -Robert A Sehr 

ity, plus a fivefold performance 
improvement since the 432 was 
introduced, will overcome market 
resistance to the 432 before 1985, 
when there will be a $19-billion 
demand for high-availability ma
chines, according to Dataquest, 
Inc., a Cupertino, Calif. market 
research firm. 

In the simplest 432 system 
configuration using the two new 
interconnect components, the MCU 
chip interfaces a single memory 
storage array, typically constructed 
of 64K-bit dynamic RAMs, to the 
memory bus. The MCU provides 
error-correcting circuitry correc
tion of single-bit errors, detection 
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and reporting of double-bit errors 
and optional switching in of spare 
bits on only partially good RAMs. 
Meanwhile, a BIU connects the 432's 
two-chip general data processor to 
the bus, while the 432 interface 
processor communicates with an I/o 
subsystem. 

Transparent multiprocessing can~ -
be achieved by attaching as many 
as 64 processors and memory 
arrays to the bus via BIUs. In 
case of bus contention, the BIU 
handles automatic bus retries. If 
more bus bandwidth is needed, as 
many as a buses can be added. 
No application software changes 
are necessary to accommodate such 
system expansion because proces
sors self-dispatch to a queue of 
waiting tasks when idle and BIU 
hardware maps processor addresses 
to available buses and memory 
systems. 

If more fault tolerance is neces
sary than the protection against 
transient errors provided by ECC 
and bus retries, a software-based, 
"self-healing" configuration is avail
able. A watchdog timer on an I/o 
subsystem notifies the subsystem's 
software when a failure occurs. The 
software checks BIU/MCU error 
logging registers to determine 
which resource has failed. Finally, 
the subsystem software reconfig
ures the system without the failed 
bus, processor or memory. The 
system is thus back on-line quickly 
without human intervention. 

If it is important that a system 
produce guaranteed results, redun
dant processor modules can ensure 
correct computation by functional 
redundancy checking. At system 
start-up, the 432 processors are 
configured under software control 
as master/checker pairs. Each 432 
checker processor performs calcula
tions with a master and puts a 
sample of the master's output onto 
the bus for comparison against its 
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Intel Corp.'s Gordon Reid expects fault
tolerant components and improvements on 
the 432 micromainframe chip to help 
overcome market resistance to the product 
by 1985. 

result. In the event of a discrepan
cy, the checker notifies all BIUs on 
its bus. Via redundant error 
reporting lines and two rebroad
casts of the error message, the 
interconnect architecture ensures 
that all nodes are notified of the 
error even if a single reporting line, 
bus or processor has failed. 

This FRC configuration catches 
hardware faults, but does not 
provide the redundant resources for 
successful recovery. But pairing a 
self-checking master/slave module 
with another self-checking "shad
ow" module that operates simulta
neously provides a current and 
complete backup for all state 
information in the module. Facilities 
in the BIU and MCU switch the 
system to the shadow module when 
the FRC reveals a failure has 
occurred. This fault-tolerant module 
is called quad modular redundant 
because most components are 
replicated four times. 

Thus, the 432's new interconnect 
architecture provides a path to 
increase reliability under software 
control. Software can configure the 
system in full QMR mode for critical 
applications in which down-time 
would be ruinous, or switch the 

system to an FRC-only mode that 
provides guaranteed results and 
nearly double system throughput 
(because twice as many processors 
are working in parallel). 

Besides the reliability of VLSI 

over the TTL with which the 
necessary detection and recovery 
logic are implemented in most 
fault-tolerant systems on the mar
ket, the 432 fault-tolerance scheme 
has an advantage in the inherent 
software reliability derived from 
the 432's run-time protection mech
anism, says Reid. 

Under the 432's run-time protec
tion scheme, the hardware gives a 
procedure "permits" to perform 
operations on data structures. A 
programmer cannot change that 
permit list innocently or purposely. 
During execution, hardware also 
checks that the data structure type 
is consistent with an attempted 
operation. If the hardware detects 
an attempted protection violation, it 
aborts the instruction and pinpoints 
the line of code in which the 
violation occurred. 

Intel's Reid says the detection of 
software errors is the real edge for 
the 432 in a fault-tolerant applica
tion. "Our hardware data protection 
allows detection and recovery to 
occur at the level of the fault," he 
says. Consequently, Reid claims, 
software faults are contained before 
they can corrupt a database or crash 
the entire system. 

Ironically, the hardware's data 
protection is largely responsible for 
the 432's lack of market acceptance 
because of the overhead it entails. 
"It takes longer to make a 
procedure call if you do a lot of 
checking," says Reid. He concedes 
that the first 432 implementation 
was particularly slow. Benchmarks 
done by professor David Patterson 
of the University of California at 
Berkeley and published by the 
Association of Computing Machin-
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ery peg the initial 432's 4-MHz 
performance on four benchmarks at 

NEWS 

one-twentieth the performance of a 
VAX-11/780. But that same study 

Intel 432 quad modular redundant fault-tolerant 8Cheme. 

I 

-------------~--~J 
C:J = Checker 

(GDP = general data processor, BIU = bus 
interface unit, and MCU = memory control 
unit. 

To achieve maximum fault tolerance, a 432-based system uses master/checker 
component pairs to verify the correctness of a computation and a shadow pair to take 
over in the event the primary pair fails. 

New Congress to face 
old and new industry issues 

After the traditional Washington 
early-winter lull, a familiar Admin
istration and a new Congress 
reported back to work facing some 
old problems and several new issues 
that will impact the minicomputer 
and microcomputer industries this 
year. Here's a cursory look at some 
of the significant industry issues_ 

• Two separate, but complemen
tary pieces of computer software 
legislation that fell victim to last 
year's lame-duck Congress will be 
reintroduced. If successful, both 
bills will improve the degr~e of 
protection afforded computer pro
grams under the Copyright Act. 

H.R. 6983 is expected to be 
reintroduced by Representative 
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Robert Kastenmeier (n.-Wisc.) 
after languishing in the House 
Judiciary Committee last year. It 
would have amended Title 17 of the 
Copyright Act to classify all forms 
of software as works of authorship, 
subject to the same copyright 
protection as books, plays, movies 
and other creative efforts, "regard
less of the form used to express the 
programming, or the form in which 
the programming is embodied," the 
bill states. ROM codes, magnetic 
cards, flowcharts and any other 
expression of software programs 
would be considered protected and 
copyrighted under the proposed 
amendment. 

H. R. 6420, which would have 

indicates that two rewrites of the 
responsible microcode and sampling 
to obtain 8-MHZ parts has increased 
432 performance to one-fourth that 
of a VAX-11/780, putting it on a 
performance par with a 5-MHZ 8086, 
but leaving it nearly an order of 
magnitude slower than the 286. 

Meanwhile, Intel studies indicate 
it would take a configuration of 12 to 
14 432s in parallel to make a tenfold 
gain in performance. Prices on the 
new BIU and MCU chips will be 
between $100 and $300 each in 
1000-piece lots when production 
quantities are available in October, 
while the two-chip general data 
processor is $450. It is thus 
apparent that a full-blown fault
tolerant 432 configuration with the 
power of a 286-based system will 
not be inexpensive initially. A 
12-processor system with quad 
redundance would sell for a mini
mum of $31,200 including processor 
and BIU chips. -Kevin Strehlo 

raised the criminal penalties for 
software piracy, probably will be 
resubmitted by Representative 
Barney Frank (n.-Mass.) with only 
minor modifications. H.R. 6420 
would raise the maximum fine for 
software theft from $25,000 to 
$250,000 and the maximum jail 
sentence from one to five years. If 
passed, the legislation will amend 
Title 18 of the Copyright Act to 
classify the penalties for program 
piracy with those for theft of video 
and audio programs. 

• National security issues are 
expected to dominate upcoming 
Capitol Hill hearings on legislation 
to modify and extend the Export 
Administration Act, scheduled to 
lapse in 1984. The Act governs what 
computer manufacturers and sys
tem integrators can market to 
Communist and non-Communist 
countries. Regional hearings on 
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Industry issues Congress may face this year 
..-An amendment to the Copyright Act to further protect software authorship. 

...-Legislation to raise criminal penalties for software piracy. 

..-An act restricting the export of high-technology hardware to Communist countries, 
which is one of several national security issues. 

...- Final regulations for an act allowing U.S. manufacturers and service providers to form public 
export trading companies. 

...- Legislation allowing joint R&D among computer manufacturers. 

..-An " Apple Bill " allowing write-offs of computer donations made to elementary schools. 

...-Legi slation mandating written contracts between office-equipment manufacturers and 
dealers. 

..-Trade restrictions for foreign computer vendors equal to those that U.S. vendors face. 

..-A rewrite of the Communications Act of 1934. 

modifications were scheduled to be 
held during January and February. 

A strong debate is developing on 
how the act should be modified to 
protect the u.s. lead in high
technology equipment and services. 
An argument put forth by the 
intelligence community and the 
Department of Defense recom
mends tight restrictions on the 
export of any high-tech hardware, 
including state-of-the-art computer 
systems, that could find its way into 
the Soviet Union. The counter
argument is that a freer export 
policy would not only benefit U.S. 

manufacturers and exporters, but 
would have the advantage of 
allowing the DOD to know better 
what the Soviets want. A compro
mise school of thought would permit 
the export of equipment and 
service, but not the underlying 

technology; that is, it would permit 
the sales of1cs outside the u.s., but 
impose tight restrictions on con
structing IC manufacturing facilities 
outside the u.s. 

• Final regulations for the Ex
port Trading Act should be made 
available for public comment by 
May, according to officials at the 
Department of Commerce. The act, 
signed into law by President Ronald 
Reagan last year, allows U.S. 

computer manufacturers and serv
ice providers to form export trading 
companies exempt from U.S. anti
trust regulations. The law also 
permits banking organizations to 
invest for the first time in export 
trading companies. 

• Efforts will continue during 
the 98th session of Congress to pass 
legislation that will allow joint 
research and development activities 

among computer manufacturers, 
according to industry observers in 
Washington . 

• Representative Fortney "Ray" 
Stark (D.-Calif.) is expected to 
reintroduce the "Apple Bill," which 
will allow computer manufacturers 
to write off as much as 92 percent of 
direct costs-labor, materials and 
factory overhead-of minicomput
ers and microcomputers donated to 
elementary and secondary schools . 
The measure passed the House last 
year, but was blocked from reaching 
the Senate floor by Senator Robert 
Dole (R.-Kan.) and others, who 
branded the legislation "a blatant 
giveaway." 

The new legislation will contain 
only minor modifications, according 
to a staff member of the House 
Ways and Means Committee. The 
period during which manufacturers 
can take the tax credits will be left 
deliberately open-ended, compared 
with the three-year write-off period 
that was specified earlier. 

• Senator James Exon (D.-Neb.) 
is expected to introduce legislation 
that will mandate written contracts 
beween mandfacturers of office 
equipment, including computers 
and peripherals, and their dealers. 
The measure, which was held up in 
the Senate Judiciary Committee 
last year, has polarized many trade 
associations based in Washington. 

SENATE PILOT PROGRAM TO TEST MINIS FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION 
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Office-automation techniques will 
be tested as part of an ambitious 
program to install a Senate-wide 
office minicomputer system beginning 
in 1984. As much as $228,000 has 
been authorized to fund a pilot 
program this year to operate .various 
minicomputers and peripherals in 12 
Senate staff offices. User applications 
will range from word processing for 
constituents' letters to routine office 

functions such as payroll and 
bookkeeping. 

The Senate Rules Committee is 
coordinating the program and arrang
ing contracts between participating 
Senators and hopeful vendors. 

Each Senator's office will select its 
own vendor this month; the office 
systems will be installed in April. 
Because of the variety of computer 
systems likely to be chosen, says 

John Swearingen, technical services 
director of the committee, the pilot 
program will not include interoffice 
communications, although the final 
system will be bought from a single 
vendor to ensure communications 
compatibility. The Rules Committee 
expects to have the evaluation 
completed on the program's first phase 
in the third quarter of this year. 
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Opposing the proposed legislation is 
the Computer and Communications 
Industry Association, which says 
the bill will force manufacturers to 
revamp their lines of distribution 
completely and will cost hundreds of 
thousands of dollars to comply with 
the bill's provisions. Proponents of 
the measure, including the National 
Office Machine Dealers Association, 
argue the bill would require 
manufacturer/dealer agreements 
that guarantee "equitable, fair and 
reasonable service to the dealer." 

The measure, according to a 
legislative aide to Senator Exon, is 
intended to correct such abuses by 
manufacturers as refusing to sign 
written contracts with dealers and 
unilaterally shifting product lines 
from one dealer to another with 

NEWS 

little or no advance warning. Under 
the provisions of last year's bill, a 
manufacturer would be required to 
pay termination penalties if it 
changed dealers within a specified 
sales region. Exon, who was an 
office-equipment dealer before his 
election as Governor of Nebraska in 
1970, is attempting to line up the 
nine Senators who cosponsored the 
bill last year and gain additional 
support for the measure before 
reintroducing it in the Senate. 

• Proposed legislation to impose 
the same restrictions on foreign 
computer vendors operating in the 
u. s. as faced by American firms 
exporting to or operating in foreign 
markets is likely to surface again 
this year in Congress. Non tariff 
trade barriers, such as a recent 

lnterlan adds Ethernet board 
for Data General systems 

Interlan Inc., which last year 
introduced a Digital Equipment 
Corp.-compatible Ethernet inter
face board before DEC could produce 
its own, has jumped into the Data 
General Corp. market. It will 
introduce a oo-compatible Ethernet 
board just three months after the 
Westboro, Mass., minicomputer 
company announces its intentions to 
support the Ethernet local-area 
networking standard. The an
nouncement comes nearly 18 
months before oo plans to offer an 
Ethernet product. 

The oo ooard is a standard 15-in. 
card designed to work in Nova, 
Eclipse and MV series systems. Like 
the earlier DEC board, it is built 
around the Advanced Micro Devices 
2901 bit-slice processor. Scheduled 
for initial shipments in April, the 
Interlan NI4010A board is priced 
$2490 in single-unit quantities and 
$1743 in OEM quantities of 25. It is 
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said to meet both the Xerox 
Corp./Intel Corp./DEC Ethernet 
standard and the IEEE PB02.3 
standard at the data link and 
physical levels (see "13 companies 
close in on local network standard 
proposal," p. 18). The DEC and oo 
boards differ mainly in interface 
requirements, say Interlan officials. 
The NI4040A is designed to perform 
all Ethernet data-link layer func
tions such as data encapsulation/ 
decapsulation; CSMA/CD transmit 
and receive data-link management; 
and address recognition for physi
cal, multicast group and broadcast 
frame transmissions. On the physi
cal channel function level, it 
operates at lOM bits per sec. and 
performs Manchester data encod
ing/decoding and carrier deference 
and collision detection and provides 
the transceiver interface. 

Continues on page 35 

Korean ban on the import of 
minicomputers, microcomputers 
and peripherals, are prompting the 
call for reciprocal measures in the 
U.S. 

• Representative Tim Wirth 
(D.-Colo.) may introduce a new 
version of his proposed rewrite of 
the Communications Act of 1934. 
Wirth withdrew his bill from the 
House last year in the face of an 
overwhelming lobbying effort 
mounted by AT&T against the bill. 
Capitol Hill sources say the Senate 
is unlikely to follow suit, preferring 
to await the outcome of AT&T's 
divestiture of its operating compa
nies and the entry of the Bell 
spin-off, American Bell Co., into the 
computer and data-processing mar
kets. -Stephen J. Shaw 

lnterlan Inc. manager of hardware devel
opment John Clayton installs lnterlan's 
N/4010A Ethernet interface board into a Data 
General MV/8000 superminicomputer. The 
board is said to meet both the Xerox/Intel/ 
DEC Ethernet standard and the IEEE P802.3 
standard at the data-link and physical levels. 
Also pictured is Inter/an engineer Kathleen 
Eccles. 
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HERE'S ALL THE 
SCREWING AROUND 
YOU'LL NEED TO DO 

TO GITA DEC 
SYSTEM FROM CDS 
UP AND RUNNING 

No fooling , a DEC PDP-11 based system from 
Cambridge Digital is ready to run as soon as you 
open the box. 

It's part of The Edge you get when you get your DEC 
system from us . The Edge guarantees total system 
integration , and a whole lot more. 

Like competitive , or better than competitive prices. 
Delivery in as little as ten days on our pre-packaged 
systems. State-of-the-art hardware and software. An 
enormous choice of DEC products , and DEC compati
bles all fully integrated . And no-nonsense technical 
support that makes sure you 'll have the state-of-the
art today. And tomorrow. 

Seven guarantees in all . Seven reasons why only a 
DEC system from Cambridge Digital can give you 
The Edge. 

To receive our DEC PDP-11 based system catalog , 
including a description of the seven guarantees you 
get when you get The Edge, call 1-800-343-5504 (in 
Massachusetts 1-617-491-2700) , or send the coupon 
to Cambridge Digital Systems , Dept. 7401 , P.O. Box 
568, 65 Bent Street, Cambridge , Massachusetts 
02139. Telex 92-1401/COMPUMART CAM 

Cambridge Digital Systems is a division of 
Compumart Corp . 
r--------------------------, 

C'fS C1'LL: 
I want The Edge: FOR f1'~~3-SS04 

1-8vv-

Title _______________ _ 

Organization--------------

Address ______________ _ 

City _______ .State ____ Zip __ _ 

Phone-'--( -----''---- ---------

L.(~4~)------------------------...1 

Cambridge 
lllllllDi ital 
ONISION OF COMPUMART g 

The Edge in System Integration 
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How to buy a computer 
by the numbers. 

Introducing the Cromemco 
C-10 Personal Computer. 
Only $1785, including soft
ware, and you get more pro
fessional features and per
formance for the price than 
with any other personal com
puter on the market. We've 
got the numbers to prove it. 

The C-10 starts with a 
high-resolution 12" CRT that 
displays 25 lines with a full 
80 characters on each line. 
Inside is a high-speed Z-80A 
microprocessor and 64K 
bytes of on-board memory. 
Then there's a detached, 
easy-to-use keyboard and a 
51A" disk drive with an excep
tionally large 390K capacity. 
That's the C-10, and you won't 
find another ready-to-use 

personal computer that of
fers you more. 

But hardware can't work 
alone. That's why every C-10 
includes software-word 
processing, financial spread 
sheet, investment planning 
and BASIC. Hard-working, 
CP/MR-based software that 
meets your everyday needs. 
Software that could cost over 
$1000 somewhere else. FREE 
with the C-10. There's really 
nothing else to buy. 

But the C-lO's numbers 
tell only part ofthe story. 
What they don't say is that 
Cromemco is already known 
for some of the most reliable 
business and scientific com
puters in the industry. And 
now for the first time, this 

technology is available in a 
personal computer. 

One last number. Call 
800 538-8157 x929 for the 
name of your nearest 
Cromemco dealer, or to re
quest literature. In California 
call 800 672-3470 x929. 
Or write Cromemco, Inc., 280 
Bernardo Avenue, P.O. Box 
7400, Mountain View, CA 
94039. In Europe, write 
Cromemco A/S, Vesterbro
gade lC, 1620 Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 
CP/ MR is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
All Cromemco products are serviced by TRW. 

Cromemco 
TomorroW'~ computers tod 



CENTRONICS 

Since its introduction in late 
1981, the innovative Centronics tech
nology behind the Prints ta ti on 350 
Series has received OEM praise for its 
paper handling and reliability. With 
new Printstation family additions, we 
now offer new capabilities and higher 
speeds. Now, more than ever, the 
Printstation 350 family will provide 
OEMs with the flexibility to meet all 
their printing needs . Bar code print
ing. Large characters. Color. Graphics. 
More Multipass fonts. More speeds, 
from 50 cps (multipass) to over 400 
cps (10 cpi ). And more efficiency with 
an outstanding new breakthrough: a 
1-, 2- or 3-bin automatic sheet and 
envelope feeder option. 

Add these new capabilities to 
proven Printstation 350 innovations 
such as true multi-function paper
handling, and family design with 80% 
parts commonality-and you have the 
ideal OEM printer choice for all three 
information processing categories. 

DATA PROCESSING. 
Printstation 350 means exceptional 
throughput-approaching line 
printer speeds in DP applications 
such as: o Program listings o Business 
reports o Data logging o Spread 
sheets . .. using fult 6-part, single 
sheet or fan-folded forms ... and ca
pable of operating at 100% duty cycle. 

c:enTnonu:s ® 

PRlnTSTATIOns 
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BUSINESS PROCESSING. 
Whether in an office or on a loading 
dock, whatever a business needs, a 
Printstation 350 will print: o Bar code 
tickets o Mailing labels o Insurance 
forms o Purchase orders o Sales charts 
& graphs o Invoices . . . on business 
cut sheet, instant tear-off and sprock
et-feed forms . .. with graphics ... and 
without afterthought options. 

WORD PROCESSING. 
A Printstation 350 means complete 
job flexibility with a choice of fixed 
pitch or proportional fonts for: o Bus
iness correspondence o Office 
memos o Proposals o Personalized 
and form letters o Envelope 
addressing. 

And with our new automatic 
sheet/envelope feeder you can max
imize operator productivity at an 
amazingly low cost. 

Attractive and quiet enough for 
every office but right at home in a 
warehouse, teller station or shipping 
department. - That's Printstation 
350. From Centronics-the first 
choice of OEMs worldwide. For a 
copy of our new Printstation 350 
brochure, write Centronics Data 
Computer Corp., One Wall Street, 
Hudson, N.H. 03051. 
Tel. (603)883-0111 
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IBM 
Value Added 
Re marketers 

like IBM. 
Our Value Added Remarketers tell us that IBM service, support 

and products sold them on our VAR program in the first place. 
And keeps them sold. 

That stands to reason. Our nationwide network of maintenance 
service locations puts help just a call away. But IBM service is more 

than convenient. As one IBM VAR says, "It's the best;' Another VAR cites, "the 
worldwide availability of parts; as being important. That reservoir of parts-and 

experience-goes hand in hand with our reputation for fast, reliable service. 
Our VARs also give IBM support as a very good reason. We not only help 

them decide on the right IBM products, we also help them sell with support 
that ranges from a broad spectrum of marketing aids to technical assistance 
and business management seminars. In one VAR's words, 

"It's the team of people we can turn to. IBM always comes 

up with the answers we need?' 

Several VARs mention IBM hardware as a big plus. One says: 
"Its standing in the field helps reduce the selling hurdles?' Another 
praises IBM's ability to, "keep customers up to date as new hard-
ware develops?' Both are referring to the success they had with 
the Series/I. We expect we'll soon be hearing the same praise 
about the Datamaster small business computer, which ,------
is now available to our VAR customers. 

Mr. Richard E. Patten 
IBM Corporation 
1000 Westchester Avenue 
White Pla ins. New York 10604 

MMS-3-83 

And one customer simply says: "IBM's Value Added 
Remarketer program offers enhanced revenue oppor
tunities?' That's a polite way of saying you make more 
money. Which is probably the very best reason of all. Please have your IBM Value Added Rema rketer representative contarl me. 

If you'd like to learn more about our VAR program, 
we'd like to give you the details. Call Richard E. Patten 
collect, 914-696-4471. = -:-: - -
Or send us the coupon. :::§:: - - ~ ~ = <I> 

Nam<'-' ---------------

'litl~---------------

Compa ny ______________ _ 

Add'""'----- -----------

City _____ __ Stat~----ZiP•---

Ph'ln""----------------

I markf' l applica tion solutions lo the following industries: 

L------------------------~ 
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CHASSIS 

BACKPLANE 

I/0 MAPPING 

BUS 

MEMORY & 
PERIPHERAL 
SUPPORT 

PRICING 

PDP-11/23 
PLUS 

51A" SW 
Front loading Front loading 

8x4 9x4 

None None 

22-bit Q-BUS 22-bit Q-BUS 

Up to 4.0MB, but limited to 256KB 
when using peripherals other than 

RL01/RL02 or RXOl 

DATARAM 
M23 

51,4" 
Rear loading 

9 x 6 

Q-MAP 

22-bit Q-BUS 
and 

18-bit Q-BUS 

PDP-11/24 

51,4" Side loading 
or 

10'/i" Top loading 

9 x 6 

KT24 

22-bit extended 
UNIBUS (EUB) & 

18-bit UNIBUS 

10'/1" Top loading 
with 

80 MB Winchester 

9x6 

Q-MAP 

22-bit Q-BUS 
and 

18-bit Q-BUS 

Up to 4.0MB. No basic limitation on peripherals. 

B23, M23, and W23 are approximately 35% less than comparable DEC systems in t.OMB configurations. 
Additional t.OMB memory modules from Dataram are about 40% less than DEC's equivalent t.OMB memory. 

Contact us for actual price comparisons. 

From Q-BUS Pricing 
to UNIBUS Performance 

From top to bottom, chart the range of LSI-I I system performance you get from 
Dataram .. . and only Dataram. 

It starts with our low-end 823 PLUS Q-BUS system at lower (much lower!) than 
DEC prices. And continues with high-end M23 and W23 Q-BUS systems that use 
Dataram's innovative Q-MAP'" 1/ 0 mapping module to generate a separate 18-bit 
bus from the LSI-I I / 23's 22-bit bus. Allowing you to put 4.0MB of memory on the 
22-bit bus while interfacing your high-performance peripherals (RM02, TM 11 , RX02 
and more) to the 18-bit bus. Giving you much more performance than provided by 
the PDP- 11 / 23 PLUS, which supports only the RLOl / RL02 and RXOI on its 22-bit 
bus. 

It's possible, because Dataram's Q-MAP duplicates the functions of DEC's KT24 -
which exists only in UNIBUS minicomputers from DEC - enabling Dataram's 
4.0MB M23 and W23 minicomputers to be completely compatible with RSX 11-M, 
RSX 11-M PLUS, RSTS, UNIX and any other operating system which supports 
KT24 memory management. 

Our W23 system goes a step further, integrating an BOMB Winchester drive and 
associated controller to provide even greater performance. 

Q-BUS pricing ... UNIBUS performance ... in an LSI-I I megabyte system. Plus a wide 
range of disk and tape controllers, and related LSI-I I accessories. Only from 
Dataram. Call us at (609) 799-0071 . We'd like to tell you more about our family of 
LSl-11/23 based systems. 

DATARAM 
CORPORATION 

Princeton Road 
Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 
(609) 799-0071 Telex: 510-685-2542 
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Continues from page 28 

The board also performs various 
diagnostic functions. It includes a 
13.5K-byte FIFO buffer for back-to
back frame reception and a 1. 5K
byte buffer for frame transmission. 
The NI4010A also collects network 
statistics such as the number of 
frames received with cyclic
redundancy-check errors, the num
ber of frames received with 
alignment errors, the number of 
transmit collisions, the number of 
mulitcast frames filtered and the 
number of out-of-window collisions. 

Software drivers are available 
from Interlan to link network 
operations to DG computers running 
under the RDOS or AOS operating 
systems. Price for the software 
packages had not been set at press 
time, but Interlan officials say 
prices will follow the pattern set by 
the DEC products, or $1000 for the 
first copy in RSX and VMS versions 
and $100 for subsequent copies. 
Interlan charges $500 for an RT-11 
package and $50 for 'each additional 
copy. 

Although software for the DG 
Ethernet board is limited to 
drivers, lnterlan hopes to provide 
networking software that will 
operate with DG's Xodiac local 
networking scheme as well, says a 
company spokesman. Last summer, 
Interlan announced Etherway soft
ware, which links Ethernet to DEC's 
DECnet scheme through the Inter
lan board (MMS, August, 1982, p. 
244). 

DG, meanwhile, is exploring both 
internal solutions and OEM products 
to put its · systems on IEEE 802 
networks, says director of distribut
ed systems development David 
Maloney. He adds that a primary 
concern is to retain the network 
software the company has devel
oped for its Xodiac scheme. ''We 
would like to put 802 under Xodiac," 
he says. 
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lnterlan will market the NI4010A Co. Late last year, Calma said it 
board through existing channels, would support the Ethernet stan
which include direct sales to major <lard on its DEC- and DG-based 
customers and manufacturer's rep- turnkey systems. Company officials 
resentatives for other OEMS. The hope to have the lnterlan board 
company has landed a large OEM integrated into Calma's systems in 
contract with Calma Co., a Santa the t,hird quarter, and the company 
Clara, Calif., CAD/CAM systems will also use the DEC version of the 
company owned by General Electric board. -Geoff Lewis 

Used-mini market fading 
as dealers move to micros 

The used-computer industry ap
pears to be thriving. Industry 
analysts such as Charles C. Greco of 
International Data Corp., Framing
ham, Mass., and Adolph "Sonny'' 
Monosson, chairman of American 
Used Computer Co., Boston, see 
the total used market rising to 
nearly $3 billion in 1983, with the 
minicomputer share of 5 percent 
translating into $150 million. And 
just recently, 49 dealers of used 
Digital Equipment Corp. equipment 

formed the Digital Dealers Associa
tion to ensure order in a chaotic 
market cluttered with more than 
300 total dealers. 

Why, then, is American Used 
Computer, founded in 1968 and the 
giant of the used-mini business, 
phasing itself out of that market 
with one final clearance sale? ''Why 
am I having a going-out-of-used
computer-business sale?" asks 
Monosson. "Haven't you seen those 
new supermicrocomputers?" 

AMERICAN COMPUTER GROUP PUSHING SMALL MICROS 

Adolph "Sonny" Monosson's Amer
ican Computer Group has already 
begun expanding its customer base 
by selling and leasing several small 
microcomputers, including the oec
Mate 1, the Xerox 820 model 1 and the 
DEC VT180. Monosson says, "The 
oecMate has been very well
accepted." 

Will the company distribute mainly 
vendor overstocks of somewhat 
inactive early models that might be 
purchased inexpensively? Monosson 
replies that "service, quality and 
reliability" are the only considerations. 
He expects to offer the oecMate 11 
when it is available. But as to which of 
the newest microcomputers he will 
select, he says only that he and 
partner Bill Grinker have had "a lot of 
dates" with potential vendors. "We 
have spent a lot of time analyzing the 
market," he adds. 

American does not offer current 
Apple products because Apple Com
puter rnc. has already saturated its 
p0ssible market, Monosson claims. 
He expresses no interest in the 
Osborne personal computer, but his 
eyes light up when the Compaq 
portable computer is mentioned. 
Monosson also has been considering 
68000-based systems. 

The companies that obtain the 
small computers from American do so 
in groups of as many as 1 o. 
American's sales force is also 
beginning to target single professional 
users, such as lawyers, accountants 
and engineers, Monosson says. 

Lease options are for one, two and 
three years. American claims over
night delivery. "We have the capital to 
carry the inventory," Monosson says. 
"That gives us a big advantage." 
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Claiming to have seen the 
handwriting on the wall, Monosson 
and Bill Grinker, his partner, are 
moving to the new microcomputer 
market, and they will begin selling 
about 10 small computers this year. 

American's inventory, which in 
1978 filled several floors of the 
company's warehouse, including 

NEWS 

50,000 sq. ft. of DEC equipment, 
occupied only one floor at the start 
of the sale. The DEC portion of the 
stock had dwindled to 8000 sq. ft. 
The number of active dealers has 
also decreased. Monosson points out 
that of the 1285 companies entering 
the market since 1968, at least 947 
have gone out of business. 

--------------------------~---. American Used Computer's "Sonny" 
Monosson has retired his famous sandwich 
boards and is staging one final clearance 
sale. His company will now focus on selling 
and leasing new microcomputers. 
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A lMB memory makes your mini 
a long-lived asset. 

Macrolink 256KB Memory Modules upgrade your 
system to a full megabyte without changing CPUs or buy
ing other expensive add-on hardware. Fully compatible 
with P-E hardware and software, our plug-in modules 
can be mixed with your core boards. And Macrolink's 
750 ns cycle time is realized through the full megabyte 
of memory! Standard on-board ECC and Error Logger 
maximizes your uptime. 

Modules are shipped from stock with complete in
stallation instructions and backed by a I-year limited 
warranty. And they come with the high reliability, tested 
performance and pricing you'd expect from the 
established world-wide leader in P-E interfaces. 

Call today for prices and our other P-E compat
ible products (714) 634-8080. TWX 910-591-1671. m mactolink'" 

Macrolink Inc., 1150 E. Stanford Ct., Anaheim, CA 92805-6887 
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON INQUIRY CARD 

Monosson says the rapid advanc
es in microprocessor technology 
have caused the market values of 
used computers to decay more 
quickly than in the past. Many used 
machines that once sold for 80 
percent of their original list prices 
now often sell for less than 50 
percent of current list prices. Even 
a popular 128K-word DEC PDP 11/40, 
which in 1978 sold for $15,ooo, or 50 
percent of list, now sells for a 
maximum of $5000. (The 11/40 is 
now out of production.) 

Many dealers acknowledge a 
market decay. The demand for PDP 

11/70s was so strong in 1976 that the 
Minicomputer Exchange, Sunny
vale, Calif., was able to sell 
available units for 10 percent above 
list prices (MMS, September, 1976, 
p. 52). Now, however, company 
president Walt Grueninger says he 
sells 11/7os for 50 percent of list 
price. And the Data General Corp. 
Nova 4X, which Grueninger says 
was a "hot item" a year ago at 80 to 
85 percent of list price, is now down 
to one-half or less of list. 

"The stuff we're selling now is 
obsolete," admits Phil Thomas, 
president of Thomas Business 
Systems, Boca Raton, Fla. He says 
a Nova 3 that went for 50 percent of 
list in 1981 now sells for only 30 
percent of list. 

Chuck Newman, of Newman 
Computer Exchange, Troy, Mich., 
says that, although mail-order 
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NEC's 8-INCH 
HALF-HEIGHT 
FLEXIBLE 
DISK DRIVES. 

You 
get more 

from 
NEC. 

Half the space or twice the 
capacity. By replacing your con
ventional 8-inch flexible disk drives 
with NEC's new 8-inch half-height 
models you can either put the same 
capacity into less space, or increase 
capacity up to 3.2 megabytes in the 
space you're using now. 

It's a simple substitution. Both 
the single-sided FD1164 and dou
ble-sided FD1165 have industry
standard interfaces and mounting 
dimensions. They mount horizontally 
or vertically. And they use only 
+ 24 V and +5 V DC power. 
Save more than space. NEC's 
disk drives save you money, too. 
They're less expensive than others, 
and your savings build from there . 

NEC designed these drives with 
an MTBF of 24,000 power-on hours. 
That's more than 5 years of normal 

usage; up to three times as long as 
competitive drives. Special media
handling techniques give you a 
media life of more than 7 million 
passes, up to twice that of compet
itive drives. 

Only two of NEC's many 
reliable, cost-effective products. 
NEC has an ever-expanding line of 
flexible disk drives, rigid Winchester 
disk drives and printers including 
the renowned Spinwriters'." For 
complete information on 8-inch 
half-height flexible disk drives, send 
the coupon to NEC Information 
Systems, Inc., 5 Militia Drive, 
Lexington, MA 02173. 

NEC 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. 

r-------------:'."1 
I NEC Information Systems, Inc. MMso3e3 

I 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173 

I D Have a representative call me. 
I D Send more information on 8-inch 
I half-height flexible disk drives. 

I ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I Name 

Telephone 

City 

State Zip 
___________ ....J 

Spinwriter is a trademark of 
Nippon Electric Co .. Ltd. 



QUIET. Low noise level 
designed for the office
easy on power, too. 

ELIMINATES ADJUSTMENT TWO WAYS. 
Embedded servo information and 
microprocessor logic mean no need 
for head alignment; no electric 
adjustments, even when changing 
CBs; highly reliable cartridge 
interchange. 

T H E L A R K™ 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 4 w~s. ( 1 ) low-mass, 
lightly-loaded flying read/ write heads. 
(2) 9.67 Mhz transfer rate. (3) 42 ms average 
access time-9455; 35 ms average time-
9457. (4) linear voice coil actuators 
and precision closed-loop servo system. 

F A M L y 
Now LARK doubles your options for built-in back-up with unlimited shelf storage: we've 
added the 50-Mbyte Model 9457 to the16-Mbyte Model 9455. Both come with high 
quality and reliability built in. For more information, call your local Control Data 
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OEM Sales representative or write: OEM Product Sales, HQNOSH, 
Control Data Corporation, P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440. 

(5 2) CONT1'0L DATA 
Addressing society's major unmet needs 

as profitable business opportunities 
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business remains steady, "It's a 
little puzzling. The secondary mar
ket at the systems level is weak," he 
says. But, he adds, "The secondary 
market at the piece [peripheral] 
level is fine." Newman says that, 
possibly because of recessionary 
budget cutbacks in data-processing 
departments, many of his customers 
buy new disk drives or upgrade 
memories to keep their systems 
running longer instead of buying 
entire systems. 

Also, long delivery time for new 
equipment-formerly a major rea
son for users to buy used equipment 
-has been shortened to 30 days in 
many cases. Newman recalls that 
the late 1979 introduction of the 
11/44 caused stepped-up demand for 
used 11/34s because delivery times 
for 11/44s were as long as a year. 
Most dealers of used equipment 
offer immediate d~livery. As a 
result, they are gettjng squeezed on 
one end by minicomputer manufac
turers' competitive delivery times 
and on the other end by microcom
puters' price/performance. 

Indeed, while the old minis await 
their fates in basements, state-of
the-art microcomputers get pre
viewed in upstairs offices. For 
example, on the second day of 
American l,Jsed · Computer's clear
ance sale, a marketing team from 
Otrona Corp. anxiously tried to 
convince Grinker to add the 
company's portable, Z80A-based, 
18-lb. Attache computer to its line 
of available equipment. The Atta
che, retailing for $3995, including 
several software packages, stands 
in sharp contrast to the 4K-word 
PDP 81 gathering dust on a shelf in 
American's .cellar. When new in 
1968, a PDP 81 sold for $12,800. 
There was still some life in them in 
1976 when the Newman Computer 
Exchange was selling used models 
for $1500. But now, with a price tag 
of $250, the 81 will be lucky if it 
escapes the scrap heap. 

As a further testament to the 
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changing market, American offers a 
PDP 8 with serial number 13 for 
$49,000. Monosson claims he has 
been offered $25,000 for the 
"antique." 

Despite the poor market for used 
minis, 32-bit units are still being 
developed, and it seems certain that 
the market will not disappear 

altogether. "Instead," Monosson 
says, "it will become a smaller 
industry with greater profitability 
-a dealer business, not a broker or 
lessor business." He predicts a 
sharp decline to a $1-billion used
equipment market in 1986, with the 
minicomputer portion only 1 per
cent. 

-David A. Bright 

~~~"!"~":"l'!lll~l!'lll!!!I~""'""""'""'..., ":II":"".' 
~ - ·. - - - . - . ..;...a:- . -. 
-1!!!!!1. . - . - !'!II -

-- ----- = 
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·mount, Boor mount, 
and table top versions. 
And includes CPU, a 
10 Mb 51/4" Winchester, 
800 J<b floppy back-up, 
and auto-sell diagnostics 
for 110, CPU ancf mass 
storage. 

But what puts the 
Micro/PDP-11 m front of 
<)ll the others is what's 
behind it. 

More software. 
Over 2,000 developed 
ap:rlications for labora
tones, factories, offices, 

~ 
~ 

... r9i w 

and other businesses. And thou
sands of PDP-11 trained program
mers ready to write even more. 

A wide choice of operating 
systems. Including RSX-11, RSTS/E, 
RT-11, DSM-11, MicroPower/Pascal, 
and UNIX.** 

A variety of languages such as 
BASIC, FORTRAN-77, COBOL-81, 
C, DATATRIEVE, PASCAL and 
DIBOL. 

Thousands of peripheral hard
ware interface products. 

And the support of Digital' s 
worldwide team of over 18,000 sales 

19" 

lnd service professiohalS. 
answer any question. Or'Solve m 
problem. 

The Micro/PDP-11. No other 
micro can stand up to it. 

For more information, send in 
the coupon. Or call 800-225-9222 and 
ask for information packageliM-127. 

r-------, Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, . 
HL2-1/El0 ' I 77ReedRoad,Hudson, MA01749. I 

D Please send me more information on 

I Digital's Micro/PDP-11. I 
D Please have a Digital Sales Representative I contact me. I 

I 
My application is I 
Name 

I TI& I 
I Company I 
I s~~ I 

City State Zip 

I Phone I 
1 Morethan 1 
L - a mtcm. =83J 
' Quantity one, U.S. Prices only 
"UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
<C>Digital Equipment Corporation 1983 

mnmnomo 
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Sales representatives in 
most metropolitan areas. 

system reliability/system integrity 

OEM and Dealer pricing 
is available. 

2530 San Pablo Avenue • Berkeley • CA 94702 • (415) 549-3854 • 172029 SPX 
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0 FLEXIBLE-Four RS-232C serial 
channels, each individually 
configurable as either DCE 
or DTE. 

0 SOLID AND RELIABLE- Each 
board is dynamically burned-in 
for 168 hours to insure stable 
performan ce. 

AND WOULD ... 
D HAVE SOFTWARE 

PROGRAMMABLE BAUD 
RATES of 50 to 38,400 Baud 
on each channel. 

D INCREASE THROUGHPUT 
significantly in multi-user 
configurations. 

The 5104- DMA has been field 
proven in DUAL's System 83, 
a 68000/ UNIX®, multi-user, 
multi-tasking system. 

510-4-DMA ............. $695 
•UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories 

:)UAL 
DUAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
2530 San Pablo Avenue • Be rke ley 

CA 94702 • (415) 549-3854 • 172029 SPX 
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\\e joined the 
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'' 
new leader in tape techno1ogy. 

Hello PPC! The division that made Pertee Com
puter Corporation world famous for high tech 
peripherals is once again a separate, autonomous 

operating corporation - Pertee Peripherals 
Corporation. It may seem like, a small 
change, but it symbolizes the parent 

'lliumph-Adler's commitment 
to PPC as an effective, inde
pendent organization free 
to pursue future genera
tions in tape technology. 

With worldwide sales 
and service capability and 

over 100,000 tape drives shipped, 
PPC is clearly the leader in tape technol
ogy and intends to stay that way. Its autonomy, 
and a doubling of product development dollars 

will provide its OEM customers with the best 
solutions and support possible for their future tape 

requirements. 
PPC Introduces the VINDICATOR:" PPC's engi
neers have designed this high performance %-inch 
drawer mount streaming tape drive, providing 46 
or 92 Mb capacity, to better meet OEM demands 

for low cost, dependable tape transport. The VIN
DICA1DR's high reliability design includes virtu
ally all the features the OEM has been looking for: 

auto-load, load-on-line, auto power restart, a 
diagnostic package with automatic 
self-test on powerup, a universal 
power module and a programmable 
front panel. And finally-extended 
gap start/stop performance and indus
try standard PPC formatter interface 
make the VINDICA1DR the best 
choice for traditional and backup appli
cations today, and for the requirements 
of the future. 

You too can join the new leader in 
tape technology. Call or write the "new" 

Pertee Peripherals Corporation, 9600 Irondale Ave
nue, P. 0. Box 2198, Chatsworth, California 91311 
or call (213) 882-0030, TWX: (910) 494-2093. In 
Europe and the United Kingdom, contact Pertee 
International, 10 Portman 
Road, Reading, Berkshire 
RG31DU Telephone (44) 
734-591441. 

Sl.SSIClWffCXTRl..MPH -ACl...ER 

II . 

Soaring to New Heights in Tape Technology 
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Invest in lime 
Your Customers 
Can't Wait 
Getting your project completed on time is critical. 
Investing in the right software tools puts time on 
your side. 

We write software for a living. We understand the 
importance of time to the professional programmer. 
To complete projects on time you need good soft
ware tools. So we create high quality, timesaving 
tools for users of DEC and MC68000-based 
computer systems. 

Pascal-2 Compiler It generates fast, compact code. 
Because the compiler does the optimizing, program
mers can spend time on other programming tasks. 
Because Pascal is a structured language, other pro
grammers can easily read your programs. Indeed, it's 
the language most programmers are learning today. 

Additionally, programs written in Pascal-2 are portable. 
Now you can change hardware without having to re
write your software. 

Additional TimeSavers The time you save with our 
Pascal-2 compiler is only the beginning. We also pro
vide a full line of other TimeSavers. Pasca/-2 source
/eve/ Debugger for true high-level debugging ease. 
SourceTools for control and management of changes 
to source programs. Concurrent Programming Pack
age for real-time scheduling and device drivers. 
Profiler for identifying performance bottlenecks in 
programs. 
Call or write for our brochure about Pascal-2 and 
additional TimeSavers. 

TimeSavers from Oregon Software. 
Your customers can't wait. And neither can you. 
DEC is a trademark of the Digltal Equipment Corporation. MC68000 is a 
trademark of Motorola Inc. 

Oregon 
SoftWare 

2340 SW Canyon Road 
Portland, Oregon 97201 
(503) 226-7760 
TWX: 910-464-4779 

The Pioneer In Performance Pascal 
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DG service may be testimonial 
to a changed company 

Data General Corp. has used the 
lean economic period, during which 
its mainstay minicomputer products 
suffered depressed sales, to build 
new muscles to flex in service when 
the economy rebounds. Field serv
ice results may be a testimony that, 
after reorganizing and losing car
loads of key managers, the contro
versial company truly may have 
made headway in extending its 
hardware-only focus to end-user 
sales. And, it has done so while 
cleaning up a spotty service record 
(see "Service for railway is turning 
point for DG," p. 50). 

The change in service is a change 
in the way the entrepreneurial 
organization operates. Now, rather 
than 60 islands doing things 60 

ways, the company provides uni
form delivery of service with 
standards, quality and efficiency, 
says William W. Bentley, vice 
president of North American field 
engineering. 

The company boasts an invest
ment in the last two years of more 
than $16 million in field-service 
facilities and the addition of 600 field 
engineers to support service opera
tions (see "DG's service pitch,'' p. 
48). 

The cost of supporting increased 
field engineer productivity is one DG 
finds worthwhile. "The [returns 
from the cost] to increase productiv
ity of the field engineers are greater 
than the increase in inventory 
costs," says Anthony C. Nicoletti, 
vice president of support services in 
the DG Service Inc. subsidiary. 
"There is a corresponding decrease 
in the average response time for 
customers," he says. 

Service response time is not 
as critical to DG's OEMS as it is 
to large end users whose up
time determines how suc
cessfully they run their 
businesses. OEMS buy 
large quantities of 

"vanilla" machines and store them 
in a warehouse, explains Fred 
Cochrane, vice president of 
DG's engineering services. Thus, it 
could be six months before a 
machine is pulled off the shelf and a 
failure is discovered. Because OEMS 

usually have more hardware in 
stock, repairs are not as time 
critical as those for end users, he 
notes. 

Mandating the focus on service is 
DG's zeal to supply more complete 
systems to large end-user houses. 
Good service to these customers 
means repeat hardware business. 
Another expected boon to service 
will be new installations, especially 
of the company's MV series 32-bit 
minicomputer line. "It's crystal 
clear that the direction we're 
pushing is with 32-bit [systems],'' 

says Frank P. Silkman, senior 
vice president of worldwide 
field engineering. He declines 
to reveal what percentage of 
the service business is planned 

for those high-end comput
ers, the oldest of which 

has been on 

Frederick P. Cochrane, William W. Bentley, Frank P. Sllkman and Anthony C. Nicoletti (left to right) are cooperating to present uniform 
service, particularly for large end-user customers that DG wants to court. 
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the market about one and one-half million in 1981, or about 23 percent 
years. For a 4M-byte, 32-bit of total revenues. Overall revenues 
product, typical service is priced at last year were $805.9 million, up 
$1500 per month including on-site from $736.9 million in 1981. Service 
four-hour response time nine hours revenues for the first quarter of this 
per day. year were $48.4 million, up from 

Silkman says the hardware serv- $40.8 million in the first quarter of 
ice organization and the software last year. 
support group will try this year to Inventories of field engineering 
present a unified front. DG has more parts and components, which DG 
than 100 maintenance sites in the listed separately for the first time 
u.s. last year, were $102.5 million of a 

While 1982 was a slow year total $262.4 million in inventories. 
generally for DG's revenues, field- DG officials decline to specify what 
service business grew at about 25 percentages of field-service reve
percent. Field-service and other nues were allocated to maintenance 
revenues, which include software gains and to increases in spare parts 
services through the company's sales. However, one official notes 
system engineering group, were that the company could not provide 
$188. 7 million, up from $148.3 as satisfying or complete a service if 

Although Data General Corp.'s 
service business began in 1975, the 
push to strengthen 1t has come into 
force during the last two years. The 
picture DG presents to its customers 
includes: 

• Of a 1982 total of 211 o field 
ehgineers and 605 (software) system 
engineers, 600 field engineers were 
hired since 1 980. Total company 
employment last year was 15,21 o. 

• Revenue per qualified field 
engineer was $106,000 last year, up 
from $87,750 in 1981. 

• Customer satisfaction survey 
data compiled by DG, which is based 
on an IBM Corp. rating of 1 to 1 o, 
shows DG service has improved from 
a 1 977 low of 6.6 to the 1982 level of 
7.6. First-quarter results were the 
highest so far-7.9. The industry 
norm is 7.5. 

• Field inventory at branch offices 
was increased $1 o million last year to 
$34 million. 

• The avallabili!Y of parts in stock 
requested by field engiheers has 
improved from 45 percent of the time 
in 1980 to 85 percent of the time last 
year. 

DG'S SERVICE PITCH 

• DG has added field engineer 
training centers, including a $6-million 
center in Woodstock, Conn., and a 
center in Warrington, England. Field 
engineers average 33 days yearly 
updating their skills at such facilities. 

• A $1 0.2-million product-repair 
and logistics center near Milford, 
Mass., is oo's relatively new world-

it sold only spares. Nicoletti says 
the company's largest investment in 
inventories has already been made. 

Wang Laboratories Inc., one of 
the few other minicomputer makers 
to list spares inventories separate
ly, had $128.2 million in field-service 
parts and assemblies last year and 
$83.1 million in 1981. The $128.2 
million is part of a total of $374.2 
million in inventories. Wang's over
all revenues topped $1.1 billion last 
year, with $216.9 million devoted to 
service revenues and rental income. 

DG president Edson D. de Castro 
noted in the company's annual 
report that "It [service] is a critical 
factor in winning equipment sales 
and represents a major continuing 
investment, promising returns in 

Text continues on page 55 

wide field engineering headquarters. 
The Milford facility doubled board
repair capacity to 3000 units per 
week. The repair center in Milford 
employs 275 people on two shifts. 
There is a 55,ooo-sq.-ft. test area, 
15,ooo sq. ft. of office space and a 
50,000-sq.-ft. warehouse, all of which 
is contained within 275,ooo sq. ft. 

• oo has installed $1.5 million in 
automated test equipment since 
1980. 

DG'a worldwide field engineering headquarters was moved to Milford, Mass., last 
year. The facility also serves as the product-repair center for North America. It allowed 
DG to double board-repair capacity to 3000 units per week. 
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SERVICE FOR RAILWAY IS A TURNING POINT FOR DG 

It does not take much imagination 
to realize what the profit potential of 
providing computer service for a 
$3.5-billion corporation would be. But 
the difference between realizing what 
those revenues are and actually 
realizing them is great, especially 
when the corporation is a railway 
demanding year-round service 24 
hours a day. This is especially true for 
a service organization that is not 
accustomed to 24-hour-a-day re
sponse time. 

In 1972, "iron" maker Data General 
Corp. first met Norfolk Southern 
Railway (then Southern Railway), and 
oo's change to a more responsive 
end-user service organization devel
oped its roots. Southern was working 
With General Railway Signal Co. to 
automate Southern's first railway 
switchyard in Sheffield, Ala. The 
automation began with a network of 
five DG Nova 1200 minicomputer 
systems, three of which were on-line 
and two that served as hot backups. 

" In 1972, this was an unusual 
decision. The term 'distributed proc
essing' wasn't invented yet," says 
Jack L. Jones, executive vice 
president of the railway, who has 
headed the company's computer 
electronics efforts since 1963. 

The Sheffield project, which also 
converted a flat yard into a yard with a 
hump to move train cars better, was to 
include 600 inputs as trains were 
moved over the hump and 300 
outputs. The Nova minicomputers, 
which were located at the switchyard, 
were tied to an IBM mainframe in 
Atlanta. The inputs included radar 
measurement of car speed, sensors 
in the track to detect whether metal, 
such as that from train wheels, moved 
over the track, the weight of the train, 
the location of a car and whether all 
sets of wheels passed over the track. 
Outputs included throwing switches 
on the tracl< and reducing a car's 
speed. 

An observer in a tower also 
monitors all car movement on a 
closed-circiut television. Thus, the 
computer does not detect nonexistent 
cars or not see other cars. Jones 

50 

.... 
Norfolk Southern Railway's seventh computerized swltchyard in Unwood, N.C., is 4 
miles Jong and handles thousands of freight cars weekly on its network of receiving, 
classification and forwarding tracks. 

notes that if one car in 1 oo gets out of 
step going over a hump, many cars 
will be pushed over the train yard 
without the computer's knowledge. He 
says that a typical car weighing 120 to 
130 tons moving 2 to 3 miles per hour 
faster than desired is considered a 
runaway. 

The computers also help gather all 
cars going in the same direction and 
determine, for inventory and billing 
purposes, how long they are on a 
track. 

The Sheffield project improved 
productivity, so Southern continued to 
automate its yards. The railroad has 
automated its 40 largest rail yards 
with the same system. In 1 a of the 
yards, there are one or two hot 
backup machines. DG, however, did 
not automatically receive that upgrade 
business. Jones says service made 
the difference in the choice of 
products after initial automation. 

"At Sheffield, we had a terrible time 
getting DG to fix things," Jones recalls. 
Although there was a DG representa
tive 60 miles away in Huntsville, 
Jones says, service was so poor that 
Southern considered maintaining the 
equipment. He adds that because the 
CPUS were reliable, he started working 
with DG to develop the maintenance 

activities in 1 977. "It took a while to 
build, and at first, it left a lot to be 
desired," Jones says, citing parts 
problems. "A guy would come out and 
say, 'Yeah, it's broke,' and would 
return two days later with a part." 

Jones suspects that DG began to 
notice Southern's potential as a 
customer and worked to get mainte
nance in place. oo spent a consider
able amount of money on parts and 
inventory, Jones adds. " In the past 
two years, we've had outstanding 
service." 

Southern's standard service re
quest is to have a repair within six 
hours after the service call; otherwise, 
penalties are assessed. "It's rare that 
DG is not accommodating," Jones 
says. "If you can satisfy a railroad's 
maintenance requirements, by nature 
of our round-the-clock business and 
our being spread out in hundreds of 
locations in 1 3 states in the 
Southeast, it's a feather in your cap." 

That feather includes selling Nor
folk Southern about 1 oo s130 
minicomputers, which Norfolk ha:> 
converted to c1 50s by a board 
upgrade, and 250 microNova-based 
CRTS . Jones is completing the 
conversion to the AOS operating 
system and oo interactive COBOL. 
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If you've got logic ••• 
PacTec enclosures 

make sense. 

In fact, PacTec enclosures 
are the logical choice what-
ever your computer application . 
Our family of systems enclosures-desktop consoles, 
keyboard housings, CRT terminal housings, and over 
50 models of smaller enclosures ideal for modems or 
power supplies-has sensible features built in so 
you can package your product or complete system in 
less time and for less money than you could with 
vacuum-formed, custom-molded , or metal enclosures. 

Sensible Appearance. Kits and production units, 
available off the shelf, offer an attractive family look, 
with smart styling and molded-through color for 
long-lasting appearance. 

Sensible Construction. Modular units constructed 
of impact-resistant, flame-retardant ABS are easy to 
design into and easy to assemble. 

© Pac Tee Corp. 

Sensible Flexibility. Your design needs for special 
panels, covers , colors , EMl/RFI shielding, and other 
options, are easily met with low-cost modification to our 
standard enclosure. Our engineering staff will help you 
create a custom look for a truly distinct product. 

Sensible Savings. PacTec's standard enclosure 
saves you money in tooling and eliminates secondary 
finishing . 

We have complete in-house capabilities from design 
through production , providing you with a single source 
for purchasing any system enclosure and/or modifying 
it to meet your design requirements. 

PACllTEC~ij) 
Subsidiary of LaFrance Corp. 
Enterprise and Executive Avenues 
Philadelphia, PA 19153 
(215) 365-8400 
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Introducing the DSD 890 
DEC-Compatible Winchester/Tape. 

Last year, Digital users made a big deal about our 
880 Winchester/Floppy system, with its incomparable 
features, performance and price. And ever since then, 
they've been crying for more of the same, only with a 
tape back-up instead of a floppy. 

So be it. 
Witness the 890 Winchester/Tape. A 31.2 Mb 

Winchester and an ANSI standard W' cartridge tape 
drive for quick and inexpensive archival storage, 
back-up and software distribution. All in one neat 
package. 

To get the same kind of capacity from Digital, 
you'd need a whole rack full of equipment. 

Three RLo2s and a TS-11, to be exact. 
And you still wouldn't get the same kind of 

performance. The 890 is up to 15% faster than the 
RLo2, thanks to our non-interleaved data transfer 
mode. (We can even handle simultaneous instructions 
to the Winchester and tape with no, we repeat, no 
degradation in performance.) 

There's a big difference in price, too. 
The 890 is about half the Digital alternative. 
Yet it's just as compatible. 
Our Winchester emulates the three RL02s you 

don't have to buy. And our tape emulates the TS-11 so 
that you can use all of DEC®'s handy back-up utili
ties. What's more, our emulation of the RL02 and 

TS-11 allows you to take full advantage of 22-bit 
addressing. 

We've even designed our front bezel so it goes 
nicely with a PDP®-11/23. 

And we've improved our HyperDiagnostics. TM 
Not an easy task to be sure, but on the 890, one 

button runs all self-diagnostics and testing. You don't 
even have to take off the bezel; there's a convenient 
little open/close front door instead. 

Some things remain unchanged, though. 
Like our Rapid Module Exchange,'MHyperService,™ 

and our nationwide sales and support network. 
Because, quite frankly, we think they're already 

pretty good. 
But if there's anything you think we can do to 

improve them, please let us know. 
We don't want to say we're responsive, but when 

you say "jump;' we leave the ground and wait for 
further notice. 

Which explains why we're so high on the 890. 
Corporate Headquarters: 2241 Lundy Avenue, 

San Jose, CA 95131. Eastern Region Sales and Service: 
Norwood, MA, (617) 769-7620. Central Region Sales 
and Service: Dallas, TX, (214) 980-4884. Western 
Region Sales: Santa Gara, CA, (408) 727-3163. 

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN 

POWER DRIVE ACTIVE 



Tom between 8-bit economy 
and 16-bit power? 

0 0 0 

Molecular gives you both. 

The Molecular Supermicro 
gives you the power you 
want-when you want it. 

Molecular1s Supermicro is the 
world1s most responsive multi
user business computer. Now the 
AP/86 Performance Accelerator™ 
makes it the most flexible, too. 

The Supermicro design pro
vides each user with a CP /M~ 
compatible 8-bit Application 
Processor: a Z80A and 64KB of 
RAM. The optional CP/M-86 ™ 
compatible Performance Acceler
ator allows any user to call up a 
powerful 16-bit 8086 CPU with 
up to lMB of RAM-with a sim
ple keyboard command. The 
Supermicro's unique high speed 
bus connects all users to a com
mon qata base (10 to 272MB), 
shared peripherals, and optional 
Performance Accelerators. 

Applications determine 
the CPU. 

Small business users don't need 
16-bit processors for most appli-
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cations. In fact, for tasks like word 
processing, 8-bit CPUs are gener
ally more efficient . But for appli
cations where 16-bit power can be 
used effectively, the Performance 
Accelerator is instantly available. 

The Performance Accelerator 
is ideal for number-crunching 
applications like complex mod
eling, extended spread sheets, 
graphics, and photocomposition. 

With a choice of processors, 
up to 64 on-line Supermicro users 
can stand up to their larger com
petitors in computing muscle. And 
positively embarrass them on the 
bottom line. 

All for an entry level price 
under $6,000. 

To schedule a demonstration at 
a distributor in your area, call or 
write Molecular Computer, 251 
River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, 
CA 95134. (408) 262-2122. 

You don't have to choose be
tween 8-bit economy and 16-bit 
power anymore. Molecular gives 
you both. 

CIRCLE NO. 35 ON INQUIRY CARD 

II molecula• 
compute•™ 
The Supermicro Compan/ 

CP/ M and CP/ M-86 are trademarks of Digi ta l Research . 
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future years." Superficially, those 
returns appear to be diminishing. 
Over the three years preceding 
1982, service growth was about 40 
percent annually. Last year, be
cause of investments in plants, it 
was marginally profitable at a 
25-percent growth rate, which 
Silkman expects to continue over 
the next few years. Among the 
factors feeding slower growth are: 
reduced equipment prices, better 
built equipment with internal diag
nostics that help decrease the time 
of a service call and better trained 
personnel to decrease call time and 
minimize the necessity for more 
than one service call. 

The minicomputer market's 
growth has slowed as well, and the 
number of CPUs shipped by DG has 
leveled off. Last year, the company 
shipped 13,900 CPUs, almost equal 
to 1979 shipments, but lower than 
the' 17,000 listed in 1981. "Service 
has been growing at about double 
the growth rate of equipment sales 
over the last two to three years," 
says Paul Phaeneuff, manager of 
marketing to business planning for 
the field engineering division. "[We] 
anticipate a slowdown in [service] 
revenues to 20 to 25 percent over 
the next two to three years, which is 
a general industry trend, due to the 
reliability of equipment and remote 
diagnostics," says Phaeneuff. ''We 
may be able to improve margins as 
we get smarter in the service 
organization. But the absolute 
dollar basis will shrink over time." 

DG thus is attempting to decrease 
its service c_osts. Two-thirds to 
three-fourths of the field expense is 
labor, says Nicoletti. To drive the 
cost down in business is to drive the 
labor out of the product. This is not 
necessarily done by making field 
engineers more productive, but by 
building the product better. 

Silkman agrees: "The way to be 
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A column for guest experts to speak out 

DP departments 
must guide end users 

By Steven A. Epner 
Independent Computer Consultants 
Association 

As the price of computers decreas
es, all business operations can afford 
to own one. However, there is a big 
difference between the new users and 
the first pioneers in data processing. 

When the original users took their 
first tentative steps into the world of 
automation, they had multi-million
dollar budgets and rooms full of 
technicians to support their efforts. 
And these fledgling in-house system 
integrators needed those resources. 
Hardware never worked as well as it 
did on paper, and software was a 
mysterious art form practiced by 
high priests called programmers. 

Well guess what? The world hasn't 
changed much. The big difference is 
that the new first-time user does not 
have the support organization within 
his company or department to make 
the computer work. It is important to 
point out that I am not talking just 
about small businesses, but also 
about departments and subsidiaries 
of the world's largest companies. 

So where is the lapse in support? 
One answer lies with data-processing 
system managers. Often, they choose 
to retain central control of computer 
resources and make buying decisions 
for individuals outside their depart
ment. Frequently, they lose sight of 
the responsibility that decision im
plies, including educating the end 
user. 

A large, St. Louis data-processing 
department recently selected a 
micro-based system for a subsidiary. 
It is obvious that the data-processing 
department, which is accustomed to 
multi-vendor equipment in large 
systems used by many programmers 

successful is to make machines that 
do not fail." He notes the MV/4000 
was the first product announced 

and operators, did not go out to 
observe the proposed computer as 
used in a single-user environment. 
The software chosen was complex 
and not easily understood by the end 
user. The company is running a risk 
that the purchased computer will end 
up on a shelf, and the data-processing 
department will have once again 
lived up to its stereotype of not 
understanding the users' needs. 

The department did not under
stand or remember the amount of 
handholding it required when it got 
started. If it doesn't choose self
ex plana tory, easy-to-use software 
packages and doesn't train end users, 
it's dropping the ball. No one can give 
an unsophisticated user a magic wand 
with no instructions and expect 
results. 

If the data-processing department 
insists on making the purchases, I 
recommend the managers carefully 
consider what the end user really 
needs and his ability to use the newly 
found tool. Involve the users in the 
decision-making process. If they feel 
part of it, you can rely on them to 
help make it work. And isn't that the 
reason we all are hired-to help 
implement tools to support our 
companies? 

Steven A. Epner is founder of the ln
dependen t Computer Consultants 
Association, a nonprofit organization 
representing about 1000 consulting 
firms nationwide. He also is president 
of The User Group Inc., a St. Louis con 
sulting firm assisting large and small 
users in the effective use of computers. 

with remote diagnostics, which also 
will be put on the MV/8000. 

- Lori Valigra 
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A short 
fast route 
to reliable 
power. 

~~::r i(,-~--, 
clean, reliable · · · ,. ,; 
power today. You need 
to banish noise, spikes and voltage 
peaks and dips from your AC power 
line forever-while isolating your 
sensitive equipment from other "noisy'' 
machinery on the line. And you need to 
do ii immediately. 

Elgar has high isolation transformers 
(HITs)* and power line conditioners 
(PlCsJ* in stock now. Available in 1 lo 
60 kVA ratings, our single-phase HITs 
feature dual primary and secondary 
windings, and will operate from either 
a 50 or 60 Hz power line. They're simple 
and economical, and protect against 
the most prevalent problem hindering 
electronic equipment today-unwanted 
AC line noise and spikes. 

For more demanding applications, 
where noise, spikes, voltage dips and 
brownouts must be eliminated, Elgar 
PLCs combine the benefits of a HIT with 
a voltage regulator that features a 
response time of less than one cycle. 
Available in 1 to 3 kVA ratings, our PLCs 
solve all power line problems short of 
complete outages. 

For smooth power today-call an 
Elgar representative toll-free al 
1-800-854-2213, or fill out and mail 
the order form below. 
• Some models available with ® llstlng. -------Pteose ptovide me with details about Elgar's HITS and Pl.Cs. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

OFFICE TELEPHONE: 

M·1 

ELGAR CORPORATION 
An Onan / McGraw-Edison Company 
8225 Mercury Court 
San Diego. California 92111 

Telephone: (619) 565-1155 
TWX: 910-335-1246 Telex : 6834028 

Powerful Solutions for 
Advanced Technology -------CIRCLE NO. 36 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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BOX SCORE 01' EAlUJI:NGS 

This monthly table lists the revenues, net earnings and earnings per share in the periods 
indicated for companies in the computer and computer-related industries. Parentheses 
denote losses . Comments are from corporate summaries unless otherwise noted. 

ComJl&JI)' Period Bewenues llarnbig1 llp8 

Computone Sy1tema, Inc. 6mos 11/ 30/ 82 10,415,000 827,000 .37 
6mos 11/ 30/ 81 9,578,000 717,000 .38 

Data General Corp. 12wks 12/ 18/ 82 181,400,000 3,100,000 .27 
12wks 12/19/81 183,600,000 14,900,000 1.40 

J'loatlng Point Sy1tem1, Inc. year 10/ 31/ 82 86,591,000 11,546,000 1.32 
year 10/31 / 81 67,890,000 6,350,000 .81 

Gerber lolentlftc, Ina. 6mos 10/ 31 / 82 63,699,000 1,768,000 .28 
6mos 10/ 31/81 64,279,000 2,140,000 .34 

Honeywell, Inc. 12mos 12/ 31 / 82 5,490,400,QOO 272,900,000 12.16 
12mos 12/ 31/ 81 5 ,361,200,000 259,300,000 11 .35 

Interdyne Co. year 10/ 31/ 82 1,024,406 76,285 .04 
year 10/31/81 1,002,471 (28,335) (.02) 

Magnetic Control• Co. year 10/ 31/ 82 81 ,654,000 4,464,000 1.17 
year 10/ 31/ 81 61,500,000 3,542,000 .93 

Mohawk Data lolenau Corp. 6mos 10/31/ 82 177' 718,000 5,832,000 .40 
6mos 10/ 31/ 81 166,185,000 7,268,000 .64 

PenrUCorp. 3mos 10/ 31/ 82 9,043,000 297,000 .15 
3mos 10/ 31/ 81 8,629,000 231,000 .12 

Plantronia1, Ina. 26wks 11/ 27/ 82 63,776,000 3 ,068,000 .47 
26wks 11/28/81 48,706,100 4,171,000 .64 

Software AG Systems Group, 
Inc. 6mos 11/ 30/ 82 13,583,000 519,000 .08 

6mos 11/ 30/ 81 11 ,082,000 972,000 .16 

~andyOorp. 6mos 12/ 31 / 82 1,312,047,000 146,676,000 1.41 
6mos 12/ 31/ 81 1,075,979,000 116,706,000 1.13 

Comments: Although Data General Corp.•1 net 
earnings for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 18, 1982, 
declined nearly 80 percent from the previous 
year, company president Edson deCastro says 
orders so far for the new MV/ 4000 low-end 
superminicomputer have exceeded the 
company's expectations. Decastro says DG 
hopes to stimulate demand by continuing to in
troduce new products. J'loatlng Point Systems 
Inc.'1 fourth-quarter sales of $23.5 million 
were 41 percent above the $16. 7 million tallied 
the same quarter last year, and net earnings for 
the quarter were up 49 percent from $2.l 
million, or 24< per share, to 3 .1 million , or 35« 

per share, during the same periods. The 
company cites increased OEM deliveries of its 
FPS-100 array processor and increased 
FPS· 164 deliveries to end users for the sales 
gain. Although Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.'a 
second-quarter sales increased 9 percent to 
$90.3 million from $82.7 million the previous 
year, net income for the quarter declined 42 
percent from $3.9 million, or 29~· per share, to 
82.3 million, or 16 ;· per share. The company 
points to a higher effective tax rate resulting 
from Improved earnings of its international 
subsidiaries as a major reason for the decline . 

NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CENTER PLANNED 
A private group hopes to begin fund-raising this spring for an $18-million 

National Science Center for Communications and Electronics in Fort Gordon, 
Ga. Charter members of the group include AT&T, Bell Laboratories, Ford 
Motor Co., Harris Corp., Litton Industries, Magnavox Government & Industrial 
Electronics, Rockwell International, Southern Bell, United Technology and 
Western Electric Corp. The group, which has raised $2 million, hopes to get 
hundreds of companies to contribute in the months ahead. To aid the 
money-raising effort, the u.s. Congress has recently approved and sent to 
President Ronald Reagan a resolution to establish the center. Congress says 
the center is needed to maintain u.s. scientific and technological superiority. 
The center will be an educational institution as well as a museum. The target 
date for its opening is 1987. 
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Nothing adds value 
to great software 

like 
ang hardware. 

If you 'd like to expand your 
business by selling your value 
added software with our proven 
office automation hardware, 
Wang would like to help. 

Our new ISO group is now 
making it easy for established 
systems houses, software ven
dors, and service bureaus to 
work with the world's best sell
ing data processing and office 
automation products. 

With Wang, you 'll get the 
products to work with and the 
commitment to succeed. Our 
ISO staff is ready to support 
your efforts with comprehen
sive marketing assistance pro
grams and software seminars. 

To find out how you can 
add sales with value added 

software, simply fill out and 
return the coupon below: 

rAttact;'°y;;-b:;;;e;-;;a;i';;rfiii'in 'ih; I 
coupon for more information: Send to: 
Wang Laboratories, Inc., ISO Marketi ng, 
MS 14081, One Industrial Avenue, Lowell, 
MA 01851. 

Name ________ _ 

Tttle ________ _ 

Organization _______ _ 

Address ________ _ 

Ci ty ________ _ 

State Zip __ Phone __ _ 

TypeofBusiness ___ ___ _ 

WANG 
A540 

The Office Automation Computer Company 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 CIRCLE NO. 37 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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TOUGH 
BUBBLE, 

0 
TROUBLE 

New! Emulate your floppy disk drive with Hicomp's high 
reliability one megabyte bubble memory peripheral. 

Now you can forget about the problems that plague disk drives. The 
MBM-1 is compatible with industry standard 5114 " and 8" floppy disk 
controllers and requires no software driver development. 
Reliable - your data is there when you need it. The MBM-1 has 
no mechanical parts and fans to wear out or break down. It has a 
minimum MTBF of 30,000 hours - 2 to 5 times greater than 
commercial disk drives. 
Survivable - even in the toughest environments. Bubble memory 
has high tolerance to extreme temperature, humidity, shock and 
vibration. This allows you to put your system in environments that 
would destroy floppy or Winchester disk-based systems. 
Non-volatile bubble memory - the technology that doesn't 
forget. When the power goes down, the MBM-1 retains.all data, 
without expensive battery back-up wstems. 

Add greater reliability and performance to your new or existing 
computer system. Coll Hicomp and ask about our MBM-1 one 
megabyte bubble memory peripheral. 

CIRCLE NO. 38 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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Personalities 

Control Data Corp. has promot
ed Thomas Camp to vice chairman 
of the corporation. Camp has been 
president of the company's Periph
eral Products subsidiary and chair
man of two independent joint
venture operations, MPI, Oklahoma 
City, Okla., and Computer Periph
erals, Anaheim, Calif. Camp will 
retain his chairmanships in the 
latter two companies and will be 
succeeded at Control Data Periph
eral Products by Gordon R. Brown, 
formerly exectutive vice president 
of Control Data Corp.'s internation-
al operations. . 

Financings 

Rosscomp Corp., Cerritos , 
Calif., has obtained $3 million in 
first-round venture-capital financ
ing from a group led by Vista 
Ventures, Stamford, Conn. Others 
in the group include Burr Eagan 
and Deleage, San Francisco, Brent
wood Associates, Los Angeles, and 
Whitehead Associates, Greenwich, 
Conn. Rosscomp, formed in late 
1981, will begin shipping its %-in., 
160M-byte backup tape drive during 
this quarter. 

Distribution/service 
deals 

Compaq Computer Corp. 's IBM
compatible portable computer is 
being distributed by Computer
Land Corp. and Sears Business 
Srstems Centers. The 28-lb. Com
paq was scheduled to be available in 
approximately 40 percent of Compu
ter Land stores by this month and 
the remainder of qualified Compu
ter Lands during the second quar
ter. 
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Sky-high performance. 
Down-to-earth cost. 

Eagle clears the air on what it takes to buy a computer. 
Forget the heavy price you thought you'd have to 
pay for a top-rated computer or word processor. 

Nobody - but nobody - gives you more for the 
money than Eagle. 

The era of unnecessary cost and confusion is 
over, once and for all. 

Eagle Power: a complete package. 

A self-contained system that is fully functional with 
no expensive "standard options" to buy later. Just 
plug it in, flip the switch, and you're in business. 

You get word processing software 
that speeds letters, reports, mailing lists. 
And stores them for easy recall. 

You get financial planning software, 
an "electronic worksheet" with full 
"what if?" capabilities. 

You get the CBASIC"programming 
language that lets you create custom 
software for your special business needs. 

from the largest selections of software available today. 
And Eagle offers both flexible disk storage and integrat
ed or add-on hard disk storage. 

New 16-bit Eagle Power: high-speed perfonnance. 
Here's Eagle Power that 's 3 to 4 times faster than the IBM PC. 
What's more, it is both disk-compatible and software-compatible 
with the IBM PC. And any board made for the IBM PC can be 
plugged in for the same operational capabilities.The new 16-bit 
Eagle is a multi-user system with networking capabilities. 

See Eagle Power in action today. For names of Eagle dealers 
nearest you, phone toll-free 800-538-8157, Ext. 938. 

EaGLE 
comPUIER 

Abooe and beyond. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 
CBASIC is a re11istered trademark o/Compikr Systems. In c. 

You get the CP/M .. operating 
system that allows you to choose 
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CIES 680 Business Computer. 

THE NEW 
GIANT IN MICROS 

60 

If we're calling ourselves "the 
new giant in micros," we had better 
be able to back it up. 

Which we can. 
And we should also have the 

wherewithal to back you up. 
Which we do. 

Giant performance. 
CIE Systems makes the totally 

modular CIES 680 series of micro 
business computers. And if other 
computer makers call their micros 
"state of the art," then the 680s 
give the term a whole new meaning. 

Not only do CIES 680s exceed 
the performance of most minicom
puters, they provide higher perfor
mance than many older mainframes. 

At the heart of a 680 is the com
bination of the 32/16-bit 8MHz 
68000 microprocessor and Intel's 
Multibus™ architecture. 

Capacities range from one to 20 
terminals, 10 to 300 Mbytes of 
disk, and from 256KB to one 
Mbyte of system memory. 

And because CIES can supply 
OEMs with ever;ything from boards 
on up, you can easily configure your 
system for virtually any market. 

Giant step in software. 
CIES provides the software to 

match its 680 architecture. 
The operating systems offered 

include UNIX,™ REGULUS™ 
(UNIX subset) and RM/COS.™ 

Communication capabilities 
cover the full range of require
ments including asynchronous, 
bisynchronous and bit synchronous 
protocols. 

Language processors include 
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL and 
PASCAL. 



Prewritten applications cover a 
wide variety of business opera
tions, ranging from general account
ing modules to financial modeling 
and word processing systems. 

Even more, CIES offers PRO
IV,™ the latest in software technol
ogy. PRO-IV is an applications 
processor that allows you to easily 
and quickly develop customized 
applications without programming 
or code generation. 

Gigantic backing. 
CIE Systems was born with all 

the advantages. 
No computer maker has ever 

had greater financial or manufac
turing support. 

We're backed by the resources 
of a 125-year-old, international 
corporation with well over $50 
billion in sales. 

Our products are designed here 
for the U.S. market and produced 
abroad by one of the largest and 
most respected electronics man
ufacturers in the world. 

Our future is assured. Your future 
can be assured with the CIES 680 
Business Computer Systems and 
our giant commitment to continu
ing state-of-the-art technology and 
quality in any quantity. 

For more information on the 
new giant in micros, just call or 
write CIE Systems, Inc. , 2515 
McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92713-
6579 (714) 660-1800. Call toll free, 
1 800 854-5959. In California 
call 1 800 432-3687. 

TM Multibus is a Trademark of Intel Corporation. 
REGULUS is a 1\"ademark of Alcyon Corporation. 
PRO- IV is a Trademark of Data Technical Analysts, Inc. 
UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
RM/COS is a Trademark of Ryan-McFarland 
Corporation. 
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Compact 9.S"W x 11 .2"H x 17"D table top package 

Available now! 256Kb main memory (4Mb addressability) 

And SMS is 
not afraid 
to show it 
A Micro Winchester System 

8" RX02 and 1.2Mb IBM floppy backup 

Auto self-test for CPU, memory, disk drives 

Easy access to LED display of system faults 

10.6Mb or 15.9Mb 51/.i'' Winchester package 

Advanced disk controller with ECC, flaw management, bootstrap, 
error retry, and direct non-interleave data transfer 

Expansion space for 4 dual LSl-11 boards 

PDP-11 *architecture compatible with DEC* 
RT-11, RSX-11 Mand Unix** software 

LSl-11/23 processor 

' 4 serial p_o_rt_s _______ ---l 

777 E. Middlefield Road 
Mountain View, California 94043 
(415) 964-5700 

AVAILABLE WITHOUT CPU and memory for volume requirements 

AUTHORIZED SMS DISTRIBUTOR FOR DEC 
Q-BUS PRODUCTS: FIRST COMPUTER 
CORPORATION (312) 920-1050 

SMS SALES OFFICES: 
Phoenix, Arizona (602) 978-6621 ; 
Boston, MA (617) 246-2540; Atlanta, Georgia 
(404) 296-2029; Morton Grove, Illinois (312) 

•Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation . •• Trademark of Western Electric. 966-2711 ; Yorba Linda, California (714) 993-3768. 
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r··········-., I Okay. Tell me how I can replace my I 
I 

impact printer with the Xerox 2700 I 
and get speedy printing, too. 

I I 
I Name/ Title I 
I Company I 
I I 
I Street I 
I City State I 
: Zip Tel. : 

Mail to: Keith Davidson , Xerox Printing Systems I Group , 880 Apollo Street, El Segundo, CA 90245. I 
Or call (213) 615-6329. 

I. MMS3/83 • ------------

XEROX 
r··········-., I Okay. Tell me how I can replace I 
I 

my line printer with the Xerox 2700 I 
and get letter-quality printing, too. 

I I 
I Name/ Title I 
I Company I 
I I 
I ~ct I 
I City State I 
: Zip Tel. I 

Mail to: Keith Davidson, Xerox Printing Systems I I Group , 880 Apollo Street, El Segundo, CA 90245. I 
fv1MS 3183 • I.

Or call (213) 615-6329. 

------------
There are two ways 
to look at the Xerox 2700. 
The first is as a letter-quality printer. 
The second is as a speed printer. 

That's because the Xerox 2700 dis
:c---- tributed electronic printer 
- actually functions as both. 

But in a very creative way. 
You see, it doesn't limit you 

to typical word processor 
and data processor type styles. 

It lets you choose from a wide va
riety of font sizes, designs, styles and 
weights. And it lets you change them, 
even within a single line, if you want. 

It also lets you print logos and sig
natures, actually format a page with 
headings and subheadings, and create 
simple forms or bar charts. 

XEROX® and 2700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION. 

So your documents end up with a 
customized, print-shop look. 

And the people you send them to 
end up getting them at a handy 12 
pages per minute. 

But what's nicer is, the Xerox 2700 
is very small. And very quiet. So you 
can place it exactly where it's most 
convenient for the people who need it. 

Terrific, you may be thinking, but 
what does this amazingly flexible, 
high-quality electronic printer cost? 

Not at all what you'd expect. 
To find out, just mail in one of 

our coupons. 
Either one will bring you a very 

pleasant surprise. 
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ISOs 
GET DOWN TO BUSINESS 

AT COMDEX. 
It's the first major computer show of the year. 

The only show organized for Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs) and 
the products they sell. 

Where more and more new product introductions 
are made by the world 's leading manufacturers and suppliers and 

the up-and-coming stars. 

Where there 's plenty for you to see and hear, 
whether you ' re an " old pro" or new-to-market ISO. 

· Where 650 exhibitors ore wa iting to show 
you the latest and the greatest small computer and word processing systems, office 

automation products and services, peripherals, computer furniture, packaged software, 
media, supplies and more. And where you can strike your best deal. 

s 

Where you can choose from 57 Conference sessions 
conducted by industry leaders . Sessions that cover ISO problems, productivity 

and profitability. 

All in all , COMDEX is the place to do business. 
And this year business starts early. In April , in Atlanta. 

p R I N G ' a 

Time to do business. 
April 26 to 29, 1983 

Georgia World Congress Center• Atlanta Apparel Mart 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Write today for more information: 
COMDEX/Spring '83, ISO Registration, 

300 First Avenue, Needham, Massachusetts 02194 
(617) 449-6600 

THE 
INTERFACE 
GROUP, Inc. 

World's leading producer of computer conferences ond expositions. 
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Texas lnstrutnents and Racal~adic 
teatn up to slitn tnodetns down. 

• Tl's new TMS99532 modem chip 
enables Racal-Yadic to slim modems 
down from large subsystems to small -scale 
components ( Page 2). 

• Packing more functionality on chip, 
TI universal microprocessor peripherals 
cut system size, boost overall perfor
mance (Page 3 ). 

• New CMOS AID peripherals reduce 
component count and power require
ments in microprocessor-based systems 
(Page 4). 



By using 
• cuts size 

That's only the beginning of what's 
happening to modems at Racal-Vadic, 
world's largest supplier of low- and 
medium-speed modems. Couple those 
space savings with 3-to-1 reductions in 
power requirements. And in costs. 

Racal-Vadic'.s key to shrinking the 
modem is the new TMS99532 FSK 
modem chip from Texas Instruments. 

Result: Modems no longer need be 
large PC boards, or expensive, space-con
suming, stand-alone subsystems. They 
are simply becoming small-size compo
nents in such equipment as the new 
professional computer shown here, in 
interactive terminals, in point-of-sale and 
in credit-verification systems. 

Performance,packed package 

Racal-Vadic calls Tis TMS99532 "the 
only complete Bell 103-compatible 
modem chip on the market." In a space
saving 18-pin DIP, the '99532 provides 
all the modulation, demodulation, and 
filtering functions needed for a serial, 
asynchronous-communications link. 

Parts count in Racal-Vadic full-duplex 
modems has been cut by around 40 !Cs 
and board size reduced from approx
imately 75 square inches to 25. But with 
room left for Racal-Vadic to add needed 
intelligence - for auto dialing, pulse and 
tone dialing, as well as number storage. 

Tl's '99532 modem chip has a max
imum continuous power dissipation of 
550 mW and a TTL-compatible digital 
interface. It can be direct-connected 
electronically through FCC registered 
interface circuits, or acoustically via a 
microphone and speaker. Interface to a 
handset requires only a few operational 
amplifiers. Racal-Vadic finds the 
TMS99532 extremely reliable and uses 
the device in other products. 

For more information on the 
TMS99532, as well as the TMS99543 
designed to meet European requirements, 
return the coupon at the end of this ad. 
Or call your nearest TI distributor or TI 
field sales office. 

~ Slim size, trim cost characterize Racal-Vadic's 
innovative modems. Full utilization of the 
functionality packed into Tl's new 
TMS99532 modem chip results in substan
tially fewer components. 



Tfs '99532 chip, Racal-Vadic 
of modems by two-thirds. 

Universally applied with any microprocessor, T l's new highly functional, 
single-chip peripherals reduce component count, cut costs, and improve 
reliabili ty in popular 8- and 16-bit microsystems. 

Tfs advanced microprocessor peripherals: 
Fewer parts, lower costs, better reliability. 
The TMS99S32 modem chip that helped 
Racal-Vadic pare modem size is just one 
of Tl's advanced microprocessor periph
erals. Each new single-chip component 
performs functions that usually require 
multiple devices. Or entire boards. 

Best of all , they are universal -
compatible with all popular 8- and 16-bit 
microprocessors. So you can upgrade your 
design now, yet save your software 
investment. 

Flexible, versatile 
floppy disk controller 

Tl 's TMS9909 contro ls the floppy disk 
drives used in today's word processing, 
business, and industrial systems, as well 
as personal computers. 

The T MS9909 reads frorn or writes into 
partial, single, or multiple sectors of hard 
or soft disks. It simultaneously controls 
two different disks and can support any 
combination of up to four different single/ 
double-sided standard 8" or SW' mini 
disk drives. It can be used with all data
recording formats and frequency-modula
tion data-encoding formats. 

Minimum System Solution using 
TMS99 14A GPIB Adapter 

Single-chip GPIB adaptor 

The Texas Instruments TMS99 14A 
combines talker, listener, and contro ller 
in one General Purpose Interface Bus 
Adapter. And meets IEEE Standard 
488- 197S , 1978, and 1980 revisions. 

Tis TMS99 14A provides a flex ible, 
unambiguous interrupt structure which 
separately latches all interrupts. No lost 
interrupts. No spurious interrupts. 

And the '99 14A is fast on the bus: 
Data rates as high as SOOK bytes per 
second are possible. 

Simpler color video 
display processor 

Video and arcade games. Home comput
ers. Graphics terminals. Leaming aids. 
Industrial process moni toring. Drafting 
and animation systems. You create an 
entire color system for any of these using 
only Tl 's TMS99 !8A display processor 
and picture storage dynamic random ac
cess memories (DRAMs). The composite 
video is generated directly on the chip, 
and refresh of the DRAMs is automatic 
and transparent. 

Minimum System Solution using 
TMS99 l 8A Video Display Processor 

The '99 18A produces lS colors plus 
transparent , with 2S6 x 192 pixel 
on-screen resolution . The similar 
T MS9928A (S2S lines) and TMS9929A 
(62S lines) offer separate luminance and 
chromance outputs for better resolution 
with R-G-B monitors. 

Industry-standard 
video/ timer controller 

Pin-compatible with industry-standard 
S027s and S03 7s, the TI single-chip 
TMS993 7 generates video display timing 
signals for EIA Standard RS- I 70, as we! l 
as for non-standard C RT monitors. In 
non-interlaced operation, with an even 
or odd number of scan lines per dara row. 
Or in interlaced operation, with an even 
number of scan lines per data row. And 
the '993 7 can be programmed for inter
laced operation for an odd number of 
scans per data row. This eliminates 
character distortion caused by the uneven 
beam current associated with odd/even 
fie ld interlacing of alphanumeric displays. 

All Tl universal microprocessor 
peripherals are at your TI distributor. For 
more derails, return the coupon . 



Six new Tl CMOS AID converters 
slash microprocessor parts count. 

Tl's New 8-Bit AID Converters 
Tl520 TL522 TL530 Tl531 Tl532 Tl533 

Analog Inputs 
(To Multiplex) 8 8 9 to 15· 9 to 15· 5 to 11 • 5 to 11· 

Digital Inputs 
(To Register) 0 0 6 to 12· 6 to 12· o to 5· o to 5· 

Resolution Bits 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Unadjusted Error LSB := 0.75 :: 0.5 = 0.5 = 1.0 :: 0.5 = 1.0 

Analog Access + 
Conversion Time µsec 70 200 300 300 300 300 

Supply Range Volts 4.5 to 6 3 to 6 4.5 to 6.5 4.5 to 6.5 4.5 to 6 4.5 to 6.5 

Operating Power (Typ) 

At 5 Volts mW 2.5 2.5 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 

At 3 Volts mW NIA 0.3 • Not Available · • Not Available · 

Operating Power (max) mW 5.0 0.6 88 88 88 88 

• Includes 6 multipurpose (analog or digital) inputs. 

Designed as peripherals for 8- and 16-bit microprocessor-based systems, Tis new 
family of CMOS ND converters offers the designer six alternatives to cut space 
and power requirements. 

You can now build a microprocessor
based system that can read and respond 
to a set of analog inputs with a low IC 
part count and low (CMOS) power. The 
new Texas Instruments fam ily of six 
CMOS !Cs, designed as peripherals for 
both 8- and 16-bit microprocessors, all 
make available an 8-bit digital con
version to the processor's data bus of any 
one of 8 to 15 analog inputs. They 
replace AID converter, multiplexer, 
sample-and-hold, and control !Cs. 

The TL520 Series is a modern 
"switched-capacitor" 8-input A /D pe
ripheral that replaces the "standard" 

AOC0808 and AOC0809 with lower 
power and a wider power supply range. 

The new TL530 Series offers the great
est flexibili ty to the system designer. 
These !Cs can handle either digital 
inputs and/or analog signals from up to 
21 different sources - making this data 
available to the 8-bit or 16-bit processor 
on the 8-line data bus via an 8-pin 1/0 
port. Furthermore, the TL530 Series can 
be controlled and its inputs selected 
(from the data bus) through this same 
1/0 port. 

All the new CMOS AID peripherals 
are available from your TI distributor. 

·---------------------------------, 
Texas Instruments P. 0. Box 401560 

Dallas, Texas 75240 

Please send me more information on : 

0 1. T l's Advanced Peripheral Family 
0 2. T l's new CMOS AID Peripherals 
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NAME 

T ITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

AREA CODE TELEPHONE 

STATE ZIP 

EXT. 

Authorized 
TI Distributors 

ALABAMA: Hall-Mark 1205) 837·8700. 

ARIZONA: Phoenl1. K1erulff (602) 243-4101 . Marshall (602) 968·6181 . Wyle 
1602! 249·2232. Tucson. K10rulff 1602) 624·9986. 

CALIFORNIA: LOI Angeles/Or1nge County, Arrow (213) 701 -7500. (714) 
851-8961 . IEC JACO 1714) 540·5600. 1213) 998-2200. K10rulff 1213) 725-0325. 
17141 731-5711 : Marshall 12131999-5001 . 12131 442-7204. 17141 556·6400. R V 
Weatherlord 17141 634·9600. 12131 849-3451 . 17141623·1261 . Wyle 12131 
322-8100. (714) 641-1600. San Diego, Arrow (619) 565-4800: K1erultt (619) 
278·2112 Marshall 16191578-9600: R. V. Wea1f1erlord 16191695·1700. Wyle 
(619) 565·9171 . Su Franciaco Bay Area , Arrow (408) 745-6600. K1erulff (415) 
968·6292. Marshall 1408) 732·1100: Wyle 1408) 727·2500. Santa Bar11ara. R V 
Weatherlord 18051 965·8551. 

COLORADO : Arrow 1303) 758·2100: K"rulff 1303) 790.4444 Wyle 13031 
457·9953. 

CONNECTICUT: Arrow 1203) 265·7741 . 01ploma1 12031797·9674 K"rulff 12031 
2S5·1115. Marshall (203) 265·3822. M1l9ray 1203) 795--0714 

FLORIDA: Ft laudenl1le . Arrow 1305) 776-7790. 01plomat 13051971 -7160 
Hall·Marl< 13051971·9280. K10rulff 1305) 652-6950. Orlando, Arrow 13051 
725·1480. 01ploma11305) 725-4520. Hall-Mark 13051855-4020. M1lgray 13051 
647-5747. T1mp1 , Diplomat (813) 443-4514. Hall-Mark (813) 576·8691 K1erultt 
18131576·1966. 

GEORGIA: Arrow 1404) 449·8252. Hall-Marl< 14041447-8000. KIOru lff 1404) 
447-5252: Marshall 1404) 923·5750 . 

ILLINOIS: Arrow 1312) 397·3440: 01plomal 1312) 595·1000. Hall-Mark 13121 
860·3800: Kierulff 1312) 640-0200: Newark 13121 638-4411. 
INDIANA: lndlmpolls. Arrow 13171 243-9353: Graham 13171634·8202. Ft 
W1yne . Graham 12191423·3422. 

IOWA: Arrow 13191 395-7230. 

KANSAS: Kanus City. Component Specialt"s 19131492·3555. Ha ll -Mark 19131 
888-4747. Wichita , LCOMP 13161 265·9507. 

MARYLAND: Arrow 1301) 247·5200. Oiplomal 1301 ) 995· 1226. Hall· Mark 1301 I 
796·9300. Kierulff 1301) 247-5020: Milgray 1301 I 468·6400 

MASSACHUSITTS: Arrow 16171933·8130: 01plomat 1617) 429·4120. Kierulff 
(617) 667-8331 : Marshall 16171272-8200: Time 1617) 935·8080 

MICHIGAN: Detnilt, Arrow 1313) 971·8200: Newark 1313) 967·0600. Grand 
Roplds, Newark 1616) 243-0912. Arrow 16161243-0912. 

MINNESOTA: Arrow 1612) 830· 1800: Hall·Mark 16121 854·3223. Kieru lff 16121 
941-7500. 

MISSOURI: Konus City, LCOMP 18161221·2400. St Lou is. Arrow 13141 
567-6888: Hall·Mark 1314) 291·5350: Kierulff 13141739·0855 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Arrow 16031 668-6968. 

NEW JERSEY: Arrow 1201) 575·5300. 16091 235·1900: 01ploma11201 ) 785· 1830 
General Radio 1609) 964·8560: Hall-Marl< 1201) 575-4415. 1609) 424·7300. JACO 
12011778·4722: K10rulff 1201) 575·6750: Marshall 1201 I 882-0320: M1lgray 16091 
983·5010. 

NEW MEXICO: Arrow (505) 243-4566: International Electronics (505) 345·8127 

NEW YORK: long Island, Arrow 1516) 231-1000: 01plomat 15161454-6334 Hall· 
Mark 15161 737·0600: JACO 15161 273·5500: Marshall 1516) 273-2424. M1lgray 
1516) 546·5600. 1800) 645-3986: Hall-Mark 1516) 737-0600: Rochester. Arrow 
17161275·0300. Marshall 17161235·7620: Rochester Radio Supply 1716) 
454-7800. Syrocuse. Arrow 1315) 652·1000: Oiplomat 1315) 652·5000 Marshall 
16071754·1570. 

NORTH CAROLINA: Arrow 1919) 876·3132. 19191 725·8711 . Hall-Marl< 19191872-
0712. KIOrulff 1919) 852·9440. 

OHIO: Clnclnnoll . Graham 1513) 772· 1661 . Hall -Marl< 15131 563·5980. 
Cl1vel1nd , Arrow (216) 248·3990: Hall-Mark (216) 473-2907. K1erultt (216) 
587·6558. Columbus. Hall-Mark 16141891-4555. Dayton . Arrow 1513) 435·5563 
ESCO 15131226·1133: Marshall 1513) 236·8088 . 

OKLAHOMA: Arrow (918) 665-7700: Component Specialties (918) 664·2820. Hall· 
Mark 1918) 665·3200: Kierulff 19181 252-7537. 

OREGON: KIOrulff 15031 641 ·9150: Wyle 15031 640·6000. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Arrow 1412) 856·7000. 1215) 928·1800: General Radio 12151 
922·7037. Hall-Mark 12151355·7300. 

TEXAS: Austin . Arrow (512) 835-4180; Component Specialties (512) 837 -8922 
Hall-Marl< 1512) 258-8848: K10rulff 15121835·2090: Da llas. Arrow 1214) 
386-7500. Component Specian10s 1214) 357-6511 : Hall· Marl< 1214) 341· 1147 
International Electronics (214) 233-9323; K1erultt (214) 343-2400. El P110. 
International Electronics (915) 778-9761 : Houston, Arrow (713) 491-4100. 
Component Spec1alt1es (713) 771 -7237: Hall-Mark (713) 781-6100 Hamson 
EQu1pment (713) 879·2600: K1erultt (713) 530-7030. 

UTAH: Oiplomat 1801) 486-4134 . Kierulff 18011973-6913. Wyle 1801 I 974.9953 

VIRGINIA: Arrow 18041 282·0413. 

WASHINGTON: Arrow 1206) 643·4800: Kierulff 1206) 575·4420. Wyle 12061 
453·8300. 

WISCONSIN: Arrow (414) 764-6600: Halt-Mark (414) 761-3000. Kieruttt (414) 
784·8160. 

CANADA: Cllg1ry. future 14031 259-6408: Varah 1403) 230· 1235. H1mlllon, 
Varah 1416) 561·9311 . Montrnl, CESCO 15141 735·5511 : future 15141 694-7710 
Dlllw1, CESCO 1613) 226-6905: future 16131820·8313: Quebec City, CESCO 
1418) 687·4231 : Toronto. CESCO 14161661-0220: fu1ure 1416) 663·5563. 
Vancouver. Future (604) 438-5545: Varah (604) 873-3211 , Winnipeg, Va rah (204) 
63H190. BB 

C reating useful product!,f ;,s. 
and services for you ~ 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
27-5063 
© !983TI 

SPPROOI 
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Perq hosts tool development 
for FORTRAN-to-Ada conversion 

Many system integrators will be 
faced over the next few years with 
the onerous task of converting 
FORTRAN programs to the new 
"standard" real-time language, 
Ada. Interactive graphics are being 
applied to the problem at the 
University of Bath in England, 
which has just embarked on a 
project to develop program transla
tion and improvement tools on the 
Perq workstation developed by 
Three Rivers Computer Corp., 
Pittsburgh. That workstation is 
manufactured and marketed outside 
the U.S. by ICL Plc. 

Called the Interactive Bath 
Program Improvement System 
(IBIS), the tools will not be confined 
to Perq hardware, says Dr. Rob 
Witty of the .British government's 
Science and Engineering Research 
Council, which funds the project. 
"Under the SERC's Common Base 
Policy, all software funded by SERC 
for single-user applications will be 
portable between different ma
chines, including multi-user com
puters," he says. Witty points to the 
portable environment under which 
IBIS is being developed-Pascal 
under UNIX Version 7. The imple
mentation of Version 7 on the Perq 
is called PNX and provides micro
code-based 32-bit addressing. 

Witty notes that IBIS could be 
made commercially available by the 
British Technology Group, the 
government agency handling the 
commercial exploitation of an Ada 
compiler developed by the Universi
ty of York for the Digital Equipment 
Corp. VAX (MMS, November, 1982, 
p. 138). The same team at York is 
also working on an Ada compiler for 
the Perq. 

Dr. Peter Wallis, who leads the 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

The Perq workstation manufactured by 
ICL Pie has 1 M byte of storage and a 
high-resolution bit-mapped display. It is 
being used by the University of Bath in 
England to develop program translation and 
improvement tools to convert FORTRAN 
programs to Ada. 

IBIS project at Bath, explains 
FORTRAN-to-Ada translation facili
ties are already implemented in part 
on the University's large-scale 
Honeywell Multics mainframe com
puter, but purely in batch mode. 
They were deliberately written in 
Pascal to ease transferring them to 
the Perq, a task that should be 
completed by mid-1983, Wallis says. 
Then, interactive features will be 
added to exploit the graphics 
capabilities of Perq, such as the 
generation of flowcharts from 
FORTRAN source code and diagrams 
showing how program parts relate. 
These facilities are intended to offer 
advantages over line-by-line pro
gram translation, as well as aid in 
improving programs. Wallis notes 
that the facilities should be useful 

for improving existing Ada pro
grams and those being converted 
from FORTRAN to Ada. 

He describe~ the heart of IBIS as a 
"standard abstract data type that 
implements Ada parse trees." Parse 
trees are the paths used in 
compiling high-level languages to 
determine a program's structure. 
Strings of characters written by a 
programmer are compared with the 
syntactic components of the lan
guage. An IBIS user can interac
tively select how the parse tree will 
be represented in his machine, 
allowing for variations in syntax. 

The keen interest in the Perq 
graphics workstation in Britain 
stems largely from the fact that the 
country's largest computer manu
facturer, ICL Plc, holds exclusive 
manufacturing and marketing 
rights to the machine outside the 
U.S. 

Perq s ordered or installed in 
Britain include nearly 100 machines 
at British universities. 

ICL and Three Rivers are working 
on the development of enhance
ments to Perq, which will be made 
available in the u. s. by Three 
Rivers, according to company 
marketing vice president Aaron 
Colman. He notes that Three 
Rivers can offer a FORTRAN 
compiler developed at ICL's soft
ware-development center in 
Dalkeith, Scotland. Colman says 
PNX will soon be released in the U.S. 
He also reveals that an Ada 
compiler is being developed for P~rq 
by a u. s. software house, which he 
declines to name. With 1982 
revenues of roughly $1.2 billion, ICL 
is in a position to devote substantial 
resources to Perq enhancements. 

-Keith Jones 
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1TO16 USERS TO GO 
Altos multi-user 8086 or 68000-based 

networking computers are chosen bymore 
OEMs and Fortune1000 companies. Here's why ••• 

ALTOS® 16-bit computer 
systems do more for more users. 
They give you more power. More 
features. And more reliability. For 
less money. 

You get a choice of 8086 or 
68000-based family processors. 
memory management to one MB 
of RAM. an intelligent Z80'" 1/0 
and disk controller. plus up to 160 
megabytes of fast Winchester 
storage. 

A single Altos computer can 
serve up to 16 users. And every 
Altos 16-bit computer gives you 

INTER-ALTOS 
LDCAL NE1WORK 

Series 586. AC58600 and ACS68000 
20-160 M8yte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
ALTOS-NET 

ETHERNET 

Series 586. AC58600 and ACS68000 
20-160 M8yte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
AL T05-NET /UNEr'" 

REMO'IE COMMUNICJmONS 

Series 586. AC58600 and ACS68000 
20-160 MByte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
ALTOS-NET/ UNET 

2780/ 3780 
3270 
X.25 
SNA / SDLC 

added features like Multibus'" 
interfacing, real time clock, power 
fail detection and comprehensive 
diagnostics. 

But that's just the beginning. 
Link multiple Altos' together and 
communicate in the office of the 
future today. Serve hundreds of 
users with full Ethernet'" and 
ALTOS-NET'" hardware and soft
ware support. And save money 
with fewer interconnects. 

In addition. Altos supports 
remote communications protocols 
such as 2780/3780, 3270. X.25. 
and SNA/SDLC. 

Altos has all the 16-bit soft
ware you need. too. With popular 
operating systems like XENIX'" I 
UNIX'" (with a user-friendly "busi
ness command menu interface"), 
CP/M-86,'" MP/M-86.'" OASIS-16. 
MS'"-DOS and PICK for8086-based 
systems: plus UNIX System Ill'" 
and RM/COS'" for 68000-based 
systems. 

Altos also has high-level lan
guages (BASIC. FORTRAN. COBOL 
and PASCAL). and applications 
software (ABS/86 and ABS/68 for 
general accounting. word process
ing and financial planning). 

Since 1977. Altos has delivered 
more than 30,000 highly reliable. 
fully socketed. proven single board 
microcomputers and peripherals 
built for business. 

If you've been looking to go 
with a more powerful computer 
that can serve from 1 to 16 users 
for less money. call or write 
us today. 

Altos Computer Systems 
2360 Bering Drive 
San Jose. CA 95131 
(408) 946-6700 
Telex 171562 ALTOS SNJ 
or 470642 ALTO UI 

Packed with 
fresh ideas 
for business 

(Alt<») 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

800-538-7872 
(In Calif. 800-662-6265) 

ALTOS is a registered trademark and ALTOS-NET is a trademark of Altos computer Systems. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox corporation. CP/ M-86 and MP/ M-86 are trademarks of Dlgttal Research, Inc. 
MS and XENIX are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. XENIX is a microcomputer implementation of the UNIX operating system. UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. UNIX System Ill is a trade
mark of Western Electric. RM /COS Is a trademark of Ryan-McFarland , Inc. OASIS-16 is a product of Phase One Systems. Inc. PICK is a product of Pick & Associates and Pick Computer Works. 
Multibus Is a trademark and 8086 is a product of Intel Corporation. 68000 is a product of Motorola. Inc. UNET is a trademark of 3Com Corp. ZBO is a trademark and product of Zilog. Inc. 
()) 1982 Altos Computer Systems. 
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CMB is at center of French 
computer industry reorganization 

Compagnie des Machines Bull, 
the debt-laden ultimate holding 
company of Cynthia Peripheral 
Corp., Palo Alto, Calif., and R2E 
America, Minneapolis, is at the 
center of a major reorganization of 
the French computer industry. The 
reorganization is being orchestrated 
by the French government, which 
took control of CMB and the rest of 
the leading French electronics 
manufacturers about a year ago. 

A major feature of the CMB 
changes will be the establishment of 
a largely autonomous peripherals 
subsidiary organized around the 
company's operations in Belfort in 
Eastern France. That operation 
designs and builds the products sold 
by Cynthia in the u. s. As yet 
unnamed, it "!'ill be independent of 
parent company Cii Honeywell Bull. 

Francois Peleyras, president of 
Cynthia, stresses that the new 
peripherals subsidiary will be 
completely autonomous from the 
rest of the companies within CMB 
and free from government interfer
ence when making decisions about 
new products and license deals. He 
concedes, however, that "the gov
ernment will say what results we 
should achieve." 

Agreements include a deal with 
Seagate Technology that allows 
Seagate 5%-in. Winchester disk 
units to be built under license in 
France for the European market. 

Peleyras says he cannot divulge 
the contents of a business plan 
Cynthia has proposed to the 
government. He reveals, however, 
that product plans for 1983 include 
the launch of new high-speed 
printers based on the non-impact 
magnetic technology demonstrated 
by Cynthia at the National Com put-
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Francois Peleyras, president of Cynthia 
Peripheral Corp., projects worldwide OEM 
revenues of Cii Honeywell Bull's new 
peripherals subsidiary in Belfort, France, to 
reach about $50 million this year, double the 
1982 total achieved by peripherals opera
tions. The subsidiary will be independent of 
CiiHB. 

er Conference in Houston last year 
(MMS, July, 1982, p. 268). He 
expects Cynthia to chalk up u.s. 
sales "at least double" the $5 million 
achieved in 1982, the company's 
first full year of operation. But he 
sees established products, notably 
the 20M-byte 0160 10112-in. Winches
ter drive, still providing most of the 
revenues in 1983. 

Peleyras expects total worldwide 
OEM revenues of the new peripher
als subsidiary, including those of 
Cynthia, to reach about $50 million 

in 1983, double the 1982 total 
achieved by peripherals operations. 
He hopes that first shipments of the 
0520 5%-in. fixed/removable Win
chester, launched late in 1982, will 
start this July and predicts that 
20,000 units will be shipped 
worldwide in 1984. As much as 50 
percent of those units will go to u.s. 
customers. 

Peleyras says there are no plans 
for his company to take over the 
optical-disk technology develop
ment group within Thomson-CSF, 
an operation that cooperates with 
Xerox Corp., Palo Alto, Calif., in 
this activity. ''We will certainly 
need optical-disk technology in the 
future," concedes Peleyras, "al
though at present we are concen
trating on the development of 
vertical magnetic recording." 

R2E is also being separated from 
Cii HB and will form part of a new 
office-automation subsidiary. The 
only remaining link between Cii HB 
and the two new subsidiaries will be 
common holding company CMB. 

In the new office-automation 
subsidiary, R2E will be with a 
diverse group of partners, including 
Correlative Systems International, 
a former Cii HB division that builds 
the VIPS 2000 commercial image 
storage-and-retrieval system. An
other partner, DAP, was until now 
owned by Thomson-CSF. (part of 
France's largest electronics manu
facturer, Thomson Bradt SA). DAP 
builds a multi-workstation office 
system called Corail, which is 
configured around an Intel 8086-
based processor built under license 
from Convergent Technologies Inc. 
But Andre Riviere, president of 
R2E in France, does not expect R2E 
America to start selling products 
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What's uniQue about the GE 3000 
printer fami!Y is its commonali!y. 

"They're all the same only different:' That's 
the simple advantage of General Electric's 
new GE 3000 series of printers ... single de
sign simplicity without the application limi
tations of a single model product line. 

Our basic concept is application driven 
price/performance matching. Choose speeds 
from 40 to over 400 cps. Single or dual mode 
printing. Type quality from EDP to NLQ. 
Multi-color printing. Graphics. 80 and 136 
column models. Selectable type fonts. Acces
sible, easily progranunable set-up by either 
the operator or the system. Multi-model flex
ibility ... all with high parts commonality. 

Now, you can stock just one line of printers, 
yet meet a diversity of needs. Enjoy every 
advantage of single source supply. With each 
printer backed by General Electric's world
wide service. 

Take a close look at any of the GE 3000 
printers. You'll find they're easy to use, light
weight, functionally styled, reliable tabletop 
matrix printers. And when you take the en
tire GE 3000 series altogether, they stack up 
beautifully compared to everything else on 
the market today. 

General Electric. We introduced the first 
fully electronic printer with LSI circuitry in 
1969. And our complete line today makes us 
the industry leader you should look to first. 

First In Electronic Printing. 
For the solution to your printing needs, call 

TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3182 
General Electric Company, Data Communication Products Department B321, Waynesboro, VA 22980. In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170. 

GENERAL fl ELECTRIC 
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Backplane 
bus 
standards 
a special issue of 

Microprocessors 
and 
Microsystems 
Guest Editor: Paul Borrill 
(University College, London) 

This special issue contains 
six full-length articles on the 
major backplane buses, 
detailing their specifications, 
modifications, special 
features and the technical 
•and political problems of 
agreeing their standard 
format. 

STD bus bythe 
proposer of STD on 
Eurocard, Tim Elsmore 

5100 bus bythe 
chairman of the 5100 MSC 
committee, Mark Garetz 

Multibus bythe 
chairman of the Multibus 
MSC committee, Rich 
Boberg 

VERSAbusand 
VMEbus by Motorola's 
manager of bus hardware 
development, Rich deBock 

Eurobus bythe 
procurement executive for 
the bus designers, the UK 
Ministry of Defence, John 
Hill 

Futurebus (P896) 
by the secretary of the P896 
MSC committee, Paul Borrill 

For further details contact: 
Danny Green, Butterworth Scientific Limited 
- Journals Division, Westbury House, Bury 
Street , Guildford , Surrey GU2 SBH, UK 
Telephone: 0483 31261 
Telex : 859556 SCITEC G 
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from its new sister divisions. For 
now, the company will continue to 
concentrate on its own product lines 
including the 16-bit 9050 series 
launched last year. 

A fourth autonomous subsidiary 
under the CMB umbrella is SEMS, 
the largest European minicomputer 
manufacturer. SEMS has been trans
ferred to CMB from Thomson-CSF. 

Cii HB will now concentrate on 
selling computers based on its 
technology agreement with Honey
well Information Systems, which 
covers the DPS 6 minicomputer line 
as well as mainframe machines. The 
agreement was renewed last year as 
part of a deal between Honeywell 
Inc. and the French government, 
which reduced Honeywell's share in 
Cii HB from 47 to 19 percent. 

Another move in the cards is the 
transfer of French small systems 
and peripherals manufacturer, 
Societe Nouvelle Logabax to one of 
the CMB subsidiaries, a develop
ment that could encourage the 
return of Logabax to the u.s. OEM 
printer market. CMB owns 35 

percent of Logabax, and the 
remainder is held by Olivetti SpA of 
Italy. But the French government 
wants CMB to take control of 
Logabax, says Sylvie Benech, a 
consultant at the Paris office of IDC 
Europa. 

CMB cannot comment on such a 
move, while Olivetti in Italy 
confirms that talks are continuing 
with the French government about 
a number of matters, including the 
possibility of Olivetti's buying back 
the approximately one-third share 
that CMB holds in Olivetti. 

Logabax spokesman Jean-Pierre 
Nieres acknowledges that a take
over by CMB is highly likely, but 
says the Logabax staff does not 
want the company divided. They 
want Logabax to remain intact 
rather than have small systems 
going to the new CMB office
automation company, while OEM 
printers are absorbed by the CMB 
peripherals subsidiary. 

Nieres explains that Logabax's 
OEM printer products generated 
only about $3 million in revenues 

RACAL-lllLQO LAN AVAILABLE IN U.S. 
Raoal-Mllgo'a Planet token ring series of local-area network products is now 

av8lleble In the u.s. Flrlt lnboduced In Europe IMt April, each Planet token 
ring series can accommodate 88 many 88 soo communicating devices. The 
product 1.1188 baaeblnd coaxial cable In a twin ring configuration and permits 
full- or half-duplex communications among devices of different vendors, 
regardless of protocol. The communications Ink 18 oontrolled by the Planet 
Dlractor Intelligent desk-top processor. One Dll9Cllor can control 88 many as 
250 terminal acceea point Interfaces. Each TAP has two RS232 ports that can 
operate sync:hronc:Kmly, aaynchronously or mixed at speeds as high as 19.2K 
bps per port. The ayatem features a fall-safe mechanism that allows Planet to 
reconfigure Itself In the event of a cable fault. 

PORTABLE COMPUTER IS OFFERED FOR $1299 
The Pied ~ Communicator 1, a zao-baaed portable computer weighing 

leas than 11 .... la IChaduled for avallabllty thtl month from STM Electronics 
Corp., Menlo Park, Cellf. The 84K-byte machine Mii CP/M, has a full-sized 
ASCII typewriter keyboard and a s'A-tn., 258K·byte elmHne floppy disk drive. A 
second floppy or a SM- or 1 OM-byte hard disk drive can be added. Two free 
card slots are available. Options Include a 2-Hne x eo-character LCD, an 
Integral therinal printer and a modem. The $1299 price Includes Wordstar, 
MIBAS1C, MallMetge and a spread-sheet package. 
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Four Reasons 
Why The 
Dys an 
Difference 
is Worth 
Paying For 

1 100% Surface 
• Tested 

Only Dysan provides fully 
usable diskette surfaces that 
are truly 100% error-free 
across the entire face of the 
diskette. An exclusive on
and-between the track test
ing procedure guarantees 
error-free performance 
regardless of temperature 
and humidity distortions or 
slight head misalignments. 

2 Advanced 
Burnishing 

• Techniques 

Dysan's advanced polishing 
methods create a smoother, 
more uniform diskette sur
face. This results in better 
signal quality on each track, 
less wear on drive heads and 
reliable access to data after 
millions of head passes. 

Select from a complete line of premium 8" and 5%" diskettes , 
in single or double densities, certified on one or both sides. 

3 DYlQTM 
• Lubricant 

Dysan 's proprietary DY10 

lubricant complements the 
advanced burnishing pro
cess. Both maximize error
free performance while 
minimizing headwear. 
Optimal signal presence is 
maintained between the 
head and diskette surface 
during millions of write/ 
read interfaces. 

DY10 is a trademark of Dysan Corporation 
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4 Auto-Load 
• Certification 

Dysan's unique quality 
control methods reflect 
technological leadership in 
designing, producing and 
testing precision magnetic 
media. Each diskette is un
erringly certified by Dysan -
built, automated and 
microprocessor controlled 
certifiers. Your system and 
data base will benefit from 
Dysan's diskette reliability 
and unsurpassed quality. 

Corporate Headquarters: 
5201 Patrick Henry Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 
(800) 551-9000 
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last year, which was about 7 percent 
of Logabax's total sales. Moreover, 
most shipments were to customers 
in France. But Nieres hints that the 
Logabax printer family, which 
centers on the LX 200 line of 200-cps 
matrix impact units, may be 
exhibited at the National Computer 
Conference in ,Anaheim in May. He 
notes that Logabax maintained an 
OEM printer sales force in the u.s. 
before it encountered serious finan
cial problems in the late 1970s that 
led to the takeover by Olivetti in 
1981. 

Yves Raynaud, manager of the 
new CMB peripherals company, will 
not comment on the possibility of his 
company's taking on the Logabax 
OEM printer operation and selling its 
products in the u.s. through 
Cynthia. -Keith Jones 

CMB SEEKS BAIL-OUT 
Compagnie des Machines Bull 

blames drastic undercapitalization for 
the company's mounting losses. After 
a net profit of about $30 million in 
1980, Cii Honeywell Bull, the main 
operating company of CMB, lost about 
$70 million in 1981. A loss of more 
than twice that figure is expected for 
1982. 

A CMB spokesman notes that the 
company has submitted a plan to the 
French government asking for a 
capital injection of as much as 3 billion 
francs (about $500 million) to reduce 
its indebtedness, which amounts to 6 
billion francs. He says CMB's debts 
result from its huge R&D costs. Those 
costs consume about 1 o percent of 
total revenues, compared with the 
industry average of 7 percent. He 
says the costs are high because of the 
continuing modifications of products 
stemming from the merger in the late 
1970s of Honeywell Bull and Cii , 
which were previously separate 
companies. 

"Interest payments account for 1 o 
percent of revenues, and we want to 
reduce them to 4 percent over the 
next three years," adds the CMB 
spokesman. 
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ff you're selling small business systems and 
software, you're leaving money on the table. 

Because you could pick up a lot more 
of what were all here for with the Plessey 
Series/6000 Small Business Computers. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PLESSEY PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

PLEASE SELECT • 

1 SALESMAN FILE MAINTENANCE 
2 CUSTOMER FILE MAINTENANCE 
3 SALES AND CR / DR MEMO ENTRY 
5 PRINT A 1R AGING REPORT 
6 APPLY OPEN CREDIT 
7 CUSTOMER ACCOUNT INQUIRY 
8 FINANCE CHARGES 
9 PRINT STATEMENTS 

10 PRINT COMMISSIONS DUE REPORT 
11 PRINT A I R DISTRIBUTION TO GIL REPORT 
12 PURGE A I R OPEN ITEM FILE 
13 PRINT SPOOLED REPORTS 

Your business . ... . 
IS our uuS1ness. 

With the 16-bit Plessey Series/6000, 
we've made it our business to support your 
business. 

Our computers are based on DEC's LSI-11 ™ 
micros, so you start with proven hardware 
that's in thousands of systems world-wide. 

Weve made them available in a wide 
range of configurations, so you can provide 
exactly the power your customers need. 

Start with the low-cost System 6100, a 
64 kbyte single-user workstation. Or for multi
users, choose the economical System 6200 
with 256 kbytes of main memory (expandable 
to a full megabyte). Both use the Q-bus and 
come in a compact 51;4 " chassis available in 
desktop and rackmount configurations. 

And for the big jobs, go to our System 
6600 and System 6700 to get the full power 
of a 22-bit minicomputer. From 256 kbytes to 
4 megabytes of main storage. An 84 megabyte 
8" Wmchester disk. Q-bus for communications 
and other peripheral interfacing. And all in 
a 101;4 " chassis at a price that's easy to take. 

Or choose anything in between, with 
or without floppies, hard disks, streamer 

tapes, tei:minals, communications and any 
peripherals you need. (Peripherals are also 
available alone.) 

All the Plessey Series/6000 computers 
support whatever you're doing (or will be 
doing) in software: DEC operating systems 
like RSX-llM/M + ~ RSTS/E™and RT-lI™or 
TSX-Plus~ UNITY™ (System ill UNIX) and 
the new crop of software. M-11 (MUMPS) and 
hordes of public domain applications. And 
even CP/M and all those low-cost pro_gIC!II!s. 

You can use BASIC, COBOL, DIBOL, 
C, PL/I, FORTRAN andMACRO™Ianguages. 

And the programs you develop on the 
single-user system are just as useful on the 
most powerful Series/6000 configuration, so 
your customers have an easy growth path. 

The bottom line. 
Plessey Series/6000 Small Business 

Computers are a quick way to improve your 
profits because they're reliable, versatile and 
cost up to 303 less than the DEC equivalents. 

And they11 reduce your after-sale 
headaches because they're supported by our 
own international sales and service network. 

For more details, contact Plessey . 
Peripheral Systems, 17466 Daimler, Irvine, 
CA 92714. 

Or better yet, call (800) 854-3581 or 
(714) 540-9945 in California today. Because 
we all know that time is money. 

9PLESSEY 
<O Plessey Peripheral Systems 1983. CP/M trademark of Digital Research. UNIX, C trademarks of Bell Labs. MUMPS trademark of InterSystems. DEC, DIBOL, MACRO, 
RSX· llM/M +, RSTS/E, RT·ll trademarks of Digital F.quipment Corp. TSX· Plus trademark of S & H Computer Leasing. UNITY trademark of Human Computing Resources. 
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The new 970from TeleVideo. 
Nothing else looks like it. 

Nothing else performs like it. 

- ----,,...,,."' ---

Productive office work depends on people 
and their equipment working efficiently together 

That's why we have engineered the exciting, 
new TeleVideo 970 to perform better than any 
other terminal. 

For instance, only our "natural balance" 
tilting mechanism lets you easily adjust the screen 
at a touch, so you avoid neck-craning, straining 
and glare. 

Our unique keyboard is designed to avoid 
user fatigue. We've created a natural palmrest, 
sculpted keys and the best ten-key accounting 
pad in the industry Our non-volatile function keys 
save time and energy 

Like every feature of the new 970, the 
screen is designed for ease of use. Our non-glare 
14-inch green screen is restful on the eyes, and 
its 132 column display can format more infor
mation. All in highly legible double-high, 
double-wide characters. 

Our communications protocol is the industry 
standard ANSI 3.64. 

As you probably know, most terminal 
downtime is caused by overheating that results 
from extended use. There's no such problem with 
our unique vertical convection cooling tower 

And because we wanted to extend the life 
of your CRT, we've installed a screen saving 

feature that automatically turns it off after tifteen 
minutes of idle time. 

Naturally, like all TeleVideo terminals, 
service is available nationwide from General 
Electric's Instrumentation and Communication 
Equipment Cer,~c:rs . 

The new 970 from TeleVideo. Nothing else 
looks like it and nothing else can perform like it 

For more information about TeleVideo's 
new 970, call 800-538-8725; in California 
408-7 45-7760. 
,---------------, 

TeleVideo Systems, Inc. 
Dept. #216H 
1170 Morse Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Yes, I'd like to know more about the unique 970 from 
Tele Video: 

NAME ______________ _ 

ADDRESS _____________ _ 

CITY ______________ _ 

STATE __________ ZIP ___ _ 

TELEPHONE ( __ ) _________ _ 
L__ ______________ __J 

Cahforrna/ Santa Ana 714 -557-6095, Sunnyvale 408 -745-7760, Georgia/ Atlanta 
404·255-9338, Texas/ Dallas 214 -980 -9978. Ilhno1s/Ch1cago Area 312-351-9350, 
Boston/ Massachusetts 617-668 -6891 , New York / New Jersey 201-267-8805. 
United Kmgdom/ Wokmg, Surrey 44 ·9905-6464 

O®TeleVideo Systems, Inc. 
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ese people had the 

Bmg-Warner Educational Systems 
Educational courseware 
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1111 ...... 

-······ J -··II~ I•• .. ' . 
Genrech 

lnreractive video training 

Enrerprise Systems, Inc. 
Hospital on-line inventory 

Autographix, lnc. 
Designs, graph slides 

Transportation Concepts 
&Services 

Interstate tariff rates 

. ..... . ... I 
.. 
_,, . . 

Advanced Information Systems 
Compurer aided drafting 

Farm Plan, Inc. 
Agricultural software 

. , ·1 -_;~.:,_._._._, . , 

--1.-· - . ' - . 
... . ·· . 

Sandu 
Industrial robotics 

Software Resources 
Financial investment packages 

Energy Management Service, Inc. 
ResidentiaUcommercial 

energy analysis 

Varian Associates, Inc. 
UV Spectrophotometry 

Core Technology 
Burroughs rerminal emulation 

TCD, lnc. 
Life insurance illustrations 

-, ' . 
American Zettler; Jnc. 

Hospital nursing station 

Vitalograph Ltd. 
Pulmonary systems, 
on-line spirometer 

L&S Computers 
Personnel profiling systems 

Gerber Scientific Products, Inc. 
Computerized engraver 

Cascade Graphics Development 
Computer aided drafting 

·1-. . 

--.··. :i. '- \. • 
.. 
·, . 

,, ... ~ ' -; . ~ . -~. 
-JJ1 . .. . .. 

Basic Computer Lireracy 
Courseware 

Fisher Scientific Company 
Intelligent color console 

for mass spectrophotometer 

Rockwell International 
Truck fleet management 

TS/ Inc. 
Particle sizer data analys is 

CompCoWare Inc. 
Custom instructional software 

"llaft I l •'I. -· ... . -·' , .. . 
-- J 'J . •. ... ' . 

CPHA 
Hospital datll entry systems 

First Software Corp. 
Computer work station 

for children 



guts to be successful. 

Alltech Kwik-Kopy Corpcrration 
Scientific instrumentation Computerized pricing 

Federal Computer Systems lnc. Cyborg Corpcrration 
Pharmacy package Lab data acquisition 

Warren E. Collins 
Medical electronics 

.. ' 

-· .. . . 
Medical Graphics 

Inhalation data analysis 

HCI Data 
Agricultural software 

Walman Optical 
Opticians systems 

Northwest Instrument Sys ., Inc. 
Digitizing oscilloscope 

Acroloc, Inc. 
Milling machine control 

There are more OEMs in more places doing more 
things with Apples® than with any other personal 
computer in the world. 

Because Apples have more available software. 
More configuration versatility. And an OEM support 
program that will provide you with evetythip.g from 
our most basic computer products to complete, 
ready:!o--roll systems. 

All backed by technical documentation, software 
assistance, even hands--on training. And all part of 
a lasting commitment to this important marke4Jlace. 

So If you have the courage to succeed, but lack 
the guts, contact an Apple OEM Representative. 

The most personal computer. apple! 
® 

Call ( 408) 9 7 3 · 3152 for more information, or for information regarding corporate purchases through our National Account Program. 
Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, California 95014. © 1983 Apple Computer Inc. 
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Teltone is driving down the cost of data 
links in local area network applications. 

For an effective end-to-end price of 
only $200 per channel, our new M-825 
Asynchronous Data Multiplexer is fully 
compatible with Tl digital carrier trans
mission systems as well as private net
works using microwave Tl connections 
or four-wire (two twisted pair) circuits. 

The M-825 is designed to accommodate 32 full-duplex 
data sources through conventional RS-232C cable inter
faces. It's totally transparent to all data formats and pro
tocols at rates of up to 19 .2 Kbps, so there are no speed 
switches or adjustments to be made. 

Single bit error detection and correction logic is 
included to minimize transmission faults. And because 
the composite speed of the M-825 is 1.544 Mbps, all 32 

ports can be used simultaneously at up 
to 19.2 Kbps without data blocking. 

For private four-wire installations up to 
6 ,400 feet apart, the M-825 will perform 
reliably without any external equipment. 
If needed, the distance between multi
plexers can be extended by means of 
inexpensive, readily available repeaters. 

Here at last is a simple, cost-effective 
alternative to point-to-point wiring, leased lines, coaxial 
cable and limited distance modems-an alternative that 
makes good sense today. 

For more information about the M-825, call our toll
free hotline at 1-800-227-3800 Ext. 1123 (in Calif. 1-800-
792-0990 Ext. 1123) or write Teltone Corporation, PO 
Box 657, Kirkland, WA 98033. In Canada call (416) 475-
0837 or write 91 Telson Road, Markham, Ontario L3R 1E4. 
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Mini-Micro Interpreter 
An analysis of news, issues and trends affecting the computer indu stry 

Communicating by satellite: 
options for small computers 

By Sarah Glazer 

Options are increasing for networks that include 
small computers to communicate via satellite, as more 
companies focus on the data segment of satellite 
communications. The most likely candidates to use 
satellite links for minicomputers are still very large 
corporations with high-volume, private communica
tions networks that crisscross the u.s. But data
oriented products are appearing that can cost-justify 
satellite links for minicomputers even without integrat
ing other types of communications traffic. 

"Computer networks and satellites are a natural 
marriage," says Steven Hayashi, engineering manager 
at Tandem Computers Inc., a Cupertino, Calif., 

~ Headquarters 

I aJJ I Regional offices 

~ Manufacturing plant 

o-- Terrestrial 
access ""e 

.. Earth station 

manufacturer of fault-tolerant computer systems. Tan
dem and American Satellite Co., Rockville, Md., have 
jointly announced a satellite-based network for distrib
uted data processing. "How do you get ever-increasing 
amounts of data from one place to another cost
effectively?" asks Hayashi. "Satellites are the means to 
do that." 

Bill Pritchard, president of Satellite Systems Engi
neering, a Bethesda, Md., consulting firm, voices 
another view, however. "It may be a while until 
satellites are cost-justified for small computers," he 
states. "Unless you also transmit other services
video, for example-transmitting data by satellite is 
not justified." 

Walter L. Morgan, president of the Communications 

Diagram of a typical large-scale communications network that integrates data, voice and video transmissions. (Source: Satellite Business 
Systems) 
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Center of Clarksburg, a Maryland consulting firm, 
agrees. "It is most logical for satellite users to combine 
data, voice and so forth into one network," he says. If a 
company has far-flung branch offices and it generates 
large amounts of internal communications traffic, it can 
take advantage of satellites' greatest strengths: com
munication costs that don't increase with distance, 
wide-bandwidth channels and low error rates that allow 
huge transfers of information at high speeds and 
broadcast capability that eliminates duplicate transmis
sion. 

Service quality a factor 

But the decision to use satellite links is not always a 
question of volume of traffic alone, Morgan points out. 
"Sometimes, it's a quality of service determination," he 
says, explaining that some companies don't realize how 
much they depend on communications until an accident 
such as a fire in a manhole drjves the point home. 
"Their computer screens go blank, their automatic 
teller machines stop working, and they want to have 
backups or alternatives," Morgan says. Many business
es are concerned about the public telephone company's 
ability to meet data-communication needs in the coming 
years, he adds. 

Addressing the issues of reliability and quality of 
service is the Tandem and American Satellite offering, 
described as a fault-tolerant network. "The advantage 
of satellites is a much higher quality channel," says 
Kurt Thoss, vice president of commercial networks at 
American Satellite. "For critical operations, like in 
banking or the airlines industry, where people are 
waiting in line, it's very important." Thoss says a 
satellite channel operates 99.9 percent of the time 
versus 98. 5 percent for American Telephone & Tele
graph systems. In addition, he claims that bit error 
rates for satellite circuits are far superior to those for 
terrestrial lines: one error per 100 million bits transmit
ted via satellite compared to one error per 100,000 bits 
by land. 

Hayashi says Tandem software will allow a network 
to interconnect as many as 255 fault-tolerant computer 
systems, which could include more than 4000 proces
sors. In addition to citing high data speeds, distance
independent cost and high reliability as reasons for 
using satellites in the networks, he says, "Our system is 
totally under the customer's control, whereas the Bell 
lines aren't. We can find a problem and fix it more 
easily." 

Hayashi says the first installed networks will begin 
operating this summer. Networks will include comput
er systems from Tandem, satellite transponder space 

86 

Breakdown by transmission speed of the market for dedicated, 
private data circuits. As distributed applications become more 
speed intensive, higher data rate circuits, especially the 56K bps 
segment, will exhibit strong growth. (Source: AT&T) 

from American Satellite and earth stations from 
Vitalink Communications Corp., Mountain View, Calif. 
"All minicomputers in the network are tied together 
with two 56K-bit-per-sec. channels with completely 
redundant components on the ground," says Thoss of 
American Satellite. To make setting up such a network 
cost-effective, there must be the right combination of 
distance and communications traffic to justify the 
56K-bps channels. "It must be reasonably cost-competi
tive with Bell lines," Hayashi concedes. 

What's available: is the sky the limit? 

A range of companies offers satellite links for data 
communication, with Satellite Business Systems, 
McLean, Va., which specializes in private networks 
that integrate voice, data and video, at the high end of 
the spectrum. Dave Russell, director of marketing 
applications and support at SBS says the company has 
25 customers for this service and describes them as 
Fortune 50 or 100 companies. The top tier of these 
customers may have 20 or 30 earth stations on their 
property and private use of one or two entire satellite 
transponders, each of which provides a bandwidth of 48 
MHz. The next tier of customers shares network 
facilities. Each company has several on-premise earth 
stations but access to many more across the country 
through terrestrial hookups. 
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IT'S TIME TO TAKE YOUR 
PLOT 10 IDEAS OUT OF STORAGE. 

Give your imagination the benefit of the 

latest graphics technology, with a D-SCAN~·~e;~=~i 
dual-microprocessor GR-2412 raster .,;[!, 

terminal. 

can replace lines of PLOT 10 code with a 
single FORTRAN statement. 

Something else to consider while you 're 
thinking about the future. 

Our past. For example, the GR-2412 's 
remarkably fast, remarkably accurate 
4014 emulation makes it a snap to add 
color and selective erase to existing PLOT 

D-SCAN products have been field 
proven for over a decade. And every 

""""'"""""'""""'"""1"~"9111!!!1!'.....i~ one is crafted by Daini Seikosha Co ., 
10 routines. 

And its high resolution 1024 x 780 
raster display, with exclusive anti
aliasing hardware, means image 
quality that rivals a storage tube. 

If your ideas grow too big for 
PLOT 10 to handle, you can always 
take advantage of the GR-2412 's 
unsurpassed collection of standard 
graphics features. Like local transfor
mations. Closed figure drawing . Up to 
768K bytes of local segment memory. 
And a software utility package that 
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Ltd. (Seiko) , known worldwide for 
its precision watches, robots, and 
computer peripherals. 
For immediate information on the 

GR-2412 , contact Seiko Instruments 
U.S.A. , Inc., 2620 Augustine Drive, 
Santa Clara, California 95051 . 
Telephone ( 408) 727-0768. 

Because ideas in storage don't 
get any better. Just older. 

D·SCRn 
Seiko Instruments U.S.A. , Inc. 



Or anything else you can display 
Easier and faster than you imagine. 

Because D-SCAN's new GR-2412 termin:l~!!!~i~ 
is changing the cost/performance 
standards for raster scan graphics. 

Its world address space, for 
example, is a full 32K by 32K. Large 
enough to handle the most ambitious 
project. Yet easily manageable with 
dynamic zoom, pan, window, and 
viewport commands. 

Its zoom operation faithfully 
preserves resolution and detail, 
instead of simulating it with pixel 
replication. 

And those aren't all the 
improvements we've made. 

Our dual microprocessor architec
ture draws 25,000 short vectors per 
second while transferring data at 19.2 
kilobaud. And our exclusive anti-aliasing 
© 1982 Seiko Instruments U.S.A., Inc. 

hardware removes jaggies without affect
ing drawing speed. 

About the only thing we didn't 
change is our long list of standard 
features. Like our high resolution 

1024x780 display Local transforma
tions. Up to 768K bytes of local 

segment memory 4014 emulation 
mode. And the 10 years of Daini 
Seikosha (Seiko) craftsmanship in 

every D-SCAN product. 
If you're ready to make some 

changes, contact us at Seiko I nstru
ments U.S.A., Inc., 2620 Augustine 
Drive, Santa Clara, California 95051 . 
Telephone (408) 727-0768. 

We'll give you a terminal that 
can take on the world. 

D·SCRn 
Seiko Instruments U.S.A. , Inc. 
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The Interpreter 

"Voice has been the initial selling point, but the 
leverage, where customers make big savings, is for 
data," says Russell. "They can mostly justify the earth 
station on the voice side, so to add data ports, the 
incremental cost is relatively small." Since all analog 
traffic is converted at SBS earth stations to digital 
signals, voice and data can be multiplexed to make 
efficient use of high-speed transmission. 

Rental for an SBS earth station is about $17,000 a 
month, with tariffs for communications capacity start
ing at $2400 a month for each duplex channel, says 
Russell. Explaining these high costs , he says, "You 
have to have a critical mass of voice and data ports to 
make an earth station cost- justified." Some critics 
believe high prices have kept SBS from being more 
successful. "Their cost is too high," says Pritchard of 
Satellite Systems Engineering. 

American Satellite provides large-scale integrated 
networks in addition to its joint offering with Tandem. 
"Half our business is data, but it's moving toward 
one-third because voice is growing faster," says Thoss. 
"In integrated networks, data usually represent less 
than one-third of activity." 

Thoss claims that American Satellite can compete 
with the cost of a 56K-bps terrestrial line at distances 
longer than 500 miles. "Bell's Digital Data Service 

costs, coast to coast for a 56K-bps channel, would be 
about $13,000 to $14,000 per month," Thoss says. 
"We're talking about $13,000 ourselves. So it's break
even." He says satellite costs become increasingly 
competitive with terrestrial lines as more nodes are 
added to a network. 

Both SBS and American Satellite specialize in data 
channels that have 56K-bps or higher speeds. "Most 
minis can't handle that data speed," says Jerome Lucas 
of Telestrategies, a McLean, Va., consulting firm in the 
satellite field. "So high-speed data links don't usually 
come into play unless you take traffic you gather from 
various alternative communication media and funnel 
them into one earth station," he maintains. Thoss of 
American Satellite concedes that this is true, saying, 
"For minicomputers, a 56K channel would mean a 
number of them multiplexed into one channel." 

Morgan of the Communication Center of Clarksburg 
points out that while such a high-capacity channel may 
cost more than a lower rate terrestrial line, there may 
be potential benefits to offset the cost. "The disadvan
tage of 56K is you've got more capacity than you can 
use," he says. "The advantage is you've got some 
growth potential for both data and voice." 

However, by far the largest market for dedicated, 
private data lines is for those with rates lower than 56K 

Typical performance requirements 
for date system applications 

Required Typical 
Transml11lon blt .. rror·rate connect Duty Termlnel 

Appllcetlon rate (bps) performance Connectivity time cycle Interface 

•CAO/CAM 56K·224K 10--' Polnt·tO·POint 1·hour session 60% V-35& 
via switched Intermittent use Business RS449 

channel 
• File transfer 56K-1.5M 10--' Point-to-point 2-30mln. 10% V-35 or 

via switched channel block 
multiplex 

• Remote job- 9.6K-56K 10--' Point-to-point 10-30 min. 20% RS232or 
en1ry station via switched channel V-35 

• Electronic mall & 4.8K-56K 10·• X.25mesh 2-10min. 10% RS232or 
high-speed fax network V-35 

• Olgltal voice 19.2K-32K 10·• Point-to-point 3-4 min. 15% NIA 
via switched channel 

• Business video 56K-1.544M 10-• Point-to-point 30 min.-1 hour 15% N/A 
• Terminal-oriented 300-19.2K 10--' X.28mesh 30 min.-1 hour 20% RS232 

system network Intermittent use 

• Computer graphics 9.6K-56K 10·• X.25 30 mln.-1 hour 20% RS232 or 
network intermittent use V-35 

• Computer 9.8K·56K 10-• X.25and 5-15 min. 15% RS232or 
networking switched channel V-35 

• Database 9.6K·56K 10--• X.25 mesh 2-10 min. 10% RS232 or 
"refresh and network V-35 
downllne loading" 

Source: Vitailnk 
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bps, says H.R. Johnson, vice president of marketing at 
Vitalink Communications Corp. Of the total private 
data line market, which he puts at $1.3 billion in 1982, 
only 10 percent is for lines at speeds of 56K bps or 
higher. Johnson says Vitalink is zeroing in on the lower 
speed market, leaving the high-speed links to other 
companies. "Our service is designed to be cost-effective 
at nodes that are generating only one or two 9.6K-bps 
channels," he says. "No one else is trying to compete 
for this portion of the market." 

Johnson describes an entry-level network that would 
be cost-competitive with terrestrial lines as typically 
having nodes in New York, Chicago, Houston and Los 
Angeles. It would have four 9.6K-bps circuits----one 
from New York to Chicago, two from New York to 
Houston and one from New York to Los Angeles. 
Johnson says AT&T would lease such a system for $9380 
per month, compared to Vitalink's charge of $8300. 

Don Gooding, an analyst at The Yankee Group, a 
Boston research firm specializing in communications, 
describes Vitalink's networks as designed for distribut
ed-computer architecture. "It's not a system designed 
for heavy voice use," says Gooding, and cites this as a 
plus for minicomputer users. But he cautions companies 
to look to the future, warning, "You have to consider 
when you're going to integrate voice and data because 
there is a bandwidth limitation." 

Time Inc., New York, has a Vitalink-supplied 
network and uses it only for data. "Although you can 
use the Vitalink ground station for voice, digital voice is 
not an effective use of the network," says Sam Moss, 
vice president of information systems. "We're going to 
put on both interactive transmissions and high-speed, 
point-to-point batch transmission." 

Another company providing circuits at less than 56K 
bps is RCA subsidiary Cylix Communications Network, 
Memphis, Tenn. Rather than renting or selling earth 
stations, Cylix operates them in major U.S. metropoli
tan areas and links them to customer premises by 
terrestrial lines operating at 4800 or 9600 bps or by 
microwave relays. Cylix vice president of marketing 
Ron Young says the company has 36 earth stations and 
plans to have 100 by the end of 1984. 

The Cylix network is packet switched (MMS, May, 
1982, p. 43), and all traffic from regional earth stations 
is beamed to a central control center in Memphis. From 
there, it is retransmitted to the appropriate regional 
earth station. "Pricing is distance insensitive and is 
based on volume," says Young. The charge at a 
customer's network host site is $900 per month for a 
4800-bps channel and $1100 for 9600 bps, says Young. 
Charges for each remote terminal site start at $390 per 
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month for 8 million characters. Charges include ser
vices and the installation at all sites of a very smart 
modem that multiplexes data, performs polling and 
converts protocols. 

"We're not a bulk data network," says Young. "We're 
not all things to all people, so our market's not that 
big." He reports that Cylix has about 150 customers, 
among them many in transportation who use applica
tions such as airline ticketing and generating freight 
documents for trucking. 

Distributed data processing 

Particularly appropriate for satellite-based networks 
are those applications in which portions of a shared 
database are stored at different sites, says Gooding of 
The Yankee Group. "In the future, rather than 
transmitting real-time updates, there will be flags in a 
database indicating that somewhere in the network, 
that information has been updated. That flag will be 
broadcast," he explains, adding, "satellites are very 
cost-effective for broadcast communication." In some 
industries-insurance, for example-data will be up
dated at remote sites and pumped to a central location, 
which will broadcast the data, he continues. Each 
remote site would store part of the database and would 
select appropriate updates. "That is the direction 
corporate databases will take in the next two to four 
years," says Gooding. 

"Full-mesh networks of the future" is how Vitalink's 
Johnson describes distributed satellite-based data net
works. "Equipped with the proper software, you could 
address blocks of data for any station in the network 
and have them automatically delivered by the satel
lite," he says. "There are huge economies attached to 
that approach." Applications he cites are computer
aided design, with separate sites sharing a database, 
and larger scale applications such as electronic mail . 

Much planning is needed to coordinate such schemes, 
though, says Don Kissler, telecommunications system 
engineer at the St. Louis headquarters of General 
Dynamics Corp. General Dynamics has been planning a 
still-unrealized integrated satellite communications 
network for almost five years, says Kissler. "We're 
going to do some database sharing, and planning for 
this is not easy," he says. He adds that it's a bigger job 
than anticipated just to consolidate corporate-wide 
telephone numbers. "But we were one of the first, " he 
explains. "Once you've made the decision so you don't 
have any corporate delays, it should take only one and a 
half to two years to be up and running with a network." 
But he adds, "Some things will have to be developed as 
we go along." D 
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Reliable bytes, too. You've told us that. ~Y the way you've ordered 
our high capacity 514 ,. Winchester drives. Again and again. By now 
we've delivered more high capacity drives than any other supplier. 
And we've increased our production capacity to 2,000 drives a day. 
Just to accommodate the demand. 

But don't worry. It hasn't gone to our head. We're still just as 
careful of quality as ever. That care has given us the industry's 
lowest rejection rate. And the highest performance rating. 

Whichever capacity you choose - 6MB, 12MB 19MB or 40MB 
- you can always be confident that the last byte will be as good as 
the first. Call or write today for complete product and pricing 
information. 9216 Eton Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311 
(213) 709-6445 TWX 910-494-4834 

Computer Memories, Inc. 

Ft. Worth, TX (817) 332-7859 / Irvine, CA, (714) 553-8880 / Springfield, MA, (413) 783-2386 / In Europe: Pangboume Berks, UK, 
07357-4120, Telex 849910. For small quantities, call Schweber Electronics, (800) 645-3040. 
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Not a totally unexpected jump. 
After we designed, built, and delivered the 

most cost-effective and manufacturable 8" 
Winchester on the market, most people figured it 
would only be a matter of time until we came out 
with a 51;4" version. And they were right. 

But while our Q500 '" Winchesters are no giant 
step for us, they do put quite a bit of distance 
between us and the rest of the 51!4'' market. 

You see, we didn't have to reinvent the wheel. 
Just make it a little smaller. And that makes a big 
difference. 

For example, by using the proven technology 
we developed for our Q2000'" 8" drives, we're 
able to offer our Q500 drives in 20-, 30- and 40-
megabyte versions. Capacities that are extremely 
difficult to achieve with a stepfer motor drive. 
But which are no trouble at al for our rotary 
torque actuator, optical encoder and temperature 
compensation servo combination. 

We've also been able to build in the technical 
margin of our Q2000 series. And the speed of our 
new 85 megabyte 8" drive. At 45 ms access time, 
our Q500 is ideal for the multi-user applications 
you' re thinking about. 

Finally, and perhaps most important, the Q500 
series can be manufactured quickly, easily and in 
large volume, just like the other members of our 
Quantum family. . 

Our ability to produce as promised is one of the 
things that helped make us the leader in the 8" 
market. 

And it can help you, too. Especially when it 
comes time to fill orders. 

Speaking of which, you really should find out 
more about our Q500 drives as soon as possible. 

In fact, the sooner the better. There's a lot to be 
said for getting the jump on your competition. 

Quantum Corporation, 1804 McCarthy Blvd., 
Milpitas, California 95035. Eastern Regional Sales 
Office: Salem, New Hampshire ( 603) 893- 2672. 
Western Regional Sales Office: Santa Clara, 
California ( 408) 980-8555. International Sales 
Office: Milpitas, California (408) 262-1100. 
TWX: 910 338-2203. 

ounn1um 
© !982 Q. C. QSOO and Q2000 arc trademarks of Quantum Corporation. 
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Now, a Logic Analysis 
System that puts a bench· 
full of instruments at 
your fingertips. 

The NPC-764. It just makes good 
sense. When performing logic analysis 
and other measurement functions, you 
shouldn't have to face different sets of 
knobs, switches and dials. That's why 
we've developed the NPC-764, the 
Electronic Workbench. Now your analysis tasks are all done the 
same way-with a familiar ASCII keyboard and easy-to-use, self
prompting menus. Simple keystrokes are all it takes to run tests 
and record data on disk And all logic analysis and other internal 
functions are ROM-based and ready to go on power up. No 
messy setups. No relearning of multiple instruments. 

The NPC-764 includes a 48-channel State Analyzer and a 
16-channel, high-speed Timing Analyzer. And, as optional plug-ins, 
a single-channel Digital Storage Oscilloscope, a 5-function 
Counter-Timerf.3ignature Analyzer, and bidirectional Serial Tusler. 

But the NPC-764 is more than just a multiple-function instru
ment. It also incorporates a GPIB controller and RS-232 MASTER/ 
SLJWE capability. Standard. A common set of commands lets you 
control the internal analyzers and any GPIB- or RS-232-cornpatible 
devices you include in your setup-pattern generators, emulators, 
spectrum analyzers, PROM programmers ... 

And that's not all. The NPC-764 is a full desk-top computer, 
with floppy disk storage and a CP/M® operating system. Use it for 

general-purpose computational tasks or 
the execution of commercially available 
CP/M programs. 

The NPC-764, with all its internal 
measurement functions, requires less 
than halfthe investment of the 

equivalent instruments purchased 
separately: And the ASCII keyboard 
and menus are so user friendly it 
sets a new standard for the 

industry 
Not quite ready for all this capability? Start with our basic 

NPC-748. It provides exactly the same measurement functions, 
but 16 fewer state channels and no floppy disk drive. Upgrade 
easily to the NPC-764 at any time. 

There's a whole lot more we'd like to tell you about the 
Electronic Workbench. For additional information, applications 
assistance or a personal demonstration, just give us a call: 
(800)-NICOLE'I; (4]5) 490-8300 (Calif);TWX: 910-381-7030. Nicolet 
Paratronics Corporation, 201 Fourier Avenue, Fremont, CA 94539. 
"CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 

Leading The Way In Analysis Technology 

~ Nicolet 
96 
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High-volume market developing 
for low-priced. OCR systems 

By Frank Catalano 

As optical character recognition equipment suppliers 
shrink the size and price of their products, new 
opportunities are developing for OEMS and system 
integrators interested in adding high-speed data-entry 
capabilities to their systems. Once a business in which 
high-priced products were bought in low volumes by 
end users, the OCR market is rapidly becoming a 
business in which low-priced products are being bought 
in high volumes by middlemen. 

But, while new low-priced wand and slot reader 
systems account for most OCR unit sales, higher priced 
systems still account for most of the industry's 
revenues. According to a study by International 
Resource Development Inc., Norwalk, Conn., the OCR 

market was worth $350 million in sales in 1982 and is 
projected to be worth $925 million by 1992. The major 
market for OCR systems last year included the banking 
industry with purchases worth $120 million, govern
ment with purchases worth $60 million, general office 
users with purchases worth $40 million and wholesale/ 
retail users with purchases worth $35 million. 

Peter Davison, an analyst with IRD, notes that last 
year, high-end systems accounted for 51 percent of 
sales revenues, mid-range systems for 33 percent and 
low-end systems for 15 percent. He adds, however, that 
over the next 10 years, as smaller systems start 
outselling bigger ones 100:1, revenues derived from 
mid-range and low-end system sales will overtake those 
from high-end sales. Davison estimates that, by 1992, 
sales of high-end systems will account for 30 percent of 
revenues, mid-range systems for 44 percent and 
low-end systems for 25 percent. 

OCR market segments 

High-end systems, Davison says, read normal-sized 
pages as well as smaller documents, such as checks and 
credit-card receipts, at speeds as high as 4000 charac
ters per sec. Ranging in price from $100,000 to $1 
million, such floor-standing systems recognize charac
ters printed in more than one type font and are 
equipped with paper-transport devices that route and 
sort materials as they are read. Mid-range products 
look much like higher speed systems but usually sit on 
desk tops, do not include sophisticated paper-transport 
capabilities and may not recognize a variety of type 
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Caere Corp. is providing OCR slot readers for a passport-reading 
system being designed by Planning Research Corp., Washington, 
D.C. As a means of speeding the customs system, the Treasury 
Department is planning to print passports in OCR-A type font. 

fonts. They sell for $10,000 to $80,000. 
Unlike high-end and mid-range systems, low-end OCR 

products, configured as hand-held wands or as slot 
readers, are best suited for applications requiring only 
one line of characters on a document to be read. Those 
systems sell for prices starting at $1000 and usually can 
recognize only one type font. 

The leading suppliers of high-end systems are 
Recognition Equipment Inc., Dallas, and tBM Corp., 
the leading supplier of mid-range systems is Burroughs 
Corp., and the leading suppliers of low-end systems are 
REI and Caere Corp., Los Gatos, Calif. 

Application history 

The first OCR units, installed in the early '60s, were 
expensive, high-end systems. Herbert Schantz, vice 
president of the Recognition Technology Users Associa
tion and author of The History of OCR, notes that the 
high cost of OCR technology at that time dictated that 
OCR suppliers incorporate as many features as possible 
into their systems so that users could more easily 
cost-justify the equipment. Such systems were and still 
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OCR market growth 

1982 OCR market 

Total sales: $350 million 

are used primarily with mainframe computers for 
high-volume data-input applications in central process
ing offices of large banks, credit-card companies, 
insurance companies and mail-order houses. 

As the technology developed and the prices of chips 
and memory came down, mid-range products fit into 
general office applications such as entering typed pages 
on word-processing system. Low-end systems served in 
stores, entering sales information into cash registers. 
While high-end systems performed more centralized 
data-entry functions, lower priced systems interfaced 
with minicomputers and microcomputers distributed 
throughout retail and wholesale stores, manufacturing 
facilities, government agencies, hospitals and offices. 

"Applications are rapidly changing," says Edward 
Dato, vice president of international small systems 
sales for REI. "OCR is moving from a centralized position 
in a corporation into a distributed arrangement within 
departments." IRD's Davison notes that, 10 years ago, a 
business had to process data from at least 10,000 

documents or pages before it could justify OCR. But 
now, OCR is practical for applications in which as few as 
1000 documents or pages a day are processed, he says. 

"OCR is viable in any application in which you have 
escalating labor costs, increasing volumes of transac
tions, limited space and the need for quick turnaround 
time," says RTUA's Schantz. "Potential users should not 
ask technological questions; the technology is there. 
They should ask economic questions." 

New distribution routes 

Because of the rapid development of new OCR 
applications for low-priced products, suppliers are 
investigating distribution routes that are new to the 
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1992 OCR market 

Total sales: $925 million 

Source: International Resource Development Inc. 

OCR industry. A greater number of wands must be sold 
to generate the same revenues as those generated by 
high-end and mid-range OCR systems. As a result, says 
Dato, REI no longer sells its low-end systems directly to 
end users but instead through OEMS and system 
integrators. "I can't have a salesman standing on every 
street corner hawking wands," says Dato. "If I sold 
directly to end users I'd incur a lot of marketing costs, 
and that would drive up the price of the wand." He adds 
that, because OCR devices are usually used as integrat
ed components of word-processing or point-of-sale 

......,. ...... _ _:OC;..::.;.;.R ~~CATIOtdB! EQUIPMENT TYPE 

OCR 
wand 

Possibly 
useful 

Device type 

OCR 
page 

reader 
Document 

reader 

Source: Auerbach Publishing , Inc. 
Electronic Offi ce , Vol. I 
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systems, suppliers of those systems should provide 
application software. "Those guys know their side of 
the business, and we know our side of it," says Dato. 
"REI is in the OCR technology business, not the system 
application business." 

REI supplies wand and slot reader systems to OEMS 
such as IBM and Burroughs and to system integrators 
such as library system suplier Dataphase Inc., Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Bill Lavale, marketing manager at Caere Corp., says 
that his company sells its low-end products through 
OEMS and system integrators, but also sells directly to 
large-volume end users. "There are a wide range of 
applications out there for these systems, and we can't 
be experts at all of them," says Lavale. 

One of Caere's biggest customers, NCR Corp., buys 
OCR wand readers and incorporates those units into the 
company's POS terminals. 

OCR technology 

Despite differences in prices and capabilities, all OCR 
systems use one fundamental technology and common 
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Miniature coreless 
DC motors with 
maximum torque! 

Namiki mini-motors are precision engineered 
with unique Naminet® rare-earth cobalt mag· 
nets. They provide high performance, low inertia 
and minimal current consumption. Other fea· 
tures are ultra-smooth, quiet operation and 
longer motor life. The motors come in standard 
sizes from 10 mm (.394 w) to 22 mm (.866 w) dia., 
provide 3,900 to 31,000 RPM. Interchangeable 
gear boxes are available for lower RPM's and 
higher torque. Write today for a free catalog. 
Namiki Precision Jewel Co., Ltd., 15 Essex 
Road, Paramus, N.J. 07652. Or call us at 201-
368-8310. 

NAMIKI 
82-1 
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basic components-an electro-optical sensor, an analog
to-digital converter, recognition logic and post-recogni
tion logic. While bar-code systems recognize data 
represented as a series of parallel lines and spaces, OCR 
systems recognize human-readable letters and num
bers. The electro-optical sensor throws light from a 
laser or a tungsten-filament lamp onto a printed page 
and then senses the reflective differences or contrasts 
between light and dark areas on the page. Contrast 
information is converted into binary digits using the 
AID converter, and the recognition logic matches digital 
data about the patterns on the page with reference 
patterns stored in the system. A pattern can be 
identified as a specific character or rejected as noniden
tifiable. 

Post-recognition logic interfaces the OCR system to 
the outside world and tailors the digitized data into a 
form that can be transmitted to a computer. OCR 
systems output information either on-line to a host 
computer over a communications link or off-line to the 
host through a magnetic medium such as a tape or disk. 

Although OCR systems that recognize a variety of 
type fonts are available, a standard font, OCR-A, has 
been endorsed by the American National Standards 
Institute, the Department of Defense and the National 
Retail Merchants Association. ANSI is working to 
standardize a second font, OCR-B, which is more 
stylized than OCR-A. Caere's Lavale says that, while 
OCR-A is more machine readable, OCR-Bis more human 
readable. 

OCR versus bar codes 

Debate continues within various industry segments 
over which data-entry alternative-bar code or OCR-is 
best suited for particular applications. While the food 
and automotive industries have adopted bar-code 
technology, some industries are endorsing both OCR 
and bar codes. Last s11mmer, the DOD recommended 
that manufacturers supplying items to the DOD include 
both bar codes and OCR nomenclature on their products. 
The NRMA recommends that both OCR and bar codes 
should be printed on goods sold in grocery stores and 
department stores, including books, panty hose and 
cosmetics. 

"I see the controversy over which technology to use 
(bar code or OCR) going on indefinitely," notes IRD's 
Davison, who believes use of both codes is increasing. 
"Eventually," he adds, "equipment suppliers will 
introduce products that can recognize both." Siemens 
Corp., REI, Caere and Sumitomo Corp., a Japanese 
supplier with New York offices, are working on 
products that can recognize both codes. D 
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"TJie Bridge™ is software that creates a 
virtual microcomputer at every ter
minal connected to my mini. I have 
all the functions of a micro, but with
out micro limitations. 

"The z-Board™ has four z-80a® micro
processors per board to execute 
programs at high speed. Faster than 
many dedicated micros. And it has 
256K bytes of RAM, plus a bit slice 

state machine. That's the guts of four 
micros for Jess than you might pay 
for one. 

"With The Bridge, I can run CP!M® 
based programs. I like that. And micro 
programs like Supercalc® are easy to 
use, and inexpensive. I like that, too. 

"But the best thing about The Bridge is 
systems integration. Now everyone 
in the office uses the same system -
no more problems with disk formats, 
incompatible languages or programs. 
The Bridge provides each user with a 

''The Bridge and a z..-Board -
the four best microcomputers 

'never bought!' 
CP/M For DECll and DGtJli Minicomputers! 

virtual microcomputer with the ad
vantages of a min i's high-speed print
ers, hard disks, and communications. 

"The Bridge with a z-Board gives me the 
performance of four microcomputers 
- at a fraction of the cost'.' 

The Bridge and z-Board are trademarks of Virtual 
Microsystems, Inc. 
z-80a is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. 
CP/ M is a registered trademark or Digital Research. 
Su percale is a registered trademark or Sorcim. Inc. 

For information, call Jim Swanson 
(415) 841-9594. 

virtual 
microsystems 

2150 Shattuck, Berkeley, CA 94704 
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What's our secret? 
Simply this: theTrilogTIP-300 uses 

an exclusive dual print head system. 
Unlike conventional dot-matrix 

printers that push a single print head 
to 300 lpm, each TIP-300 head 
cruises at a nice, easy 150 lpm. 

Both heads run simultaneously. 
So the total output is still 300 lpm. 
But each Trilog head is working at 

a 50% duty cycle. 
No wonder Trilog printers are 

so reliable! 
Non-Stop-Printing™: the next 
best thing to a spare printer. 

Trilog's dual heads offer another 
advantage, too. If one print head 
should temporarily fail , you're not out 
of business until a service repre
sentative shows up. 

Instead, the operator simply 
flips a switch and the remaining head 
continues printing at 150 !pm. 

There's no other printer that 
gives you this much protection from 
downtime. 
Advanced innovation isn't just 
in our heads. 

That's why we also gave Trilog 
printers dual tractors. They not only 

The competition.gives you 
300 I.PM by · . flat out. 



stabilize the paper and minimize 
friction, but allow the paper to move 
forward and backward. 1bis gives 
you plotting capability and lets you 
generate forms. You can also print 
bar codes. Plus business and engi
neering graphics. 
Five printers for the price 
of one. 

Besides graphics, the Trilog 

printer gives you four other types of 
printing: standard data processing 
characters. Letter quality characters 
that approach the sharpness of fully 
formed characters. And two versions 
of compressed characters for paper 
savings and special formats. 

For more information contact: 
Trilog, Inc., 17391 Murphy Ave., Irvine, 
CA 92714. Or call (714) 549-4079. 

WC do it 

1WX (910) 595-2798. 
We'll show you that the best way 

to get more work done is with a 
printer that doesn't have to work 
so hard. 

Non-Stop-Printing starts with 

ITRILDG I® 

without even breathing hard. 

For more information circle 55 
For a sal,es contact circle 175 



Seagate Technology 
down-sizes the Winches
ter again. Now you can 
store five megabytes 
on-line in half the height 
of our standard 5~" 
Winchesters. 

Our new half-high ST206 

on the half-

offers the 
same five mega-
bytes (formatted) of storage 
capacity in a new, low-profile 
design. And we've included 
rugged plated media for 
even greater reliability. 

The 
perfect half

high companion. 
Now you can fit two half

high discs, our new ST206 
and any half-high minifloppy, 
in the same space as our stan
dard Winchester. The ST206 is 



~hell, from Seagate. 

the perfect size for your new, 
low-profile system designs. 
It's also rugged enough for 
portable applications. 
Nothing has changed 
but the size. 

The half-high ST206 has 
the very same capacity and 

interface as the OEM's favor
ite Winchesters-the Seagate 
ST 406 and our ST706 remov
able cartridge Winchester. It's 
just smaller. 
Shrinking the cost 
of Winchester. 

We've reduced more than 

size. The ST206 is an excellent 
value. Especially in volume. 
Get small now. 

Evaluation units are avail
able now. So don't wait for 
promises. Call Seagate today 
and get five megabytes on 
the half shell. 

Seagate Technology c:5S)' 
360 El f'Ueblo Road. Scotts valley, California 95066 1408) 438-6550, TELEX 172114 SCVL 
Regional Sales Offices: Hopkinton, Massachusetts 16171435-6961 ; Newport Beach, California 
1714) 851-9964; Richardson, Texas (2141783-6711 ; Schaumburg, Illinois 1312) 397- 3727 
European Sales Office: Krelllerstrasse 21, 8000 Munich 80, West Germany, 89-43-13-900, 
TELEX 5 213 379 
Authorized U.S. Distributor: Arrow Ele-ctronlcs 

"Turning the tide in disc technology'' 
~ 1983 Seagate Tectn:>logy 
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Systems in Manufacturing 
Exploring the use of computers in the factory 

Diverse companies compete, cooperate 
to modernize America's factories 

By Dwight B. Davis 

Times are tough for manufacturing companies in this 
country. The equipment and methods that led many 
u.s. industries to world dominance in past years no 
longer succeed when competing against foreign firms 
that have embraced more modern technologies and 
techniques. The aging of America's "smokestack" 
industries, coupled with the persistent recession, 
presents a bleak prospect for many vendors that sell 
products to these depressed factories. But, ironically, 
the dire straits in which many u.s. manufacturers are 
floundering may actually enhance the prospects of some 
vendors. These vendors are those that market the same 
technologies that foreign competitors have already 
employed with devastating success. 

Reflecting the breadth and complexity of the factory 
market, the vendors selling to this market are far from 
a homogeneous group. Computer companies, machine 
tool vendors, programmable controller suppliers, 
graphics firms, automated test equipment manufactur
ers, robot developers and others have all descended 
upon somewhat bewildered factory managers and 
engineers. Complicating matters, many vendors have 
developed or acquirP.o technologies outside the bound
aries of their traditional products in an attempt to 
provide more comprehensive solutions to the problems 
facing industry. 
· The incentive for all these vendors is a diverse 

market expected to grow immensely in future years. 
Tony Friscia, a research analyst at The Yankee Group, 
Boston, predicts the yearly market for complete 
factory-automation systems will be around $35 billion 
by the early 1990s. This projection jibes with a 
prediction by General Electric Co.'s forecasters that 
places the 1991 market for factory-automation products 
at $29 billion to $30 billion. Thomas G. Gunn, manager 
of the Computer Integrated Manufacturing Group at 
Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass., says that 
consulting firm's research indicates an even greater 
potential for the computer integrated manufacturing 
market. An ADL study sets the 1982 u.s. CIM market at 
$26 billion and predicts it will reach $98 billion by 1992 
(both values in 1981 dollars) for an annual growth rate 
of 14 percent. 

William T. Ylvisaker, chairman and chief executive 
officer of Gould Inc., Troy, Mich., quotes encouraging 
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Three primary vendor groups are addressing the factory
automation market~omputer vendors, such as IBM Corp., Digital 
Equipment Corp. and Hewlett-Packard Co.; shop-floor vendors such 
as Cincinnati Milacron and Allen-Bradley Co.; and industrial giants 
such as General Electric Co. and Westinghouse Electric Corp. The 
still-young market will also provide many opportunities for secondary 
companies such as system integrators, OEMs and consulting 
companies. (Source: The Yankee Group) 

growth figures for several segments of the overall 
market, including: 

• Annual 35-percent growth in factory minicomput
er, numerical-control and programmable-control equip
ment from $510 million in 1980 to $2.3 billion by 1985, 

• A quadrupling in the U.S. annual sale of robots in 
four years, from 2000 units in 1981 to more than 8000 
units in 1985 and 

• Continued 35-percent growth in sales of computer
aided design equipment from $600 million in 1979 to 
$2.5 billion by 1985. 

Mixing mechanical and electronic worlds 

Two cultures are merging on the factory floor-the 
traditional machine tools, bolstered by newer, more 
flexible robots, and electronics equipment, ranging 
from the programmable controllers that direct the 
machines' movements to the minicomputers and main
frames that control groups of machines and manage 
relevant factory data. Linked to these two basic 
foundations are numerous automation technologies 
including computer-aided design and -engineering sys
tems, automated test equipment, data-collection devic
es and automated storage and retrieval equipment. 
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Systems in Manufacturing 

Each automation/information niche is becoming more 
sophisticated while vendors struggle to link these 
distinct and incompatible "islands of automation'' via 
various interfaces and communications networks. 

Regardless of what factory segments any vendor 
addresses, factory personnel are faced with two basic 
areas that require attention, says Bruce Rusch, vice 
president and general manager of Gould's Modicon 
Programmable Control division, Andover, Mass. 
"Users have to automate two things-the capital 
equipment in their plants and the information in their 
plants," he says. Al Taylor, manager of GE's Factory 
Automation Planning Services operation, agrees. "We 
are absolutely convinced that both the physical flow and 
the information flow must be developed in parallel," he 
says. 

Although Taylor believes the simultaneous automa-

Marketing & 
sales analysis 

Order entry 
& distribution 

Manufacturing 
design & 

engineering 

Project 
management 

Inventory 
management 

purchasing 

Shop-floor 
control 

work-in-process 

DEC's Unified Plant Management strategy consists of equipment 
and software that provide for the management of factory-related data 
and for the control and monitoring of shop-floor machines. DEC's 
unified approach to the factory, like those of some other broad-based 
vendors, is meant to ensure the existence of compatible expansion 
and upgrade paths as a customer's automation plan progresses. 
(MPS = master production scheduling; MRP = material require
ments planning; CRP = capacity requirements planning; CNC = 
computer numerical control.) 
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tion of plant information and equipment is crucial, he 
admits, "Many people can't cope with that." The 
difficulty, he points out, is that two factions in factories 
are pursuing automation: "the manufacturing/ 
engineering types who are more oriented to the 
mechanical equipment and the business information and 
advanced systems people who are more oriented 
toward the computer." Likewise, most vendors selling 
into this market have backgrounds and strengths in one 
area or the other, with only a few larger firms claiming 
across-the-board experience and products. 

Computer companies such as Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Digital Equipment Corp., Perkin-Elmer Corp. and IBM 
Corp. have targeted factory applications as a key 
growth area, and these firms believe they have certain 
advantages over the shop-floor vendors that are more 
closely associated with the mechanical world. "The 
strengths of HP or any other computer company will be 
the integration of the various areas of the factory," says 
Orrin Mahoney, product marketing manager for HP's 
Technical Computer Group, Palo Alto, Calif. William B. 
Huber, marketing manager, Unified Plant Manage
ment at DEC's Manufacturing Distribution and Control 
Product Group, Merrimack, N.H., agrees that the tasks 
of linking incompatible factory-floor equipment and of 
developing common databases for factory information 
will fall within the realm of the computer companies. In 
fact, he hopes that DEC will set de facto standards with 
its UPM strategy. 

"I hope the computer vendors will drive the stan
dards of interfacing the islands of automation," Huber 
says, "because that's our business. Our UPM approach is 
really a description of what our product set will be for 
the next five to 10 years, with our research and 
development focused on solving the existing communi
cations, database and compatibility problems." 

Removing the CAD/CAM slash 

DEC, HP and other computer firms offer varying 
factory products, but these vendors typically build from 
an information-management foundation. Thus, they 
provide application software for material requirements 
planning, inventory control, market forecasting and the 
like, all meant to be integrated with factory-floor 
equipment and statistics. Typically, the computer firms 
also offer CAD products as integral parts of their 
automation solutions. These products bring them up 
against companies such as Computervision Corp., 
Applicon Inc. and Megatek Corp., which have built 
their reputations in the CAD market. 

Most CAD companies, including market leader Com
putervision, are devoting increased effort to interface 
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THE VTIOO™ SIMPLY DOESN'T 
MEET LEAR SIEGLER'S STANDARDS. 

We not only engineer 
our terminals to the high
est standards. We give 
you more standards. 
(See chart.) 

Our ADM 36 DEC™ 
compatible video display 
terminal has more stan
dard features. More opera
tor conveniences. Performs 
faster. And costs less. 

Not only that, we give you options 
DEC doesn't even offer. Like the full point
plotting and vector-drawing capabilities 
of our sophisticated graphics package. 
English setup legends. Reduced intensity 
and protected fields. And a 15-inch display 
that can come in very handy when you're in 
the 132 column mode. 

On theirs you pay extra for a 132 
column by 24-line display. Extra for 

non-embedded attributes like bold, 
blink, and underline . Extra for printer 
port. But all these features are ADM 
36 standards . 

ADM 36. Another innovative 
implementation of state-of-the-art 

technology from LSI, the world's 
favorite manufacturer of reliable, 
high quality terminals. It's 
backed by the broadest network 

of full service centers anywhere, with 
walk-in Express Depot™ service, on-site 
service and extended warranty service 
in 3,000 cit ies nationwide. No wonder 
we're the standard others copy. 

So before you buy another DEC 
VTlOO te rminal , cons ider the options. Or 
the absence thereof. 

Our easy-to-operate ADM 36 is your 
logical alternative. Thanks to our standard 
approach. 

Call 800-LEAR-DPD or 714-774-1010 
for more information and the name of your 
nearest distributor. 

••••••••••••••• 
• Please send me further information about the • 
• ADM 36. • 
NAME~~~~~~~~~~~-

• TITLE • 

= COMPANY = 
• 

ADDRESS • 
CITY STATE ---

• ZIP PHONE • 
II Mail to: Lear Siegler Data Products Division II II 714 North Brookhurst St.. Anaheim, CA 92803 • 

Or Call: 800-LEAR-DPD or 714-774-1010 

• ® • 

• 1Ptil1 LEAR SIEGLER, INC. • 
• ~· DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION • 

• 
MM3/83 . • •••••••••••• 

EVERYBODY MAKES TERMINALS. ONLY WE MAKE LEAR SIEGLERS. 
Sa les & Service: Boston (617) 456-8228 • Chicago (312) 279-7710 •Houston (713) 780-9440 •Los Angeles (714) 774-1010. Ex1. 

0

219 •Philadelphia (215) 245-4080 • San Francisco (415) 828-6941 
•England (04867) 80666 •From the states of CT. DE. MA. MU, NJ. Y. RI. VA and WV (800) 523-5253 

OEM Sales: • Chicago (312) 279-5250 •Houston (713) 780-2585 •Los Angeles (714) 774-IOIO. exl. 582 • New York (516) 549-6941 • San Francisco (415) 828-6941 • England (04867) 80666 
Express Depot TM is a trademark of Lear Siegler, lnc. DEC',,. and VT-lOO'M are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Plot 10rM is a trademark of Techtronix Inc. 
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The Clear Advantage oi 
TAB Turminals 

True ergonomics start with a display 
you can easily read. 

The TAB 132/15 has been acclaimed by users as the 
finest quality 80/132 column display on the market 
today. A large, non-glare 15 inch screen. Crisp, clear 
132 characters with 7 x 11 dot resolution . Plus screen 
intensity and background control, character attributes 
and editing features and business graphics. Quality 
designed to give you more productivity, more through
put , with less operator fatigue . 

More Data On A Larger Screen. You can display data 
in the same 132 column format you're used to seeing 
on your printer. It can actually reduce or eliminate slow, 
expensive printed reports . For example , one user re
duced printed output from 650,000 to 300,000 pages 
per month . And nothing is quite like a financial spread
sheet on our big screen. 

Fully Compatible And Simple To Operate. The TAB 
132/15 is communications compatible with ANSI , 
DEC VT52, VT100, VT132* terminals, Prime computers 
and other host computers. Operator friendly features 
include: a moveable color coded keyboard, four page 
memory, 14 flexible function keys and status line and 
English prompts on the screen. Options include a 
printer port, current loop hardware plus a full graphics 
capability with the TAB 132/15-G Graphics Terminal. 
And for clear, quality hardcopy from the 132/15 you 
can select from three TAB printer models. 

See for yourself, send for our free comparison 
poster. Whether you're an end user, OEM, or a systems 
integrator, you must compare the TAB 132/15 before 
making a buying decision . Put our free actual size pos
ter print of the 132/15 next to any other terminal and 
you'll see The Clear Advantage . 

Call or write : TAB Products, 1451 California Avenue , 
Palo Alto, California 94304, (415) 858-2500 Inside Cal if.; 
800-672-3109 Outside Calif. 
In Europe: TAB Products Europa B.V. Ellermanstraat 5, 1099 BW Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands. Phone: 020-681691. Telex: 15329 
In Canada: TAB Products 550 McNicoll Ave., Willowdale, Ontario M2H 2E1 
Phone: {416) 494-0077 

"Trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation 

TAB 
PRODUCTS CO 
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Systems in Manufacturing 

Computervision Corp.'s CAD systems are gaining new interfaces 
into the computer-aided manufacturing side of the factory. Many 
vendors that, like Computervision, focus on niche markets in the 
factory, are beginning to develop software to link their products to the 
most popular equipment residing in other factory sectors. 

their CAD equipment to computer-aided manufacturing 
equipment and processes. "We believe the better the 
design of the product, the less problem there will be in 
manufacturing, the higher the quality of the output and 
the lower the cost,'' says Gary Hodgson, director of 
industry marketing and productivity assurance for 
Computervision's CAM Systems Group. "So we're 
trying to remove that slash from between CAD/CAM." 

Computervision is developing a library of interfaces 
to link its CAD equipment to all types of shop-floor 
equipment, such as milling machines, lathes and 
coordinate measurement machines. "It would be a lot 
easier if there was a standard machine-tool program
ming language and also a common robot programming 
language," Hodgson says, "but there's not. So we adapt 
to that essentially by writing everything to a neutral 
file and processing it to each language." 

Hodgson believes the CAM market will drive the CAD 

market in the future. While he claims the CAD market is 
still growing at a healthy rate, he admits its accelera
tion has decreased during the recession. "Within the 
past two years," he says, "CAM has come into its own, 
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and its rate of acceleration is now much greater than 
that for CAD." Hodgson notes that fully 50 percent of 
Computervision's profits come from sales to existing 
customers, and he points to increased · integration 
between the CAD and the CAM segments as the logical 
step for CAD users to pursue. 

A question of trust 

In evaluating the relative strengths of the factory
market competitors, Friscia at The Yankee Group 
agrees with many computer vendors' belief that 
"Computer technology is the foundation of what this 
industry is becoming." However, he points out, the 
major shop-floor vendors have generally established 
their reputations with factory personnel to a greater 
degree than firms with electronics backgrounds. "Many 
shop vendors have entered the automation market 
because their customers have asked them to do so,'' 
Friscia says. "Customers are saying, 'We respect you 
people, we've worked with your equipment, we're 
familiar with it, and we need to integrate. Can't you 
help us? We'd rather not go to somebody that we don't 
know and don't trust.'" 

Timothy Heile, marketing communications manager 
at Cincinnati Milacron, Lebanon, Ohio, agrees that the 
company's long history of supplying shop-floor equip
ment is beneficial as the company expands into new 
automation areas. The firm's major product lines are 
machine tools and plastics machinery, although both 
these segments are currently very depressed, says 
Heile. Robotics still constitutes just a small portion of 
Cincinnati Milacron's overall revenues, Heile says, but 
he notes that the robot sector is growing strongly even 
in the recessionary environment. 

Cincinnati Milacron also crosses into the electronics 
domain because the company manufactures all of the 
controllers used in its machine tools, plastics equipment 
and robots. "We see ourselves as being very well 
postured in terms of our ability to bring total factory 
automation to the factory floor because of our long
standing machine-tool business, because of our robotics 
and control business and because of our financial 
strength," Heile says. He explains that the company is 
also actively researching interfaces between its tradi
tional equipment and CAD systems, although he is 
uncertain if the company will ever market its own CAD 

equipment. 
Robots, which have generated at least as much 

industry interest as CAD systems, have several advan
tages over traditional machine tools, Heile explains. 
"Companies are willing to invest in robots because 
users can increase productivity immediately with the 
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Your problem right now is to get your local area 
communications network on a track that will 
take you far enough, fast enough, and in the right 
direction. With communications technologies 
branching out and racing off in every direction, 
it's tough to know where to start, and even 
tougher to predict where you'll be five or ten years 
down the line. You need to know you're going to 
be in the right place, wherever that happens to be. 

The key is freedom of choice. We'd like to 
suggest you take the track we've taken since we 
introduced Net/One, the first general purpose lo
cal communications system, to the industry. Take 
the track that allows you the most flexibility, free
dom of choice and independence. 

Choose a communications system that can 
respond to evolving technologies as they evolve. 
That lets you change direction when you want to. 

MULTI-VENDOR COMPATIBILITY, 
FOR EXAMPLE. 

Lots of companies are talking about connecting 
everybody's information processing devices up 
to anybody else's. If you have a technical back
ground, you know that's still largely a marketing 
fantasy. But you do need the freedom to choose 
equipment based on capability, rather than marry
ing a single vendor for the sake of compatibility. 

So the only kind of local communications 
system that makes sense is one that can truly 
make the equipment you already have work to
gether, and allow you the widest equipment 
choice in the future. 

We can't promise you universal compatibil
ity, either. But we can deliver far more compatibility 
than any other system offers. 

THEN THERE IS THE QUESTION 
OF MEDIUM. 

A lot of energy has been spent arguing the merits 
of broadband vs. baseband. What you need is a sys
tem that lets you use whichever medium or com
bination of media is right for your application. 
And further, your options should remain open to 
use other media in the future without investing 

oosea oca 
(l 1982 Ungermann-Bass, Inc. 
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more than you have to now. 
So that's how we designed Net/One. It's 

the only local communications system in the 
world which lets you choose broadband or base
band or both, with architecture that will allow 
you to add other media such as fiber optics in the 
future. With Net/One, you also have the choice 
of Ethernet compatible baseband or CATV com
patible broadband. 

NETWORK ADMINISTRATION 
MADE SIMPLE. 

Net/One includes a powerful administrative sta
tion that lets you coiifigure the network to talk to 
your information processing equipment in their 
own native protocols. And you can select which 
types of Net/One communication services you 
want to provide to the attached equipment. All 
this without writing one line of software. 

BUT NET/ONE IS PROGRAMMABLE, 
BECAUSE IT HAS TO BE. 

If a local area communications system doesn't al
low you to adapt to your own special applications 
requirements, easily and efficiently, you'll end up 
tearing it out and starting over. Sooner or later. 

You may have already realized a user
programmable system is necessary for many 
applications. You may not have realized that 
only one company can deliver that to you. Now. 
Ungermann-Bass. 

In fact, we've been delivering Net/One 
since June of 1980. We've installed Net/One local 
area communications systems in universities, 
research labs, and a growing list of Fortune 1000 
companies who recognize that a local network 
communications system must leave you choices 
if you want to end up on the right track. 

Please call or write for detailed system 
descriptions, and our "How to Choose a Local Area 
Network" brochure. Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 
2560 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara, 
California, 95050. Telephone (408) 496-0111. " 

Net/One from Ungermann-Bass 
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investment of $50,000 to $100,000," he says. "Six 
months from now, the user can pick the robot up and 
move it to another part of the factory to perform 
another application." Heile points out that machine 
tools tend to be much more expensive than robots-
typically selling for $250,000 to $500,000-and they are 
dedicated to single tasks. But, he says, proven machine 
tools and their controllers will continue to be an 
integral part of the factory-automation world. 

One-stop shopping versus multi-vendors 

With many vendors attempting to broaden their 
factory-automation product lines to cover as broad a 
scope as possible, the question arises about the future 
for single-niche suppliers. Most such vendors, while 
aware of the need to interface with other factory 
segments, believe they can prosper with their limited 
product lines. At Westinghouse Electric Corp., for 
instance, "We decided that if we were very good in the 
robotics business, we could survive very nicely and 
make a business out of robotics," says Hal Bloch, 
marketing manager at Westinghouse's Industry Auto
mation division. "I don't see any reason to believe that 
conclusion was incorrect," he adds. 

Westinghouse, which is bolstering its robot line by 
acquiring Unimation Inc., Danbury, Conn., initially had 
grander plans for attacking the factory market, Bloch 
says. "Originally, we thought we would take a much 
broader approach of providing services and hardware 
across the entire field of automation. But some degree 
of realism began to emerge, and we decided to 
concentrate on robotics, while continuing our efforts in 
the computerized numerical-control and distributed 
numerical-control areas." Westinghouse never intended 
to go head to head against robot companies such as 
Unimation, he says, ·which produce machines for 
high-temperature, heavy-duty tasks such as spot 
welding and painting. The addition of the hydraulically 
run Unimation robots complements Westinghouse's line 
of electric-drive robots, which perform arc welding, 
precision small-parts assembly and light to moderate 
material handling and machining, Bloch says. 

At the other side of the vendor spectrum are 
companies such as GE and Gould, which pride them
selves on the breadth and diversity of their factory 
product liries. GE doesn't manufacture computers or 
machine tools, but they do build just about everything 
in between, including CAD/CAM systems, robots, con
trollers and the software to drive and manage these 
devices. Gould, with seven factory-related divisions 
under its Electronic Systems Group, is particularly 
strong in the controller business, holding a company-
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The shop lite ol a part 

Source: Cincinnati Milicron 

Parts reside on shop-floor machines only 5 percent of the time 
they are in the shop, and only 2 percent of the time on machines is 
actually involved in modifying the parts. This information, presented 
by James Dunlap of Cincinnati Milacron at a recent Factory of the 
Future conference, illustrates how effective parts · handling can 
dramatically impact a factory's efficiency. The conference was 
cosponsored by the Technology Transfer Society and the American 
Society for Quality Control. 

estimated 40 percent of the market with more than 
40,000 installed programmable controllers. 

But even these companies point out that they can't 
supply total solutions to factory-automation require
ments. "We don't have it all, and no single company 
does,'' says GE's Taylor. DEC's Huber agrees: "A lot of 
us would like to think we're the answer to automation, 
but we're not. GE is not going to become a major 
computer vendor again, and DEC is not a robot vendor. 
The big customers are going to have to shop around if 
they want to optimize their systems." 

Nevertheless, the broad-spectrum suppliers believe 
the more a customer can get from a single vendor, the 
better off the customer will be. Charles Skinner, vice 
president of the Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc. consulting 
firm, Cleveland, agrees that manufacturers are better 
off going with single vendors if possible because of the 
current lack of standards in this area. "Right now, 
everybody has his own way of linking the equipment, 
and the users really need these different systems to 
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talk to each other," he says. "So, going with one 
vendor-even though it may cost you more and you may 
not get the optimum components for certain areas-will 
still result in a more optimum total system." 

Another potential problem with multi-vendor sys
tems can be determining which supplier's equipment is 
responsible when a system failure occurs, say some of 
the larger vendors. "It doesn't hurt us at all to have all 
our divisions with products available so we can sell a 
total solution to a company's problem," says Gould's 
Rusch. "And then when you get this thing up and 
running, there won't be nine different people pointing 
at each other and saying, 'It's not my equipment that's 
not doing what it's supposed to do."' 

A need for system integrators 

Despite the broad range of primary vendors address
ing the factory-information and -automation market, 
most vendors agree a need still exists for independent 
system integrators and OEMS. The very diversity of the 
market makes it impossible for vendors to address the 
needs of the many vertical industries that exist, says 

HP's Mahoney. "If you can automate an office in an 
insurance company, you can probably do an office in a 
bank or in a manufacturing company," he says. "The 
kinds of things people do in offices, such as accounting 
and word processing, are very similar from company to 
company. 

"But, if you automate a steel mill, and then you try 
and do an oil refinery, and then try to do some discrete 
manufacturing company, their operations are quite 
different. So there's definitely an expertise that can be 
supplied by such companies as OEMS and software 
houses." 

Rusch at Gould agrees, saying, "There's definitely a 
place for the system integrator. My division's expertise 
is industrial electronics. I can't know in great detail 
how to make steel, how to make tires and how to make 
baby food." And DEC relies heavily upon its OEMS and 
third-party integrators to address market niches DEC 

has not targeted, says Huber. "It's unbelievable how 
much product we move in this market through our 
indirect channels," he says. 

Some large manufacturing companies are undertak-

Dual Bus is a trademark of Micro/Jar Systems Inc. • MuWioos is a trademark ot Intel Cor/]Ofation. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Telephone Labotatories. Inc. XENIX is a trademaFk DI Microsoh C(}(J)(Hation. 
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ing automation themselves, says GE's Taylor, who sees 
in-house system integrators starting to appear within 
factory management. Called a "program manager," 
"task-force leader'' or a similar title, a competent 
in-house system integrator can do much to ease the 
strain between mechanical and electronic personnel, 
Taylor says. 

Companies without in-house expertise often use a 
consultant to evaluate their needs and to decide where 
to begin automating. Virtually no company can afford 
to retrofit its entire operation with new automation 
equipment in one fell swoop, and the first step in the 
process is crucial because it sets the stage for future 
success or failure. "Consultants can help the users 
decide where they can get the most bang for their 
bucks,'' says Skinner at Booz, Allen. "Should the guy 
be investing in CAD systems to help his R&D and 
engineering department, or should he be investing in 
equipment for the shop floor to improve productivity? 
You can't make that decision generically." 

And to be truly successful in their modernization 
efforts, factories must go beyond the straightforward 

automation of their existing manufacturing processes, 
says DEC's Huber. "The Japanese study a process 
before they automate it," he says. "The American 
mind-set is not to study the process. They just go in and 
throw in a robot to automate something that already 
exists, versus sitting down and thinking about whether 
the process exists for a good reason. For any given 
application, we will end up with 10 times the number of 
robots the Japanese will end up with," Huber claims, 
"because we simply automate the existing process 
instead of putting our research dollars into revamping 
the process before we automate." 

And automate the factories must, says GE's Taylor, 
recession or not. "People in almost all factions of society 
are cognizant of the fact that automation is inevitable,'' 
he says. "Only two or three years ago, the argument 
was about whether or not automation would happen. 
Now it's an argument about how to make it happen 
comfortably. The need to improve productivity and 
quality is well recognized, and people are finally 
beginning to get serious about how to attain these 
goals." 0 
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CRLIFORNIR 
OMPUTi;R 

Ol-IOW 
Date: 
Plac.e: 

Time: 

Rpril 7, 1Q63 
t-lyatt t-lotel 
Palo Rlto. CR. 
12:00-b:OO 

Take a look at tomorrow: meet the in
dustry giants as well as the innovators 
who'll be tomorrow's leaders! 

A single source computer show for 
OEMs, sophisticated end users, dealers 
and distributors, the California Com

puter Show features the industry's newest 
developments in a one-day regional 
format. 

Featured will be the latest in com
puters, from minis to micros, graphics, 
peripherals, systems and software. 
You're in good company at the indus
try's only comprehensive one-day 

show with exhibitors such as IBM, 
Fujitsu, Memorex, Qume, Versatec, 
DEC, Data General, Shugart, 

Lexidata, Dataproducts, Tektronix, 
Charles River and more! 

For more information or 
invitations please contact: 

Norm De Nardi Enterprises 
289 S. San Antonio Road, Suite: 204 

Los Altos, CA 94022 ( 4 1 5) 941 -8440 



Our competitively priced MODEL M2231 M2233 M2234 

51.4-inch Winchester has features CAPACITY (MB) 6.7 13.3 20.0 

as advanced as any disk drive avail- AVG. POSITIONING TIME (ms) 95 95 95 
able. LSI circuitry. Seek optimi· TRANSFER RATE (KB/s) 625 625 625 
zation. A choice of two interfaces. INTERFACE ST506/SA4000 
And three capacities. But beyond 

AVERAGE LATENCY (ms) 8.3 8.3 8.3 
these features you will find the 

RECORDING DENSITY (BPI) 8,020 10,200 10,200 experience, the support, and the 
trust that are identified exclu- TRACK DENSITY (TPI) 254 300 300 

sively with the name Fujitsu. NUMBER OF CYLINDERS 160 320 320 
So the first time, you might NUMBER OF DATA HEADS 4 4 6 
specify our 51/4-inch disk drive POSITIONING METHOD 
for its features. The second time, 

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD in.) 
it will be for the name. ~ 







Tugether. 

You're looking at the new Envision family of color terminals and printers. 
Built with all the features you've been waiting for-family compatibility, 

upgradeability, text with graphics. 
How did we do it? 
We made our terminals support everything from business applications to 

demanding CAD/CAM. We also made them upgradeable so you could change the 
amount of color graphics you need. 

For instance. Our model 230 terminal includes distributed graphics processing 
features like local storage and manipulation of graphics objects. Local 2-D transfor
mations. nue zoom and pan. 16K x 16K virtual resolution. 16 colors from a palette 
of 4,096. And more. 

We designed our letter quality color VectorPrinter"' like a printer/plotter, using 
8 colors and ' fast 300 cps print speed. 

finally, we put each and every product through intensive 100% reliability testing. 
And if that wasn't enough, we also made 
them affordable*. 

Best of all, you won't have to wait for 
Envision's color family. It's available now. 

Amazing what a little planning can do. 

Env1s1on 
631 River Oaks Park.way 
Sanjose, CA 95134 
(408) 946-9755 

'Envision 210 Color Terminal: $2,750 
Envision 220 Color Graphics Temtinal: $4,950 
Envision 230 Advanced Color Graphics Tem1inal: $6,950 
Envision 420 Color Prin ter: $3,950 
Envision 430 Color VectorPrinter: $4,950 

OEM pricing available 

VectorPrinter is a trademark of Envision Technology Inc. 
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Systems in Manufacturing 

Lo.ckheed-Georgia brings computing power 
to the manufacturing floor 

By Eric Lundquist 

In a cavernous factory originally used for building 
bombers in World War II, Lockheed-Georgia Co. 
officials are developing computer-based manufacturing 
technologies aimed at making airplane production less 
expensive while improving quality. The range of effort 
is as varied as the manufacturing technologies brought 
to bear in airfcraft production. The common ground 
among the projects is that the computing power once 
available only to the executive offices is moving down to 
the manufacturing floor. 

The projects at Lockheed-Georgia, which are funded 
in part by the u.s. Air Force, include a system 
involving the integration of input controls on about 60 
numerical-control and computer-numerical-controlled 
machine tools, a computer-aided setup system that 
keeps and updates records and a data-entry system 
using voice-activated inspection of incoming materials 
to replace written inspection reports. 

Lockheed-Georgia, a division of Lockheed Corp. 
based in Marietta, Ga., is involved in both modifying 
and producing transport planes. Its efforts are spon
sored by the Aeronautical System division of the u.s. 
Air Force. The projects fall within an overall program 
called Technology Modernization (Tech Mod), which 
offers incentives to defense contractors to make capital 
investments in their plant and production equipment. 
In the last seven years, Lockheed-Georgia has invested 
more than $150 million in facilities, machinery and 
equipment. For example, in one program for modifying 
the wings of C-5 Galaxy transport aircraft, the 
government invested $4 million, while Lockheed
Georgia and Avco Aerostructures devoted $4.4 million 
in fixed assets. 

More than 700 ideas for new technologies and 
systems were originally considered for the Tech Mod 
program. Those 700 were whittled down to nine, with 
Lockheed to perform seven, and Avco to perform two. 
All are expected to be completed by 1984. Joseph 
Tulkoff, director of manufacturing technology at Lock
heed-Georgia, says the program is geared toward 
halting stretched-out programs and toward multi-year 
contracts, which encourage companies to make capital 
investments. 

Last year, Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, 
Mass. , received a contract to develop a computer 
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system for integrating the input controls on the 60 
numerical-controlled machines. The aim of the system 
is to allow the machines to be operated from control 
data transferred from a remote direct numerical
control supervisory computer to a computer-numerical
controlled controller. 

The contract, which DEC won over other bidders 
including Texas Instruments Inc. and Hewlett-Packard 
Co., is still new. In operation, a part program would be 
generated by an IBM Corp. 3033 and sent to dual DEC 
VAX 11/750 computers. The program would then go to 
one of the 11 DPM-23 subsystems and be routed to a 
machine tool. Each subsystem will use an LSI 11/23 and 
will be connected to about five machine tools. The 
machine tools will have two attached devices, including 
an LSI 11/2 and an Analog Devices Inc. data-acquisition 
module. 

The automated records system helps capture knowl
edge that would otherwise be lost when an experienced 
machinist leaves a company. The computer-aided setup 
program is intended to be rigid enough to allow a 
structured database and to extract detailed part-setup 
sheets, but sufficiently flexible to accommodate a 
machine's quirks. 

The need to capture the "black book" knowledge of 
machinists is especially important in the aircraft 
industry, in which production runs consist of small 
batches of closely machined, high-tolerance parts. The 
information that is important in parts manufacture 
includes the proper speed at which a machine should 
operate, how closely a tolerance can be adhered to and 
whether any special shims or tools are required for a 
part run. Detailed knowledge of a part run is born of 
experience, and lack of that knowledge results in a 
trial-and-error approach, leading to production delays 
and expensive rejections. 

Lockheed-Georgia made an unsuccessful attempt in 
the mid-'60s to use a paper system that proved difficult 
to maintain. The company decided that, for the system 
to work properly, there had to be a method for entering 
the data from the shop floor. The first video terminal , a 
DEC VTlOO, went to the shop floor about one and 
one-half years ago and has since been joined by three 
others connected via DECnet networking architecture to 
a PDP-11/70 minicomputer. Six supervisors have been 
trained to enter data into the system. 

The data-entry system uses Interstate Electronics 
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The computer-aided setup program at Lockheed-Georgia is an attempt to capture the "black book" information that would otherwise be lost 
when a machinist leaves the company. 

Corp. voice-recognition hardware for voice-activated 
inspection of incoming materials. The system's hard
ware includes Interstate's VRT-101 terminal, which 
allows voice or keyboard entry and has a vocabulary 
limit of 100 words. The information from the terminal is 
reformatted for transfer to a Sperry Univac main
frame. The system has four terminals. In operation, a 
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user speaks the inventory number into a microphone, 
and numerals and letters appear on a video screen for 
verification. The data are then transmitted to the 
mainframe for inventory control. D 

Eric Lundquist, a former associate editor of Mini-Micro 
Systems, is now managing editor of Electronic Business. 
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Usually, Noise Protection is Enough. 

WhY llYY Mole Power Conclill. . 
Than Yoilr Computer Needs?'IOllll1fl 

f1ectrical power disturbances 
cause a variety of computer prob
lems, including program errors, 
memory losses and component 
malfunction. Although all com
puters are vulnerable to power dis
turbances, not all appli-
cations require the 
same degree of pro
tection. Generally, 
the more critical the 
application the 
greater the need for 
comprehensive 
power conditioning. 
In the majority of 
computer applica
tions, satisfactory 
performance can be 
guaranteed simply by 
providing protection 
against power-line 
noise. 

provide noise protection in order to 
keep sensitive equipment operat
ing properly. 

Ultra-Isolators Provide 
Complete Power-line Noise 

Protection. 
Noise is trans

mitted in two forms: as 
common-mode noise 
and as transverse
mode noise. Both 
types of noise cause 
problems for com
puters, but common
mode noise is the more 
serious because most 
computers use ground 
as a logic reference. 
For this reason, Topaz 
Ultra-Isolators are 

designed to provide an 
exceptionally high 

Ultra-Isolators to eliminate costly 
noise-related computer problems. 

More Ultra-Isolator 
Benefits 

In addition to providing com
plete noise protection, Topaz Ultra
Isolators also offer such benefits as 
UL listing, anractive computer-room 
styling, quiet and efficient opera
tion and guaranteed performance. 

Selected models also offer out
put receptacle panels that provide 
up to 21 various receptacles with 
matching circuit breakers. This 
feature enables users to distribute 
noise-free AC power to an entire 
computer system, simply by plug
ging each piece of equipment into 
the Ultra-Isolator. 

Your Best Buy In Power 
Conditioning 

Noise is the Most 
Troublesome 
Power Problem. Type of Disturbance Rate 

Chances are, a Topaz 
Ultra-Isolator offers all the 
power conditioning your 

..._ computer will ever need. So 
~ whybuymore? 

Power-line Noise 
Voltage Variations 

Power Outages 

Total 

113.3/month 
14.4/month 

0.6/month 

128.3/month 

- Ultra-Isolators are 
-- available in 50 Hz and 60 Hz 
_.._ models and in styles and 
-- power ratings to suit virtually 
~ any application. For com

plete information about 
Topaz Ultra-Isolators - the 

Power-line noise, 
voltage variations and 
power outages all can 
affect computer per
formance . But noise is 
by far the most trouble
some, accounting for 
nearly 90% of all power 
disturbances at typical 
computer sites. 

'Reference: George Allen and Donald Segall, IBM, "Monitoring of Computer practical and economical solu-
lnstallations for Power Line Disturbances." -·-- , ti on to power-related computer 

Power-line noise transients 
originate from dozens of sources, 
including lightning, the switching 
of power grids and power-factor 
correction capacitors by utility 
companies, and the operation of 
countless electrical devices from 
elevators to electric pencil sharp
eners. When noise enters a televi
sion set it creates static and snow; 
when it enters a computer, noise 
often causes errors, system mal
functions or even damage to sensi
tive circuitry. Power-line noise is so 
pervasive and so troublesome that 
most computer manufacturers spe
cifically recommend that users 

degree of 
common
mode noise 

-:::---- problems - please fill out the 

anenuation 
plus excellent 
anenuation 
of transverse-mode noise. 
Unique triple box shielding 
achieves a minimum 140 dB (10 
million to one) of common-mode 
noise anenuation, and special 
low-pass filters combine with 
peak-limiting circuits to provide up 
to 60dB (1,000 to one) oftransverse
mode noise anenuation. These 
exceptional noise-suppression 
characteristics enable Topaz 

·~· SOLUTIONS TO POWER PROBLEMS"' I 
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coupon below. 

TOPAZ ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
9192 TOPAZ WAY 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123· 1166 
PHONE: (619] 279-0831 
TWX: ( .. 10] 335·1526 
0 Please send me complete infor

mation about Ultra-Isolators® 
0 Please have a representative 

call me. 

Nanie~----------

Title~----------~ 
Company _________ _ 

Address _________ _ 

City,,__ _______ State __ 

Zip·---- Phone------



OVERBUILT. 

Now you can afford to be 
choosy. With the Toshiba P1350 
dot matrix printer. Choose 
quality when you want it. 
Speed when you need it. At a 
price you'd expect to pay for 
just one or the other. 

For speed, choose the 
draft mode. 160 CPS. About a 
page a minute. For quality, 
choose the Letter Perfect mode. 
100 CPS. About twice as fast 
as a daisy wheel. Or choose 
the graphics mode at 192 CPS. 

The technological break
through that makes it possible: 
Toshiba's fine-wire, over
lapping, 24-pin, impact print 
head. For incredibly high 
180 dots per inch density 
with a single pass. 

More choices: variable 
pitches of 12 CPI or 10 CPI. 
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Three character fonts. Variable 
line spacing. Single sheet 
paper or continuous forms, 
from 5" to 15" wide, with up to 
four copies. Friction feed, pin 
feed tractor or Toshiba's ultra
reliable sheet feeder. And a 
choice of interfacing: parallel 
or serial. 

Toshiba P1350. It gives you 
the choices Q 
you want. 
Thequal- 0 
ityyou O 
expect. 
The 
reliability 
you need. 
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The precision you require. 
The low-maintenance long 
life you like. The price you 
love. With versatility and 

1 

' ;iiiiii 
1 
~ peITormance 

: that's been 
·· proven in more 
:: than 7,000 
. installations. 

. . When it 
comes to printers, you really 
have no choice. There's only 
the Toshiba P1350. Write for the 
details on everything it can do 
for you. Toshiba America, Inc., 
Information Systems Division, 
2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin, 
CA 92680. 
Better yet, call toll-free ... now! 

1-800-648-5000 
Ask for operator #198 
In Nevada, call (702) 329-9411 
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GenRad integrates them to the ATE system. File 
transfers can be accomplished via an 
IBM Corp. 2780 bisynchronous 
communications link, a DECnet link, 
nine-track magnetic tape, DEC RXOl 
or RX02 floppy disks or paper tape. 
Files can be moved directly onto the 
test system or onto a host computer 
that runs a network of ATE systems. 
GenRad offers a 2294 host computer 
system-based on a DEC PDP 11/44 
computer-as well as a network, 
GRnet, that links the 2294 to the 
company's ATE systems. Prices for 
CADMATE start at $16,900. 

CAD, ATE with CADMATE 
In its first step to offer products 

that integrate automatic test equip
ment with other computerized 
systems within electronics assembly 
facilities , GenRad Inc. 's new Quali
ty Management Products group has 
announced CADMATE-a hardware
and software-based product that 
down-loads CAD-generated PC-board 
schematic layouts to ATE systems. 
Richad Faubert, manager of QMP at 
GenRad, Concord, Mass. , says that 
CADMATE eliminates the need for an 
electronics manufacturer to gener
ate one schematic diagram on his 
CAD system and another on his ATE 
system. 

CADMATE links GenRad 1 790 and 

2270 PC-board testers with CAD 
systems supplied by Computervi
sion Corp., Applicon Inc., Scientific 
Calculations and Racal-Redac. Fau
bert says that those four vendors 
supply 80 percent of all CAD systems 
used for PC-board design. The 
vendors will also offer optional file 
generators that reformat CAD
generated PC diagrams in a form 
compatible with GenRad test sys
tems. GenRad bases its 1 790 and 
2270 systems on Digital Equipment 
Corp. 's PDP 8 and PDP 11/23, 
respectively. Both systems run on 
the RSX 11/M operating system. 

Once compatible PC-layout files 
are generated, CADMATE transfers 

GenRad's QMP group was formed 
last October to develop products 
that link ATE systems with other 
computer-based electronics manu
facturing equipment including proc
ess-control, automatic-insertion and 
CAD systems. -Frank Catalano 

Business software developed 
for manufacturers 

says. For xcs, he notes, most 
customers are manufacturing com
panies. 

The Xerox Manufacturing System 
is aimed at companies with reve
nues between $15 million and $250 

Continued on page 132 

A new software product for 
manufacturing firms from Xerox 
Computer Services, Los Angeles, 
ties manufacturing, financial, distri
bution, marketing, engineering and 
procurement functions into an 
integrated system, the company 
claims. The Xerox Manufacturing 
System runs on IBM Corp. 4300, 370 
and 3000 computers and is available 
as a package, as application modules 
or as part of a time-shared network 
service. Similar modules will also be 
available for Digital Equipment 
Corp. v AX computers, although 
these are not integrated into a 
single software system, says Norm 
Raffish, marketing vice president at 
Xerox Computer Services. 

Raffish says this product an
nouncement represents no strategic 
shift from Xerox's targeted office 
market. "The office, which has been 
the predominant Xerox corporate 
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target, is just spreading out into the 
factory. It's all coming together," he 

Integrated on·llne closed-loop applications 

Inventory 
management 

Order 
management 

Sales 
management 

Master 
production 
scheduling 

Material 
requirements 

planning 

Cost planning 
and control 

General 
ledger 

Production 
control 

Procurement 
management 

Accounts 
payable 

Payroll 
and personnel 

Fixed assets 

The Xerox Manufacturing System integrates the business-oriented computer applications 
of a manufacturing company into a single software system. Designed for IBM computers, the 
system also includes interfaces for the Xerox 820-11 personal computer. 
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For the Sorcim deafer 
nearest You cal/ toll-free: 

BOo-762-4754 
In Catitorn;a, Alaska, Hawa;; 

cal/ 408-942-1727 ' 



Serial Printer Users ... 

No"W 
the bit bucket 

• 
lS 

just a bad memory. 
Most serial printer users know what we' re 

talking about. Until now they had to reduce 
printing speed or face the potentially catas
trophic loss of information during maximum 
data transfer. But with our 
asynchronous serial printer 
controllers, the bucket stops 
here. 

That's because MDB has 
developed a Buffer Ready/ 
Printer Busy monitor circuit 
to use with all printers that 
have a "busy/buffer full" de
sign feature. It increases com
puter thruput when used with 
printers that do not provide 
Xon/Xoff protocols, or the software does not 
monitor these protocols. No more data delay, 
one more system enhancer from MDB. 

What's more, we design our serial boards 
with so many features, you might say others 

See us at SOUTHEASTCON, ELECTRO '83, 
COMDEX SPRING, and INTERFACE '83. 

Circle 20 for LSI-11 99 for PDP-11 

pale by comparison. For example, MDB serial 
interfaces also offer RS-422 long line capabil
ity, which extends the range of system opera
tion up to 3,000 feet. And, many also feature 

RS-232-C, 20 ma current 
loop and RS-422 capability 
on a single module, so you've 

got all the capability you 
need regardless of serial 

application. 
When it comes to 

getting the most out 
of your system we pass 

the test, not the buck. 
We offer a complete line 

of modem control boards and 
system communications modules 

that are compatible with DEC*, Data 
General, Perkin-Elmer and IBM Series/I 
computers. All have a one-year warranty 
and can be purchased under GSA contract 
#GS-OOC-03330. 

• TM D1g1tal Equ ipment Corp. 

M[)n 1995 N. Batavia Street , Orange , CA 92665 
111 lJ 714-998-6900TWX: 910-593-1339 
SYSTEMS INC. 

150 for DG 151 for P-E 152 for IBM 



The Premier 
Computer Graphics Conference 

July 25-29, 1983 
Detroit, Michigan 

The Tenth Annual Conference 
on Computer Graphics 
and Interactive Techniques 

Prepare for the technologically 
challenging years ahead. Plan 
now to attend the educational 
courses, technical program and 
exhibition at SIGGRAPH '83 . 

SIGGRAPH '83 .... today's most 
comprehensive computer 
graphics conference. 

Return the coupon for a 
SIGGRAPH '83 preliminary pro
gram containing complete infor
mation and registration forms. 
(Members of ACM/SIGGRAPH , 
Engineering Society of Detroit, 
IEEE Technical Committee on 
Computer Graphics and 
Eurographics automatically will 
receive the preliminary program 
in late April.) 

Please send me the SIGGRAPH '83 preliminary program! A 

Name: _____________________ _ 

City, State, Zip: ------ ------------

Return form to: SIGGRAPH '83 
Conference Office, 111 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60601 



Protection for . .. 
RS 232, Modems, 20ma loops etc. 

High voltage transients. caused by lightning, by switching surges. 
relays, solenoids, and heavy machinery, etc. can be coupled into data 
lines directly. High voltage transients cause immediate and cumulative 
damage to semiconductor junctioM that cause equipment failure. A 
direct lightning strike even many miles away can do serious damage. 

MCG Data Line Protectors keep these transients from reaching your 
equipment. They interface qetween the equipment and the data line, 
and provide a sophisticated blend of high speed (less than 5 
nanoseconds) and brute force protection. 

MCG Data Line Protectors can be used with coaxial cable, single 
lines, or twisted pairs, and will protect RS-232, -422, and -423, 20ma 
loops, and modems. 

• Best of all. MCG protectors offer cost 
effective insurance against " downtime" 
that cannot be obtained 
in a seJVice agreement. 

For more 
information, write 
or call collect: 
BILL PURCELL at 
516/586-5133 
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WESTREX 
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

Made in U.S.A. 

MODEL801 
Low Profile, Low 

Weight, Low Cost, 
Impact Needle Matrix 

Print Head 
Presently Used In POS/ 

ECR Printers. Adaptable 
To Scales Systems, 

llcketing Systems And Other 
Special Printing Applications 

Westrex Model 801 features a 7 
needle vertical array with minimum 

friction straight needle paths, low 
power consumption; a duty cycle of 

4,000 characters per minute with a life 
expectancy of 75 x 106 characters; impact 

needle matrix printing at up to 150 char
acters per second with a character height of 

3.45 mm (0.136"). Made with quality tested 
components for maximum cost effectiveness. rn ;~~;~~;'"~~;"~RODUCTS 
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Litton 
51 Penn Street, Fall River, MA 02724, (617) 676-1011 TELEX: 1651490, WFFWV 
IN FRANCE - WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS, 103-105 Rue de Tocqueville, 

750 Paris, France 01-766-32-70 TELEX: 610148 
IN SWEDEN - WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS, Box 3503, S-17203 Sundbyberg, 

Sweden 46/8+981100 TELEX: 12139 
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Continued from page 127 

million. IBM computers comprise the 
largest installed base in this 
market, with DEC equipment sec
ond. Raffish believes the DEC v AX 

family is used by the low end of this 
market--companies with revenues 
of less than $100 million. "The v AX 

user's needs are not as stringent as 
the IBM user's," he says. Fewer 
application modules are planned for 
VAX computers than for IBM 
machines. Some VAX-based soft
ware is available now, and more is 
scheduled for introduction by year
end. 

The IBM-based system is portable 
across ssx, DOS/VSE, OS/VSI and 
MVS operating systems. It also 
includes personal computing soft
ware for use with the Xerox 820-II 

microcomputer and software that 
allows the 820-II to access IBM 
mainframes. Application modules 
sell for between $15,000 and $35,000 

each, under a perpetual licensing 
agreement. All applications are 
business ori1mted. These include 
such functions as master production 
scheduling, material requirements 
planning, inventory and procure
ment management, production con
trol, factory data collection, cost 
planning and control, engineering 
management, general ledger, ac
counts payable, sales management, 
payroll and personnel. 

xcs plans to announce another 
integrated software system near 
the end of this year, says Raffish. 
The system will be aimed at what he 
calls "repetitive manufacturers"
those with long-term, high-volume 
production schedules. "They have 
business problems that are distinct 
from the problems of the small, 
work-order-type manufacturer," he 
says, and categorizes this market as 
comprising manufacturers with rev
enues of $50 million or more. 

-Sarah Glazer 
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· How do you make a 
3 MIPS real-time computer 

for under$15,000f 
Sun• 1e Hewlett-Packard's 

DJ • newHP1000A900 
really maft;~ things easy for OEMs 
with demanding industrial automation 
and process applications. 

We made our computer exceptionally 
fast and rugged, as well as simple to 
use, expand and maintain. With state
of-the-art LSI technology, we were able 
to integrate the CPU and floating point 
hardware chips. We also included HP's 
Scientific Instruction Set and Vector 
Instruction Set firmware. Combined 
with a 4-kilobyte cache memory, two
level pipelined implementation and 3.7 

PERFORMANCE 

If pn.ce/ performance is important in 
your business, you can't do better than this. 

megabytes per second 1/0 bandwidth, 
this made it comparatively simple to 
reach a CPU speed of 3 MIPS. As well 
as S60,000 floating point operations 
per second. All for an astonishingly 
low $14,818. 

Since we used only a quarter the 
number of components that are in our 
previous top-of-the-line computer, the 
A900 is even more reliable and simple 
to maintain. MTBF is a healthy 8000 
hours; average repair time a scant 90 
minutes. 

You'll have an easy time expanding 
your system, too. You can start with 
our standard 3/4-megabyte board, and 

TC·0 2213 

move all the way up to 6 megabytes of 
64K RAM error-correcting main mem
ory. Without straining your budget. 
Because you can get this additional 
memory for just $3340 per megabyte. 

The Automators: 
a well-matched family. 

In our HP 1000 A-Series family, you'll 
find two other members with the same 
level of price/performance as the new 
A900. For example, the A600 micro
computer gives you 1 MIPS minicom
puter capabilities for only $SK. The 
A 700 minicomputer adds an easily cus
tomized microprogrammable proces
sor. So, for just $10K, you can tailor 
its power to handle data acquisition, 
process control and super

processors. 
All three computers come 

in a range of configurat.ions, 

as X.2S packet-switching datacomm 
software. 

All the Automators utilize the new 
RTE-A.l real-time operating system. 
This supports programming in FOR
TRAN 77, Pascal, BASIC and Macro 
Assembly languages. 

A new program for OEMs. 
This is going to make things much sim
pler for you. It's a package of new dis
counts and credits that will help you 
sell more and keep more for yourself. 

For instance, we'll give you a 10% 
credit for HP add-ons a customer 
orders for your system. And a 6% credit 
on the net price of a system for which 
you supply the software. To help your 

\ 
l 

vision of several dedicated L 
from $2K micros to $SOK . ' 
super-minicomputer sys- \!\~~~~~~~~~~~,~ t ~~~~f~/ 
terns. They all support iden- \ l :1. 

tical peripherals, making it A600 
A700 A900 

simple· to expand or add The HP 1000 A-Series A utomators 
provide a range of capabilities for real-time applications . power any time you want. 

And we simplify planning your own 
system with a choice of nine graphics 
I/O devices, six CRT terminals, and a 
wide range of printers, disc drives and 
HP-IB compatible instruments. 

A simple software story. 
We made the software not just compat
ible but identical for the entire A-Series 
family. So you can interchange pro
grams without any modifications at all. 
What could be simpler than that? 

The family supports all major HP 
1000 software packages, too. Including 
Graphics/1000 and IMAGE/1000 data 
base management. You can also use 
DS/1000-IV to network with the other 
HP 1000 or HP 3000 systems, as well 

cash flow, we're offering 40% discounts 
on demonstration and development 
systems, too. 

That's just for starters. Our new 
OEM program also involves competi
tive discounts, extended warranties, 
free training and much more. 

So if you're looking for the best
performing real-time computers for the 
money-and a better-looking bottom 
line in the bargain - simply contact 
your nearest HP sales office. Ask a 
Technical Computer representative for 
complete details about the A-Series 
family and our new OEM plan. Or write 
to Joe Schoendorf, Hewlett-Packard, 
Dept. 08161, 11000 Wolfe Road , 
Cupertino, CA 9S014. 

Prices USA list, OEM quantities of 100 

r//pw HEWLETT 
a!~ PACKARD 
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vs.t 
Why settle for a plodding plotter 

when you can double your throughput 
with an all-new Model 945 or Model 
965 beltbed plotter from CalComp for 
approximately the same price? 

Productivity gains can range from 
25% to more than 500%. Its like having 
up to two plotters for the price of one. 

Ca/Comp Model 945 beltbed plotter (left) for 
sheets up to ANSI size D (or ISO size Al), and 
Model 965 plotter for drawings up to sheet size E 
(or size AO). 

Whats the difference? The basic 
philosophy behind each plotter design. 
Their plotters trade off speed for one
time economies of smaller size, lighter 
weight, less powerful components. }'bu 

pay the price in plotting time with 
each pen and paper movement (their 
24-ips maximum vs. CalComps 42-ips) 
and each excursion of the single-pen 
carriage to a side-mounted carousel. 

CalComps Model 945 and Model 
965 plotters, by comparison, allow you 
to map up to 16 logical· pens to four 
physical pens continuously poised over 
the plot surface-ready to be activated 



in a fraction of a 
second. If more 
than four pens are 
needed, the plot
ter performs an 
automatic stop 

~atliJ and prompts the 
• operator to 

change pens. 
Plus the user-friendly control 

panel provides local control and plot 
manipulation with easily understood 
English language messages. 

The same interactive firmware 
gives the operator complete control 

over plot param
eters. Training time 
is all but eliminated. 

Your CalComp 
Model 945 or Model 
965 plotter starts deliv
ering high-speed plots 
the day it is installed, without changing 
a line of industry-standard software. 
Industry-standard because it was devel
oped by CalComp-world leader in 
computer graphics and CAD/CAM. 

So write or phone today for your 
illustrated copy of "The Plotter and the 
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Plodder." Compare 
the performance 

specifications. Then 
make your own move 

into the fast track of 
plotter technology-

with CalComp. California 
Computer Products, Inc., 2411 West La 
Palma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92801. 
714-821-2011 TWX: 910-951-1154 

CALCOMP 
A Sanders Graphics Company 

~SANDERS 





TOWERM 1632. IF YOU 
THINK IT'S BEAUTIFUL IN COLOR, 

LOOK AT IT IN BLACK & WHITE. 
PROCESSOR: 

16-bit lOMHz Motorola 68000 processor off
loads I/O functions to as many as six micro
processor-based controllers with Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) for powerful minicom
puter performance. Memory management unit 
uses full 24-bit addressing. Clear migration 
path to 32-bit technology. 

USERS: 
1to16, local or remote. 

MEMORY: 
Up to 2 megabytes ECC memory, in 256K 
increments. 

MASS STORAGE: 
10 megabytes to one billion bytes. 

OPERATING SYSTEM & SOFTWARE: 
NCR enhanced operating system derived from 
UNIX.• Five user personality levels. Dictionary 
driven applications generator. 

LANGUAGES: 
Cobol, Business BASIC, Fortran, C. 

INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACES: 
I/O Bus: 

Multibus•• IEEE-796. 
Magnetic Media: 

SA400-5.25" floppy disks, ST506-5.25" 
Winchesters, SMD-high performance 
8" Winchesters, QIC II-streaming tape. 

Communications: 

PRICE: 

RS232C r ASCII TTY, Bisync (2780/3780)], 
NCR DLC, SDLC/SNA, X.21/X.25, 
Networking. 

Under $10,000 in OEM quantities. 

In the foregoing sketch you see the outline of 
the new shape in computing. Tower™ 1632. 

Now that you know what it looks like in black 
& white, we invite you to see it in action. Call us at 
(800) 222-1235. 



All UDS LP modems are FCC-certified for direct connection to the telephone network and require no AC power connection . 
For details, contact Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Phone: 205/837-8100. 

DISTRICT OFFICES: 

Ill Universal Data Systems 
® MOT'ORO&.A INC. 

/nloi11111111Dt1 SysMrns GnqJ 

Old Bridge, NJ, 201/251-9090 • Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336 •Atlante, 404/998-2715 • Chlcego,312/441-7450 •Columbus, OH, 614/895-3025 •Boston, 617/875-8868 
Richardson, TX, 214/680-0002 • Englewood, CO, 303/694-6043 • Houston, 713/988-5506 • Tustin, CA 714/66~1 • Sunnyvale, 408/738-0433 
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS 

e HINet 
• • 

Master station with 
20M·byte disk 

-------------, 

5mi1Uon --pped 

-
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DATA COMM: The original statistical multiplexer simply provided 
users with a means of shaving line costs while maximizing data traffic by 
dynamically combining input from multiple active asynchronous 
terminals into a composite bit stream. Today's products are loaded with 
enhancements and sophisticated networking features, such as integral 
modems and extensive diagnostics capabilities. For a look at what's 
available, consult the article on p. 161 ... Many program-development 
installations that rely on time-sharing systems are distributing some of 
the programming tasks to microcomputer networks. The Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory, for example, has installed several 
microcomputer local networks as front-ends to its massive Octopus 
network, composed of Cray-1 and Control Data Corp 7500 mainframes. 
Seep. 181 for an in-depth look ... Tri-Data has introduced the Netway 
communications processor family which combines a communica
tions-oriented operating system with distributed microprocessor-based 
intelligence. The multifunctional subsystems connect dissimilar 
workstations and multiple hosts and provide extensive network
management functions. The offering is profiled on p. 187. 

Computer 

MODEMS: The voice grade modem is an old but healthy product. 
Available models are smaller and more flexible, triggering an annual 
market growth at 14 percent through 1990. Approximately 40 modem 
manufacturers offer a surprisingly similar number of features which have 
been tabulated and appear beginning on p. 145. 

MINICOMPUTERS: Handling the many interrupts and disk accesses 
involved in a multi-user, multitasking environment presents a problem 
for UNIX-based systems. Plexus Computers Inc. has taken a 
multiprocessor approach, distributing tasks such as controlling high-and 
low-speed peripherals to outboard processors. By giving these processors 
their own memory and a direct-memory-access channel, they handle most 
interrupts. The key component is an intelligent communications 
processor. A look at the Plexus P/40 starts on p. 153. 

PRINTERS: New head designs, multiple microprocessors and hard
wired logic are making matrix line printers more versatile. Trilog 
Inc.'s new 300-lpm printer uses dual print-head assemblies to increase 
reliability and provide multiple levels of print quality, and a dual
processor architecture that allows I/O and print parameters to be 
changed independently. The TIP-300 can thus provide near-letter
quality printing, bar-code printing, labeling and graphics. For more 
information, seep. 197. 
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The TeleVideo Personal 
Computer. Not the first. 

Just the best. 
When we set out to build the 

new Tele Video Personal Computer, 
we decided to do it better than 
anyone else serving the OEM 
community It wasn't easy All we 
had to do was design a special 
casing that keeps heat away from 
sensitive electronics, with no fan 
for no noise and greater reliability, 
put in a big clear 14" screen that tilts 
for operator comfort, include a 
detachable keyboard so advanced 
it relieves typing fatigue, throw in 
extra storage (for an unformatted 
total of 1 MB), and put it all in a very 
smooth and easy-to-use integrated 
package. We call it the TS 803. 

We also made it CP/M® com
patible, allowing users to choose 
from the largest selection of appli
cations software in the world. And 
we made it possible to link up to 
sixteen TS 803s in one system, 
so more people can work smarter 
together. Then we did one final 
thing. We included a powerful 
graphics package and priced the 

TS 803 at $2,495. That's about 
$1,000 less than a comparably 
equipped Apple~ 

Naturally volume discounts are 
available for even greater savings. 
And since the TS 803 is such a 
complete package, we think you'll 
agree that it's the ideal OEM 
computer. 

For more information, write 
TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse 
Ave.,· Sunnyvale, CA 94086, call 
toll-free 800-538-1780 (in Cali
fornia call ( 408) 745-7760), call one 
of our authorized distributors or 
dealers, or contact one of our 
regional sales offices, listed below. 

Northeast Region, 617-369-9370. 
Eastern Region, 703-556-7764. 
Southeast Region, 404-447-1231. 
Midwest Region, 312-969-0112. 
South Central Region, 214-258-6776. 
Northwest Region, 408-745-7760. 
Southwest Region, 714-752-9488. 
European Sales (Holland), (31) 075-28-7461. 
UK/ Scandinavia Sales, ( 44) 0908-668-778. 

® 

OTeleVideo Systems, Inc. 
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc •-sased on manufacturer's suggested retad pnce 
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PCl's1076. 
Get ASCII to SNA/SDLC 3270 

emulation with money to spare. 
HAVEYOUHUGGEDYOUR 
MONEY TODAY? 
The 1076 Protocol Converter from PCI lets you 
give your money a great big hug, because you're 
going to have a lot more money left over to love. 

Now you can use ASCII terminals on your 
SNA/SDLC network communications lines. The 
wide variety of non-IBM equipment, with its 
price and versatility advantages, is available to 
you with SNA/SDLC. The 1076 makes ASCII 
CRT's appear as 3278's to SNA/SDLC hosts. Even 
your personal computers can function as 3278's; 
attached printers look like 3287's. And your 
personal computer's diskettes can store data 
from, and send information to your host. 

One of the country's largest retailers 
recently used the 1076 to hug their money tight. 
The 1076 allowed them to pay only an eighth of 
their original estimated equipment costs. 
Others are doing the same, with equally 
large savings. 

Besides direct connection, the 
1076 makes ASCII compatible with 
SNA remotely from anywhere in ~· 
the world. Dial-up from home, 
warehouse, customer site
wherever you are. 

PCI saves you cable 
money, too. Our CoaxFACE™ 
is a connector that interfaces 

PROTOCOL 
C 0 MP UTE RS. I NC. 
6150 Canoga Avenue, Suite 100 
\\Oodland Hills, California 91367-3773 
In California (213) 716-5500 (800) 423-5904 

Also available: 
1067N. ASCII to SNA/SDLC 3767 (PU Type 1). 
1051. ASCII to System 34/38 5250 Replacement. 
718/SNA. 3271 Bisyno to SNA/SDLC 3274. 
1071. ASCII to Blayne 3270. 

between RS-232 and coa.xia.l cable. Use your 
existing cable, or add new cable at 
minimal costs. 

The 1076 comes with some very special 
optional features, too. A graphics terminal 
interface lets you use ASCII graphics terminals 
(Tektronics, Ramtek) on your SNA/SDLC 
network as 3278's. And with the exclusive 
PaperCRT™ option, your ASCII hard copy 
keyboard terminals have all the flexibility and 
versatility of 3278 CRT's. Now you can full
screen edit on paper, and do it with a portable 
hard copy terminal from any location in the 
world. It's as simple as picking up the phone. 

There's lots more to this small, huggable 
wonder. Like its powerful hardware and logic 
which diagnoses line and terminal device 
problems from a line monitor on every port. Call 
now for a free demonstration of the PCI 1076. 

We'd like you to keep hugging your money. 

IPCII 
"HUG YOUR MONEY'' 

(800) 423-5904 
(213) 796-5500 
(In Csllfomla) 



MODEMS 

Modems for 
• microcomputers 

PATRICK KENEALY, Senior Editor 

Greater integration and intelligence 
distinguish the new modems 

The voice-grade modem is an old but healthy product. 
Greater integration has made it smaller, more flexible 
and less expensive than ever, and the growth of 
microcomputer sales, distributed processing and on
line information utilities has boosted demand to unprec
edented levels. Creative Strategies Inc., a San Jose, 
Calif., market research firm, pegged 1982 modem 
shipments at $1.2 billion and annual modem market 
growth at 14 percent through 1990. Approximately 40 
major modem manufacturers offer more than five times 
that number of voice-grade modems. Despite the large 
number of vendors and products, there is a surprising 
similarity among modem features and consensus among 
vendors on modem market and product trends. 

Tried, true and tiny 

Basic half- and full-duplex, 300- and 1200-baud 
modems have gained features over the past few years 
but have changed most drastically in prices and form 
factors . Price pressure from microcomputer owners has 
pushed end-user, 300-baud, manual dial modem prices 
to less than $100 each and 300-baud, auto-answer/ 
originate prices to less than $250. End-user prices for 
"standard" auto-answer/originate, 1200-baud units 
vary from $500 to $800 and differ greatly among 
vendors. 

Microcomputer modems are available in stand-alone 
enclosures and board-level and chip-level form factors. 
Stand-alone enclosures (Fig. 3) sit on or near a terminal 
or under a telephone and almost always connect to the 
phone via an RJ-11 jack rather than an acoustic coupler. 
Stand-alone modems are usually controlled from the 
keyboard rather than by modem-mounted switches, but 
most feature LED status lights to monitor modem 
operation. A growing number of stand-alones feature 
LCDs for clock and calendar functions. Stand-alone 
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Fig. 1. Novation lnc.'s J-CAT miniature stand-alone modem is 
approximately one-fifth the size of conventional units. The 300-baud 
auto-answer/originate modem measures 5 x 1.9 x 1.3 in. and sells 
for $149. It features LED status indicators, a disconnect/test key, a 
connect/break key and a beeper that tells a user when a busy signal, 
carrier or dial tone is detected. 
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MODEMS 

modems measure from about the size of a notebook to 
about the size of a package of cigarettes (Fig. 1). 

Board-level modems (Fig. 2) are available for micro
computers and terminals or for popular microcomputer 
buses. They sell for roughly 40 percent less than 
stand-alone modems and are easily installed by OEMS 

and end users. Integral modems are popular microcom
puter and terminal options. They cost system integra
tors roughly $100 and can support end-user prices of 
$300 or more. Integral modems help sell terminals and 
microcomputers by saving buyers from the job of 
choosing and integrating a separate modem. 

Fig. 2. Board-level modems are available for OEMs and end users. 
The SSM Microcomputer Products Inc. Apple ModemCard (left) is a 
1101300-baud, auto-answer/originate unit that plugs into any Apple II 
slot and sells for $299. The MicroBaud Systems Inc. MB80505 (right) 
is a 1200-baud intelligent modem that mounts directly inside 
Televideo Systems lnc.'s 910, 920, 925 and 950 terminals. The 80505 
retails for less than $700. 

Modem chip sets are available from Rockwell Inter
national, Cermetek Microelectronics, Texas Instru
ments Inc. , and others and sell for less than $50 in OEM 

quantities. Chip sets consist of a modulator/ 
demodulator chip, a data-access arrangement chip and 
an auto-dialer chip. Chip sets are available for 300-baud 
applications, with 1200-baud chips expected to be 

chot ll!l 

Fig. 3. Four stand-alone intelligent modems. Clockwise from top left, these units are the Microcom Inc. Professional communication system, 
the Chat Communications Corp. Chat II, the Racal-Vadic VA212 and the Visionary Electronics Visionary 100. All are 1200-baud, 
auto-answer/originate units that can be programmed from a microcomputer or a terminal keyboard. The units store multiple telephone 
numbers, automatically send and receive messages under clock or program control, provide password security and perform extensive local 
and remote diagnostics. Prices range from $760 to $1645, depending on options. 
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''Racal.Vadics Invisible Modem 
Gives GridS Ultra-Portable 

Co:mwter Access toa Whole 
World of Data!" 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

Dave Hanna - V:P. Marketing and Sales, Grid Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California 

One of the hottest personal computers on the market is 
the new Grid Compass. It weighs about 10 pounds and takes up 
less than half of a standard briefcase. 

Business Week calls Compass "a Porsche for top executives'.' 
A custom Racal-Vadic modem is behind the smashing 

success of Compass. This VS212NI03 modem - complete with 
auto dial and auto answer - is built on a 6" by 611 PC board. 
"Without this built-in modem we couldn't have made the 

product:• says Glenn Edens, V.P of 
Development for Grid Systems, Inc., 
Palo Alto, California. 

Racal-Vadic's incredibly small 
modem is vital because it gives 
Compass a unique communication 
capability, setting it apart from 
other portable computers. For 
example, Compass can "talk" 
to another Compass ... or to 

Compass Central, a user-owned, 
240 Mbyte desk-top computer; which 
is designed to support a number of 

Compass computers in the field . It can 
also access Grid Central, a Grid-owned 
mainframe which distributes new 
software and provides data storage 
for its users. And there's more! The 
ultra-portable Compass can access 
corporate mainframes and public 
data bases. 

Imagine ... a Fortune 500 
executive in a hotel room with the 

whole wide world of data at his or her 
fingertips - using the dial-up telephone: 

Why Racal-Vadic? Because we invented 1200 bps 
full-duplex technology. Because we ship more modems 
than anyone. Because we utilize the most advanced 
automated production equipment and superb quality 
control. And because our custom modem department 
is dedicated to creating integral modems for OEMs. 

WE DID IT FOR GRID. WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU! 

Racal-Vadic MemberlDCMA 

222 Caspia n Drive, Sunnyva le, CA 94086 
Tel: (408) 744-0810 • TWX: 9I0-339-9297 

CIRCLE NO. 86 ON INQUIRY CARD 

"See us at Interface Booth 633" 
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MODEMS 

available by next year. Many vendors now use custom 
modem chips in their board-level and stand-alone 
modem products, and, as modem chips become more 
standard, microcomputer and terminal manufacturers 
will build modems into even more of their products. 

Intelligent modem features 

A half-dozen modem manufacturers now advertise 
"intelligent" modems (Fig. 3), and the term is quickly 
being diluted to describe an emerging class of full
function modems. Modem intelligence, like terminal 
intelligence, is in the eyes of the beholder, but the new 
modems have many common features. 

Intelligence in the form of extra memory and 
on-board microprocessors has improved modem per
formance and flexibility. On-board microprocessors 
have boosted modem performance by allowing faster 
dynamic signal equalization. The micros automatically 
adjust amplifiers, filters and attenuators to compensate 
for line problems, enhancing reliability and increasing 
data rates. Integrated, programmable components can 
replace many dedicated, discrete components, reducing 
parts counts, prices and down-time. Microprocessors 
allow local and remote analog and digital diagnostics 
without operator intervention (Fig. 4). The Racal Vadic 
VA212, for example, offers seven user-selectable diag
nostic routines. 

Flexibility and convenience are the two most appar
ent benefits of modem intelligence. Using software 
running on a host microcomputer or their own firm
ware, intelligent modems give users complete commu
nications control from their keyboards. Keyboard 
dialing without a telephone has been standard on better 
modems for the past few years, but intelligent modems 

offer a host of new dialing features. 
Intelligent modems automatically choose between 

rotary-pulse and touch-tone dialing and can store 
multiple telephone numbers and log-in sequences, 
complete with pauses, account numbers and passwords. 
The Multi-Tech Systems Inc. MT2/2A stores five 
25-digit numbers, the Rixon Inc. R212A stores 10 
60-digit numbers, and the Universal Data Systems UDS 

212A/o stores five 30-digit numbers. , Hayes Microcom
puter Products Inc. provides log-on sequences for The 
Source, Compuserve and Dow Jones News Retrieval 
Service information utilities; Chat Communications 
offers routines for Telex, TWX and direct distance 
dialing communications. Intelligent modems redial 
busy telephone numbers a specified number of times 
and can sequentially dial a list of telephone numbers for 
message distribution. Cermetek Microelectronics even 
offers a retrofit auto-dial unit for non-auto-dial modems 
(Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Cermetek's Smart Cable auto-dialer sells for $249 and 
retrofits to modems that cannot auto-dial. The Smart Cable replaces 
the RS232C cable that normally connects the modem to the data 
terminal, and receives serial dialing commands from the terminal 
keyboard. The unit automatically selects a touch-tone or rotary-pulse 
dialing mode, stores seven frequently called numbers and supports 
10 dialing commands. 

Fig. 4. Local and remote loopback diagnostics are a major feature of modern microprocessor-based modems. Local digital loopback 
(green) tests the digital interface connections of the local terminal and modem. Local analog loopback (red) tests add local AID and DIA and 
transmit and receive functions to the test circuit. Remote analog loopback (blue) adds two transmission lines to the test circuit. Finally, remote 
digital loopback (yellow) adds all remote-modem functions to the test circuit. Signals for loopback testing can come from the terminal, the 
computer or, most recently, a self-test pattern generator in the modem. 
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~"ef4- /\.1; 

~t'· To your host CPU ""~ 
our Winchester Disk ~ 

backup looks just like your 
Winchester Disk. 

Now, costly interface designs are eliminated when 
you specify EPI's STR®-Stream. That's because this 
compact, reliable 1/ 4" cartridge incremental recorder 
has a system designed interface that emulates both 
the power requirements and interfacing of Winchester 
disks. Interfaces available include SAlOOO, ST506, 
PRIAM, and DEi Funnel• look-alikes. 

STR®-Stream offers the highest data integrity 
(< one soft error in 109 bits), and unit-to-unit com
patibility of any recorder in its class. To achieve this, 
it utilizes a wide write track, narrow read track, read
after-write circuitry and CRC verification. 

The recorder stores up to 17 Mbytes (unformatted) 
on a DC-300XL cartridge, yet takes up no more 
physical space than an 8" floppy. 

Each STR® -Stream comes complete and ready to 
plug into your compatible controller. Domestic 
U.S. price is less than $1,000 in OEM quantities . 

EPI, with more than 10 years experience moving 
tape, has the technology and resources to back 
you and your Winchester disks. 

For complete information on STR®-Stream, write 
to Electronic Processors, Inc., P.O. Box 569, 
Englewood, CO 80110. Phone (303) 761-8540. 

Let EPI remember for you. 

11111 ELERRORll PROIESSORS 
1 IRIORPORATEI E2/l 
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MODEMS 

Large memories such as the 24K-byte buffer on the 
Visionary Electronics Inc. Visionary 100 or the 64K
byte buffer on the Microcom Inc. Professional commu
nication system permit background-mode and unat
tended data transmission and reception, often under 
calendar/clock control. The buffers allow selective 
direct printing of messages, comprehensive error 
checking, password security programmable answer-

Fig. 6. Modem software for personal computers is available from 
modem and personal computer manufacturers, and from third-party 
software houses. The Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. Smartcom 
II package runs on the IBM Personal Computer and typifies current 
offerings. It is menu-driven with a "help" feature and can store and 
execute dial-up and log-on sequences for as many as 25 remote 
systems. Routines for The Source, Compuserve and Dow Jones are 
included in the $119 purchase price. The package supports remote 
and unattended operation; character, buffered and verifed file 
transfers; and selective storing and printing. 

MICROCOMPUTER MODEM MANUFACTURERS 

Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. 
Anderson Jacobson Inc. Codex Corp. 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 
521 Charcot Ave. 20 Cabot Blvd. Norcross. Ga. 30092 
San Jose, Calif. 95131 Mansfield, Mass. 02048 Circle No 838 
Circle No 822 Circle No 830 

IBM Corp. 
Astrocom Corp. Concord Data Systems Data Processing Division 
120 W. Plato Blvd. 442 Marrett Rd. 1133 Westchester Ave. 
St. Paul, Minn. 55107 Lexington, Mass. 02173 White Plains, N.Y. 10604 
Circle No 823 Circle No 831 Circle No 839 

Avanti Communications Corp. Datapoint Corp. lnfotron Systems Corp. 
Aquidneck Industrial Parle 9725 Datapoint Dr. Cherry Hill Industrial Center 
Newport, A.I. 02840 San Antonio, Texas 78284 Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003 
Circle No 824 Circle No 832 Circle No 840 

Backus Data Systems Inc. Digilog Inc. lntertel Inc. 
1440 Koll Circle 1370 Welsh Rd. 6 Shattuck Rd. 
San Jose, Calif. 95112 Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936 Andover, Mass. 01810 
Circle No 825 Circle No 833 Circle No 841 

Bizcomp Corp. Digital Equipment Corp. Kinex Corp. 
P.O. Box 7498 129 Parlcer St. 6793 Cross Bayou Dr. 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 Maynard, Mass. 01754 Largo, Fla. 33543 
Circle No 826 Circle No 834 Circle No 842 

Cactus Technology Facit Inc. Lexicon Inc. 
3024 N. 33rd Dr. 66 Field Point Rd. 8355 Executive Center Dr. 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85017 Greenwich, Conn. 06830 Miami, Fla. 33166 
Circle No 827 Circle No 835 Circle No 843 

Cermetek Microelectronics GandaH Data Inc. Micom Systems Inc. 
1308 Borregas Ave. 1019 S. Noel Ave. 9551 Irondale Ave. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 Wheeling, Ill. 60090 Chatsworth, Calif. 91311 
Circle No 828 Circle No 836 Circle No 844 

Chat Communications General Datacomm Industries MicroBaud Systems Inc. 
2438 Wyandotte St. One Kennedy Ave. 3393 De La Cruz Blvd. 
Mountain View, Calif. 94043 Danbury,Conn.06810 Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 
Circle No 829 Circle No 837 Circle No 845 
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backs and a host of electronic-mail capabilities. Modems 
with large memories feature short- or long-term 
battery backup but are roughly $500 more expensive 
than their unbuffered equivalents. 

to be adding 2000 subscribers per month. That's a lot of 
modems, and the fact that 85 percent of the two 
services' subscribers are personal-computer owners 
says a lot about which direction the low-end board- and 
stand-alone modem market will take. 

Future developments 

The new intelligent modems will redefine ·modem 
flexibility and reliability, while LSI chip technology 
redefines modem prices. AT&T will still define transmis
sion standards. Sales of aoo-baud modems are suffering 
as 1200-baud units become more affordable. Full
duplex, 1200 baud should be the standard voice-grade 
transmission speed within a few years. (International 
Data Corp. predicts 1200-baud modem dollar sales will 
grow at 25 percent annually over the next five years.) 
Modem sales will be pushed by low prices and by 
demand for access to electronic mail, on-line banking, 
teleshopping, information utility and database network 
systems. Late last year, for example, The Source, a 
subsidiary of Readers Digest Inc., had 25,000 subscrib
ers, and Dow Jones had 54,000 subscribers. Both claim 

TI and Rockwell International have put most modem 
functions on a single chip, and the availability of single
or even multi-chip modems will revolutionize the 
low-end modem market as microcomputer and terminal 
manufacturers decide to make rather than buy 
modems. Modems will be added to add-in microcomput
er memory boards as calendar/clocks and serial ports 
are today, and will be available from plug-compatible 
manufacturers and independents. 

A last development affecting modems is the spread of 
communication software packages that control modem 
parameters (Fig. 6). Programs such as Cross-Talk, 
Transcend, Smartcom II, MicroCom, PC-Talk and 
E-Mail give microcomputer users menu-driven key
board control of modem parameters and data-communi
cations protocols. 0 

Microcom Inc. 
1400A Providence Highway 
Norwood, Mass. 02062 
Circle No 846 

Multi-Tech Systems Inc. 
82 Second Ave., S.E. 
New Brighton, Minn. 55112 
Circle No 847 

Novation Inc. 
18664 Oxnard St. 
Tarzana, Calif. 91356 
Circle No 848 

Omnitec Data 
2405 S. 20th St. 
Phoenix, Ariz. 83034 
Circle No 849 

Paradyne Corp. 
8550 Ulmerton Rd. 
Largo, Fla. 33540 
Circle No 850 

Penril Corp. 
Data Communication Division 
5520 Randolph Rd. 
Rockville, Md. 20852 
Circle No 851 

Prentice Corp. 
266 Caspian Dr. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 
Circle No 852 

Qytel 
285 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
Circle No 853 
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Racal-Milgo Inc. 
8600 N.W. 41st St. 
Miami, Fla. 33166 
Circle No 854 

Racal-Vadic Inc. 
222 Caspian Dr. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 
Circle No 855 

RFL Industries Inc. 
Powerville Rd. 
Boonton, N.J. 07005 
Circle No 856 

Rixon Inc. 
2120 Industrial Parkway 
Silver Spring, Md. 20904 
Circle No 857 

Rockwell International 
P.O. Box 3669, RC48 
Anaheim, Calif. 92803 
Circle No 858 

Telenokia OY 
P.O. Box 33 
Espoo 60 
02601 Finland 
Circle No 859 

Universal Data Systems Inc. 
5000 Bradford Dr. 
Huntsville, Ala. 35805 
Circle No 860 

Ven-Tel Inc. 
1390 Walsh Ave. 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 
Circle No 861 

Visionary Electronics Inc. 
141 Parker Ave. 
San Francisco, Calif. 94118 
Circle No 862 

Wang Laboratories Inc. 
One Industrial Ave. 
Lowell, Mass. 01851 
Circle No 863 

Xyplex Inc. 
Oak Hill Rd. 
Harvard, Mass. 01451 
Circle No 864 
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MINICOMPUTERS 

Communications processor 
speeds .UNIX-based 
multi-user system 

MONTE PICKARD, Plexus Computers, Inc. 

Multiprocessor design frees CPU from 
interrupt and memory-handling chores 

Handling the many interrupts and disk accesses 
involved in a multi-user, multitasking environment 
presents a problem for UNIX-based systems. The 
Plexus Computers, Inc. 's P/40 takes a multiprocessor 
approach, distributing tasks such as controlling high-

Plexus P/40 16-blt minicomputer supports as many as 24 users with 
UNIX, using an intelligent communications processor to increase 
throughput. A typical eight-user system with 512K bytes of memory, 
72M bytes of disk storage and a nine-track magnetic-tape unit sells 
for $41,500. 
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Local 
µp memory 

Multibus 

-------------------, 

Parallel 
interface 

8 asyn- 1 
chronous I 
interfaces l 

I 
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ICP Printer 1 to8 

terminals 

Fig. 1. Intelligent communications processor (ICP) architecture 
includes a 16-bit ZBOOO microprocessor with 16K bytes of PROM and 
32K bytes of RAM, eight serial ports, one parallel port, a Multibus 
interface and DMA channels. The P/40 supports as many as three 
ICPs, with OMA channels in each /GP handling all terminal and 
printer interrupts. 

and low-speed peripherals to outboard processors. By 
giving these processors their own memory and a 
direct-memory-access channel, they can handle most 
interrupts. The key component to this approach is the 
intelligent communications processor, which, along 
with intelligent peripheral controllers and a memory
control unit, frees the main processor to manage heavy, 
computing loads. 

The intelligent communications processor 

The ICP comprises a processor, memory, eight serial 
ports, one parallel port, a Multibus interface and DMA 

channels (Fig. 1). The P/40 supports as many as three 
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MINICOMPUTERS 

ICPs, allowing the system to run 24 active terminals 
(Fig. 2). 

The ICP uses a 16-bit zsooo microprocessor with 16K 
bytes of PROM for diagnostics and bootstrapping the ICP 
for down-line loading, and 32K bytes of RAM composed 
of two 16K x 9 banks (including parity). The ICP 
operating system, essentially a stripped-down UNIX 
kernel and TrY device-handling module, typically 
occupies 24K bytes, leaving the remainder for local 
applications. 

The ICP processor directly addresses 64K bytes of 
memory, with the lower 48K resident on the ICP, and 
the upper 16K mapped into main memory via the 
Multibus and the memory-control unit. The MCU is 
controlled by the main processing unit, called the job 
processor, with system input/output instructions. The 
MCU contains address-mapping circuitry, error
correction logic and a dynamic RAM controller. 

Command and status blocks placed in main memory 
by the job processor or the ICP maintain efficient 
communication between the two, freeing the job 
processor of all time-critical interrupt handling. 

The ICP uses a combination of software and hardware 
to simulate a OMA. Data are moved to and from main 

Command and status blocks in main 
memory free the job processor of 
time-critical interrupt handling. 

memory using block-move instructions executed by the 
ICP processor, which sets up a queue in the middle 32K 
of memory. To get the data to main memory, the ICP 
processor executes a block move from the middle 32K of 
memory to the upper 16K. It then programs a CTC 
channel to provide a repeated pulse, typically every 1 to 
2 msec., depending on the application. This pulse goes 
to an arbiter and requests the bus. When control is 
obtained, the arbiter sends an interrupt to the ICP 
processor, which initiates a block move of approximate
ly 32 words, also depending on the application. The 
20-bit Multibus addresses are formed by concatenating 
a 6-bit port with the least significant 14 processor 
address lines. 

After the move is complete, the processor signals the 
arbiter to release the bus. The ICP processor disables 
the CTC channel when no blocks remain in the OMA 
queue so that no more interrupts are generated. 

This technique moves 64K characters per sec. into 
main memory, and uses less than 10 percent of the 
Multibus bandwidth. A DMA task can thus run in the 
background without monopolizing the Multibus or the 
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Fig. 2. P/40 architecture includes separate job and communications 
processors, each with its own local memory. 

local ICP bus, leaving most of the ICP processing 
capabilities for tasks such as executing segments of 
UNIX, table conversions for data-communications proto
cols, terminal-handling programs and other local pro
cessing tasks. Because both the timer circuit and the 
length of the block are tunable, system programmers 
can maximize throughput and response times for 
particular applications. 

ICP communications 

The eight RS232 ports are implemented with USARTs. 
Asynchronous baud rates from 50 to 38.4K are pro
grammed for each channel through a CTC counter/ 
timer. Character length, parity and the number of stop 
bits are also programmable. Each serial port can 
support asynchronous, bisynchronous and bit-oriented 
protocols running as applications based on software 
within the ICP. 

The P/40 also uses OMA channels · for serial and 
parallel port handling within each ICP. Three 8-bit AMD 
9517 OMA chips transfer 1 byte at a time from local 
memory, releasing the bus to the processor between 
transfers. This ensures that the ICP processor gets at 
least every other local memory cycle, without hindering 
DMA throughput. Control logic associated with the 
parallel port generates all control and handshake 
signals necessary for the OMA channel to transfer data 
to a line printer without processor intervention. The 
port sends a vectored interrupt to the processor if the 
printer asserts the FAULT line. Printers such as 
300-line-per-min. band printers can be operated with 
minimum CPU overhead. 

The ICP handles all terminal and printer character 
interrupts internally. The job processor is interrupted 
only at the completion of a task or message, reducing 
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If you're in the market for 
communications modules, 

make the ABLE connection now. 
And join the thousands who 

already have. 
We are known as the innovators. Most of our price. Other features include on-board diag-
products are industry "firsts" which become nostics, modem control on all lines, superior 
popular 4uickly, then settle into a stage on-board silo depth and variable prom-set. 
of steady long-term acceptance. These four SYNC/ ASYNC FLEXIBILITY. 
DEC-compatible, communications devices tit A controller for 
the pattern perfectly. They are ABLE orig- the PDP-11 user, the 
inals. They achieved instant success world- DV /16 contributes 
wide. They provide top performance. And m1croprocessor-
they are very reliable. Read on to find the derived flexibility, 
one for you. which permits mix-
INCREASED VAX THROUGHPUT. mg of sync and async 

Here's an asynchro- lines in combinations 
nous microcontroller of 4 or 8 lines with modem control and full 
with programmable system software compatibility. It takes less 
DMA, fully transpar- than half the space of a DVll and uses word 
ent to VAX/VMS as transfer instead of byte DMA to gain a 2 to 
two 8-line DMF 32's 1 speed advantage or permit operation in half 

ABLE vMz132·· and contained on a the bandwidth required for data transfers. 
l6-line DMF/ 32 subset single board. Priced Q-BUS DMA. 

below the DZll-E, it outperforms DZ or DH The Q/DH is an asynchro-
devices under VMS v.3, has interrupt-driven nous controller which 
modem control on every line, and includes an makes DH-class perform-
output throttle which lets peripheral devices ance possible on PDP-11/23 
optimize their own data rate. and LSI-11/23 Q-BUS 
#1 UNIBUS DMA. systems. It connects the 
Then there's our standard Q-BUS to as ABLE Q/ DH'" 

DH/DM, the original many as 16 async lines s or 16-line DH/ DM 

multiplexer which with DMA output capabil- for Q-Bus 

puts 16 lines with ities and allows optimum Q-B LS utilization. 
modem control on Features include software compatibility with 
a single board. This ABLE DH/ DM'" RSTS/E and RSX operating systems, large 
popular device meets 16-line combination DHn input silo, modem control on all lines. 

& DMll replacement UNIX VAX system Write for details on our complete line of 
needs for DMA commumcat10ns reqmre- DEC-compatible products. Be on the lookout 
ments, serves UNIBUS systems equally well, for exciting new ABLE communications 
and beats them all for MTBF throughput and products soon to come. 

For Immediate, Toll-Free Information, Dial 800 332 ABLE. 
NATIONAL OFFICES 
Burlington, MA (617) 272-1330 
Rumson, NJ (201) 842-2009 
Daly City, CA (415) 755-6040 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES 
Canada (Toronto) (416) 270-8086 
England (Newbury) (0635) 32125 
W. Germany (Munich) 089/463080 

DEC, PDP, UNIB US, Q-BUS, LSI, VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Ml NICOMPUTERS with no ICP for comparison. As terminals are added to 
this system, aggregate throughput becomes level. To a · 
terminal user, this would appear as slowed terminal 
response. 

the number of interrupts handled by the job processor 
by as much as two orders of magnitude. 

Disk and tape controllers 

The Plexus P/40 provides fast and efficient disk 
accesses through high-performance disks and intelli
gent disk controllers that, like the ICP, are supported 
by DMA channels. 

The ICP RAM is expandable, allowing the ICP to 
handle local program-development tools such as full 
editors and compilers, local applications and graphics 
pre-processing routines. Further developments in a 
generalized transport mechanism between main memo
ry and the ICPs will allow end users to load and return 
modules. 

The intelligent disk controller supports as many as 
four SMD disk drives, which have a 1.2M-byte-per-sec. 
data transfer rate. These drives are available in 
capacities ranging from 20M bytes to lG byte from 
many vendors, allowing system integrators to match 
disk capacity precisely with applications. 

In throughput tests on the ICP, the aggregate total of 
bits per second continued to rise as terminals were 
added, to the maximum of eight terminals that an ICP 
can support (Fig. 3). The ICP is faster than most 
terminals; those tested could not sustain a character 
stream at 19.2K baud. ICP tests were therefore run at 
9600 baud so that the terminals could keep up. 

The controller is based on an Intel 8089 16-bit I/o 
processor with lOK bytes of memory, and incorporates 
DMA channels with a 500K-byte bandwidth. The job 
processor issues the starting addresses and number of 
blocks needed, and the disk controller assumes com
mand. The controller performs multiple sector opera-The same tests were run against a 16-bit processor 
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P/40 HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

Job Processor 
Processor 
Floating-point 
Clock/calendar 

Diagnostics 

Memory 
Size 
Available memory slots 
Word size 
Addressing modes 
Cycle time 
Error handling 

Intelligent Communications Processor 
Serlalports 

Parallel ports/Conflgurablllty 

Disk Subsystem 
Formatted capacity 
Number of drives 
Technology 

Disk MTBF 
Controller Interface 

Tape Subsystem 
Tape drive 
Number of drives 
Streaming speed 
Normal mode speed 
Rewind speed 
Reel size 
Controller interface 

zaooo 
Conforms to proposed IEEE standard 
Battery-powered; battery is charged when system Is on and lasts as long as 
60 days between charges 
Diagnostic routines are Implemented using 16K of on-board PROM and 2K of 
on-board RAM 

As much as 4M bytes 
Four (maximum) 
22 bits (2 bytes plus 6-blt error code) 
Byte, word 
600 nsec. (including error detection and correction) 
Single-bit error detection and correction, double-bit error detection 

Eight 
RS232C interface 
Full duplex 
19.2K baud rate (maximum) 
Modem support on all ports 
Hardware support for HDLC, asynchronous, and bisynchronous protocols 
Centronlcs-type Interface; A P/40 can be configured with as many as three 
ICPS for a maximum of 24 serial ports and three parallel ports 

As much as 580M bytes using 72M- or 145M-byte disk drive 
As many as four 
14-ln. fixed Winchester, 35-msec. average access time, 1.01M-byte-per
sec. data transfer rate 
1 o,ooo hours 
Storage module disk 

Automatic threading, ANSI/IBM compatible, 1600 bpi, 1h In., nine track 
As many as tour 
100lps 
25lps 
200lps 
1, alh or 101h In. 
Pertee standard 
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MINICOMPUTERS 

tions that span tracks. It uses a 32-bit error-checking 
code to detect 32-bit burst errors and correct 11-bit 
errors. All these operations are transparent to the job 
processor. 

Like the ICP, the controller receives commands from 
the job processor by reading its control block in main 
memory. Unlike the ICP, which controls the Multibus 
for transfers of about 32 words, the disk controller can 
be interrupted after each word by Multibus interrupts 
with a higher priority, preventing data transfers from 
tying up the Multibus. The ability to transfer large 
amounts of data from the disks to main memory with 
minimal job-processor involvement ensures high sys
tem throughput. 

A controller for nine-track, 1600-bpi magnetic-tape 
drives is similar in concept to a disk controller. Because 
it maintains record buffers in its memory, there is no 
limitation on tape block length. 

Memory management 

The multiple processors and the DMA channels 
complicate memory management, requiring extensive 
mapping. 

The MCU receives requests for main memory from 
both the job and peripheral processors. The MCU takes 
21 address lines from the job processor or 20 lines from 
the Multibus and maps them into BM bytes of 23-bit 
physical address space. When the job processor access
es memory, the five-segment address lines and the 16 
address lines form the address to the MCU. Segment
line o is ORed with the instruction/data line. The job 
processor can access as data all memory in segments o 
to 31, but instruction references can be made only to 
odd-numbered segments (I/D bit = 1). This gives the 
operating system access to all memory segments, while 
user programs have access to one code and one data 
space. 

The highest five MCU address lines select one of 32 
maps. A typical process or program requires two maps, 
one for instructions and one for data. A map contains 
from one to 32 2K-byte pages of memory, so that the 
minimum memory for a single program is 4K bytes, and 
the maximum is 128K bytes. This mapping scheme 
allows processes to reside in memory without a map 
slot; an "unassigned" process is called for execution by 
assigning it a map slot. Depending on overall memory 
usage, this map swapping can be far more efficient than 
the process swapping associated with UNIX. 

The MCU also has a Multibus map RAM that allows 
processors on the Multibus to access memory through 
the MCU. This RAM typically stores eight map sets. 
Again, swapping maps rather than processes can 
greatly reduce execution times. 

The Multibus memory port maps the upper half of the 
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Fig. 3. Effect of laddltlonal terminals on throughput is minimized in 
P/40 by intelligent communications processor. Most 16-bit systems 
suffer a significant drop in throughput per terminal as terminals are 
added. 

lM-byte Multibus memory address space through the 
MCU, allowing Multibus controllers to access main 
memory without additional interfaces. When the port 
detects a Multibus memory request with the high 
address bit active, the port requests control of the MCU, 
initiates the memory cycle and generates the acknowl
edge signals when the cycle is complete. The peripheral 
processors use an acknowledge signal generated before 
the cycle completes to increase throughput. 

The MCU is also responsible for error handling. It 
checks each reference to memory for consistency with 
the attribute bits assigned to each page. Each page can 
be assigned a read-only or invalid status. When a 
violation occurs, the MCU determines whether an illegal 
reference was generated by the job processor or a 
peripheral processor and takes appropriate action. A 
modified Hamming code is used for data integrity. 

The Plexus multiprocessor approach also makes 
networking simple by adding an additional processor at 
each node. An ICP can be programmed to handle x. 25 or 
other network protocols. 

A 16-bit processor similar to an ICP and supporting 
DMA in both directions can handle many network
management functions independently of the job pro
cessor. The primary function of this processor is to make 
networking transparent to a user by distinguishing 
between local and remote resources and processes. D 

Monte Pickard is senior software engineer at Plexus 
Computers, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. 
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CHOP LINE COSTS 
Don't let the high cost of data 
transmission lines cut into your 
company's profits. 

Instead, let statistical multi
plexers from Halcyon minimize 
line costs. And provide network 
control with both synchronous 
and asynchronous capabilities. 

The new Halcyon 4001 con
centrates up to 16 channels 
over a single phone link. You get 
user-selected channel priority 
(high, low and normal), compre
hensive network monitoring, sta
tistics gathering and complete 
systems diagnostics. Its multi
processor architecture gives 
you high throughput and fast 

See us at INTERFACE '83, booth 942. 

echo response at speeds from 
50 to 9600 bis. 

Or, for larger line loads, 
choose the Halcyon 4220. The 
4220 Stat Mux has all the moni
toring and diagnostic capability 
of the 4001 , and much more. It 
gives you up to 60-channel 
capacity over one or two links 
with complete network control 
from a single, central location. 

Operated from either the 
front panel or an external 
terminal, the 4220 offers all the 
capacity you need to ensure 
high-speed data transfer with 
future network expansion. You 

can also connect a printer for 
automatic hard-copy printout. 

And of course, service is 
available worldwide. 

For all the details on the 
Halcyon line of stat muxes oaD 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-854-JtQQ 
ext. 147, or in CaUforliia 
1-800-422-4241 ext.147.'()l'wrlte 
Halcyon, Inc., 2121 Zanker ~84 
San Jose, CA 94131. 
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Statistical multiplexers gain 
sophistication and status 

LINDA L. BACHMANN, Associate Editor 

Statistical multiplexers are being packed 
with enhancements that give them 

a greater role in networks 

Since their emergence less than 10 years ago, 
microprocessor-based statistical time-division multi
plexers have been steadily climbing the service scale. 
The original statistical multiplexers simply provided 
users with a means of shaving line costs while 
maximizing data traffic by dynamically combining input 
from multiple active asynchronous terminals into a 
composite bit stream. Through buffering, they handled 
peak loads of interactive "bursty" traffic and provided 
error correction and data compression. Today, statisti
cal multiplexer manufacturers are loading their prod
ucts with enhancements and sophisticated networking 
features such as synchronous channels; extensive 
diagnostics and monitoring capabilities; easy program-

Fig. 1. Common multiplexer framing techniques. Statistical 
time-division multiplexers strip off the original framing bits from 
incoming data and reframe the data from one or more channels by 
adding control and address data. There are several methods of 
framing, each associated with a performance level and a type of 
traffic. The following are representative. (A) Some statistical multi
plexers frame data from only one channel by adding a flag and 
channel control, channel address and cyclic-redundancy-check 
(error-checking) bytes. This is inefficient if the amouat of data 
characters transmitted from the channels is small because overhead 
is high in relation to data. However, an advantage is that no overhead 
must be sent for inactive terminals. (B) A more efficient scheme 
combines data from several channels in a single frame. (C) Codex's 
proprietary framing scheme uses a 2- to 6-bit channel teminator that 
eliminates the 1 to 2 bytes of address used in methods A and B. 
Because the channel terminator must be sent for both active and 
inactive channels, this method is most efficient when all channels 
regularly transmit data. (D) Indexing, although probably the most 

-efficient scheme, is the most costly to implement. Incremental 
addresses specify the relative position of a channel. For example, a 
4-bit channel address would permit 16 possible bit combinations. If 
channel 1 is active, and then channel 5 becomes active, the address 
characters show the incremental difference between channels 1 and 
5. 
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mability; integral modems; switching; port contention; 
and interfaces to packet switching, satellite and 
wideband networks. 

The cost consciousness of sophisticated end users and 
the proliferation of minicomputer and small-business 
computer installations ensures dramatic growth in the 
high- and low-end statistical multiplexer market (see 
"Statistical multiplexer market booms," p. 162). A 
survey of statistical multiplexer manufacturers drew 

HDLC frame level received by statistical multiplexer from terminal 

Addressl Control I FCS I Flag (ADA) (CTL) Data error Flag 
check 

-- ..... - Multiplexing level ..... - ..... - ..... - ..... -- (A) Frame with data from one channel ..... 
,,,,,_- - ":_,,,. 

CHN CHN Data from 
Flag CTL ADA channel 1 CRC 

1 byte 1-4 rChannel 1 1-128 bytes 2 bytes 
bytes 1-2 bytes 

(B) Frame with data from multiple channels 

CHN ADA 
Data from 

Flag CTL (channels 
channels 1, 2, 3 CRC 

1 byte 1-4 1, 2, 3) 
1-128 bytes 2 bytes 

bytes 1-2 bytes 

(C) Proprietary framing scheme (Codex) 

CHN 
Channel 

Flag Data term in- CRC 
1 byte CTL 1-128 bytes a tor 2 bytes 

1-4 bytes 2-6 bits 

(D) Indexing 

Flag CHN ADA Data CRC 
1 byte CTL 4-6 1-128 bytes 2 bytes 

1-4 bytes bits 
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responses from 32 vendors with products ranging from 
two-channel asynchronous-only units that sell for about 
$1000 to 248-channel units that sell for $20,000 (see 
table, p. 172). The table includes only microprocessor
based products that concentrate data from multiple 
terminals by dynamically sharing bandwidth. Minicom
puter-based concentrators, the forefathers of micro
processor-based statistical multiplexers are essentially 
obsolete and have been excluded from the table, as are 

computerized private branch exchanges. Also omitted · 
are frequency-division multiplexers, which divide band
width into channels dedicated to individual connected 
devices, and nonstatistical time-division multiplexers, 
which allocate time slots to all attached devices, 
regardless of whether they are active. 

Major development areas of modern statistical multi
plexers are performance, flexibility, ease of use, 
network monitoring and diagnostics, all of which reflect 
the realities of expanding network and computer 
installations. Improvements in these areas facilitate 
network growth and protect the original equipment 
investment. 

STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXER MARKET BOOMS 

Although the numbers differ, de
pending on the market research firm 
that reports, the trend is clear. The 
overall multiplexer market is growing 
at an annual compound rate of about 
30 percent, and statistical time
division multiplexers are claiming the 
lion's share of this market. 

Kenneth G. Bosomworth, president 
of International Resource Develop
ment Inc., says most multiplexers are 
manufactured in the u.s., and 40 
percent of these are shipped over-

seas. D. Wade Frembd, international 
product manager of Gandalf Data 
Inc., a multiplexer manufacturer, 
estimates that, by 1985, Europe and 
Asia will consume so to so percent of 
u.s.-manufactured multiplexers. 

Almost all exported multiplexers 
use statistical time division, according 
to a report by Frost & Sullivan. The 
high level of statistical-multiplexer 
exports results from "inferior line 
quality that makes error detection/ 
correction capability even more 

Worldwide multiplexer market Total 
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European market shipments, by type 
(Value in millions of dollars) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1982·6 
Frequency division $2.70 $2.10 $1 .65 $1 .20 $0.75 $0.45 $6.15 
Time division 11 .93 10.75 9.84 8.78 7.03 5.25 41 .65 
Statistical low-end 6.50 10.63 16.10 26.40 38.33 52. 143.46 
Statistical high-end 13.88 17.44 24. 33. 43.35 54.69 172.48 
Totals 35.01 40.92 51 .59 69.38 89.46 112.39 363.74 

Source: Frost & Sullivan 

important than in the u.s.," the report 
notes. 

High-end statistical multiplexers, 
which offer many sophisticated net
working features, fit into the non
Systems Network Architecture net
works of Fortune 1 ooo companies. 
Because these companies are ex
tremely sensitive to service interrup
tions, they demand statistical
multiplexer designs that incorporate 
comprehensive network man
agement philosophies. 

Low-end products find their place in 
the minicomputer and small-business 
computer markets, as well as at 
remote sites of large time-sharing 
services. 

Most market consultants agree that 
the statistical multiplexers that survive 
in the market will provide diagnostics, 
automatic speed and protocol conver
sion and efficient handling of synchro
nous channels. An important price/ 
performance consideration is the 
breadth of service a vendor provides. 

1981 worldwide 
statistical multiplexer market 
(value in millions of dollars) 

Others 
.J-rt-r--- $2.5 

Codex 
$25 

Timeplex 
$22 

Total $87 

Source: The Yankee Group 
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COMDESIGN'S 
NEW TC-500. 

Introducing the quick
est way to cut costly 
phone lines. 

With the TC-500, you 
need just one line for up to 
32 remote terminals-with
out sacrificing throughput. 
Automatic error control, 
network statistics and 
diagnostics are provided 
as a bonus. 

Cut the cost of 
data communications 

with the last word in 
statistical multiplexers. 

SIMPLY 
SOPHISTICATED. 

ComDesign's touch panel 
and "ordinary English" 
display (or optional Execu
tive Port) are as easy 

BUILT-IN FLEXIBILITY. 
Compatible with virtually 

any host computer, the 
TC-500 supports synchro
nous and asynchronous 
terminals at all popular 

with very attractive 
quantity discounts. And, in 
the unlikely event that 
you will ever need it, you 
can count on ComDes1gn's 
FastFix service for over-

to use as your CRT. User
friendly engineering is 
combined with next
generation technology to 
give you the simplicity you 
want and the sophistication 
you need. 

TC-SOO's unique display gives you immediate access to program, network and diagnostic information 
for up to 32 synchronous or asynchronous channels. 

speeds. It even handles 
special character formats, a 
wide variety of flow control 
conventions, speed con
version, and split speeds to 
guarantee flexibility in 
today's changing datacom 
networks. 

POWER EFFICIENCY 
AND CONTROL. 

ComDesign's multi
processor architecture 
provides extraordinary 
throughput and fast echo. 
The dual data link option 
brings the added security 

· and efficiency of a second 
composite link. And 
TC-500 rnonitorini{ and 
diagnostics, with visual 
· lay of cbaanel 

night unit replacement. 
Call today toll free 

800/235-6935 (in CA 
805/ 964-9852) or send for 
a TC-500 brochure and 
discover how simple it is to 
put phone bills back in line. 
:- - - -SEND-ME THE- - - -
I LAST WORD 
1 ComDesign, Inc. 

751 South Kellogg Ave. 
Goleta, CA 93117 
Call 800/235-6935 

NAME TITLE 

COMPANY 



~ swetch to color has 
never cost less. Now you can buy 
an lntecolor 2405 single evalua
tion unit at the 100-piece price 
of $995 (U.S. domestic only). 
You get the advantage of vector 
graphics on an 80 column by 24 
line screen, without sacrificing 
the most important capabilities 
you want from a VT100 terminal. 
Plus, the 2405's vibrant color 
conveys more information, more 
quickly and with greater compre
hension than monochrome. 

ANSI X3.64 system compati
bility. The 2405 is the ideal 
replacement or add-on terminal. 
Highly compatible with VT100 
and numerous other ANSI X3.64 
terminals, the 2405 is easily inte
grated into any ANSI X3.64 envi
ronment. It also includes ASCII 
codes and a VT52 mode. 

With all the features you need. 
Eight foreground and eight back
ground colors. Terminal based 

Our ANSI X3.64 terminal has all the 
VTIOO features you'll ever need in a 
conversational terminal. 

Plus color and vector graphics. 
vector graphics. Data transmis
sion baud rates from 50 to 19,200. 
English language menu set-up 
mode. Non-volatile set-up mem
ory. Two full pages of screen RAM. 
In-line CRT. Auto degaussing. 
Powerful, 6 MHz 8085 micropro
cessor with four hardware inter
rupts. Plus, up to 72 function key 
definitions, optional. 

Introductory price good 
through May 31, 1983. After that, 
our regular single-piece price of 
$1195 goes into effect. So act 
now. Take full advantage of the 
color, vector graphics and flexi
bility of the lntecolor 2405-at 
the 100-piece price. Once you 

do, we're confident that you 'll 
enthusiastically agree with the 
growing number of OE Ms and 
users who are making it dramat
ically clear that, "The future 
belongs to color! " 

For the name of the distributor 
or sales representative in your 
area, or for complete specs, ask 
about our $995special: 
Call 404/449-5961. 

D lntecolor 
AN INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS COMPANY 

lntecolor Drive, 225 Technology Park, 
Norcross, GA 30092, TWX 810-766-1581 
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Performance 

Probably the most difficult factor to determine, 
performance indicates how efficiently a statistical 
multiplexer can collect data from incoming terminals, 
strip off synchronization characters and add addressing 
and control bits (overhead) and pass the multiplexed 
data stream down the composite link. But performance
measurement figures can be misleading. An example of 
this apparent efficiency-the ratio of total possible 
input data to the instantaneous composite link speed 
(see "Multiplexer efficiency," p.166). Although most 
vendors surveyed report an apparent efficiency of 400 

percent, this figure does not account for the multiplex
ing overhead, such as address and error-control 
characters, or the loading effects of traffic. 

Cc:C ' 
_, - • ·~•••C«• "'"' '"" •00110 

Fig. 2. M/A-Com DCC lnc.'s ACM9100 with integral modem 
concentrates as many as 32 asynchronous or BSC input channels on 
one or two 19.2K·bps links. 

Two factors critical to performance are the internal 
multiplexing method and the handling of synchronous 
data channels. Fig. 1 illustrates the major multiplexing 
techniques. Some statistical multiplexers, for example, 
can put only one channel's data within a frame that 
carries a 1-byte overhead. Others use 1 byte of 
overhead for every 2 bytes of data. Because these 
address bytes must be sent even when the terminal is 
not active or when there are very few characters per 
channel, these schemes are less efficient than, say, a 
scheme that uses a 2- to 6-bit-long channel terminator 
as the channel address. This significantly reduces the 
ratio of overhead to data. 

There are three common ways that vendors handle 
synchronous data. One is the band-split, or time
division, approach, which reserves a piece of the 
bandwidth for synchronous channels, thereby limiting 
the amount of bandwidth left for multiplexing asyn
chronous data. For example, two 2.4K-bit-per-sec. 
channels use as much as 4.SK bps of a 9.6K-bps link, 
leaving only 4.SK bps for asynchronous transmissions. 
Another approach is to tie synchronous transmissions 
into the clear-to-send/ready-to-send control signals of 
the RS232C communications interface; the channel is 
reserved for synchronous data only when CTS is high. 
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Fig. 3. Tlmeplex's SM24 switching multiplexer supports networks 
with as many as three nodes and 144 ports. The smallest SM series 
family member, which handles four to eight asynchronous channels 
and eight synchronous channels at rates from 50 to 9.6K bps, sits 
atop the master unit. 

Point-to-point Statistical 
multiplexer 

CPU 

Multidrop 

CPU 

Multilink 

CPU 

Tandem 

CPU 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Terminals 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

Statistical 
multiplexer 

City B 

Multiplexers in network configurations. The most common network 
configurations are point-to-point and multipoint. Some statistical 
multiplexers have dual-output links to support two remote multiplex
ers or to provide redundancy. The tandem topology can be useful in 
saving line costs between nearby remote sites and the central 
processing site. 
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The advantage to this method is that bandwidth is not 
reserved for the synchronous channels. The third 
method of handling synchronous data is to interpret the 
synchronous protocol coming in and to throw away the 
filler characters, bits or bytes. Comdesign and Codex 
Corp. use this third method, which is the most efficient 
to date; however, even this scheme is not true 
statistical multiplexing because it cannot address each 
connected device, but instead passes the synchronous 
terminal controller stream intact. This summer, Codex 
plans to release a synchronous capability in a high-end 
product that will mix synchronous and asynchronous 
traffic and switch each individual synchronous termi
nal's data. 

Fig. 4. Micom Systems lnc.'s Micro 800/2, one of the best selling 
low-end statistical multiplexers on the market, supports from two to 
16 asynchronous channels and four synchronous channels and two 
19.2K-bps output links. 

• 1111111111111111111111111111111111·1111111111111111111111111111111111· 
RIXON = 

Flexibility 

Statistical multiplexers should provide a migration 
path to accommodate an expanding network or system 
through network configuration options and features 

.. . . ~-· ....... ... .................... ··· ·r · · ·-~····· .. ·········· ···~· .. ···~·-~---

Fig. 5. Rlxon's DCX 815, based on the Tl9900 microprocessor, offers 
basic multiplexing capabilities at a price of $1600. 
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Efficiency is a concept that relates, 
in percentage terms, how much 
anything-€nergy, heat, data, etc.
goes into a device to how much 
comes out. Four types of multiplexer 
efficiency definitions in common 
usage include apparent efficiency, 
protocol efficiency, link efficiency and 
real, or true efficiency. 

Apparent-efficiency = the instanta
neous amount of data that could be 
presented to a statistical multiplexer 
on the user input side if all inputs were 
simultaneously active divided by the 
instantaneous composite link speed 
x 1 oo percent. 

For example, four terminals set to 
operate at 1 .2K bps constitute a 
4.BK-bps (1200 [x) 4) instantaneous 
input. If this multiplexer's composite 
link speed is 1.2K bps, then the 
apparent efficiency is 400 percent. 

Apparent efficiency is definable 
only for statistical multiplexers. . A 
substantial buffer is always required in 
a statistical multiplexer because the 
total simultaneous (aggregate) input 
can exceed the output capability for 
short periods of time. The apparent 
efficiency achieved depends on the 
interactivity of the environment. Rates 
from 200 to 1 ooo percent have been 
touted. 

MULTIPLEXER EFFICIENCY 

Protocol efficiency measures the 
quality of code used on the composite 
link to synchronize, error check and 
route input channels to the correct 
destination. This efficiency theoreti
cally can range from about 25 to 125 
percent. 

Protocol efficiency = total single 
channel input data (all bits including 
stop, start, parity and data) per time 
period divided by the composite 
channel capacity bits per time period 
x 1 oo percent. 

For a statistical multiplexer with 
asynchronous input and a synchronus 
composite, the start and stop bits are 
discarded and synchronization house
keeping bits, routing information and 
error checking are added, yielding 
typically 95- to 11 o-percent protocol 
efficiency. A statistical multiplexer that 
adds one address character for each 
input data character would have a 
protocol efficiency of 50 to so percent. 
Packet protocols yield efficiencies of 
about 25 percent for a low, single
character packet to about 120 percent 
for a high, full packet. 

Link efficiency measures how much 
of the capacity of the composite 
data-communications channel is 
being used. 

Link efficiency = the data being 

presented to the composite communi
cation channel by the multiplexer 
composite output in bits per time 
period divided by the composite 
channel capacity bits per time period 
x 1 oo percent. 

For example, if the multiplexer 
composite output rate equals 1 OK 
bps, and a composite communication 
link clocks data at 19.2K bps, link 
efficiency is 52 percent. In this case, 
the multiplexer transmits live data in 
only one-half the clock periods and is 
idle in the other half. 

Real, or true, efficiency comes 
closest to the classical definition of 
efficiency. 

Real efficiency = total bits (includ
ing stop, start) that are input from the 
user on all channels and presented to 
the composite for transmission in a 
period of time divided by the total bits 
output on the composite in the same 
time period x 1 oo percent. 

This efficiency must always be less 
"than 1 oo percent (it is impossible to 
get out more than is put in) and is the 
most stringent. For statistical multi
plexers, 90 to 99 percent is typical. 

-Henry Morgan 
Product Line Manager 

Gandalf Data Inc. 
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The Spinwritef handles any business form 
you can conjure up. 

No matter what your business forms, 
no matter what size, shape or format 
the NEC Spinwriter printer can han
dle them. Automatically. We have 
eight forms handlers. All quickly and 
easily user changeable. There's a 
single-sheet feeder with an add-on 
second bin or envelope feeder. 
There's also a cut-sheet guide, a bi
directional tractor, demand docu
ment tractor with tear bar and copy 
separator, manual inserter and bot
tom feed. With some of our forms 
handlers, you get functions unavail
able anywhere else-like bi-direc
tional paper movement and ultra
fast ribbon cartridge changing with 
forms handlers in place. 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

Of all printer companies, only NEC 
designs and manufactures its own 
comprehensive family of forms han
dlers. We built them especially to go 
with our printers, so they give you the 
same reliability that has made our 
Spinwriters a legend. 

Our Spinwriters have the industry's 
most remarkable uptime standards. 
More than two years between fail
ures! They need no preventive main
tenance or routine lubrication. Ever. 
And, with only three major spares, 
they usually can be fixed in only 
15 minutes. 

Whatever the size or shape of your 
business form, a Spinwriter can han
dle it quickly and reliably. It's not 
magic, it's NEC. 

CIRCLE NO. 94 ON INQUIRY CARD 

r-------------;-i 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. MMS03s3 

5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173 I 
D Have a representative call me. I 
D Send more information on the I 

Spinwriter forms handlers. I 

~------------ I 
Name I 
=rit~le ____________ I 

=--~~~~~~~~~~- 1 
Company I 
A7 d--,-d-,--re_s_s ----------- I 
=c~ity-----~S~ta--,-te----,z=-ip ___ I 

I 
L!~p~o'.:: - - - - - - - - - - _J 

Spinwrite r is a trademark of 
Nippon Electric Co .. Ltd. 

NEC 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. 
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such as automatic bit-rate detection and flexible flow 
control. 

An example of flexible network configuration is 
Codex's INP series. The basic 6001 INP handles from 
four or eight asynchronous terminals and can be used in 
a point-to-point application or as a slave nodal multi
plexer to the 6040 INP master, which handles as many 
as 16 nodes. Because all INP products are compatible, 
users can mix statistical multiplexers that handle 
various numbers and combinations of asynchronous and 
synchronous data. 

Automatic bit-rate detection lets the channel port 
determine the speed of incoming data. This requires 
that the terminal transmit a sample character to the 

multiplexer, which checks its speed against an internal 
clock. 

Flow-control signals prevent buffer overflow of both 
the multiplexer and attached equipment. Most manu
facturers provide both out-of-band signals CTS/DTS, 

DSRIDTR (pins of the RS232 interface) and in-band flow 
control, such as x-on/off characters. Several vendors 
offer user-programmable EIA controls, HP ENQ/ACK and 
other proprietary signals. An important user feature is 
per-channel flow control, so that users can program, 
say x-on/off at the host end and, at the remote site, a 
combination of Wang Laboratories Inc. on channel a, 
Hewlett-Packard Co. on channel 4 and CTS/DSR on 
channel 6. 

Ease of use 

Many low-end statistical multiplexers are pro
grammed by DIP switches and jumpers. One of the 
improvements in multiplexer ease of use is allowing 

COMPARISON OF TIME-DIVISION AND STATISTICAL TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
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A time-division multiplexer (A) 
divides a unit of time into n equal time 
slots, where n Is the number of 
terminals attached. One time slot 
accommodates a bit, a byte or a 
block, depending on the model, from 
one channel. If a terminal does not 
have data to send, a sync or 
place-holder character fills the time 
slot. The data collected from each 
terminal during a unit of time (here 
referred to as one unit frame time) 
comprise a frame. Because the 
amount of data per time slot may vary, 
depending on the speeds and status 
of the terminals, and the number of 
time slots per frame and time per 
frame are constant, the frames may 
contain varying amounts of data. 
When only a few terminals are active, 
the d~ta transmitted per unit frame 
time may be considerably less than 
the amount of data capable of being 
transmitted over the composite link 
(output channel). 

A statistical time-division multiplex
er (B) allocates time slots only to 
active terminals, according to the 
priority assigned those terminals by a 
user. During one unit frame time, a 
succession of active terminals Is 
invited to submit a maximum number 
of bytes each, the total collected not 
to exceed a preestabllshed frame 
size. The frames are therefore 
unequal In length because the 
number and assignment of time slots 
in a frame varies. As the frame 
lengths vary, the statistical multiplexer 
makes sure that the amount of data 
collected approaches the capacity of 
the composite link by adjusting the 
number of frames that are transmitted 

during a period of time. For example, 
assume a maximum frame length of 
30 bytes and a unit frame time of 1 /30 
sec. If all terminals were transmitting 
at full speed, all the frames would be 
full, and the number of frames needed 
to fill a 98.K-blt-per-sec. (12oo-byte
per-sec.) compoatte Unk would be 40 

(A) Tlme-dlYlalon multiplexer 

Modem 

Frame l 

per sec. (1200 + 30). If only two 
terminals were transmitting at 300 
bps, the frame length would be 20, 
and the number of frames needed to 
fill the composite link would be 80 per 
sec. 

Modem 

(J 
c f 

878cn12345 6 7 8 iii 
t+---1/30aec.---_.t+--- 1/30 sec.-----

(B) Statistical time-division multiplexer 

1 

Frame 

source: Racal-Mllgo 
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A great pick 
from Hall-Mark 
Faced with a difficult small computer system 
decision? Let Cromemco make your job easier. 
Whether you need the power of multi-user 
Cromix® or just CPM accessability, Cromemco's 
standard software is the answer. 
For hardware, take your pick from a wide 
selection of configured systems, personal 

computer or board level components, all designed 
by Cromemco and stocked by Hall-Mark, Your 
Systems Source for the '80s. 

CromemeoTM 
NORTHEAST Cherry Hill 609/424-7300 Fairfield 201/575-4415 New York 5161737-0600 Philadelphia 2151355-7300 SOUTHEAST Atlanta 404/447-8000 Baltimore 301/ 
796-9300 Ft. Lauderdale 3051971-9280 Huntsville 2051837-8700 Orlando 305/855-4020 Raleigh 919/872-0712 Tampa/St. Petersburg 813/576-8691 MIDWEST Chicago 
312/860-3800 Cincinnati 513/563-5980 Cleveland 2161473-2907 Columbus 614/891-4555 Milwaukee 414/761-3000 Minneapolis 612/854-3223 SOUTH CENTRAL Austin 
512/258-8848 Dallas 214/341-1147 Houston 713/781-6100 Kansas City 913/888-4747 St. Louis 314/291-5350 Tulsa 918/665-3200 WEST Denver 303/694-1662 Phoenix 
602/243-6601 San Diego 619/268-1201 Sunnyvale 408/773-9990 o 1982 Hall-Mari< Electronics Corp/5169 

(1.MLl:NMK) Buy or lease from Hall-Mark. 

Hall-Mark Electronics Corp.-Dallas, Texas 
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DATA COMM 

configuration programming through a front-panel key
pad, a dedicated supervisory port CRT or an attached 
user terminal. Unlike DIP switches or jumpers, which 
require removing the front of the multiplexer or a 
console that occupies a data channel, front-panel 
keyboards or dedicated ports do not interfere with the 
other channels. For example, Comdesign's unit allows 
changes to be made through a front-panel with an 
English-language display, through a supervisory CRT 
or through a user's terminal. Parameters can be 
programmed at either end and down- or up-line loaded 
to the other end. 

Network monitoring 

Many network-monitoring functions traditionally 
found in front-end computers now reside in statistical 
multiplexers, especially in the high-end products that 
assume other network responsibilities such as data 
modulation/demodulation, switching and port conten
tion. Most vendors' products have line and channel-by
channel use statistics, so a user knows how much more 
he can load the system, and LED indicators showing EIA 
control signals, such as receive and transmit and link 
ready. 

AN 8-INCH HARD DISK DRIVE 
PROVIDING UNMATCHED 
RELIABILITY 

The cost consciousness of 
sophisticated end users and the 
proliferation of minicomputer and 
small-business computers ensure 
dramatic growth in the high- and 
low-end statistical multiplexer market. 

Fewer units provide counts and percentages of 
framing errors, parity errors, buffer overflows, receive 
and transmit errors and the times the phone line has 
been out. These kinds of statistics are useful in 
balancing data traffic loads and in determining equip
ment needs for expansion. Also important are the ways 
this monitoring information is displayed: LED indicators 
are not as convenient as English-language displays and 
printouts. 

Diagnostics 

Good diagnostics allow a user to track errors and to 
identify a problem from the unit or from a supervisory 
port or user terminal without interfering with active 
channels. Important tests are remote and local loop
backs that can last from 1 min. to a week and that show 
transmit and receive errors per channel and self-tests 
on power-up that indicate bad UARTs or RAM or ROM 
microprocessors. D 
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How do you create a microcomputer 
to match the ~ower of 

the UNIX'operating system? 

Imagine. You are perfecting a revolu
tionary operating system. In about two 
years, it will be the system of choice 
for 16-bit microcomputers. 

It will be called the UNIX operating 
system. 

But the breakthrough features of this 
operating system are going to make 
stringent demands on the computer. 

The microcomputer developed speci
fically for the UNIX operating system 
more than two years before its commer
cial distribution is called ONYX'." 

ONYX will live up to every demand 
and expectation. 

To achieve the ultimate flexibility, 
simplicity, efficiency and productivity, 
the UNIX operating system will incor
porate a file system of highly uniform 
sets and sub-sets of directories, arranged 
in a tree-like hierarchical structure . 

And flexible directory and file pro
tection modes, allowing all combina
tions of "read;' "write;' and "execute" 
access, independently for each file or 
directory, for a group of users. 

But these advantages will require 
intensive disk access, and superior 
memory management. In simple lan
guage, disk access must be as fast as 
possible, and the disk must have an 
unusual capacity to maintain complex 
file systems on-line at all times. 

Floppy disks with their low capacities 
and high access times won't do. 

Winchester disk drives that utilize 
slow-moving stepper motor head posi
tioning devices won't do. 

ONYX's IMI Winchester disk storage 
system, with its servo-driven voice coil 
head positioning, is more than twice 
as fast! 

So, obviously the ONYX C8002 
will do. 

And, as developed, the ONYX C8002 
features expandable memory up to 
1 Mbyte, and disk storage up to 160 
Mbytes on-line. Its cartridge tape back
up offers cyclical redundancy checking 
on every backup. Both the Winchester 
disk storage system and the cartridge 
tape backup are internal. 

In the UNIX operating system envi
ronment, the disk becomes an extension 
of main memory. "Swapping"programs 
between the disk and main memory 

Make the Connection 

increases the number of operations that 
can run concurrently. ONYX's memory 
management system utilizes "scatter" 
instead of "contiguous" allocation, and 
the more efficient swapping minimizes 
demand on the disk channel. That's why 
ONYX assures a highly efficient envi
ronment for the UNIX operating system. 

Now it's 1982. The UNIX system's pre
eminence among 16-bit operating sys
tems is established. And ONYX is the 
only company that has significant pro
duction experience with UNIX systems. 

ONYX has installed over 1500 
UNIX systems. 

Today there are a lot of systems 
being developed to operate UNIX (and 
"look-alike") operating systems. But 
there are many reasons why you should 
consider ONYX and the UNIX oper
ating system as inseparable. 

System III available now 
for immediate delivery. 

Phone this special number: (408) 
946-6330 Ext. 251. Ask about these 
System III enhancements, including: 
• Multi-key index sequential files 

under RM COBOL; 
• "Term Cap" capability that sup

ports a wide variety of terminal 
interfaces; 

• Enhanced printer handling 
capability; 

• SCCS to maintain edit histories 
in text management applications. 

• LJNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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Company 

Model 

Microprocessor used for 
central control 

Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync channels 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Automatic bit-rate detection 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite link protocols 

Programmable by channel 

Additional features 

Price 

Company 

Model 

Microprocessor used for 
central control 

Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync chan-ls 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Automatic bit-rate detection 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite link protocols 

Programmable by channel 

Additional featu!'&• 

Price 

Company 

Model 

Microprocessor used for 
central control 

Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync channels 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Automatic bit-rate detection 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite link protocols 
Programmable by channel 

Additional features 

Price 
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STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXER MANUFACTURERS . 

4440 

8086 and multiple zaos 

39 @ 75 to 19.2K bps 

None 

40Kto50K 

Yes (110 to 2.4K bps) 

8 @ 38.4Kbps 

X.25 level, 1980 LAPS 

Yes 

Full output link switching, port contention 

$6650 to $14,000 

Amdahl Corp. 

4450 

8086 ~d multiple Z80s 

None 

15 multidrop 3270 bisync @ 2.4K to 
19.2K bps 

40Kto 50K 

No 

8 @ 19.2Kbps 

X.25 level, 1980 LAPS 

Yes 

Full output link switching, poll list 

$10,700 to $14,700 

4460 

8086 and multiple Z80s 

39 @ 75 to 19.2K bps 

15 multidrop 3270 BSC @ 2.4K to 
19.2Kbps 

40Kto50K 

Yes 

8 @ as high as 19.2K bps 

X.25 level, 1980 LAPS 

Yes 

Full output link switching, port contention 

$12,000 to $22,000 

Codex Corp. (cont'd) Comdeslgn 

6040 INP 

6800 

248 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

248 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

32K 

Yes 

5 @ 19.2Kbps 

Yes 

Riij)Oil logging, Clata c:ornpmslOO, 
SDLC, BSC, DDCMP. Burrough's poW 

select, Univac, Honeywell, protocol 
support, CDC and other sync. 

TC-500 

Multiple 8088s 

32 @ 9.6K bps, split speeds, speed 
conversion 

28 @ ashighas9.6Kbps 

16Kto320K 

Yes 

2 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC, SDLC, synchronous, async 

Yes, per end 

Busy out. channel priority, echoplex, dial· 
up handshake, flow-control translation, 

view d EIA signals, view d channel data 

$20,000 typica'"I -·----- Sas1c$1700 

DM900 

9 @ 11 0 to 9.6K bps 

16K, 64K optional ... 
1 @ 19.2K bps 

.25 {FIOO:::)liWt 
Yes 

DM4800 

52 @ 100 to9.6K bps 

16K, 64K optional 

1 @ 1 bPi 

X.25 level 2 

TC-3 

Tl9900 

8 @ 9.6Kbps 

None 

4Kto32K 

No 

2 @ 9.6Kbps 

JOLC, SDLC, sync, async 

es 

Combines DEC DZ11 with stat. mux., 
prollldes 81911'1de DZ11 ports over 1 

phoneHne. 

$2100 ase 

Datatel Inc. 

DCP5000, DCP5020 

6502 

4 @ 9.6K, 2 @ 9.6K bps 

N/A 

16K 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2K bps 

Yes 

$1300 in single units, quantity 
discount available 
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Codex Corp. 

670 

Z80 

16 @ 110to4.8Kbps 

None 

14K 

No 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

6050 DCP 

M6800, M6809 

120 @ 50 to 19.2K bps 

120 @ 50 to 19.2K bps 

4BKoeroort 

Yes 

8 @ 64K bps 

Async or HDLC HDLC 

No Yes 

Switching, X.25 support, 2780/3780 
protocol intervention, data compression, 

automatic alternate routing 

2 channels $1350, 16 channels $5300 $35,000 base 

6001 INP 

6809 

8 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

None 

16K 

Yes 

1 @ 14.4Kbps 

HDLC 

No 

Integral modem, 9-bit data code 
support for graphics and 

word-processing terminals 

4 channels $1850, 8 channels $2850 

Compre Comm Inc. 

Data Xchange series 

4 to 32 @ 110 to 9.6K bps 

-------Economux series 

8085A 

2, 4 or 8 @ 300, 1.2K, 2.4K, 4.8K bps 

None 

2Kor4K 

No 

1 sync @ 9.6K bps 

Bilink series 

8085A 

2 @ 300 to 9.6K bps 

None 

6K 

No 

1 sync @ 9.6K bps or 1 async 
@ 2.4K bps 

AddNIHI character block Dynamic block management p!OIOC:OI 

6030 INP 

6800 

124 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

124 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

32K 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

Codex sync 

Yes 

Report logging, SDLC, BSC, DDCMP, 
Univac 1004, NTR and other Honeywell, 

CDC, ICL sync protocol support 

$10,000 typical 

Data Express XL series 

4 or 8 @ 110 to 9.6K bps 

None 

20K 

1 sync @ 9.6K bps, no 

ACB 1 sync @ 9.6K bps 

~---------------~ 
RS232, V.24, ACB 

Yes 

System 110, 120 

Z80A 

As many as 32 @ as high as 9.6K bps 

None 

20Kto25K 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

Synchronous DDCMP 

Yes 

DIP switches, synchronous 
channel option 

$1495 base 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

No No 

Integral modem 

2 channels $895, 8 channels $1695 · $675 

Digital Communications Associates 

System 125 System 355 

Multiple Z80As Z80A 

As many as 32 @ as high as 9.6K bps As many as 126 @ as high as 9.6K bps 
(expandable by cascading) 

..t.- None 

20K to 25K 880K 

Yes Yes 

1 @ 19.2K bps 44 @ 19.2K bps 

Synchronous DDCMP Synchronous DDCMP 

Yes Yes 

Synchronous channel option Switching, port contention, synchronous 
channels , X.25 level 3 gateway .. , 

$3250 base $9995 base 

4 channels $1850, 8 channels $2650 

ENA Telesystems 

Minimux, Micromux 

6502 

Mini: 8 or 16 @ 50 to 9.6K bps, 
Micro: 2 or 4 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

None 

12.5K 

Yes 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

HDLC, X.25 level 3 

Yes 

Supports X.3, X.28, X.29 

Mini: 8 channels $3950, 16 channels 
$6100, Micro: 2 channels $2175, 

4 channels $2950 
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STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXER MANUFACTURERS 

Comp•ny 

Model PIN 9103 PIN 9101 

Microprocessor uiiid for zao zao 
centrml control 

Input 
M•ximum no. •nd speeds of 32 @ 2.4Kbps 16 @ 2.4K bps or 
async channels 8 @ 9.6Kbps 4 @ 9.6K bps 

'll•ximum no. •nd speeds of 
sync cunnel• None None 

Buffer size (bytes) 12K 11K 

Autom.Uc bit-me detitctlon Yes No 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 1 @ 19.2K bps 1 @ 19.2Kbps 
composite links 

Composite !Ink prot-ols HDLC level 2 HDLC level 2 and 3 

Programmable by channel Yes Yes 

Additional felltiires HP flow-control option Switching, port contention, HP flow 
control option 

Price 4 channels $1650, 32 channels $7150 4 channels $2650, 16 channels $5250 

Company GTE Telenet 

Model TP3005 TP3040 

Microprocessor used for ZSOA ZSOA 
centrml control 

Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 4 @ 150 to 9.6K bps 27 @ 150 to 9.6K bps 
async channels 

Muimum no. mncl •peed• of None 8 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 
sync ch•nnel• 

Buffer size (bytes) Variable Variable 

Automatic blt.,ate detection Yes Yes 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 1 @ 19.2Kbps 1 @ 19.2K bps, full-duplex 
composite links 

Composite link prot-ol• X.25 X.25 

Programmable by channel Yes Yes 

Additional hiihire• Switching, port contention Switching, port contention, down-line· 
Down-line-loadable software loadable software 

Price $2350 $7500 

Company 

Model 

lnfotron Systems Corp. (cont'd) 

Mlcropr-essor used for 
central control 

Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

Supermux 616, 632 

65028 

16, 32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

Maximum no.-.-nd-=--.-,.- .... .....,,...-o-:f:---..,.----1-:6-, 32 @ 1 .2K to 9.6K bps 
sync ch•nnels -----Buffer size (bytes) 
Autom•tic blt-nd~e-a~tec-tl~on-

SOK, 144K 

Yes ------Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 
Composlt_e_ll_nk-~---o-ls 

Programmable by c_h_a_n_n_e_I ---

Addltlonal features 

Price 
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2 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC 

Yes 

Switching, port contention, integral 
modem, 750 quad 110 channel 

616: $2750 base, 632: $3250 base 

Supermux 780 

65028 

128 @ 9.6K bps 

128 @ 9.6K bps 

16K 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC 

NIA 

Optional dual 110 channel 

$1700 base 

Gandalf 

PIN 9106 

zao 

2or4 @ 9.6Kbps 

None 

16K 

Yes 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

SDLC framing with ARQ 

Yes 

2 channels $825 

Halcyon 

4220 

6809 

60 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

12 @ 1.2Kor 4 @ 9.6K bps 

28K 

Yes 

2 @ 19.2K bps 

X.25 level 2 

Yes 

8 channels $6650 

16 @ 50to 9.6K bps 

32K 

Yes 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

Yes 

4 channels $1270, 16 channels $2164 
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Data Inc. 

MX4, MX8 

4 or 8 @ 9.6K bps 

None 

2K 

No 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

No 

4 channels $1 SOO, 8 channels $2400 

Communications, Inc. ---- 4001 

8088 

32 @ SO to 9 .. 6K bps 

None 

1 @ 1 S3.6K bps per 16 channels 

X.2S level 2 

Yes 

Satellite delay 

4 channels $169S 

NES9100 

32 @ 7S to 9.6K bps 

32K 

1 @ 16Kbps 

HDIDllldA X25 ...... 2 .------ ---·-Yes 

$29SO, $120 per mo. 2-yr. lease 
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PIN 3270 ES, E7, EB 

zao 

4or1S @ 9.6K bps 

None 

4K (ES), 30K (E7, EB) 

Yes 

1 or2 @ 9.6Kbps 

3270 BSC (ES, E7), 3270 SDLC (EB) 

NIA 

Switching (E7, ES), redundancy (E7) 

ES: $6240, E7: 8 channels $99SO, 
16 channels $1 S,950 

HP2333A 

19.2K bps 

1K 

16 @ 154.6K bps 

General DataComm Industries ---STDM 1262108, STDM 1262124 

Yes 

8 @ S9 to 19.2K bps, 
24 @ so to 19.2K bps 

8 @ 9.6K bps, 24 @ 9.6K bps 

32K, 72K 

Yes 

4 @ 168Kbps 

X.2S (HDLC) 

Yes 

8 channels $4100, 24 channels $8200 

Pollkat 

Yes 

16 @ 110 to96Kbps 

None 

4K 

No 

1to16 drops @ 9.6K bps 

Pollkat special 

No 

10-drop system $13,000 

lnfolron Systems Corp. 

Supermux 380, 480 

86028 

4or 8 @ SO to 9.6K bps 

1@2AK11UKllpt, 
2 @800.fiJ•eK bpl 

16K 

Yel 

1 @ 19.2K bps, 
1 @ 9.6Kbps 

HOL.C 
Yes, 480 only 

lnlegrlll lillljll9lft 

380: 4 channels $13S7, 
8 channels $21 SO 

480: 4 channels $1900, 
8 channels $2900 

Supermux 680 

65028 

32 @ SO to 9.6K bps 

16 @ 2K to 9.6K bps 

32K 

Yes 

3 @ 9.6Kbps 

HDLC 

Yes 

Integral modem 
Dual async, sync modules 

$3000 base 

M/A-Com DCC, Inc. 

SM9200, ASM9200 

6502A 

As many as 64 @ SO to 9.6K bps 

Bisync as high as 9.6K bps 
(optional on SM9200) 

16K, 32K 

Optional, yes 

2 @ 16K bps (SM9200), 
19.2K bps (ASM9200) 

SDLC/HDLC, bit sync, X.2S 

Yes 

ASM9200-satellite interface, HP flow 
control, 230V, backup data link, async 

data link, autobaud, SM9200-supervisory 
port, bisync inputs, enhanced flow 

control, 16K SM9200 RAM expansion 

SM9200-$2200, ASM9200-$30SO 

CM9100, ACM9100 

6502A 

4 to 32 @ so to 9.6K bps 

Bisync as high as 9.6K bps 
(optional on CM9100) 

16K, 32K 

Optional, yes 

2 @ 16K bps (CM9100), 
19.2K bps (ACM9100) 

SDLC/HDLC, bit sync, X.2S 

Yes 

CM9100-satellite interface, HP flow 
control, 230V, backup data link, async 
data link, autobaud, ACM9100-bisync 

inputs, 16K RAM expansion, enhanced 
flow control 

CM9100-$1800, ACM9100-$24SO 

MPAC 2000, MPAC 3X, Statpac, APAC 

64 @ 7S to 9.6K bps 

16Kto64K 

4 @ 9.6K bps 

Yes 

$3900 to $27,900 
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Company 

Model 

Microprocessor used for 
central control 
Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync channels 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Automatic bit·rate detection 
Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 
Composite llnk protocols 

Programmable by channel 
Supervisory port 
Additional features 

Price 

Company 
Model 

Microprocessor used for 
central control 
Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync channels 
Buffer size (bytes) 
Automatic blt·rate detection 
Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite llnk protocols 
Programmable by channel 

Monitoring 
Traffic statistics 
Supervisory port 

Additional features 

Price 

Company 
Model 
Microprocessor used for 
central control 
Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
sync channels 
Buffer size (bytes) 

Automatic blt·rate detection 
Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite llnks 
Composite link protocols 
Programmable by channel 

Supervisory port 
Additlonal features 

Price 
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MPAC 6000 

Z80 

48 @ 75 to 9.6K bps 

12 @ 9.6Kbps 

64K 

Yes 

4 @ 9.6Kbps 

HDLC 

Yes 

Yes, remote 
Switching 

$16,000 to $25,000 

1904 

4 @ 110 to 9.6K bps 

1 @ 9.6K bps 

£550 

8 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

1 @ 9.6K bps 

HDl.C (mDtlllad) 
Yes 

Memotec 

MPAC 4000 

zeo 

None 

12 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 

16Kto32K 

No 

4 @ 9.6Kbps 

HDLC 

No 

Yes, remote 
Port contention 

$5200 to $15,000 

DCX 815 

Tl9900 

4 or 8 @ 50to 9.6K bps 

1to4@ 1.2K to 9.6Kbps 

4K 
Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC/X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Line, channel, buffer 
Yes, dedicated 

Channel and link validate, character test· 
N/C, switching, port contention 

4 channels $1900, 8 channels $2700 

DCX815, 825, 836 

9900 

8, 32 or 60 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

2, 8 or 30 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 

5.5K per 8 channels (DCX81 5, 825), 16K 
to 64K (DCX836) 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC 

No (OCX815), in 8-channel increments 
(DCX825), in 4-channel increments 

(DCX836) 
No 

Integral modem and onward linking of 8-
channel composite (OCX825) 

DCX815: 4 channels $1600, 
8 channels $2300, 

DCX825: 10 channels $5000, 
32 channels $7400 

Micom 

Micro800/2, Micro8000 

Z80 

2 to 16 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

4 

16K 

Yes 

800/2: 2 @ 19.2K bps, 
8000: 1 @ 9.6K bps 

ADLC (Mlcom proprietary add-on 
Hnk control) 

Yes 

Yes, dedicated 
e'tloo: 1ntegra mo em 

800/2: 2 channels $1050, 8000: 2 
channels $1660 with 2.4K-bps modem 

Paradyne 

DCX 825 

Tl9900 (multiple) 

4 to 32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

3to9 @ 1.2Kto9.6Kbps 

16K 
Yes 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC 1, X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Line, channel, buffer 
Yes, dedicated 

Channel and link validate, character test, 
• N/C, switching, port contention 

$5000 to $11,000, depending on 
configuration 

Commux 

9900 

8 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

2 @ 1 .2K to 9.6K bps 

5.5K 

Yes 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

HDLC 

No 

No 

Rixon 

4 channels ~~· 8 channels $4690 
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Micro900, Micro8000 
(point-to-point) 

Z80 

1to16 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

14K 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

No 

Yea, dedicated 
8000: integral mooem 

900: 1-dlllnnel node $900, 16-channel 
maater$4200, 8000: 1~ node 

wllh 2.41(.bpe modem $1850, 1&c:Mnnel 
master wllh 4.81<-bpa modem $6850 

Corp. 
DCX861, 871 

Tl9900 (multiple) 

4or 8 @ 50to 9.6K bps 

871 only: 3 to 9 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 

4K 
Yes 

1 @ 9.6K bps (19.2K bps with external 
modem) 

HDLC X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Line, channel, buffer 
Yes, dedicated 

Character and link validate character 
test, switching, port contention 

Inc. 

$3900 

DCX840, 850 

9900 

240 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

120 @ 1.2K to 9 .6K bps 

16Kto250K 

Yes 

14 or 15 @ 19.2K bps 

HDLC 

In 4-channel increments 

Yes, not dedicated 
Integral modem, switching and port 

contention (DCX850) 
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Micro800/X.25, Micro8000/X.25 

4 to 16 @ 50to 9.6K bps 

32K 

Yea 

800: 1 @ 19.2K bps, 
8000: 1 @ 9 .6~ bps 

)(.26..., 3, LAPllHDLC 

Yes 

't111,dlldlcald 
ocal switching, port contention, 

8000/X.25: integral modem1 asymmetric 
data rates (1 .2K/75 bps) for 
videotex-type applicatiotis 

80CWX.25: 4 oh...iasao&O. 
aooantl5: 4 chna lnd2.41(.bpe 

modlll'ft $2llOO 

DCX840, 850 

Tl9900 (multiple) 

4 to 240 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

2to 129 BSC and 3to45 SDLC @ 50to 
9.6Kbps 

16Kto64K 
Yes 

DCX840: 14 @ 56K bps 
(63 network nodes) 

DCX850: 15 @ 56K bps 
HDLC/X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Line, channel, buffer 
Yes, dedicated 

Switching, port contention, dial-in 
supervisory port, line and channel 

validate character test 

DCX840: $6000 to $100,000, 
DCX850: $7000 to $150,000 

28 or 32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

4 @ 560Kbps 

><.2518W112 
Yes 

Ne!Wi5i'k PiO<!ucts Inc. 

Babymux 

8088 

8 @ 50 to 19.2K bps 

NIA 

16K 

No 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

SDLC, X.25181181 2 

Yes 

No 

Base unit $1350, expander $475 

4 or8 @ 110to 9.6K bps 

1 @ 9.6K bps 

4 channels $1195, 8 channels $1995, 
sync channel $495 

4 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

Satellite option, user-defined in-band 
flow control, BSC 

Baby net 

8088 

Master: as many as 22 channels, node: 8 
channels per node, as many as 8 nodes 

@ 50 to 9.6K bps 
NIA 

16K 

Yes 

1 @ 19.2K bps 

SDLC, X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Yes, not dedicated 

Base unit $1250, expander $475 

Racal-Milgo Inc. 

Omnimux 80, 160, 320 

8085A 

32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

8 (<i 9.6K bps 

As much as 32K 
Yes, optional 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

HDLC (modified) 

Yes 

Line, channel 
es, not dedicate 

Flow control , supervisory control and 
monitor, satellite, integral modem 

8 channels $3850, 32 channels $8500 

Technical Analysis Corp. 

SM/2A, SM/4A 

8085 

2 @ 9.6K bps, 4 @ 9.6K bps 

None 

16K 

No 

1 @ 9.6K bps 

Async, sync 

Yes 

No 

$895,$1795 
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STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXER MANUFACTURERS 
Comp•ny 

Model 

-~~-~--- Tellabs Inc. 

Microprocessor used for 
centr•I control 
Input 
M•ximum no. and •Reeds of 
async channels 
M•xlmum no. and speeds of 
sync chmnnels 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Autom•tlc blt·r.te detection 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite link protocols 

Programmable by channel 

Supervisory port 

Additional features 

Price 

Comp•ny 
Model 

Microprocessor used for 
centr•I control 
Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 
M•xlmum no. •nd speeds of 
sync ch•nne_I_• ___ _ 
Buffer size (bytes) 

330 Dataplexer 

Z8000 

32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

8 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 

25K 

Yes 

2 @76.BKbps 

Subset al X.25 level 2 

Yes 

Yes, not dedicated 

Integral modem, dual RS232 links, local 
digital line driver/receiver, V.35 modem 

interface, sync channel interface, 
multidrop configuration for dual link, dual 

integral modem line interface 

$2400 base 

El series 

4 to 16 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

331 Xplexer 

Z8000 

32 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

8 @ 1.2K to 9.6K bps 

25K 

Yes 

8 @ 76.8Kbps 

Subset al X.25 level 2 

Yes, not dedicated 

Switching, port contention, integral 
modem, ex1ended network support 

firmware, quad data link interface with 
digital line driver/receiver, dual integral 

modem line interface unit 

$3200 base 

Timeplex Inc. 
Microplexer series 

4 to 48 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

8 to 24 @50 to 9.6K bps 

M·860 

16 @ 9.6K bps 
32 @ 4.BKbps 

None 

25K 

2 @ 76.BKbps 

SDLCIHDLC 

Yes 

Yea. dedlcltecl 

V.29 integral modem, V.35 DDS 56K-bps 
composite, channel interface, dual 
RS232/V.35 composite interfaces, 

switching and port contention planned 

Switching Microplexer series 

4 to 48 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

8 to 48 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 1 @ 50to9.6Kbps 

16K 16K to 208K (16K per 4-channel module) 48K to 208K, 16K per 4-channel module 
Autom.tlc blt-rne detection ____ _ 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite link protocols 
Programmable by channel 

Supervlsory_JHtrt 
Additional features 

Price 
Compeny 
Model 
Microprocessor used for 
central control 
Input 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
async channels 

M•xlmum no. and speeds of 
sync ch•nnels 

Buffer size (bytes) 

Autom•tlc blt·r•t• detection 

Output 
Maximum no. and speeds of 
composite links 

Composite llnk protocols 

Programmable by chan!'el 

Supervisory port 
Additional features 

Price 

178 

1 @ 9.6Kbps 

X.251evel2 
Yes 
No 

Integral modem 

$1650 base 

Timeplex Inc. (cont 'd) 
Wideband Microplexer WMU8 

4 to 48 @ 50 to 9.6K bps 

50 to 9.6K bps 

224K 

1 @ 72Kbps 

X.25 level2 

Yes 

Yes, dedicated, any ASCII terminal 
Integral modem, electronic patching, 
extended ARO buffer and selective 

repeat, password protection to 
supervisory port 

1 or 2 @ 19.2K bps (single), 
9.6K bps {dual) 

X.251811912 
100% 

Yes, dedicated, any ASCII device 

Down-line loading of parameters, priority, 
traffic flow control, four full-duplex 

modem control functions per channel, 
data compression, optional async 
channel expander, sync protocols, 
ex1ended diagnostics, alarm driver, 

adaptive speed, TSO/TCAM, 
routing tables 

$1625to$5150 

1 or 2 @ 19.2K bps (single), 
9.6K bps (dual) 

X.251evel 2 
Yes 

Yes, dedicated, any ASCII devic,e 

Switching, port contention, closed 
user group option for ports and 

supervisory port 

$1800 to $5150 
Western DataCom Co. 

PRISM 3/A 
6502 

3 @ 75 to 19.2K bps, split speeds 

None 

2.5K 

No 

1 @ 19.2Kbps 

Async 

Yes 

No 
Autodial modem, dual-baud rate modem 

support, modem pass-through mode, 
dynamic priority assignment for keyboard 

devices, card-compatible with 
Vadic modem. 
card only $875 
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Emulex solves the age-old problem 
of communicating with a DEC computer. 

The Middle-Ages Way. 
Enter remote concentration. 

Lines and modems reduced. 
Cleaner, higher baud-rate lines. 
Re-transmission solves error-rate 
problem. Local and remote termi
nals still handled separately. Multi
ple controllers still required. 

Emulex announces two complete, software
transparent packaged solutions: STATCON Series 
11 and21. 

Now you can connect up to 64 remote and 
local terminals through just one single-slot com
munications controller. No expansion chassis. 
No extra power supplies. No upgrade 
to a new computer needed. DHll 
andDZll emulations available. / 

DEC and UNIBUS are registered 
Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 

11le Stone-A• Way. 
One line per remote termi

nal. Slow, noisy voice-grade lines, 
open-ended costs. Port-consum
ing, slot-consuming controllers 
for both local and remote termi
nals. Expensive custom software. 

The Emulu Way. 
Introducing statistical con

centration. Remote concentrated 
lines are handled by a simple, 
low-cost port concentrator. All 
data is funneled on one cable into a 
single MUX port. All those unused 
ports now freed to work local terminals. 

Proprietary controller firmware handles all 
the details. You're backed by proven Emulex 
quality, reliability and support. 

Communicate with Ernulex today. Phone toll
free: (800) 854-7112. In Calif: ( 714) 662-5600. Or 
write: Ernulex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O. 

Box 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. 
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DATA COMM 

Micro network unburdens 
Lawrence Livermore's 

supercomputers 
ALEX CECIL, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

By bringing each user local editing, 
this master/slave local network relieves 

the strain of interactive programming on the host network 

Many program-development installations that rely on 
time-sharing systems are distributing some of the 
programming tasks to microcomputer networks. The 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, for exam
ple, has installed several microcomputer local networks 
as front-ends to its massive Octopus network, com
posed of Cray-1 and Control Data Corp. 7600 main
frames. One local network, which incorporated termi
nals from different vendors, is used by the 
programming group for nuclear weapons simulation. It 
allows programmers to perform local text editing, 
which reduces the time necessary to retrieve, modify 
and verify code, and frees the central host for 
compilation and execution. It also facilitates job resub
mission and user scheduling. 

Local text editing 

Before the local network was implemented, program
mers used a line-by-line, interactive, nonscrolling, 
command-based text editor tied directly to the time
sharing system. Not only were the editing features 
cumbersome, but the editor itself was at times 
unpredictably slow, depending on what jobs were 
running simultaneously. 

These problems were corrected by allocating some 
program development and maintenance functions to 
Digital Microsystems, Inc.'s HiNet, a CP/M-based, 
packet-switching local network providing 500K-bit-per
sec. serial data transmission with SDLC protocol (Fig. 
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1). The network was implemented by simply connecting 
the installed base of Digital Microsystems' zso-based 
microcomputers that were used with different vendors' 
terminals and adding a master station with a 20M-byte 
disk. HiNet interfaces with the mainframes via 9.6K
bit-per-sec. lines funneled through a teletypewriter 
concentrator. It supports as many as 32 users, using a 
master/slave polling scheme with RS422 specifications. 

By providing each user with a dedicated CPU at every 
workstation, HiN et permitted programmers to adopt 
Lifeboat Associates' PMATE full screen-oriented editor 
for program development and maintenance. Editing 
now takes place in an environment isolated from the 
Crays, and response time is consistent, even when all 
terminals are operating (Fig. 2). 

To provide the text-handling facility, programmers 
developed "transferring" software that serves as an 
interface between HiN et and the mainframes. The 
utility down-loads an isolated chunk of code from the 
Octopus source files to the IM-byte disk partition at the 
master station assigned to each individual. After the 
PMATE editor is used to make changes and additions, 
the completed file is transferred back to the main
frames. 

Data entering HiN et are transmitted at approxi
mately 7.2K bits per sec. in full-duplex mode. HiNet 
transmits back in packets at a lower rate-2.4K bits per 
sec.-because the time-sharing system cannot buffer. 
Therefore, programmers generally find it faster to call 
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Who says 
SMD Controller 
design is so r-r-rough? 
I d 

. 
When you make the Wizards of Disk Controllers your design partners. there's no ntro uc1ng our cause to approach any disk interface task with trepidation. Because now. in addi-

~o 0 
tion to our industry standard floppy disk controllers and ST500/SAICXXl Win-

new WO 5 chester disk controllers. Western Digital delivers a single chip solution to SMD. 
• CMD. MMD. LMD and FHT interfaces. Oh my! 

It's the WDI050. a 64-pin VLSI controller/formatter. That's one chip. instead 
of up to 40MSI devices and a microprocessor. And instead of innumerable nights 

and weekends of software drudgery. 
How powerful is the WDI050? Powerful enough to handle 

eight high level macro commands. auto format/verify with program
mable interleaving. single/multiple record operation. hard sector 
formatting. CRC checking with external ECC compatibility and a 16-bit 
direct buffer access interface for disk drive-to-buffer data transfers. 

Systems builders already following our Yellow Brick Road of 
disk controller solutions know that our ongoing LSI innovations soon 
tum into cost effective board level products for those who prefer 
"buy" to "build:· 

Starting today. though. adding the extra capacity and higher 
performance of SMD compatible drives to your system doesn't take 
courage. Just the brains to start with our new WDl050. 

The next step is yours Call our Controller Hot Line. (714) 966-7827 
for more details. Or write on your letterhead. 

Components Group 2445 McCabe Way Irvine. CA 92714. (714) 557-3550 llVESTERN DIGITAL 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
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DATA COMM 

in no more than 1500 to 2000 lines of code at a time. 
Small changes, or changes spread over large source 
files, are still best done on the mainframe. The 
transferring software also provides soft keys for 
editing, scrolling and file transfer onto a Winchester 
hard disk. Because these features are at the software 
level, inexpensive dumb terminals can be added easily 
to the network. 

Fig. 1. The HiNet arm of Octopus. Running HiNet networking 
software, a DMS-31101 master station with 64K of RAM and 20M 
bytes of Winchester hard disk storage polls three DMS-3/A CRT 
stations and nine DMS-3/B basic user stations, which connect to 
different manufacturers' terminals and provide RS232C interfacing. A 
second DMS-31101 with 11 M bytes serves as backup master station. 
Hard-copy output is delivered through a daisy-wheel printer and two 
serial printers attached to the master station and five low-speed 
printers at the user stations. Octopus input/output ports are 
hard-wired into each office, in which they meet a conversion box (not 
shown) that translates RS422 signals generated by the hosts into 
RS232C signals understood by the microcomputers. Unes support
ing 9.6K bits per sec. are funneled through a teletypewriter 
concentrator to the host network. 
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Off-hour jobs 

HiNet also facilitates automatic job resubmission. 
Formerly, programmers could initiate low-priority jobs 
from their terminals to run on a standby basis during 
nights and weekends. However, when the mainframes 
were shut down and restarted during a scheduled 
maintenance or unscheduled interruptions, these jobs 
would simply be lost because an operator was not there 
to take corrective action. Job mortality was 30 to 50 
percent. 

This problem was solved by using a special program 
residing on the HiN et master station that continuously 
logs in for each of the mainframe's users. The program 
checks each user station for jobs to be reinitiated 
because of a dead start. For backup, this program also 
runs on a stand-alone floppy disk microcomputer; the 
CP/M submit facility automatically boots the program if 
power is interrupted. The result is a near 100-percent 
job-completion rate. 

(A) 

(B) 

Hi Net • • 
Octopus • 

• 
• User station 9.6K bit /s • 

Master station with 
20M-byte disk • • • 

- Line-at-a-time interactive communications 

• HiNet Octopus • 
• • • 

Master station with 
20M-byte disk 

c::::::J Local text editing 

• • • 
c::::::J Paging through large files 
~File transfer 

Cray-1 

Fig. 2. Response time before and after. (A) When using the 
line-by-line interactive editor tied to the time-sharing system, 
programmers experience a response time ranging from 1 to 6 sec. 
per line, or approximately 14 to 80 characters per sec. (B) On HiNet, 
editing can be done locally at 9.6K bits per sec., or approximately 
1200 characters per sec. File transfer occurs at 750 cps from host to 
HiNet and 300 cps from HiNet to host. Programmers can page 
through larger files at 4000 cps. 
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Regulating access 

A problem with the time-sharing system is that code 
is not paged, but entered into contiguous disk space. In 
scheduling a large job, the operating system must 
therefore clear 70 to so percent of the systems's 
16M-byte memory, which takes its toll on other 
simultaneous tasks. 

Before the local network was 
implemented, programmers used a 
line-by-line, interactive, nonscrolling, 
command-based text editor tied 
directly to the time-sharing system. 

As a solution, one Cray was designated as the 
"production machine" and assigned time slots that 
dictate which team of users has first priority. This is 
now done on a dedicated HiN et station. 

OMNIBYTE OB68K1A 

A second microcomputer on HiNet enforces the total 
time allotment for the other three Crays. At the 
beginning of each day, all user teams start with the 
highest priority for running jobs. When a team 
exhausts its time quota, its priority is lowered. The 
group's time allotment is renewed each weekday 
morning and evening and once at the outset of the 
weekend. A log file, accessible from any terminal on 
HiNet, gives the status of these administrative func
tions. 

Future expansion 

HiNet provides an easy expansion path. At this time, 
about a third of the group's 30 potential users are on the 
local network, and more stations will probably be 
added, among these Digital Microsystems' Fox, which 
provides floppy disk storage. The programming group 
is evaluating Digital MicroSystems' 16-bit systems for 
applications requiring large RAM and its System 5000 

high-resolution workstation with vertical and horizon
tal CRT orientation. D 

Alex· Cecil is a programmer with the code development group 
for nuclear weapons simulation at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, Livermore, Calif. 

FEATURES: 
* 10MHz MC68000 16-BIT CPU 
* 32K/128K/512K-bytes of dual 

ported RAM 
* Up to 192K-bytes of EPROM 
* (2) RS232C serial ports 
* (2) 16-BIT parallel ports 
* A triple 16-BIT timer I counter 
* (7) prioritized-vectored interrupts 
* Switch selectable memory mapping 
* Software I hardware selectable 

baud rate generator 
* Directly addresses 16M-bytes 
* Multibus/ IEEE 796 BUS compatbile 

MC68000 CPU on the MULTIBUS® I IEEE 796 BUS 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE OB68KTA, ASK FOR OUR FREE 
SUMMARY SHEET OR SEND $10 
FOR A TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
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If your next project requires flexibility, 
reliability, and performance, OMNI
BYTE has the solution. The OB68K1A 
is a high performance single board 
computer designed as a direct replace
ment for our OB68K1. Enhancements 
include a 10MHz MC68000 CPU, hard
ware ram refresh circuit with zero
wait-state operation, 32K or 128K
bytes of ram (512K-bytes in fourth qtr., 
83), up to 192K-bytes of EPROM, and 
a low noise multi-layered design. Other 
features include (2) RS232C serial 
ports, crystal controlled baud rate 

generator (50-19.2K), (2) 16-bit parallel 
ports, a triple 16-bit timer/counter, 
and 24 address lines for directly ad
dressing up to 16M-bytes. 

A variety of software packages are 
available for the OB68K1A. They range 
from the .optional MACSBUG monitor/ 
debugge·r to Realtime Executives and 
Target Operating Systems in silicon. 
Four commercial software manufac
turers have complete operating sys
tems, including development tools and 
high level languages. 

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON INQUIRY CARD 

CONTACT: RANDY COCHRAN, 
Marketing Manager 

DI OMNIBYTE 

OMNIBYTE CORPORATION 
245 W. Roosevelt Rd. 
West Chicago, IL 60185 
(312) 231-6880 
OB68K 1 is a trademark of Omni byte Corporation 
MULTIBUS* is a trademark of Intel Corporation 
MACSBUG9 and MEX68KDM are trademarks of Motorola , Inc. 
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NOW YOU CAN EVALUATE MULTITRONICS' 
POWERFUL, SINGLE BOARD INDUSTRIAL 

CONTROL PRODUCTS-AND GET YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL COMPUTER AS PART OF THE 

DEAL-FOR LESS THAN $2,500.00! 
MultiTronics wants you to see for yourself just how powerful its 
new, SBR-700 Mini Remote really is. It's a single board remote 
control processor for supervisory control and data acquisition 
(SCADA) systems. 

The SBR-700 Mini Remote ... 
The SBR-700 is a rugged , industrial grade, microcomputer 
featuring two analog inputs, eight each digital inputs and out
puts, one pulse accumulator and an on-board communications 
modem for remote control and monitoring. It 's loaded with soft
ware for communicating with 
the host microcomputer, 
and is completely 
debugged and fully docu
mented . The SBA comes 
ready to run , mounted, 
wired and tested in a 
NEMA enclosure. 

The Osborne 1 ™ 
Personal 
Computer ... 
Your Osborne 1 is 
loaded with MBASIC® 
and CBASIC® to help 
you with your appli
cations programming 
and engineering 
problem solving ; as 
well as with all the 

CBASIC 
and 
MBASIC 
Software 

Osborne 1 
Personal 
Computer 

other software normally offered with a new Osborne. Also part 
of the deal is CP/M®, the industry standard operating system. 
The Turn-Key System ... 
We supply you with a Bell System 202 compatible modem as 
well as all necessary cables and interface for a complete turn
key system with the Osborne 1 as part of the evaluation pack
age. Demo software written in BASIC for your use is provided 
on floppy disk. In addition, MultiTronics has added its own 
Cynet™ BASIC central software, a powerful communications 

and interface package, 
providing fully operational 
communications between 
the Osborne 1 and the 
SBR-700. 

All for less than $2,500.00 
... (special limited time 
offer) 
See for yourself what Multi

Tronics industrial process 
control products can do for 
you. Order this evaluation 
package today. Off the shelf 
and ready to ship. Call or 
write MultiTronics today. 
Trademarks: Osborne I-Osborne 
Computer Corporation, CyNel
MultiTronics, Inc. Registered 
trademarks: MBAS/C-Microsoft, 
CBAS/C, CP/M- Digital Research, Inc. 

SBR·700 
Mini Remote 

Cy Net 
Software 

r••••••••• ~·----·~ 
I 

What a deal, MultiTronics. Enclosed is my I 
D check (amount ), D purchase order. Name Title _____ _ 

I Ship my evaluation package today. (F.O. B. Dublin, CA) I 
D Before I buy, I need more information. Organization----------------

1 Please send me your data sheet I 
Street _________________ _ I o Have your sales person call me at once at I 

( ) City State Zip ___ _ 

I Please complete above information or attach your I 
business card, and mail to: MultiTronics, P.O. Box 2295, 

1 
Dublin, CA 94568 Phone ( - I 

.. _ - - - - DOD fflULTl1f[if][Q][[f)0[G~ - _ .:;...,.:; .. 
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 P.O. Box2295 / Dublin, CA94568/ (415)829-3300 
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Just plug 
ina Sola. 
With minicomputers, terminals , word processors, disk 
memories and high-speed printers, you often get instructions to 
put in a "dedicated" power line. But, instead of breaking through 
walls, cutting trenches in floors, laying special conduit, pulling 
lot~ of wire and adding more breakers and switchgear to get 
reliable power, why not simply plug a portable Sola Power 
Protector into the outlet that's already there? 

Dedicated lines can add anywhere from $1200 to $8000 
or more per machine, even in new construction . For a fraction 
of that cost, a Sola Micro-Minicomputer Regulator not only 
replaces the dedicated line but does what dedicated lines 
can't do. It raises and lowers voltage to compensate for line 
fluctuations and brownouts. It blocks out electrical noise, and 
destructive power dips or surges. Our new Mini-UPS goes one 
step further. Its built-in battery maintains power when your 
electric utility fails. This keeps your electronics running 
smoothly until your generator comes on line. Both units are 
available in 60 Hz or 50 Hz. 

Dedicated lines, at best, minimize power disturbances that 
are caused by other equipment in your building. Sola Power 
Protectors guard you against all kinds of power line 
disturbances regardless of where they originate. Check this 
chart to compare effectiveness. 

spikes and dips and line noise 
laults surges common-mode· transverse mode Brownout Blackout 
momentary shor t-term Unwanted voltages or frequencies Planned Total loss 
sharp volt- high or low due to bad grounding, switching . voltage of line 
age peaks voltages or radio-type interference reduct10ns power 
or split- due to load 1n response 
second start-up or line-to-ground line-to -line to high 
power shut-down interference interference demand 
outages 

Dedicated Line some. some. some. some , No No 
(with dedi- internal internal internal internal 
cated ground) only only only only 
Isolation 
Transformer No No Yes No No No 
Sola Micro-
Mm1computer 
Regulator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Sola Mini-
UPS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Don't go through another day risking electronic malfunction 
due to unreliable power. Talk to your local Sola Electric 
representative or distributor. Or contact Sola Electric, 1717 
Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. (312)439-2800. 
We're the people who invented power protection 50 years ago. 

A UNIT DP GaNalltAL •tGNAL 

The Power Protectors 
SOLA 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications processor 
connects dissimilar hosts 

and workstations 
TOM WILLIAMS, Tri-Data 

A modular family of multifunctional subsystems 
handles mixed protocols 

The Net way communications processor family from 
Tri-Data combines a communications-oriented opera
ting system with distributed microprocessor-based 
intelligence that connects dissimilar workstations and 
multiple hosts and provides extensive network
management functions. This is done by a combination of 
zso-based communications nodes and a layered opera
ting system that manages protocol translations and 
network resources. 

The Netway family consists of several interconnect
ing devices that can serve a wide array of functions. As 
a multiplexer or data concentrator, the Netway can 
combine several workstations and host ports onto a 
single high-speed line. As a protocol converter, it can 
provide communications between dissimilar work
stations and hosts. As a cluster controller, it can 
combine workstations into a cluster and manage 
communications with multiple dissimilar hosts. As an 
X.25 packet processor, it allows ASCII start/stop 
terminals to communicate with their host while taking 
advantage of the X.25 network facilities. As a nodal 
processor, it combines many different hosts and 
terminals into a network. As a simple networking 
device, it can connect many different workstations such 
as display terminals, word processors, teleprinters 
and printers. 

The hardware-modular, ZOO based 

The N etway family consists of three processors and a 
line translator (Fig. 1). The heart of the system is the 
N200 communications processor consisting of a 4-MHz 
ZBOA processor, 256K bytes of RAM, 32K bytes of ROM, 
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Local 1-----. 
host 

Netway 
200 

communications 
Remote 

host 

Terminal 

Netway 
150 

• • 
Terminal • 

Netway 
100 

processor 

Terminal 

• 
• 
• 

Terminal 

Fig. 1. The Netway family is built around the ZBO-based N200 
communications processor and runs the NCOS operating system. 
The N200 connects to terminals and host computers via RS232C 
links. The N100 device interface processor connects to terminals or 
host ports and the Netway RS422-based local network. The N50 
interface device translates RS232C levels to RS422 and connects 
N200s to N100s. The N150 permits terminal interconnection to N200 
via telephone lines. 

four multiplexed DMA port controllers, six serial RS232C 
ports, an integral 5%-in. minifloppy disk drive with 
BOOK bytes of storage and a Shugart Associates System 
Interface bus for optional Winchester disk drives (Fig. 
2). The N200 runs the NCOS Netway communications 
operating system that provides host and workstation 
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transparency. It translates from one protocol to 
another without placing demands on the computer or 
the terminal. It is multitasking and supports user
defined tasks. The N200 also handles network routing, 
usage and error statistics, permits symbolic addressing 
of connected devices and dynamic reconfiguration of a 
network. It also provides protocol programming facili
ties for developing and interfacing communications 
protocols. The NCOS handles memory management, 
definition of device capabilities, message queuing and 
task management. 

The NlOO device interface processor, also zso based, 
supports workstation or host port emulation and can be 
down-loaded by an N200. The NlOO is not needed when 
its functions are workstation or host resident. An N50 
local network interface connects as many as 32 NlOOs to 
a Netway 200 processor I/o port at speeds of 19.2K bits 
per sec. It translates the N200 RS232C levels to RS422 
electrical levels and can connect to four-wire twisted 
pairs (such as those used to connect telephones in an 
office) to lengths exceeding 2 miles, Using the N50, 
multiple NlOOs and attached workstations can be 
connected to a single N200 port. 

Finally, the N150 network interface processor is 
similiar to an NlOO, but provides additional intelligence 

that can respond to commands sent from a modem port. 
This allows connection of a cluster of local terminals to a 
remote Net way 200 via telephone lines. 

With its protocol-translation facility, the Netway 
family permits a user to configure a network that 
includes, for example, IBM Corp., Burroughs Corp. and 
Digital Equipment Corp. host compters at local or 
remote sites. Workstations can include ASCII CRT 
terminals, word processors, teleprinters, personal 
computers and host-computer-protocol-dependent ter
minals. Any workstation can sen_d data to and receive 
data from any host on the network, and workstations 
can pass data between themselves. The N etway family 
makes the native protocol of the host or workstation 
transparent to the application by translating the 
originating protocol into the protocol required by the 
application. More concurrent users can be added, and 
local networks can be configured with additional N200 
and NlOO processors. As many as 254 Netway proces
sors can be connected to form networks with as many as 
32 workstations on each Netway 200 processor. Data 
rates of 56K bits per sec. on each N200 serial I/o port are 
possible with a maximum aggregate data throughput of 
115K bps. The local network connection available on the 
RS422 links supports a 19.2K-bps rate, and the SASI bus 
offers a lOOK-byte-per-sec. transfer. The SASI is an 
intelligent processor/disk bus that allows for multiple 
processors and multiple disk systems. Thus, two N200 
processors can communicate via the SASI high-speed 
parallel bus. 

Port 3 Port 4 Port 5 Port 6 
RS232C R8232C R8232C RS232C 

Fig. 2. The ZSOA-based N200 has eight 32K·byte memory banks containing 256K bytes of RAM and 32K bytes of ROM. The processor board 
contains two serial 110 ports and the communications board. Four OMA channels are multiplexed between the six serial ports in an on-demand 
fashion. The SAS/ intelligent bus operates at 100K byte-per-sec. speeds and supports a processor-to-processor interface and 
processor-to-Winchester disk data transfers. 
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ONE COMPUTER CAN'T RUN 
ALL THIS SOFTWARE. 

TERMINAL CA 
From the beginning , we designed 

the 1025 to meet the demand for 
f.~~;i:iim•mf.mmm•~•~i, And for the first time you can store, 

back up, and distribute all your pro-
both host and personal processing at 
HP3000 sites . With the touch of a 
key, you select either the flexibility of 
our HP-compatible 825 terminal or 
the problem solving power of a per
sonal computer. All from one inte
grated, transportable unit. 

As a terminal , the 1025 delivers 
everything you need for true inter
action with your host programs. Like 
a selectable 80 or 132 column dis
play. Programmable function keys . 
On-screen, programmable labels. 
And enough display memory (32K 
min imum) to handle all HP3000 
block mode software. 

As a personal computer, the 
1025's dual Z-80 architecture, 128K 
of memory, and up to 1.2 Mbytes of disk storage let you 
run the vast array of CP/ M compatible software. Without 
running up a tab for additional hardware. 

CP / Mis a registered trademark of Digital Research , 1nc. WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro 
International Corporation. VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp. SuperCalc 1s a trademark 
of Sorcim Corporation . MBASIC is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation . 

grams and data under the HP3000 file 
system . Our Direct-Link 1025 communi
cations package lets you transfer ASCII 
and binary files to and from the HP3000, 

error free, for increased security and 
data integrity. 

(For applications needing only 
host processing , like data entry or 

retrieval , you 'll find that installing 
an 825 makes excellent opera

tional and economic sense. 
Especially since it's upgrade-

~iiiliiiiii~~ able to a 1025 at your option .) 
Best of all , our unique line of 

HP3000 compatible terminals makes 
the merging of host and personal processing 

affordable as well as practical. For information contact 
Direct, Incorporated, 1279 Lawrence Station Road , 
Sunnyvale, California 94086. Or call (408) 734-5504. 
Ask for a demonstration of 
our 1025 and 825 . 

And in no time you 'll be 
off and running . 
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NC05--message oriented, multitasking 

The NCOS operating system handles I/o operations, 
protocol translations, port assignments, file manage
ment and user task assignments (Fig. 3). 

Netway ADM3 
200 

Netway 
100 

Netway 
100 

Net way 
100 

• Uni scope 

• 
• Tl700 

Fig. 3. Basic configuration shows an N200 attached to a local 
network consisting of several N100s connecting standard ASCII 
terminals. The N200 controls the local printer resource and interfaces 
the terminals to a number of attached host computers. 

DEC 
IBM 
ICL 
CDC 
Wang 
Burroughs 
Honeywell 
IPARS 
X.25 
SNA 

DEC 
host 

The kernel contains the executive-level functions and 
utilities, configuration tables, the NCOS message 
switcher and task scheduler. This portion of the 
operating system assigns task priorities and schedules 
system activities. The system task manager also 
handles file management, local printer control and the 
SASI. Files are CP/M Plus (CP/M 3.0) compatible. The 
NNET network manager provides message routing, 
maintains statistics on usage and permits dynamic 
allocation of network connections. 

Two N200 processors can communicate 
via the SAS/ high-speed parallel bus. 

At the bottom layer are the protocol drivers. These 
are interrupt driven and can respond to any system 
serial I/o port. The drivers are responsible for receiving 
the raw data from the selected port, and they use 
information contained in the port tables. These contain 
configuration information and a work-space area. The 
protocol interface task is paired to a protocol driver and 
accepts the raw data from the protocol driver, strips off 
the originating protocol (if necessary) and assembles 
the data into the NCOS message format. The internal 
message format is SDLC with header information 
followed by data . 

The N200 runs the NCOS Netway 
communications operating system that 
provides host and 
workstation transparency. 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Fig. 4. A private network can be established using multiple N200s, some of which control local networks. The N200s connect to each other 
and remote computer hosts via modems and telephone lines. 
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The key to achieving high data rates throughout the 
system is the fact that no data interpretation or 
movement is done. The protocol driver routines are 
optimized for speed, and the data are simply accepted, 
encoded into NCOS messages and transmitted to the 
destination. While in the N etway processor, the 
message remains in its memory buffer. 

The message switcher, the protocol interface task 
and any other system task (the print supervisor, the 
NCOS command task, the NNET task and user-written 
tasks) are queue driven. Messages are simply a series 
of blocks in memory. The beginning of each block has a 
pointer associated with it, and if a block exceeds 128 

bytes in length, multiple blocks and associated pointers 
are assigned. Message pointers are placed in the 
desired queue and acted upon in order. 

Each message block has header information starting 
with the next block pointer (if any) and the last block 
pointer. In the last block of the message, the next block 
pointer is o. The message has a source ID, a destination 
ID, a pointer to the start and end of the data, various 
function codes identifying the type of message and 
status and scratch bytes. The status and scratch bytes 
are useful for special inquire messages between devic
es. Should more space be needed for scratch bytes, the 

IBM 
host 

Burroughs 
host 

DEC 
host Net way 

100 

Netway 
50 

data area can be used because the data block pointer 
indicates the start of the true data. 

Tracing a message through the Netway system 

An incoming message in any protocol arrives at a 
port on an N200. It is reformatted by the N200 software 
into an SDLC bit-oriented message. The original mes
sage with SDLC framing information is routed by NNET 

to the appropriate destination. Internally to the N200, 

the message sequence begins when an incoming 
message is received by the protocol driver and placed in 
a memory block. The protocol driver places the 
message address in the message switcher's queue. The 
message switcher checks the message, and if the 
message is not assigned to a local port, the switcher 
merely passes the message on using information from 
the NNET routing assignments to the appropriate node. 
If the message is leaving through a serial Ilo port, the 
message switcher sends it to a protocol interface task. 
The protocol interface task uses its tables to perform 
the appropriate protocol translation. It then finds the 
destination ID and outputs the message via the specified 
port table/protocol driver. If the message is to the local 
printer, the message switcher places the address of the 
message block on the print supervisor queue. If the 
destination is the local disk, the message gets sent to 
the disk handler. System throughput is greatly en
hanced by the fact that the address of the message 
memory block, not the message itself, is transferred 
from queue to queue. 

Fig. 5. A very large network can be configured wfth the same capabilfties as the above networks plus X.25 public data network facilfties . 
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EMULEX TALKS DEC 
TAMING THE EAGLE ... 

High-speed disk drives, like the Fujitsu Eagle, on your Q-bus? You bet, with Emulex's new 
SC03. This single-board controller supports full 22-bit addressing, boasts 14-sector buffering, and 
can handle 32 different combinations of drive configurations and much more-all for $2800 list. 

Current emulations: single or multiple RM02, RM05, RM80 or RP06's in either standard or 
expanded versions. You can look for the models that support the Eagle in April. 

THROUGHPUT, THROUGHPUT, AND MORE THROUGHPUT ... 

Why should you VAX-750 and 780 users wait in a data traffic jam on the Unibus? An Emulex
confrolled subsystem incorporating a CDC, Fujitsu, or other SMD disk drive can hook you right into 
the high-speed CM/ or SB/ bus. 

Q-bus and Unibus environmentalists, take heart: You can plug an Emu/ex-packaged subsystem 
into Q-bus and Unibus models and gain efficiency-like no more infuriating, software-crunching 
"data /ates:' 

BUSY SIGNALS ... 

All you DMF-32 dependent VAXers can expand communications with the DMF-32 emulating 
F models of Emulex's CS11 and CS21 communications MUXes. The F's offer 16 to 48 remote modem
controlled lines, compared to two remote modem-controlled lines per DMF-32. Present CS11-21ers 
can upgrade to the F models via a $350 PROM change. 

What's more, Emu/ex hears that DMF-32'5 are available from DEC only on certain VAX-11 models, 
and then only after a wait. The F's are available now for all VAX-11s. 

RECIPE FOR VAX STORAGE ... 

Take one Fujitsu Eagle, add one CDC Keystone streamer for backup, mix well with an Emu/ex 
disk controller and an Emu/ex tape coupler, and pour into a 42-inch DEC-compatible cabinet. The 
result: The PXD51 Series, a complete line of high-speed, high-reliability mass-storage subsystems 
that provide combined disk and tape capability. 

Storage capacities: 349 to 414 MBytes. Prices from $26, 150. Compare that to the competition, 
byte for byte. 

FROM THE EMULEX FILE ... 

Emulex's figures for the first half of FY '83 are in: Revenues up 98 percent; earnings up 120 
percent; earnings per share up 93 percent (that reflects our second public offering, completed in 
October). Emu/ex has reduced prices on selected Q-bus and Unibus products -SC02, SC04, TC01, 
SC21/V, and TC11. Special invitation: Next time you're in Southern California, give us a call to sched
ule a visit to our new 70,000 square-foot home in Costa Mesa, and we'll talk DEC there. 

ae 
EMULEX 

3545 Harbor Blvd ., PO. Box 6725 , 
Costa Mesa, Californ ia 92626, 

Toll Free (800) 854-7112 , In Calif. (714) 662-5600. 

(DEC, VAX, Unibus, and 0 -bus are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Eagle is a trademark of Fujitsu Limited . CDC and Keystone are trademarks of Control Data Corporation.) 
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Each port has an associated port table that contains 
port information such as port ID number, configuration, 
priority level and other NCOS-assigned status. Protocol 
drivers and protocol interface tasks are reentrant code, 
and there can be as many as four. The NCOS command 
task is also queue driven and can be expanded to 
include OEM-defined functions. 

NNET provides the network-management functions 
for the Netway family. It provides password protec-

I 

I'. 
' 

Protocols supported 

The Netway 200 communications processor supports a variety of 
communications protocols including the following : 

IBM 3270 Bisync 
3271-models 1, 2 

-3277-2 
-3287 printer 

3276-models 
-3278-2 
-3287 printer 

IBM 3270 SDLC 
3271-models 11 , 12 

-3277-2 
-3287 printer 

IBM 3270 SNA/SDLC 
3274-model xC 

-3278-2 
-3287 printer 

Start/stop ASCII 
Burroughs poll /select 
ICL C01, C03 (full XBM) 
X.25 (Geneva 1980) with X.3, X.28, X.29 
2780/3780 
IBM 1006 IPARS (Sabre)-airline reservation system 

The Netway processor can communicate with a variety of host 
computers. Some of the hosts are : 

IBM 
Honeywell 
Burroughs 
DEC 
ICL 
Univac 
CDC 

tion, symbolic addressing of network ports and keeps a 
record of network activity that can be used to optimize 
the network configuration. It also has diagnostic 
routines. NNET selects the routing of messages when 
t here are multiple N200s and NlOOs attached to a 
network and provides the facilities to add or suptract 
users or nodes dynamically without interrupting net
work activity. When an N200 processor is added to a 
network, it automatically notifies the other processors 
of its facilities and receives similar information about 
them. When two or more alternate routes are available 
for a message, the NNET selects the more efficient one. 
And should one route be disconnected, NNET automati
cally switches to alternate ones. 

NCOS provides a facility for development of protocol 
emulation. It consists of a set of macros that provide 
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access to the primitive routines concerning I/o commu
nications, message storage and message queuing. 
These macros handle memory management, device 
drivers, multitasking and queuing, thus simplifying the 
programming task required to add more protocols or 
proprietary protocols to the Netway system. Tri-Data 
supplies several standard protocols (Table 1). 

Application examples 

In its basic version, the Netway family can be 
arranged in a typical multipoint configuration (Fig. 3). 
Shown are standard, off-the-shelf ASCII conversational 
terminals connected via RS232C ports to an NlOO device 
interface processor. Each NlOO is tied via an RS422 
four-wire twisted pair to an N50 that translates the 
RS422 to RS232C into the N200 communications proces
sor. The N200 can be connected to as many as six 
remote host computers. The N200 would down-load the 
terminal-specific emulation information to each NlOO 
and handle all network traffic. 

A more complex configuration (Fig. 4) is a private 
network connecting local and remote computing re
sources. This configuration is very cost-effective for 
connecting remote terminals. For example, to add a 
remote VTlOO and personal computers requires only an 
N150 and multiple NlOOs at a cost of a few hundred 
dollars per station (plus a single modem). An eight
station N etway local network with A,SC'I r start-stop 
and bisync 3270 protocols sells for approximately 
$11,000. 

An even larger network can be assembled using as 
many as 254 N etway 2oos connected concurrently with 
X.25 packet-switched public data networks, private 
networks such as IBM SNAISDLC and Netway local 
networks (Fig. 5). A single workstation can be used to 
access word processing, data processing, electronic 
mail and other functions, each running on different 
hosts. 

In summary, the N etway family of communications 
processors can be used to connect user workstations 
such as personal computers, display terminals, word 
processors and printers with multiple local and remote 
hosts, regardless of the remote or local processor 
employed, to create information networks. D 

Tom Williams is product manager for the Netway family of 
products for Tri-Data, Mountain View, Calif. 

Ferranti Computer Systems Ltd. of England was listed 
incorrectly as a manufacturer of tape drives in the October, 
1982, issue of Mini-Micro Systems. Tape drives are not part 
of Ferranti Computer Systems' product line. 
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More and More Systems Houses are 
Catching it with the HOTIEST NAME 
in Microcomputers .... 

In a recent study* conducted by Time Magazine, an estimated 90% of the small 
busi_nesses in the U.S. have yet to computerize. The same study shows Tandy 
second only to Big Blue in first time unit sales! 

Team your Vertical-Market software with our hardware. Then watch your 
sales really take off. Tap a market that has a $9 billion potential with Tandy-the 
people who set the market on fire with the phenomenally successful TRS-80® 
microcomputers. Go ahead- make our success story your success story. 

Hot products-the heart of your vertical market turnkey system. Choose 
from cost-effective 8-bit desktop computers as well as a state-of-art 16-bit multi
user system. Each model includes a monitor, keyboard-even disk storage 
built-in. 

System Houses: Tandy is your single source microcomputer supplier. For
get about having to do business with a variety of suppliers. Need a terminal or 
hard disk system? We're your source. Printers? We're your source. Program 
development software? Tandy has it all, and virtually everything is available for 
immediate delivery. We also offer our own nationwide network of service centers. 
You and your customer can turn to Tandy for expert installation as well as on-site 
service. It's another "plus" you'll enjoy as a Tandy marketeer. 

Don't let your sales cool off. Call or write today. We'll have one of our sales 
representatives tell you how you can sell Tandy microcomputers. Go ahead, otter 
the Tandy line and watch your sales catch micro fever! 

i.Tj Tandy Contract Marketing Sales 
-c-t.....! 1700 One Tandy Center• Fort Worth, Texas 76102 • 817/390-3099 
'Focus Research. West Hartford, Connecticut as commissioned by Time Magazine. 

!Source: Mini/Micro Systems Magazine Estimates 
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Dual-head line printer 
uses two Z80s 

LORNE GRUMMETT, Trilog Inc. 

Dual-print head assemblies and dual-microprocessor architecture 
broaden the range of applications for this dot-matrix printer 

New head designs, multiple microprocessors and 
hard-wired logic are making matrix line printers more 
versatile. An example of this trend is Trilog Inc.'s new 
300-lpm matrix line printer. It uses dual print-head 
assemblies to increase reliability and provide multiple 
levels of print quality, and a dual-processor architec
ture that allows I/o and print parameters to be changed 
independently. Near-letter-quality printing, bar-code 
printing, labeling and graphics are becoming valid 
line-printer applications, thanks to these mechanical 
and electronic innovations. 
Mechanics 

Using two print heads, one above the other, the 
Trilog TIP-300 achieves higher print quality and speed 
than most impact line printers, while minimizing 

Line 1 upperupperupperupperupper 

Line 2 upperupperupperupperupper First print sequence 
1-llne paper advance 

Line 3 upperupperupperupperuppe~ 

Second print sequence 
1-llne paper advance 

Line 4 lower lower lower lower lower 
Third print sequence 
3-llne paper advance 

Line 5 lower lower lower lower lower 

Line 8 lower lower lower lower lower 

~ t.OWilr e;fiii ....-
Line 7 

Fig. 1. Dual-head printing. The print-head assemblies are located 
three lines from each other. Each simultaneously prints three 
consecutive lines; six lines are printed every three print sequences. 
After every third print sequence, the paper advances three lines so 
that the top head does not print over lines just printed by the bottom 
print head. If there are insufficient data to require both print heads, or 
if one print head becomes disabled, the microprocessor instructs one 
print head to print all lines at 150 /pm. 
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The Trllog TIP-300 line printer prints 300 /pm with two print-head 
assemblies, features dual-microproceS(jor architecture and an op
tional enclosed pedestal and lists for approximately $4900. Single
print-head TIP-150 sells for $3900 and can be upgraded to the 
TIP-300 for about $1500. · 

printer noise and vibration. In normal operation, the 
top print-head assembly prints line one, while the 
bottom print-head assembly simultaneously prints line 
four (Fig. 1). Then the paper is advanced one line, and 
the top print head prints line two, while the bottom 
head prints line five and so on. After every third 
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single-line-feed print sequence, the paper is automati
cally advanced three lines so that lines just printed by 
the top and bottom print heads do not overlap. If the 
host generates data too slowly to use both print heads 
effectively, the system automatically prints the avail
able data with one print head. 

A single stepper motor drives the two head assem
blies, which are linked by flexure pivots. This provides 
variable shuttle speed at one-quarter to one-third the 
cost possible with voice-coil or linear motor-driven 
positioners. Because each print-head assembly acts as a 
counter weight for the other, there is low vibration 
during operation and relatively low noise (Fig. 2). 

The printer operates in five print modes: standard 
data-processing quality, two versions of compressed 
printing, graphics and near letter quality (Fig. a). Each 
print head has 44 hammers arranged in a row. The 
print heads oscillate horizontally, each counterbalanc
ing the other. In the 10-character-per-in. , data
processing mode, each hammer addresses three charac
ters. In the compressed modes, each hammer addresses 
four characters at 13.3 cpi and five characters at 16.6 
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cpi. Any quality can be achieved at the expense of 
speed by overlapping the dots closely and precisely. 
For example, a row of dots overlapped 50 percent 
provides a line that approaches the quality of a formed 
character, but print speed is reduced to 90 lines per 
min. 

The standard (default) character pattern for upper
case characters is a 9- x 7-dot matrix in a 12- x 
12-matrix region. For characters with descenders, it is 
a 9 x 9 matrix; for letter-quality printing, it is 16 x 16 
dots. Because of hammer-response speed limitations, 
when the printer is operating at a density of 10 cpi, 
firmware control prohibits impacts at consecutive 
horizontal matrix positions. Therefore, the 9- x 7-dot 
matrix becomes, effectively, a 5 of 9 x 7 matrix. The 
dot-matrix density that results is 60 dots per in. 
horizontally x 72 dpi vertically. These microprocessor
controlled parameters can be reprogrammed for special 
graphics applications to achieve a square aspect ratio. 

Two pairs of tractors are used to control paper 
movement (Fig. 4). Because the print-head assemblies 
on dot-matrix impact line printers shuttle back and 
forth , the paper tends to be dragged horizontally. One 
method for eliminating drag is to use a single tractor 
and a "paper ironer," a spring-loaded flap that bears 
against the paper and adds tension. TIP printers use a 
second, lower tractor, which not only stabilizes the 

Fig. 2. Head assembly. The ZBO print-control microprocessor 
controls the stepper motor, which supports and controls the shuttle 
speed of the print-head assemblies (left). The stepper motor is aided 
by flat-leaf spring flexure pivots (right), which support and help drive 
the print-head assemblies from each end. As the stepper motor 
drives the first print-head assembly against the flexure pivot, the 
energy stored in the spring at this extreme position is used in 
decelerating the print heads at the end of the current stroke and in 
accelerating them in the opposite direction at the beginning of the 
next stroke. The stepper motor is controlled via an on/off digital 
current switch between the microprocessor and the stepper motor. 
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No other printer or plotter 
does so much for so ma~ 

' 

~-

Only V-80 does so much, so fast, for so many. 
V-80 is a multi-user printer that delivers drafts at 1000 
lines per minute. V-80 is a plot server that draws 
graphics, maps, even halftone pictures, for a local net
work. V-80 is a workstation hard copy unit that makes 
copies direct from your favorite display terminal. It 
does all these jobs quickly and quietly. And at your op
tion, it gives you those jobs on paper or polyester film. 

Print reports, comp ete with graphics. Draw 
complex plots that would take hours on a pen plotter, in 
just seven seconds. Even produce transparent over
lays, overheads, and photocopy masters direct from 
computer or display terminal. 

\ 

Share your V-80. Nobody waits long at seven 
seconds per page. And you can place V-80 nearby, 
because it works without nerve-racking clatter. 

V-80 delivers output worth sharing. It prints with 
three times the character definition of comparably 
priced impact printers. And with 40, 000 points per 
square inch resolution, it's the choice of leading CAD 
and graphics workstation suppliers for high speed 
graphics. 

Versatec serial and parallel interfaces, intelligent 
controllers, and multiplexers link V-80 with a wide 
range of multi-terminal systems. Available with 
Ethernet interfacing, V-80 is the ideal plot server for 
local networks. 

Discover how V-80 can help you get more out of 
your multi-user system or local network. Circle our 
readers' service number for a free full-color brochure. 

-.-VERSATEC 
.,,.. A XEROX COMPANY 

2710 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95051, (408) 988-2800 
27/35 London Road, Newbury, Berkshire, England (0635) 31221 
XEROX• and Ethernet• are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION V-80 is a trademark of Versatec 
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PRINTERS 

paper but also assists in driving it, minimizing addition
al friction to the paper path. The tractors can drive the 
paper both forward and backward. 

Electronics 

Each prints head's 44 hammers and associated 
drivers are consolidated with all hammer interface 
electronic circuits in a single-print-head assembly. 
Instead of sending 44 hammers' worth of information to 
the print head, all electronics move with it. This 
eliminates the great number of flexing interconnections 
necessary when stationary electronics are located away 
from a moving print head. 

All high-current circuits are contained on the print
head assembly board itself, with only low-level control 
signals entering the head assembly through edge 
connectors. The hammers and circuits are cooled by air 
blown between the two head assemblies. A power test 
sends feedback signals from both print heads to the 
microprocessor to indicate "power OK," and a power
measuring network flags any errors. Another feedback 
signal ensures dot integrity: in a continuous process, 
the serial stream of dot information that has been sent 
to the print head is retrieved by the print controller 
and examined to ensure that its integrity has been 
maintained through transmission and execution. A 
malfunction of the print-head assemblies or other 

Fig. 4. Tractors operate bidirectionally. Upper and lower 
tractors (circled) in the TIP printer limit horizontal paper 
motion and drive the paper either forward or backward. A 
control panel (not shown) in the enclosure cover displays the 
status of all printer activities. 

system components will be detected by one of the two 
microprocessors and signaled on a diagnostic display. 

The TIP-300 uses separate zso microprocessors for Vo 
and printing control (Fig. 5). The Vo processor 

o ensure that your pr1nt1ng needs don't outd1stance the 
of the printer, the TIP-150 Cdn be upgrad d to a TIP-300 
a fi eld upgrade kit. With the add t1on o this it, he 
incor porates all th capab1l1t1es of he TIP-300. 

capab1l1t1es 
by install1n!:I 
printer 

For ease of inter ac ng, TIP pr1nte s dre d 1 e ed with both RS-232C 
seri al and Cent ron1cs plug compatable para lel inputs . 

The dbove text wus pr1nted in the datd procP.ss1ng mode. This 
paragraph ls an example of the Tr1log Letter ual1ty CTLQ) print 
c~pab1l1ty. Wh1le each ch~roc er matrtx still employs th s me size 
character, the number of dots w1th1n that matrix has been increased 
from 9 x 9 to 16 x 16 As you can see , this results in a character 
which appears to be fully formed, allowing you to ut1l1ze this printer 
for off1c 1a l correspondence . 

Each TIP printer 1s capable o pro~uc1ng character spacings of three 
d1.Herent pitcher; 10 Characters Per Inch (CPI> as the defaul Ht. 
13-1/3 and lo-2/3 CPI as compressed sets. This paragrdph lS being 
printed 1n 13-1/3 CPI co•prtssed pr1nt where 132 characters can be 
printed on a 10" line and up to 17b characters can bt pr1nt!d on a 
13.2• lane. 

Re,orts c•n ~' reduced to note•oot sire •¥ stlect1n9 tile 1lr2/3 CPI 
coepresstd pr1nt eode. A tot•l o, 132 cb•racters can be printed on in 

Fig. 3. Several print modes of the TIP-300 line matrix printer are shown in the letter above: data processing in the first two paragraphs, near 
letter quality in the third paragraph, 13.3-cpi compressed in the fourth paragraph and 16.6 compressed in the fifth paragraph. 
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E'LL GETCHA! 
If Esprit II™ didn't, the Esprit Ill™ will. 

/ -ff}f4 ·/..f. 

/ I 
Hazeltine's Esprit II'" gave you 
better cosVperformance than any 
otherbudgetterminal. Betterthan 
TVl-910. Better than Viewpoint. 
Better than ADM-3A. It got a 
lot of you. 

Now we're going to get the 
rest of you. 

In fact, it costs $100 less than 
TeleVideo's far less capable 
TVl-925. 

So, now there isn't a terminal left 
with more performance for the 
money than a Hazeltine Esprit. 
Which is why you ought to get one. 
Or more. 

The new Hazeltine Esprit Ill'" 
emulates TVl-950. The same 
features. The same keyboard 
layout. The same command set. 
Even the same user-PROM 
capability. The only difference is 
price. Esprit II I costs $300 less. 

Got it? 

Hazeltine Corporation 
Computer Terminal Equipment 
Commack, NY 11725 
(516) 462-5598 
or call toll free: 800-645-4508 

Hazeltine 
The new terminal technology. 

ADM TVI Esprit View- Esprit TVI TVI 
Esprit 3A* 910* II point* Ill 925* 950* 

Detached keyboard No No No Yes Yee Yes Yes Yes 

Buffered mode Yes No No Yes No Yes Yee Yes 

Tilt screen No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Function keys 14 No 10 14 3 22 22 22 

Line graphics No No No No No Yes No Yes 

Page/line transmit Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Character/line editing Partial No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Split screen No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Smooth scrolling No No No No No Yes No Yes 

Price (in quantity of one) $595 $595 $699 $645 $645 $895 $995 $1,195 

•Trademarks respectively of Lear Siegler, Inc., TeleVideo Systems, Inc. and Applied Digttal Data Systems, Inc. 
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PRINTERS 

accommodates standard and custom protocols and 
formats and sends all commands to a common RAM 
buffer. It is also responsible for user and front-panel 
interfaces. A Centronics parallel interface is standard, 
and Dataproducts and RS232C interfaces are optional. 
The print-controi processor is responsible for real-time 
functions that involve shuttle control, hammer-fire 
timing, paper feed, ribbon drive and dot-pattern 
generation from ASCII codes. 

In standard operation, the Vo processor uses 2K . 
bytes of RAM and as much as 16K bytes of PROM to 
receive and format commands in all standard protocols. 
Input can be via either the RS232C or the parallel 
interface. The resulting plot or character code data is 
loaded into a 2K-byte common RAM buffer, where it is 
accessed by the printer-control microprocessor. Timing 
sequences for shuttle motion, paper drive and ribbon 
servo are generated by a counter/timer circuit. 

The r/o microprocessor also monitors a self-test 
mode. As part of the test pattern, configuration 
information and data, including type of interface, 
interface parameters and whether both print-head 
assemblies are functioning, are printed. 

The print-control micr,oprocessor alone is not fast 
enough to handle all the real-time manipulation of data 
from ASCII characters into dot data for printing. It sets 
up parameters for the type of print required and then 
loads this information into a block of standard TTL 

hard-wired logic, called a "mapper." 

202 

Fig. 5. Dual-processor architecture. Parallel or serial input is 
processed by an 110 ZBO microprocessor and sent to an eight-line, 
2K-byte common RAM buffer. Real-time manipulation of data from 
ASCII characters into dot data for printing is then handled by a 
hard-wired mapper. These data are then transmitted to the print
control ZBO microprocessor and onto the print-head assembly. 

The mapper returns dot data to the print-control 
microprocessor in s-bit sections corresponding to s dots 
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mory to use those tools: up to 

THE CORVO -,.~...+~~ eg e. 
~ Ou s · · terface is as 

THE 68000·BAS 
PERSOrtAL WORKSTATIOl'I 

THAT CAl'I BE QWCKLY 
MOLDED TO FIT RIGHT 

nm> YOUR APPUCATIOl'I. 
The Corvus Concept has a 

real soft spot in its heart for OEMs 
and systems integrators. Thats why 
we offer so many software tools
ISO Pascal, FORTRAN 77, and 
many more. Plus plenty of internal 

soft a sell as you'll ever find, too. 
Thke display formats, for example. 
With a fully bit-mapped screen-720 
by 560 pixels- the Concept lets you 
mix any combination of graphics and 
text you want Or create any charac
ter font your customer needs. 

For display positions, the 
Concept is an equally soft touch. 
Horizontally, the screen can display 
120 characters by 56 lines. Flip the 
screen vertically and you can display 
80 characters by 72 lines. Weve com
bined that flexibility with multiple 

windows, finger-tip tilt and swivel 
adjustments, and 10 soft keys that 
define up to 40 displayed functions. 

By the way, if you're won
dering how hard it is to expand 
a Concept with peripheral add-ons, 
relax. It comes network ready via the 
Corvus OMNINET™ local area network. 
And its four expansion slots leave 
lots of room for growth. 

So if you're trying to carve 
out a niche in the booming office 
automation market, start with a 
workstation thats like putty in your 
hands-the Corvus Concept. For full 
details, contact your Corvus Sales 
Representative today. 

***CORVUS * * S YST EMS 

2029 O'Tuole Ave., San Jose, CA 95131 (800) 551-5115 In California, (408) 946·7700 
'fying it all together. 
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IGH 

5111" 
Floppy Disk Drives 

TE "C j FD-55 
M Series 

AT 15/a" HIGH, TEAC FD-55 SERIES 51/4" FLOPPY DISK 
drives use half the space and run cool at half the 
power of conventional drives. High-reliability, low
noise brushless DC motors provide an MTBF of over 
10,000 hours, backed by a one-year parts and labor 
warranty. 

FD-55A FD-558 
• 48tpi • 48tpi 
• 40 track • 40 track 
• 250KB • 500KB 
• single side • double side 

FD-55E 
• 96tpi 
• 80 track 
• 500KB 
• single side 

FD-55F 
• 96tpi 
•so track 
•1MB 
• double side 

Power Requirements: 
DC +12V ±5% 0.3A typical, 0.7A max. 
DC + 5V ±5% 0.5A typical, 0.7 A max. 

Phone, write or wire TEAC Corporation of America for 
complete technical data, price and delivery. 

204 

TEAC Corporation of America 
Industrial Products Division 
7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 
213/726-0303 

© 1982 TEAC Corp. 
MP82501M 
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PRINTERS 

horizontally across the page. The data are then 
transmitted by the microprocessor to the print-head 
assembly in blocks of data equivalent to a complete 
horizontal line of 1320 dots. 

1981 

5 million 
units shipped 

1986 

Total printer market growth 

All printers 

Dot matrix printers Dot matrix printers 

The dot-matrix line-printer market is expected to swell from 13 
percent of the total printer market in 1980 to approximately 30 percent 
in 1986, with revenues of $30 million. Contributing to this growth is the 
emergence of specialty applications that can be accommodated by 
matrix line pinters, such as forms generation, graphics and bar 
coding and near-letter-quality printing . 

The print-control microprocessor also monitors the 
status of all activities within the printer. It signals two 
types of faults on a diagnostic display: operator
correctable faults · and faults requiring service calls. 
The display is an e ight-segment LED consisting of a dot 
plus a seven-segment alphanumeric character that 
allows more than 70 faults to be identified. If two faults 
occur simultaneously, the display indicates the most 
significant fault and displays the second as soon as the 
first is corrected. D 

Lorne Grummett is vice president of advanced development 
and a member of the board at Trilog Inc., Irvine, Calif. He is 
responsible for company-wide R&D. 
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* 32-

Universe 68/05 First 
to Smash Price Banier 
The new Universe 68/05 is the first 
true 32-bit computer priced under 
$10,000 (OEM quantity one). "True" 
because, unlike other 68000-based 
systems, the Universe 68/05 handles 
32 bits in parallel on its VERSAbus. 

OutpeJforms VAX* 
Its price is even more impressive 
when you look at Universe 68/05 

MIPS 
J 1.25 

] .75 

Cycle }390ns 
time Jl 400ns 

Bus l 20Mb/ sec 
rate J 13.5 Mb/ sec 

Price t=J. $10K 
] $60K 

Universe 68/ 05 0 VAX-11 / 750 (] 

RA* * * 

performance versus that of 32-bit 
"superminis" several times more 
expensive, like the VAX-11/750. 

High-Speed 68000, 
4Kb Cache, 32-Bit Bus 
The key to that performance is a 
4Kb cache that eliminates processor 
wait-states and takes full advantage 
of a 12.5MHz 68000 processor. Also 
included are a separate 68000 f/O 
processor, four serial f/O ports 
(expandable to 64), 256Kb RAM 
(expandable to 3Mb), 20Mb/sec, 
32-bit VERSAbus, lOMb Winchester, 
1.25Mb floppy disk, and 5-slot card 
cage. All in a 7-inch enclosure. 

UN o atible 
eal-Time OS, Too 

U OS~ our UNIX* Rev7-compatible 
opeFating system with real-time fea
tures, runs Pascal, Fortran, C, BASIC, 
DBMS, and third party application 
programs. 

For more information, just attach 
your business card to this ad and mail 
to Charles River Data Systems, 4 Tech 
Circle, Natick, MA 01760. Or call us at 
(617) 655-1800. We'll send you a 
copy of ''The Insider's Guide to the 
Universe," a detailed discussion of the 
technical concepts behind this 
remarkable new computer. 

CHARLES RNER DATA SYSTEMS 
' VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. UNOS is a trademark of Charles River Data Systems. 
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GIVE uouR The Alpha-
I 1 plot I and II. If 

SVSTEMS you're plann!ng sys-
1 I terns for engmeenng 

A LITTLE or drafting departments 
or large corporations 

MORE with graphics needs, wel
come to the future. 

Dn A,W, Alphaplots are new, 
1111 • large flatbed plotters avail

able in two sizes: 18" x 30" and 24" x 34'.' 
Based on a unique plotting system developed 
by Alpha Merics, Alphaplots use wet ink 
drawing pens, felt tip markers or fiber tips. 

Drawing quality, repeatability and 
resolution are excellent. And we've devel
oped a library of over 3000 special symbols 
and characters, virtually eliminating the 
need for custom symbol sets. 

Both plotters feature a choice of RS-
232C or IEEE-488 industry-standard com
puter interfaces. Plus software protocols 
compatible with most plotters currently 
available. Alphaplots incorporate dual 
Motorola 6809 microprocessors and fea
ture an expandable BK memory buffer. 

Beat the competition to the draw. Ask 
us about the great new low-cost Alpha 
Merics plotters. 

Before your customers ask you. 

AlphaMericsCorporation 
20931 Nordhoff Street 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(213) 709-1155 
CIRCLE NO. 115 ON INQUIRY CARD 

Calendar 

MARCH 

14-16 Seventh Annual Federal Office Systems Expo, 
Washington, sponsored by National Trade Produc
tions Inc. Contact: Mary Beth Gouled, National Trade 
Productions Inc. , 9418 Annapolis Rd., Lanham, Md. 
20706, (301) 459-8383. 

15-18 "Computer Graphics" Course, Washington, spon
sored by Integrated Computer Systems. Contact: 
Ruth Dordick, Integrated Computer Systems, 3304 
Pico Blvd., P.O. Box 5339, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405, 
(213) 450-2060. Other dates and locations are avail
able. 

17-19 New Jersey Business Computer Show, Franklin 
Park, N.J., sponsored by Kengore Corp. Contact: 
Kengore Corp., P.O. Box 13, Franklin Park, N.J. 
08823, (201) 297-2526. 

21-23 Stepping Motor and Brushless Motor Workshop, 
San Jose, Calif., sponsored by the College of Engi
neering & Physical Sciences of the University of New 
Hampshire. Contact: Lee Wilhelm, College of Engi
neering & Physical Sciences, University of New 
Hampshire, Kingsbury Hall, Durham, N.H. 03824, 
(603) 862-3750. 

21-24 Interface '83, Miami Beach, sponsored by Business 
Week and Data Communications magazines. Contact: 
Irwin Stern, Marketing Director, The Interface 
Group, 160 Speen St., P.O. Box 927, Framingham, 
Mass. 01101, (617) 879-4502 or (800) 225-4620. 

21-24 "Personal Microcomputer Interfacing and Scientif
ic Instrumentation Automation" Seminar, Blacks
burg, Va., sponsored by the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University. Contact: Dr. Linda 
Leffel, C.E.C., Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Va. 24061, 
(703) 961-4848. 

24-25 Western Educational Computing Workshops, Hay
ward, Calif. , sponsored by the California Educational 
Computing Consortium. Contact: Jerry Rose, Com
puter Center, California State University, Hayward, 
25800 Hillary St., Hayward, Calif. 94542. 

29 1983 Public Conference of the American National 
Standards Institute, Arlington, Va., sponsored by 
ANSI Inc. Contact: Walter Gelles, ANSI Inc., 1430 
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018, (212) 354-3315. 

APRIL 

5-8 Tl-MIX International Symposium, New Orleans, 
sponsored by the Texas Instruments Minicomputer 
Information Exchange. Contact: Dorene Cohen, 
TI-MIX Mis 2200, P.O. Box 2909, Austin, Texas 78769, 
(512) 250-7151. 

5-8 International Magnetics Conference, Philadelphia, 
sponsored by the Magnetics Society of the IEEE. 
Contact: Intermag '83, Suite #700, 1629K St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20006. 
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novving about 
povver line pollution 
only asks the question. 

Knowing about Shape 
answers it. 

The symptoms of power line pollution, such as unexplained 
memory loss or excessive downtime, are self-evident, but the an
swer isn't-unless you already specify Shape Magnetronics 
Line Tamer'" ferroresonant transformers. 

The experience of the industry's leading computer suppliers 
demonstrates that ferroresonant technology provides the best line 
isolation and regulation properties for the money. Shape uses 
state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques and materials that result 
in smaller, lighter packages that save you even more in shipping 
costs and space without sacrificing quality. You save again with our 
network of independent distributors shipping from local stocks. 

We used our expertise as a manufacturer of custom OEM magnetics 
to create a broad standard line. With standard sizes ranging from 70 ___ _ 
VA for electronic cash registers up to 150 KVA single-phase 
and 250 KVA three-phase for large installations, it's likely 
that the Line Tamer'" ferroresonant transformer you 
need is in stock. If not, that same OEM expertise pro
vides fast turnaround on modifications to meet your 
unique needs. 

Let Shape answer your power questions. Call 
or write for complete information on controlling 
power pollution and the name of your local Shape 
source. 

SHAPE 
MAGNETRONICS, INC. 

901 DuPage Avenue• Lombard, Illinois 60148• (312) 620-8394 TWX: 910-991-2352 
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GET THE POWER YOUR .Q•BUS SYSTEM 
WAS DESIGNED TO GIVE 

It's Plug-In Simple with Remarkable DEC-Compatible 
Technology from Andromeda Systems 

The WDCl 1 Triple Function Compatible Controller: 
Its Power is Amazing Versatility 
Interfaces with 8- and 5 i,>i-inch Winchester and floppy disk drives, and 
includes an intelligent bootstrap ROM. This LSI-11 compatible Control
ler emulates these standard DEC devices: RK-05, RL-01 / 2, RP-02, RX02 . 

That's only a sampling of the freedom of selection you have with the 
WDCl 1 Controller. It adds performance to your LSI-11 computer 
system. Easily and cost-effectively. 

Winchester Add-On Subsystems: Their Power is Speed, 
Storage Capacity, Reliability, Compactness, 
and Low Cost 
Get major throughput gains from your LSJ-11 floppy-based system at 
a cost you can live with. Andromeda's popular MDS series, with a 
5 i,>i-incti. Winchester drive, has a data transfer rate over eight times 
that of an RX02 floppy! Standard DEC emulations are available. 
Includes built-in bootstrap and formatting. 

All Andromeda Winchester Subsystems will quickly and conveniently 
cover your mass storage needs for today and tomorrow. 

Complete Turn-Key Computer Systems: 
Their Power is Big Overall Performance 

for Small Space and Cost 
One totally integrated package includes computer 
and disk drives. For example, the 11 / Ml-W (pic
tured) holds a standard 5 i,>i-inch Winchester disk 
drive, 2 x 5 card cage, control panel, and power 
supply. 

Andromeda Tum-Key Computer Systems are easily 
expandable, and may be custom-coniigured to 
fit your processing requirements, space constraints 
and budget. Specify 8-inch disks if you wish, or 
dual drives. or floppies ... or a combination. 

Andromeda is the Q-Bus specialist. Our single objective is to develop fine products that 
unleash the power that is inherent in. your DEC LSI-11 system. 

Call or write today 
for mo:r:e information. 
We'll be in touch. 

DEC, LSl-11 , RK-0 5, RX-02, RL01 , RP02 are 
trademarl<s of the Dig Ital Equipment Corp. 

ANi:Ji=lOMELJ~ 
S'::'S,EMSm 
9000 ETON AVENUE INC. 
CANOGA PARK, CA 91304 
Ph: [213) 709-7600 
TWX : [910) 494-1248 
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Systems 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Robotics training system includes 
intelligent robot, robotics education course 

Anticipating rapid growth in the 
number of installed and operating 
industrial robots in u. s. plants from 
fewer than 7000 now to more than 
100,000 by 1991, Heathkit/Zenith 
Education Systems has introduced a 
computerized, multifunction robot 
and companion robotics education 
course claimed to be the most 
complete robotics training system 
ever marketed in the u.s. It is 
designed to fill what the company 
sees as a pressing need for people 
with the training and skills to 
design, install, operate and main
tain the machines. 

The self-contained, mobile, elec
tromechanical robot, called HERO 1, 

is available in kit or assembled 
form, stands 20 in. high and weighs 
39 lbs. Featuring an on-board, 
programmable 6808 microprocessor 
and sensors that detect light, sound, 
motion and obstructions in its path, 
HERO I can interact with its 
environment. The robot's computer 
can be programmed through the 
hexadecimal keyboard mounted on 
the robot's head or with a 
hand-held , remote-control unit. 
Programs can also be stored on any 
standard audio cassette tape record
er and loaded through the robot's 
cassette serial port. An experimen
tal circuit board enables a user to 
interface circuits of his own design 
with the robot's computer. 

With its head-mounted arm and 
gripper mechanism, the robot can 
pick up small objects weighing 16 
oz. or less. The arm rotates 350 
degrees in a horizontal plane with 
the robot's head, rises and 'lowers 
150 degrees in the vertical plane 
and extends and retracts as much as 
5 in. The gripper pivots 90 degrees 
above and below the axis of the arm 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

The Heath HERO I robot do~it-yourself kit includes the basic robot, arm mechanism and 
speech synthesizer, Builders should have experience in kit building and electronics, 
including circuit-board building, soldering and wiring harness assembly. 

and rotates through 350 degrees. 
The robot also features a pho

neme-based speech synthesizer that 
can generate 64 phonemes that can 
be linked in any combination to 
simulate human speech or various 
sound effects. A three-wheeled base 
with drive and steering on one 
wheel propels the robot in any 
direction. Four rechargeable batter
ies, protected against total dis
charge by an automatic low-voltage 
sensor, power the robot. 

The companion robotics education 

course is available as a two-volume, 
1200-page program. The course is 
divided into 11 teaching units 
covering topics such as robot 
fundamentals, direct-current power 
and positioning, data acquisition, 
voice synthesis and interfacing. 
The HERO I robot is priced at 
approximately $1500 in kit form or 
$2495 assembled. The robotics 
education course sells for $99.95. 
Heath Co., Department 150-155, 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022. 
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Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Electrostatic plotter provides 
color for graphics users 

Versatec Inc., a Xerox company, 
has introduced what it claims is the 
first electrostatic color plotter. 
According to the company's market 
surveys, more than 85 percent of 
geophysical and CAD plotter users 
want electrostatic color, and the 
new device presents an alternative 
to color pen, ink-jet and camera
based plotters. 

The electrostatic color plotter 
electronically produces the full-color 
spectrum with translucent toners in 
magenta, yellow, cyan and black. 
Plotting on standard Versatec 
42-in.-wide roll paper, it draws color 
or mono.chrome plots of any length. 

It can produce a full-color, E-size 
drawing (34 x 44 in.) in 8 min. and a 
black-and-white drawing in less 
than 90 sec. Resolution is 40,000 
points per sq. in. 

Programmed voltage is applied to 
an array of writing nibs (200 per 
linear in.) embedded in a stationary 
writing head. On digital command, 
the nibs selectively create minute 
electrostatic dots on the paper 
passing over the head. The paper is 
t hen exposed to liquid toner, 
producing a permanent image. 

Conventional monochrome plots 
are produced in a single pass, and a 
multiple-pass technique is used for 

The Versatec electrostatic color plotter 
produces complex color plots in a few 
minutes, requires no operator intervention 
and offers a broad spectrum of colors and 
plot sizes. It uses an all-electronic writing 
technique based on existing electrostatic 
technology. 

plotting multiple colors. In the first 
pass, paper is marked with an 

BACKED-UP. BACK-UP. 
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Printers feature 
front-panel keypad 

"end-of-plot" mark to assure proper 
registration. Paper is then automat
ically rewound at 10 ips to 
plot-starting position. Four passes, 
each writing one color from one of 
four toning stations, overlay the 
four colors. Automatic dual-axis 
tracking maintains registration. 

The PrintMate 150 models Al, A2, 

Bl and B2 impact dot-matrix 
printers print 150 cps and feature 
dot-addressable graphics with a 
resolution of 72 dpi vertically and 

terface is standard, and an RS232 
interface is optional. PrintMate 150 
models A2 and B2 have standard 
16K-byte memory buffers, and 
models Al and Bl have 4K- and 
2K-byte buffers, respectively. Mod
els Al and A2 also include the 
SoftSwitch front-panel keypad for 
direct control of forms length, print 
density, horizontal and vertical 
tabs, baud rate and character set. 
Software application packages 
called AP-PAKS support the Print
Mate 150 printer with graphics 
extension packages for different 
computer systems. Prices start at 
$995, $1095, $1295 and $1395 for the 
models Bl, B2, . Al and A2, 
respectively. Micro Peripherals, 
Inc., 4426 s. Century Dr., Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84107 

The Versatec color plotter uses 
standard Versatec interfaces, and 
monochrome plotting requires no 
changes in interfacing hardware or 
software. Plotting in color requires 
modifications to existing electro
static plotting software. 

In single-unit quantities, the 
plotter sells for $98,000, with OEM 

and quantity discounts available. 
Versatec Inc., 2710 Walsh Ave., 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. 
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50, 60, 75, 80 or 85 dpi horizontally. 
They feature a 96-character ASCII 
set with descenders and three 
selectable foreign-character sets. A 
Centronics-compatible parallel in- Circle No 302 

Archive backs up Winchesters 10 times faster than Ooppies. 

Today's business computer 
system simply can't afford 
floppy Winches
ter back-up 
anymore. Not 
when our 
Archive Super 
Sidewinder W' 
Streaming Car
tridge Tape Drive can 
copy 45MB in just nine 
minutes. 

A floppy, on the other hand, takes 
more than an hour to do the same 
job. Not counting the time you spend 
inserting a new disk every few 
minutes. 
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Saves 11Jiandling'1 charges. 
One Super Sidewinder cartridge 

is equal in capacity to 38 
eight-inch disks. 

That will save you 
over $200, plus the 
cost of handling all 
those disks-insert
ing, removing, jacket

ing, labeling, and filing. 
In addition, a Sidewinder 

cartridge is completely enclosed 
when out of the drive, virtually elimi
nating damage due to handling. 
More than just a back-up. 

Our~" streaming tape drives pro
vide the complete removable media 
needs of any system: Software dis
tribution, data collection and pro
gram loading. All performed at the 
touch of a button. 
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System integration made 
simpler. 

Both our 20MB and 45MB drives 
are specifically designed to fit an 8" 
floppy disk footprint. To use the 
same power supply. And to use the 
same simple 8-bit parallel interface. 

We could go on. But let's get 
specific, contact us today. And ask 
for our new handbook on streaming 
tape drives and how to use them. 
Archive Corporation, 3540 Cadillac 
Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. (714) 
641-0279, Telex 4722063, TWX 
183561. Distributed nationally by 
Ham i !ton/Avnet. 

~t!WE 
~,, Streaming ~pe Drives 
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Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Daisy-wheel printer features 
48K character buffer 

parallel interfaces, software com-
patibility with the Diablo 164011650/ 
630 and communications speeds 
from the 50 to 19.2K baud. The 
96-character printwheel cassette is 
available in 12 print styles and 15 
languages. Options include a forms 

The DTC 380Z daisy-wheel printer 
features a 48K character buffer and 
a print speed of 32 cps. It offers 
bidirectional printing, automatic 
proportional spacing, serial and 
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WHEN YOUR 
DECSYSTEM 

IS ON THE ROPES, 
WE'LL GET IT UP 

AND SWINGING. FAST. 

CALL CONTROL DATA. 
800/328-3980 

If your DEC system is down for the count, call us. We maintain 
your processors and associated peripherals; get them back 
in fighting trim quickly. You'll get complete service as well as 
preventive maintenance. Just what you'd expect from the largest 
independent supplier of computer peripherals in the world. 

@ 2) CONT~OL DATA 
Addressing society's major unmet needs 

as profitable business opportunities 
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tractor and interconnecting cables 
for Osborne, IBM, Apple or TRS-80 
personal computers. Price is $1199. 
Data Terminals and Communica
tions, 590 Division St., Campbell, 
Calif. 95008. Circle No 303 

Teleprinter has 
integral modem 

The model MP-2000 intelligent 
microprocessor-based teleprinter 
features an integral Bell 103 
standard ASCII 300-baud FSK 
modem for communications over any 
dial-up phone line. The 20-column, 
thermal printer prints 5 x 7 

dot-matrix characters at 30 cps. The 
FCC-registered printer plugs into 
any standard RJl 1 telephone jack 
and does not require special 
installation. It also features unat
tended automatic answering on the 
first or fourth ring. Price is $295 in 
single-unit quantities, with quantity 
discounts available. Advanced 
Communications, Inc., 462 Oak
mead Parkway, Sunnyvale, Calif. 
94086. Circle No 304 
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UNIX, with change. 
Idris is a trademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd. I UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 

Put off by the UNIX price tag and licensing 
restrictions? If you are, take a closer look 
at Idris. 

Idris gives you all the power of UNIX 
at a fraction of the cost-and they're highly 
compatible-even pin-for-pin in some 
cases. Upfront expenses are much lower, 
you only pay for the parts you ship, and the 
end-user licenses can be transferable. 

What's more, we wrote Idris ourselves
from the ground up-so you'll have fewer 
licensing hassles. We wrote it almost entirely 
in C, for maximum portability across a wide 

range of processors. And we kept it small. 
Idris can run comfortably where UNIX 

can't even fit: On an MC68000 with no mem
ory management hardware, for example. 
On a bank-switched 8080 or Z80. Or on any 
LSI-11 or PDP-11 with memory management. 
A very big Idris plus. 

Find out how you can put Idris to 
work in your favorite con.figuration today. 
Write Whitesmiths, Ltd., 97 Lowell Road, 
Concord, Massachusetts, 01742. Or call 
(617) 369-8499, 1LX 951708 SOFTWARE CNCM. 

With Idris, you pocket the change. 

Whi~Ltd. 
Crafting Software100ls for your Trade. 

Distributors: Australia, Fawnray Pty. Ltd. P.0.B. 224 Hurstville NSW 2220 (612) 570-6100 
Japan, Advanced Data Controls, Corp., Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo (03) 263-0383 
United Kingdom, Real Time Systems, Newcastle upon Tyne 0632 733131 
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Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Signetics introduces 
CRT-terminal chip set 

Signetics Corp.'s four-chip LSI 
CRT-terminal set enables a system 

builder to assemble a CRT terminal 
with as few as 15 IC packages. Each 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• 9 slots, 0.6" spacing-or 7 slots, 
0.75" spacing 

• Hefty 4-output 300W power 
supply- 40A at + 5V 

•Cool operation even with high
density boards 

There's a field-proven card 

and 
quick-change filters. 

And best of all, the removable 
front panel lets you easily custom
ize the Multichassis to match your 
company color and logo. 

So treat your Multibus system 
to an elegant but affordable new 
home-the Multichassis by Elec· 
tronic Solutions. Call us today for 
full specifications and prices. 
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of the four chips in the set performs 
specific functions partitioned for 
maximum efficiency and program
mability. 

The SC2670 display-character and 
graphics-generator chip converts 
character and line address informa
tion into dot patterns for raster scan 
displays. It stores patterns for 128 
characters and provides as many as 
256 graphic characters (15 are 
line-drawing segments). 

The SC2671 programmable key
board- and communications
controller chip provides keyboard 
encoding and an asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter with baud-rate 
generator in a 40-pin package. 

The SC2672 programmable video
timing controller generates syn
chronous and blanking signals and 
displays RAM addresses. It provides 
timing signals for cursor, light-pen, 
underlining, blinking and other 
auxiliary functions. 

The SC2673 video-attributes con
troller chip provides high-speed 
timing functions, generates the 
character clock, serializes dot data 
and controls video attributes (low 
intensity, blink, underline, reverse 
video, nondisplay and graphics) on a 
character or field basis. 

A single-board controller can be 
built by combining these four chips 
with a microcomputer chip (such as 
the SC8049), memory chips and 'ITL 
logic. With the addition of a 
nonencoded electromechanical or 

Using the Slgnetlcs four-chip LSI CRT set, 
a full-featured CRT terminal is implemented 
in 15 IC packages. 
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Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

capacitive keyboard and raster-scan SC2672 and SC2673, respectively, in 
monitor, a low-cost monochrome quantities of 100 or more. The 
terminal can be constructed with ceramic form of the chips each sell 
features such as smooth scroll, 

for $3 more. Signetics Corp., 811 E . 

Arques Ave., P.O. Box 409, Sunny
vale, Calif. 94086. Circle No 305 

thin-line and block graphics, inter
laced or noninterlaced operation, 
variable cursor type, composite or 
separate synchronization, reverse 
video, highlight, underline, autore
peat keyboard, four rollover modes 
and an audio alarm. The chip set 
also implements split-screen capa
bility in hardware. 

Hewlett-Packard introduces 
stand-alone logic analyzer 

The Signetics chip set is appropri
ate for terminal applications de
manding additional features such as 
double-height character rows, par
tial screen scrolling, multiple page 
buffers and color displays. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. has intro
duced the 1630 stand-alone logic 
analyzer, which it claims is the first 
logic analyzer to incorporate timing, 
state, interactive timing/state and 
software performance measure
ments in one low-cost package. 

timing-only modes. In interactive 
modes, it offers 35 channels of state 
plus eight channels of timing or 27 

channels of state plus 16 channels of 
timing. The model 1630A, priced at 
$8500, allows choices of 35 channels 
of state or eight channels of timing 
in state-only or timing-only modes. 
In the interactive mode, it provides 
27 channels of state plus eight 
channels of timing. 

Prices of the chips in plastic DIP 

pin form are $7.30, $13.65, $16 and 
$24.40 for the SC2670, SC2671, 

Two models are available. The 
model 1630D, priced at $10,000 in 
single-unit quantities, allows choic
es of 43 channels of state or 16 

channels of timing in state-only or Measurement capability and op-

WT! offers a choice of RS232 
Minifloppy storage devices to help 
solve your data handling problems: 
DataMate II , with extensive editing & 
search features for store & forward 
applications, or MiniMate Ill, which is 
ideal for bulk storage & data collec
tion. Both feature easy operation, sys
tem configuration. and reliability you 
can depend on! 

DataMate II Features: 
• Up to 328K of storage on a single 

sided diskette. 
•High speed single and continuous 

search modes. 
• Global search and replace, delete. 

erase functions. 
•Extensive text editing features. 

MiniMate Ill Features: 
APPLICATIONS •Low cost. 
•Save on-line costs: Prepare & edit •Up to 408K of storage on a single 

data off-line, then transmit stored sided diskette. 
data to the computer at speeds to • 7 bit ASCII or 8 bit binary operation, 
9600 bps. code switchable. 

• Transfer data from one computer • Automatic disk motor timeout to 
system to another. extend disk life, 

• Record data from PBX systems and • Power up restart in case of AC 
electronic instruments. power failure. 

• Store parts & address lists, sales WE CAN HELP 
Information or any data changed or Call WTI toll free and let us help solve 
updated often. your data handling problems . .. we've 

. been doing it since 1964. 

[!D£J [SB western te1ematic inc. 
2435 S. Anne St., Santa Ana, CA 92704 • (714) 979-~ ·Outside Calif. 11111lree(800)854-7226 
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BUSINESS FORMS 
COMPANIES & THEIR ROLE 

IN SELLING COMPUTER 
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE SERVICES 

Frost & Sullivan has completed a 305-page report 
analyzing business forms companies and their role 
in computer sales. A five-year forecast and analysis 
is provided for both forms shipments and the sale of 
data processing products such as ink jet printers, 
on-line services, software and computers by the 
forms companies. The leading business forms 
companies are reviewed from a financial and 
marketing perspective to determine their directions 
in diversifying into the marketing of data processing 
products. The business forms industry is studied to 
determine the reasons for the expansion into these 
new market segments. The various distribution 
paths open to business forms companies and allied 
suppliers in this market segment are analyzed. 
Price: $1,100. Send your check or we will bill you. 
For free descriptive literature, plus a detailed Table 
of Contents, contact: 

FROST & SULLIVAN 
-.. 106 Fulton Street !& N.Y., N.Y. 10038 

(212) 233-1080 
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Print in special fonts, ~~~~lU~lU lli~lm(g~la ~IPIE1f.llAIL IFU lfJlf~ :• 
S'PECIA .. [. FL.,f/,JS, or create you.r own special fonts~ 

PrintMates™ with AP-PAKs™go all out to help you 
get your message across. With an ordinary printer 
you 're limited to ordinary printing. Not so with 
Print Mates. They let you do more with your com
puter-choose from 60 different type styles, print 
characters up to % of an inch high and even 
create your own logo and special fonts . 

Applications Packages called AP-PAKs support 
PrintMates and most popular microcomputers 
with software and hardware for exciting and usable 
graphics printing. You can inter- "' 
mix text with graphics on the 
same line and even print the 
screen with AP-PAKs. 

PrintMates print great on 
any computer system, and 

... 
r•• 

Prin tM ate 99 

with an AP-PAK you can do m ore. Special AP-PAKs 
are provided for OEM's who want to differentiate 
and enhance their systems with a PrintM ate printer. 

You can do more in style when you mate your 
system with a PrintMate and AP-PAK-and for less 
than just another printer. 

Call us toll-free at t -800-82 t -884 8 for more 
information and your sample of PrintM ate's styles. 

PrintMate 150 

Micro Peripherals, Inc. 
4426 South Century Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

I -800-82 I -8848 

Made in U.S.A 



erator convenience are major de
sign considerations for the model 
1630. It includes a family of 
pre-processors, available for most 
popular 8- and 16-bit microproces
sors, that allows the 1630 to be 
tailored to a microprocessor's archi
tecture and instruction set. In 
addition, a general-purpose pre
processor allows a user to customize 
an interface for proprietary proces
sors or those not supported by HP. 

Advances in the 1630's user 
interface, such as label assignment 
and mnemonic display, reduce 
measurement and analysis time. A 
series of user-callable panels simpli
fies initial setups and measurement 
specifications. 

By providing a nonintrusive 
method of measuring software 
performance, the 1630 extends logic 
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Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Hewlett-Packard's 1630A/D logic analyzer spans the development cycle from dynamic 
checkout of controlled functions to system performance analysis. 

analysis into the area of software built-in HP Interface Bus and HP 

optimization. For example, users Interface Loop capabilities that 
can determine the minimum, maxi- allow it to be used with a variety of 
mum and average execution times of peripheral devices including mini
a module of code and pinpoint cassettes and printer/plotters. 
bottlenecks and areas of software Hewlett-Packard Co., 1820 Em
inefficiency. barcardero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 

The model 1630 also features 94303. Circle No 306 

Smart Terminals 
at Dumb Prices. 

Smarten up. For the cost of a dumb terminal Datamedia 's Excel 
42 gives you all the power and flexibility of a smart terminal. 

Which makes it exceptionally easy to use. Because you get fea · 
tures like insert/delete editing in field, line or page. Programmable 
status. A second page of memory. Protected fields . Optional 128 
character sets. Plus ADM-31/32 and Televideo 950 compatibility 
with more features at a lower price. 

The Excel 42 is also exceptionally easy to read. With smooth, 
regional or split screen scroll . Double wide or double wide/high 
characters . Blink, blank reverse and dual intensity video. True under· 
lining . And a choice of 12" or 14" screens in white, green or amber. 

All in an elegant, ergonometrically designed package. And all 
backed by our nationwide service through RCA. 
~ So why settle for a dumb terminal when you 

A-.~ ~ " can smarten up for the same money? Just write 
~~H..- ~15;4 or call : Datamedia Corporation, 7401 Central 
~ ~ ~ighway,P~a~n, NJ~~~~~ 

~ EXCEL 42 tp1~~~e~e smarter. 
~ D Send complete production information. 

D Have your sales representative call. 

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Company ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Address ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
City ________ State __ Zip __ 

Phone ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Return to. Datamedia Corporation, 7401 Central Highw ay, Pennsauken, NJ 08109 
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iswon'tb 
AND HERE'S THE PROOE 

To prove that our new 5000H 
Series 51/t"Wmchestcrs can 
stand up to the knocks that 
desk-top systems often go 
through, even in the office, 
we put them through some 
brutal drop-tests. 

We really Jet them have it.1500 Gs 
on the outside frame.* 

And what happened? 
Nothing. 
No head crashes. No media damage. 

a bit. 

No component misalignment. No loss of 
data or processing performance. 

Accelerometer waveforms. Upper trace: frame. Lower trace: HOA. 

That's because 5000H Series drives 
have an exclusive 2-piece shock isolation 

•Accelerometer reading for 3" drop-test. 

system. The head/disk assembly is re
cessed within a rugged outer frame, 
where integral shocks at the center of 
gravity reduce impulses to the HDA by 
over90%. 

They also have thin-film plated 
media, which is over 1000 times harder 
than ferric-oxide coatings, and which 
combines with the shock isolation design 
to make the drive even less vulnerable to 
head crashes and subsequent data loss. 

During installation and use, even in 
the most demanding applications, 5000H 
Series drives ensure data integrity and 
reliable operation. 

A new thermally stable design 
enhances data reliability over a wider 
temperature range. 

68 MSEC AVERAGE ACCESS FOR ENTIRE SOOOH SERIES LINE. 

That includes head settling time. 
At this speed, your system can excel 

in critical comparative benchmark tests. 

And depending upon the drive model and 
interface selected, it can meet a wide 
range of capacity requirements. 

•• tndustry standard interface and format/Industry standard interface with expanded format. 

© International Memories, Inc. 1983 CIRCLE NO. 128 ON INQUIRY CARD 

And to reduce EMI/RFI noise sus
ceptibility, the read/write preamps are 
located right on the head stack - where 
they combine with the higher perform
ance of plated media to deliver the best 
signal-to-noise ratio in the industry. 

. INDUSTRY'S ONLY 
2-YEAR WARRANTY. 

The design of the IMI 5000H Series drive 
makes it the most reliable 5W'Wmchester 
ever built. 

But the proof is in the warranty. For 
if the drive couldn't withstand extreme 
shock and vibration, the last thing we'd do 
is give it an unprecedented 2-year warranty. 

For spec sheets and further informa
tion, including the higher capacities and 
faster access times we have planned for 
the future, call or write: 
International Memories Incorporated 
10381 Bandley Drive 
Cupertino, California 95014 
(408) 446-9779. TWX: 910-338-7347. 

All/ 
We're at it again. 



Removable disk stores 
287M bytes 

Designed to operate with the 
Status32 Continuous Processing 
System, the 287M-byte (formatted) 
capacity model D105 removable disk 
drive uses 3330-type disk technolo
gy. The drive features a free
standing cabinet, a 1.2M-byte-per
sec. data-transfer rate, an average 
access time of ao msec. and has a 
removable disk pack. The compan
ion model D104 controller suports 
one to four 0105 disks and has logic 
that allows the controller board to 
check itself continuously. Price of 
the D105 disk drive and one disk 
pack is $33,000. The D104 controller 
is priced at $9000. Stratus Comput
er, Inc., 17 Strathmore Rd., 
Natick, Mass. 01760. 

Circle No 307 

Peripherals 
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Flexible drive features 
four interface options 

The 8-in., half-height, single
sided, single-density model FD1164 
flexible disk drive has an unformat
ted capacity of 400K bytes and can 
transfer data at 250K bytes per sec. 
The disk drive is offered with 

several interfaces, including a 
built-in NEC interface with a 
3M-type converter, a standard 
Shugart-type interface with on 
edge-card connector, an NEC inter
face with a variable frequency 
oscillator option that refines inter
face signals and a Shugart-type 
interface with the VFO option. The 
disk drive features a microprocessor 
head-loading mechanism that ex
tends media life to more than 7 
million passes. MTBF is 24,000 
hours. In 100-unit quantities, the 
drives are priced at $475. NEC 
Information Systems, Inc. , 5 
Militia Dr., Lexington, Mass. 
02173. Circle No 308 

Cartridge-tape drives feature 
expandable storage capacity 

The models TDC 3204 and TDC 

THE FROST & SULLIVAN 
COMPUTER GRAPICS CAD AND 
CAD/CAM PRODUCT GUIDE 
AND SUPPLIERS' DIRECTORY 

DSB-4/6 ls Fast, Powerful and Compact 

The most complete, up-to-date international 
directory and purchasing guide in the field of 
computer graphics, computer-aided design and 
computer-aided manufacture is now available 
from Frost & Sullivan, Inc. In an easy-to-use two 
volume format, with over 800 pages and 1500 
product entries, the 1982 edition of the Frost & 
Sullivan Computer Graphics, CAD and CAD/CAM 
Product Guide and Suppliers' Directory covers 
over three hundred worldwide manufacturers and 
their repre5entatives for all types of hardware. 
Volume two of the directory is entirely devoted to 
software, listing the manufacturers and suppliers 
of software packages for applications in CAD, 
CAD/CAM, business graphics, and in the scientific, 
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• 4 MHz ZBO-A • or 6 MHz Z80-8* Processor and 110 

• Full OMA for Both 5 '14-inch and 8-inch Disk Drives 

• High Speed Bi-directional Parallel Port 

• 4 RS-232 Serial Ports (110-38.400 baud) 

• Centronics Type Parallel Printer Port 

• 64K of RAM and 2K of ROM 

• ZBO is a registered trademark of Zilog 

Davldge Corporation 
I 95 I Colony Street, Suite X 
Mountain View. CA 94043 

1415) 964-9497 
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medical and military areas. 
Price: $220. To order or for additional information, 
please contact 

FROST & SULLIVAN 
106 Fulton Street 
New York, New York 10038 
(212) 233-1080 
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MAKE THE ADAPTEC 
CONNECTION 

The Adaptec Connection: Controllers that actually enhance 
your system's 1/0 capability. Superior quality and reliability. Detailed 
attention to customer support. Leader-of-the-pack performance at 
low cost. Sound like the connection you need for your Winchester? 
Read on. 

The High Performance Connection: Adaptec intelligent ANSI 
SCSI ( SASI) bus controller devices. Fully-featured Adaptec LSI 5000 
Series Chip Sets and Controller Boards complete your high perfor
mance, multi-tasking system perfectly. Popular ST-506, 
SA-1000 and Q-2000 drive interface compatibilities assure 
a tight fit no matter what drives you select. And a range of 
features allowing complete device independence, logical 
block addressing, disconnect/ reconnect, and a 
10Mbit/ second transfer rate mean that 
these low cost controllers won't be a 
performance bottleneck. 

The Very Low Cost Connection: The 
Winchester Controller Chip'". This device lets 
you design your own controller board with as 
few as eleven "glue" chips. You still get power-

tul features like automatic error correction and software selectabl~ 
sector sizes. You still get Adaptec reliability and support. But you 
also get costs (and margins) that let you compete in the per
sonal computer marketplace. Finally, a Winchester controller 
that costs a fraction of the drive. 

Adaptec people are experts in systems, drive and LSI 
technology. We even provide complete PCB design and manu
facturing information for volume chip customers. And since you 

can build or buy, and choose the right performance 
level for your needs, you don't waste money. So don't 
waste time. Call Don Rector, vice president of mar
keting, at (408) 946-8600. Or write Adaptec, 1625 

McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035. 

~c[J adaptec, inc. 
The best controller connection 
you can make ... or buy. 
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3214 %-in. streaming cartridge
tape drives store 20M bytes on four 
tracks and 40M bytes on eight 
tracks, respectively. The drives 
operate at 90 ips and feature an 
8128-bpi recording density and an 
88K-bit-per-sec. data-transfer rate. 

Peripherals 
NEW PRODUCTS 

The drives' design allows a user to 
expand storage capacity from 20M 
to 40M bytes by changing heads. No 
mechanical adjustments are neces
sary. Other features include a 
three-point cartridge-locking mech
anism and a floating-head design. 

BOXEY TO THE RESCUE 
Well, A.l., our merger is 

complete. What a natural 
combination. The biggest 
manufacturer of pt>ncil~ 

and the world's leading 

Right you are, B. T. 
Now all that's lel't 

I wouldn't celebrate too soon. 
I can't get the Data Admiral 
to cornrnt.1nica1e 'Mth the 
Jellywell. They don't speak 
the same lanQ-Jages. 

Oh yeah?l/l/'ny 
Mt scrap your 
old dinosaur 
and keep 

ours? 

That was Boxey. You 
can call hirn direct 
at(412) 746-2910. 

My catalog has 
282 problem· 
solving products . 
Send for yours 
today . It 's Free! 

...... ~BLACK aox®CAT~ 
~,.,..Dept. SL• P.O. Box 12800 •Pittsburgh, PA 15241 liiililM~~ 

~....... 412-746-2910 TWX 510-697-3125 
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Requiring only two circuit boards, 
the drives have a 4K- to 16K-byte 
circular buffer and internal self-test 
diagnostics. Single-unit prices are 
$1600 for the model TDC 3204 and 
$1950 for the model TDC 3214. 
Quantity discounts are available. 
Tandberg Data-Data Storage Divi
sion, 571 N. Poplar, Suite H, 

Orange, Calif. 92668. 

Data cartridge is 
certified for 6400 bpi 

The model 300671 %-in. magnet
ic-tape data cartridge is certified for 
6400 bpi recording and has a 
capacity of more than 1 7M bytes of 
data. With 450 ft. of tape and the 
ability to operate in start/stop or 
streaming modes at tape speeds as 
high as 90 ips, the ANSI cartridge 
features data reliability of one error 
or fewer in a 64-block write then 
read, erase then read and write 
then read test. Expected life of the 
cartridge is 5000 passes. Measuring 
4 x 6 x 0.665 in., the cartridge 
weighs 8 oz. Single-unit price is $39, 
with distributor and OEM discounts 
available. Data Electronics Inc., 
Media Division, 10150 Sorrento 

Valley Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92121. 
Circle No 310 
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·software 
NEW PRODUCTS 

DBMS offers guage for application development, 
asynchronous 1/0 and a host 
language interface for COBOL, 
FORTRAN' BASIC, Macro and Prll 
application programmers. It runs 
on any model of Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s v AX computer family using 

on-line user assistance 
The System 1032 relational-like 

v AX database-management system 
features inverted file structures for 
fast data retrievals, a built-in, 
block-structured programming Ian-
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A Complete Curriculum for: 
End {Jsers Management Applications Staff Technical Support 

•Professionally produced instructional video-based courses including 
workbooks with hands-on exercises. 

•For UNIX and UNIX look-alike systems on a wide variety of hardware, 
including DEC, ONYX, PLEXUS, ZILOG, FORTUNE, VICTOR, NCR 
and many more. 

•Flexible course design for either self-paced or group instruction. 

•Available in your choice of video formats: 3/4" U-Matic, Beta or VHS. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Call Toll-Free to Order or for Further Information 

(800) 621-3155 
or, in Illinois, (312) 987-4092 

8:30-5:30 central time 

Ask also about our public and in-house seminars featuring hands-on 
workshops. 

Computer Technology Group UNIX courses are developed by experts 
in V7, PWB, SYSTEM Ill . .. and beyond. Each developer is experienced 
in teaching UNIX as well as in designing and implementing UNIX-based 
systems. '"UNIX is a trademark ofBell Laboratories 

COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY 

GROUP 
Telemeclla, Inc. 

310 S. Michigan Ave .. Chicago IL 60604 

COMPOTER TECHNOLOGY GROUP-our business is {]NIX training. 
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the VMS operating system. Built-in 
user aids include choice, help and 
recognize keys, automatic command 
recall and editing and on-line 
documentation. In addition to text, 
logical, integer, real, double- preci
sion integer, double-precision real 
and packed decimal data types, 
System 1032 supports date/time and 
time-span data types. A typical 
System 1032 license for the v AX 

11/780 sells for $40,000. Software 
Jlouse, 1105 Massachusetts Ave., 

1Cambridge, Mass. 02138 
Circle No 311 

Screen handler/report 
works with BASIC, dBASE II 

Zip, a screen handler and report 
generator for CP/M-based microcom
puters, works with code written in 
MBASIC, CBASIC or the DBASE II 

database-management system lan
guage. To create a screen or report 
format as long as 88 lines, a user 
enters text and variable names 
where they are to appear in the 
form, and Zip writes the code 
needed to generate the output. 
Commands for opening disk files or 
for displaying or printing items can 
be included in the form's blank 
areas. The user inserts a single 
statement in the application to 
invoke the code. Price is $160. 
Nexus, 5455 Wilshire Blvd. , Suite 
802, Los Angeles, Calif. 90036. 

Circle No 312 

Text processor 
works on IBM Series/1 

Intended for use in standard 
word-processing and more demand
ing applications such as creating 
technical reports with complicated 
equations, Textstream/1 runs on 
IBM Series/1 minicomputers in 
interactive mode under the EDX 
operating system. Features include 
word-string substitutions, multiple 
fonts, subscripting and super
scripting. Users can create com-
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Software 
NEW PRODUCTS 

mands for specific applications. A 
graphics feature enables users to 
construct charts and diagrams with 
boxes. Text is formatted for laser, 
line and letter-quality printers. 
Price is $2950. Computerized 
Office Services, Inc., 309 N. First 
St. , Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103. 

mands perform logical intersections 
and logical differences on entire 
groups of records at a time. An 
interface to the host BASIC language 
is furnished. The data-description 
language, intended to generate data 
dictionaries, permits data compres
sion and encryption and supports 
nine data types. Price is $3120. 

ISE-USA, 350 w. Sagamore Park
way, West Lafayette, Ind. 47906. 

trieve, modify and report data 
interactively. The package also 
offers protection of the database 
against unauthorized data access at 
the data-set and data-item levels 
and provides database security 
through utilities that allow backup 
and restoring of the database. Other 
features include automatic date 
stamping of records , formatted 
screen entry and the ability to 
access data sequentially, directly by 
relative record number or randomly 
by an alphanumeric key value. 
Single-unit price for the IBM PC 

version starts at $7500 including the 
query language and report writer, 
with substantial quantity discounts 
available. Gemini Information 
Systems, 5500 s. Syracuse Circle, 
Englewood, Colo. 80111. 

Circle No 313 

Database-management 
runs on IBM PC Circle No 314 

OMS features 
MDBS III , a database-management 

system for the IBM Personal 
Computer, permits developers to 
use named many-to-many and 
recursive relationships in applica
tion design. The package allows 
users to assign record types to 
areas on disk, segregate records 
and indexes and use variable-length 
records. Data-manipulation com-

English-like query language 

228 

DDQUERY, an on-line database
management and -query system for 
the IBM Personal Computer, IBM 

Series/I computer and 32-bit Perkin
Elmer computers, offers an 
English-like query language that 
allows nontechnical users to re- Circle No 315 

THE COMPLETE 
SOFTWARE 
REFERENCE 

SERVICE 
A Switch Box can add to the 
versatility of your equipment
permanent connections avoid 
the need to change cables 
manually to and from terminals, 
modems, CRT's, for example. 
A way to make CPU's or 
peripherals do extra duty. More 
than a dozen different kinds of 
ABC and ABCDE switch boxes, 
and Transfer Boxes in stock. 
Just for instance: 
RS-232 ABC box ..... . .. . $99.50 
RS-232 ABCDE box . . .. . $198.00 

(Female connectors standard; 
male available on special order.) 

THE 
SOFTWARE CATALOG 

~omputers. MlnlCompurers 
THE ~TWAl\E CATALOG I~ 0 compr~rve 

ongotng conunuously updored reference seMce for 
1nformo11on about rhe ovo1lab1hty price opphcorion~ 
ond compor1blhry of pcx:koged 50frwore 

cons.utran1?.. reseorcher.. educorOf\ ond everyone who 
owm or is planning o purchase of o compurer !>ysrem 

THE SOfl""A.'-E CATA.LOG Ml(~0W:VTEn5 
5'onc:firrq0dt>r 7c01<>10q<,,~50E'OCh 
2~,1775 

d Call or write for information and new catalog 

S The Company with a lot of Connections 

CC Data Set Cable Company.Inc. 

THE SOFTWAAE CATAL(Xj pr~ o single reference 
50\Jrce ro rhe sofrwore 1r.O..r..rry wirh The foll01N1ng 
unique features 
• Sofrwore~rero Compor1b1hry • Con11nuous Up()or1ng 
• Comple1ely Cross /'l.eferenced • ln1erno11onol Srondord 
Program Numbers • Oprt0n0I Supporr SeMces 

Soooler°"' ·..slcaiolog kROOE'OCh 

TH£ SOfl""A.'-E CATA.LOG M!NICCM41UTEn5 
~aodong OrOei 2 CO!Olog.i tao 75 eocti 
O'*d2vOOorE'\ '1500eoch 
~~·~•co1o1a9 ~Q500eoch 

East 
722 Danbury Road 
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877 
(203) 438-9684 TWX-710-467-0668 

West 
3001 Contract Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
(702) 382-6777 
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THE SOFTWARE CATALOG helP5 you find the 1nformo 
11on you need quickly srorring from any known refer 
ence pomr 

(alr &00-2l .l-l 11!i ..,NYSIO'e'roll 21218o7Q()4QE"J J07·fot 
~credo1cCJtd~ice0<'>E'f'\Cl(l"IE'(kpu.cha.eorC!t'f0<1/!Yl.NC0< 
AM DC wt!l'l&p ocire&\o9"()!i..we10 

• Compu1er ¥1em • Operoung ¥Jem • ~11ed Apph 
cation • Programming Longuoge • Specific Nome of • 

Pcckoge • M'"°"'oc"''°' · GenemllubJec•Ck>ssof•co"'" ELSEVIEn "'Nn•N•'TION•• 
• Nome of Vendor/Sofrwore Developer • Key\.o;ords ' " I ft A ...., 

(Subject Nome Apphco .. onl SOFTWAllE DAT.AD.ASE 
THE SOFTWAAE CATALOG ~ o concise reference fOf OP Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co., box. TSC 1 

managers sofrwore developers business execurives 52 \bnderbtlr Ave New York New York 10017 
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A WORD TO THE WISE. 

No one gives you more in an ergonomically engineered 
smart terminal than Wyse. 

These days there's little room for 
waste of the corporate dollar. And 
these days the WY-100 smart terminal 
looks even better when you compare 
it to the other guys. 

You definitely get more from Wyse 
- the leader in low-cost, high-per
formance, ergonomically engineered 
smart terminals. 

To begin with, you get a great 
looking terminal that features die 
cast aluminum packaging and takes 
up a minimum of desktop space. 

You also get a terminal with an 
uncanny way of pleasing people. It 
comes with an easy-on-the-eyes 
green phosphor screen. And a fully 
tilting/ rotating display and detached 
keyboard. (After all, one person's 
just-right-tilt is another's not-quite-
right-tilt). . 

When the workload seems impos
sible, horizontal and vertical split 
screen capabilities with independent 
scrolling allow you to be in two places 
at once. 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

There's more. You get program
mable function keys and transparent 
print. Plus 128 characters with upper 
and lower case, line drawing and 
graphics, and a keyboard with 105 
keys - including cursor pad, special 
mode and function keys. 

Of course, all of this wouldn't mean 
much if you couldn't count on Wyse 
quality. That's why each WY-100 is 
put through an extensive on/off 
testing program. 

On top of that, WordStar® and other 
emulations are now available from 
your distributor. Which means you 
can automatically get 32 of WordStar's 
most commonly used multi-key com
mands fully-implemented on our func
tion keys forfaster, easier use. 

We think you'll be quite impressed 
when you compare the WY-100 to 
other terminals in its class. But don't 
take our word for it. Call or write us 
today. We'll send you detailed infor
mation on why the WY-100 smart 
terminal gives you more. A lot more. 

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON INQUIRY CARD 

3040 North First St., San Jose, CA 95134 
(408) 946-3075 TLX 910-338-2251 
In the East, call (516) 293-5563 
Outside California, 800-538-8157 exl 932 
Inside California, 800-672-3470 exl 932 

WordStar 1s a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc. 
UL and FCC approved. <>1982 Wyse Technology , Inc. 
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Anadex s1LENT,/"sc:1=t1ae,·prlnters. 
Quietly goin our business. 

Now and then office noise 
levels can go sky-high. But with 
Silent/Scribe - our new family of 
matrix impact printers - you can raise 
your printer expectations while signifi-
cantly lowering your office noise level. 

How quiet is " silent"? Silent/Scribe operates at 
less than 55 dBA, which means that in the average 
office you may have to look at it to determine 

SILENT/SCRIBE MODELS 

Standard 
Features 

Printing Speed 
(Char. per Sec.) 

Enhanced 
Expanded Pri nt 
(Double Width ) 
Dot Addreasable 

10 150 150 120 120 200 
12 180 180 - - 120 
12.5 -
13.3 200 
15 
16.4 -
10 

150 150 -
200 -

180 180 150 

- 200 200 164 
- 100 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Graphics (Dot /In ., HIV) 60172 60172 75/72 75172 72'72 
Mu. line Width (tn.) 8.0 13.2 8.0 13.2 13.2 
Audible Alum Opt. Opt. Opt. Opt. Yes 
Oul·Of·Paper Sense Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Ribbon, Continuous 
Loop Cartridge ~Yds) 30 30 30 30 30 
Interfacing: 

whether it 's printing. 
And Silent/Scribe 

is as easy to buy as it 
is to live with . You 
can select a variety 
of printing speeds, 
fonts and I ine widths. 
Some models pro
vide both draft and 
enhanced qua I ity 
copy . All models 
have superb dot
addressable graphics 

Also standard are sophisticated communi -
cations controls and protocols, flexible and 

easy-to-use operator controls, quick-change 
continuous loop ribbon cartridge , and un iversal 
interfaces that work with virtually any computer 
system . 

For full details on how Silent/Scribe can fit your 
application - quietly- contact Anadex today . You ' ll 
find the units attractively packaged, qual i ty en
gineered, modestly priced , and available now. 

© Co pyrig ht 198 Z 

A nadex, Inc . 

DP-90001\ 

at no extra cost . :~=~--"'-----... --... ~ 
Silent/Scribe. The Quiet Ones &om Anadex. 

Parallel Cent. Comp. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
RS·232·C Serial Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

ANADEX, INC. • 9825 De Soto Avenue• Chatsworth , California 91311 , U.S.A. •Telephone: (213) 998-8010 •TWX 910-494-2761 
U.S. Sales Offices: San Jose, CA (408)247-3933 •Irvine, CA(714) 557-0457 •Schiller Park, IL(312)671 -1717 •Wakefield, MA(617) 245-9160 
Hauppauge, New York, Phone: (516) 435-0222 •Atlanta, Georgia, Phone: (404) 255-8006 •Austin, Texas , Phone: (512) 327-5250 
ANADEX, LTD.• Weaver House, Station Road • Hook, Basingstoke, Hants RG27 9JY, England •Tel: Hook (025672) 3401 •Telex: 858762 ANADEX G 
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Planning guide aids 
system designers 

The 16 -page Microcomputer 
System Planner, intended to facili
tate system designers' selection of 
modules, provides an overview of 
the ModulasOne microcomputer 
family, application hints, typical 
system interconnections and a 
module-selection guide. The bro
chure describes MPUs, APUs, memo
ry modules, digital and analog I/o 
modules, development-system sets 
and other hardware and the 
softwan: available to support the 
hardware. Adaptive Science Corp., 
4700 San Pablo Ave., Emeryville, 
Calif. 94608. Circle No 316 

Folder describes 
videotaped Pascal course 

A three-part, color, videotaped 
course covering the concepts of 
computer programming using Pas
cal is described in a folder. The 
course is a structured, disciplined 
approach to programming that 
impacts program development, 
readability, flexibility and maintain
ability. 'Colorado State University, 
Engineering Renewal and Growth 
Program, Christman Field, Bldg. 
1000, Fort Collins, Colo. 80523. 

Circle No 317 

Catalog describes 
Multibus controllers 

A line of Multibus-compatible 
products including ANSI and Priam 
disk controllers, ¥2-in. tape and 
Y4-in. cartridge adapters and boards 
that provide Winchester disk con
trol with magnetic-tape backup are 
described in a pocket-sized catalog. 
The booklet details the vendor's 
Pico-Mate l/4-in. cartridge-tape 
adapters, the Tapemaster ¥2-in. 
magnetic-tape adapters and the 
Rimfire disk/tape controllers. Com
puter Products Corp., 2405 Anna p
olls Lane, Suite 250, Plymouth, 
Minn. 55441. Circle No 318 
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Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Brochure describes 
robot system 

The Maker 100, a fiv~-axis, 

electric servo-driven robot able to 
handle a s- lb. payload, is described 
in a brochure. The brochure 
describes the robot manipulator, a 
controller and a teach pendant (the 
primary communications link be
tween an operator and the Maker 
100 robot system). The booklet also 
lists typical applications including 
assembly, material handling and 
others. United States Robots, 1000 
Conshohocken Rd., Conshohocken, 
Pa. 19428. Circle No 319 

Solids-modeling system 
outlined in brochure 

Use of the Solidesign solids
modeling system is described in a 
brochure. The booklet describes 
Solidesign's geometric-modeling 

and shaded-picture generation and 
explains how Solidesign can be 
integrated into engineering-design 
and manufacturing tasks. The 
booklet notes the benefits of 
Solidesign over wire-frame models 
in the design and analysis of 
complex parts and tools. Computer
Vision Corp., Marketing Commu
nications Department, 3 Oak Park, 
Bedford, Mass. 01730. 

Circle No 320 

Remote terminal interface 
described in brochure 

A four-page color brochure de
scribes the vendor's Series 11 
BusDriver remote-cluster and local
terminal interface for Digital Equip
ment Corp.'s PDP-11 and VAX-11 
computers. Illustrated with photo
graphs and line drawings, the 
publication explains how the DEC
compatible BusDriver can replace 
standard DEC communications mul
tiplexers and provide additional 
capabilities such as controlling 
statistically multiplexed remote 
clusters of terminals connected to 
Micro800/2 data concentractors. 
Micom Systems, Inc., 20151 Nord
hoff St., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311. 

Circle No 321 

Brochure examines 
network development 

An eight-page integrated commu
nications brochure details the prin
ciples of multiplexing, switching 
and automated network control. Its 
application-oriented approach ex
plains the vendor's product capabili
ties and how they impact network 
design such as reconfiguration 
flexibility and protocol compatibili
ty. The brochure is one of four in a 
series covering modems, net
working products and network 
switching and management prod
ucts. Codex Corp., 20 Cabot Blvd., 
Mansfield, Mass. 02048. 

Circle No 322 
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Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Booklet provides perts detail the state of the art, inks 
for impact printing and multistrike 
word-processing ribbons. A table of 
more than 60 ribbon manufacturers 
lists products, and a directory of 
U.S. and Canadian ribbon manufac
turers gives addresses, phone 

ribbon, toner information 
The 64-page Third Annual Guide 

to Ribbons and Toner provides 
references on companies, products 
and technology for ribbons and 
printers. Articles written by ex-

232 

Datacube boards give your CPU 
video 1/0 capability . .. economically. 

Put sight in your present system by mating your computer with our 
Video Graphics boards. They digitize and display information in real time 
from standard video cameras for MULTIBUS'" and Q-BUS '" systems ... 
without host computer intervention. 

Datacube boards provide reliable, low cost vision for robotics, 
inspection, medical imaging, teleconferencing, animation, etc. Available 

for both monochrome and color 
monitors. 

See how easy it is to make 
your computer see like a hawk. Call 
or write Datacube Incorporated, 
4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, 
MA 01960, Telej}hone: 
(617) 535-6644. 

Datacube 
CIRCLE NO. 139 ON INQUIRY CARD 

numbers and histories of companies. 
The booklet also includes articles on 
electronic imaging with toners and 
on the variables in electrophoto
gra phic systems that influence 
toner development. Another direc
tory lists more than 20 toner 
manufacturers. Datek of New 
England, P.O. Box 68, Newtonville, 
Mass. 02160. Circle No 323 

LITERATURE 
THAT COSTS 

Guide lists products 
for CAD/CAM field 

The 1982 Computer Graphics, CAD & 

CAD/CAM Product Guide and Suppli
ers' Directory is available in two 
400-page volumes that cover hard
ware and systems and software 
products for. business graphics, 
CAD/CAM and engineering analysis. 
Volumes one and two list 81 o systems 
and hardware products and 680 

software products, respectively, avail
able from more than 100 manufactur
ers and suppliers throughout Europe, 
North America and Japan. The first 
volume's entries are divided into 15 
sections by product type including 
systems, processors, input devices, 
CRT monitors, terminals, plotters, 
printers and controllers. The second 
volume's entries are divided into 15 
applications including business 
graphics, drafting systems, architec
ture and mapping , engineering , 
numerical-control programming and 
peripheral driving. Each entry lists the 
manufacturer's name, address and 
telephone number and the names and 
addresses of as many as three 
suppliers from countries other than 
the source. It also describes the 
product and provides prices. A 
manufacturers and suppliers index 
lists all the companies identified in the 
directory, their country of origin and 
the sections in which their products 
appear. The software acronym index 
alphabetically lists all the software 
products with their originators and the 
section in which they appear. The 

·two-volume set is priced at $220. 
Frost and Sullivan, Inc., 106 Fulton 
St., New York, N.Y. 10038. 

Circle No 324 
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THE 
LIBRARY 
OF IMAGE So You Don't Have to Draw a Blank. 

PROCESSING Without good software, even the best image processor 

SOFTW.RE 
can ~~t~smao~~~~\~~~ ::Jr~~ know, software development 

• 
No more. The Gould DeAnza Library of Image Processing 
Software (LIPS®) cuts the job down to size. 

A Comprehensive Command Processor. 
Designed to run on Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-11 
and VAX minicomputers , LIPS provides the 
software tools you need to facilitate almost 
any image processing operation on our 
IP8500 and IP6400 Image Processors. 
Written in FORTRAN and MACRO, LIPS 
includes a "help" instruction program. Plus 
a comprehensive system of more than 30 
arithmetic, geometric, radiometric and gen
eral purpose image manipulation commands. 
That means you can concentrate your soft
ware efforts on the nuances of your specific 
imaging application . 

Call Us For Software Solutions Today. 
Gould DeAnza offers an ever-expanding 
library of applications software. Whether your 
application is medical imaging, remote sensing, 
publishing, non-destructive testing, CAD/CAM 
or media, LIPS can help you turn blanks into 
images. Call or write today for complete 
information and a copy of our brochure. 

•} GOULD 
Gould Inc. 
DeAnza Imaging & Graphics Division 
1870 Lundy Avenue, San Jose, California 95131 
(408) 263-7155 ·TWX (910) 338-7656 
Eastern (516) 736-3440 •Central (312) 965-8110 
Southwestern (214) 458-0052 ·Western (408) 263-7155 
Distributors Worldwide 
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CAHNERS 

234 

PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Cahners Magazine Division 

J. A. Sheehan, President 
William Pia/I, Executive Vice President 
Harold Sugarman, Group Vice President 
David Sisk Wexler, Group Vice President 
H. Victor Drumm, Group Vice President 
Ellsworth M. Brown, Group Vice President 
Gordon Taylor, Vice President 

Publishing Services 
J. J. Walsh, Financial Vice President 
Thomas J. Dellamaria, Vice President 

Production and Manufacturing 
Jerry Neth, Vice President Planning 
Walter Cahners, Vice President 

Corporate Development 

Cahners Magazine Division 
publishes the following business 
magazines and directories: 

Bulldlng/Constructlon Group 

Brick & Clay Record 
Building Design & Construction 
Building Supply News 
Ceramic Industry 
Construction Equipment 
Modern Railroads 
Professional Builder 
Security Distribution Marketing 
Security World 
Specifying Engineer 

Foodservice Group . 

Foodservice Equipment Specialist 
Hotels & Restaurants International 
Restaurants & Institutions 

Electronlcs/Computer Group 

Business Computer Systems 
EDN 
Electro-Optical Systems Design 
Electronic Business 
Electronic Packaging & Production 
Mini-Micro Systems 
Semiconductor International 

Manufacturing Industries Group 

Appliance Manufacturer 
Design News 
Design News Directories 
Modern Materials Handling 
Package Engineering 
Plastics World 
Purchasing 
Traffic Management 
U.S. Industrial Directory 

Cahners Exposition Group 
is the largest producer, operator and 
manager of trade and consumer 
shows in the world . .. 
with 58 shows, 3,300, 000 square feet 
of exhibition space and total annual 
attendance of over three million. 

UCAHNERS 
PUBLISHING COMPANY 
221 Columbus Avenue 
Boston, MA 02116 
6171536-7780 

Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Catalog lists 
37 seminars 

The 56-page Datapro Catalog of 
Seminars and Information Services 
lists 37 seminars in data communica
tions, systems and software, elec
tronic data-processing management 
and office automation and four 
general-interest seminars given 

from January to May, 1983. Each 
listing includes course information, 
instructor profiles, location and 
dates and fee information. Complete 
schedule information in table format 
and registration information follow 
the listings. Datapro Research 
Corp., 1805 Underwood Blvd., 
Delran, N.J. 08075. Circle No 325 

LITERATURE THAT COSTS 

Databook describes 
microcomputer products 

A 643-page catalog describes the 
vendor's microcomputer components, 
development systems and board-level 
computers, as well as the company's 
program of technical training courses. 
A functional description, architecture 
and programming information and 
electrical specifications are given for 
the zao a-bit microprocessor and 
associated peripheral circuits; the 
zaooo 1 6-bit microprocessor and 
associated peripheral circuits; the za 
family of single-chip microcomputers; 
the Z8500 series of universal periph
erals; and zao microcomputer board 
products. The 1982/1983 Zilog Data
book is priced at $5. Zilog, Inc., 
1315 Dell Ave., Campbell, Calif. 
95008. Circle No 326 

Directory focuses on 
mechanical CAD/CAM 

Turnkey CAD/CAM Computer Graph
ics: A Survey and Buyer's Guide for 
Manufacturers is a soft-cover, three
volume set describing CAD/CAM and 
its vendors. Part 1, Contemporary 
CAD/CAM Technology, serves as a 
tutorial on contemporary computer
g raphics technology to automate 
engineering design and manufactur
ing. With the aid of photographs and 
drawings, it explains hardware and 
software components and systems 
and includes sections on work
stations, displays, plotters, comput
ers, databases, networks and soft
ware. Part 2, Evaluating Today's 
Turnkey Systems, aids prospective 
users of CAD/ CAM in choosing, 
justifying, acquiring and installing 
CAD/CAM equipment. It explains how 
to compare systems and vendors, the 

ramifications of turnkey pruchasing, 
the impact of CAD/CAM on user 
organizations , how to determine 
CAD/CAM needs and how to prepare a 
financial justification. Part 3 is a 
directory of 44 vendors. Information 
for each company includes a financial 
profile, a sales and installation profile, 
product descriptions with photos, a list 
of key executives, R&D resources and 
other data. For quick reference, the 
volumes include a topical index and 
an index of systems and vendors. 
Parts 1, 2 and 3 are priced at $107, 
$89 and $150, respectively. Dara
tech, Inc., P .o. Box 41 o, Cambridge, 
Mass., 02238. Circle No 327 

Study charts 
disk drive industry 

The 1 982 Disk/Trend Report is a 
detailed annual business review of the 
worldwide disk drive industry. In 
addition to individual revenue and unit 
shipment projections for rigid disk 
drives in nine product groups, the 
report provides statistics and analysis 
of installed drive populations, average 
OEM drive selling prices, competitive 
market shares of manufacturers and a 
review of competing data-storage 
technologies. The report also con
tains basic specifications on 590 rigid 
disk drives and profiles on 65 drive 
manufacturers worldwide. A similar 
report on flexible disk drives is also 
available . The report, including rigid 
and flexible disk drive sections, is 
priced at $1260. The individual 
sections are priced at $840 for the 
report on rigid disk drives and $585 
for the flexible disk drive report. 
Disk!l'rend, Inc., 1224 Arbor Court, 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040. 
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C. ltoh's F-10 Daisy-wheel printer is the 
compact beauty you can easily get 
attached to .Just look at all the useful 
features you get. 
1. Small footprint, low-profile design 

(only 6" high) fits easily into your 
system. 

2. Downloading wheel and impact 
sequences allow use of a variety 
of unique wheels and permit 
OEM's to tune the printer to spe
cific needs. 

3. Comes in two Shannon-text-rated 
speeds. 40 CPS and 55 CPS. 

4. Industry-standard parallel or 
RS 232-C interfaces and ETX/ACK, 
XON/XOFF protocols provide 
maximum OEM flexibility and 
installation ease. 

5. Extensive, built-in word process
ing functions allow easy adapt
ability and reduced software 
complexity. 

6. Uses mono and dual-plastic 
wheels . (Unlike metal wheels, 
dual-plastic provides superior 
print quality over the entire life 
of the wheel.) 

7. Reid proven, firmware intensive 
technology for increased reliability. 

8. Cast aluminum base plate with 
high quality metal parts provide 
lasting dependability. 

• 04 ,. • ' • ~ 

•••• 

9. Low-noise operation is ideal for 
office environment. 

10. Choice offriction feed or bidirec
tional tractor feed for precise 
print positioning of tabular and 
graphics data . 

11. Uses industry-standard wheels 
and ribbon cartridges available 
from multiple sources at low 
prices . 

12. Universal power supply is stan
dard and allows worldwide power 
source compatibility. 

13. FCC approved and under 50 
lbs. in weight for fast shipments 
and sales. 

14. Easy-to-load wheels with tested 
and proven method of wheel 
support (spring loaded with pos
itive detent) . 

We could go on. But quite frankly, 
once you see the F-10 perform, you'll 
never look at another Daisy. 

The F-10 is fully backed by C. 
ltoh's warranty and complete support 
organization. Contact C. ltoh Elec
tronics, Inc . 5301 Beethoven St., Los 
Angeles, CA 90066 (213) 306-6700. 

~C.ITOH 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

One World of Quality 

HOW DO I IDVE YOU? 
LET ME COUNT THE WAYS. 
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Any microcomputer with a Unix'" operating system, now has access to the 
thousands of professional quality DIBOL ™ software packages. SIBOL'," a new 
portable language system, makes it all possible. It combines the price/ 
performance and portability features of Unix with the proven and tested 
advantages of DIBOL, DEC's most widely used business language. 

The SIBOL system, like DIBOL, gives you a compiler, a run-time interpreter, 
a symbolic debugger and a library of external utility subroutines. The entire 
package is written in the "C" language that is standard on all Unix systems. 
And SIBOL is ready today with easy-to-use documentation . 

See this new product at COMDEX/SPRING, Atlanta. 

, Software Ireland Limited 
A member of the National Westminster Bank Group 

Software Ireland Representatives, Inc ., 100 Wall Street. New York, NY 10005 Tel. (212) 509-0363 
West Coast Rep .. Yates Ventures. 4962 El Camino Real, Suite 111, Los Altos. CA 94022 Tel. (415) 965-0103 

Offices in Ireland: BelfastTel.247433·Dublin Tel. 780088 

DIBOL is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories . 

SIBOL is a trademark of Software Ireland Ltd . 

Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

jfaadalf 

.... -
Brochure presents 
data comm products 

A 12-page, color brochure, enti
tled "Guide to Local Area Net
working," highlights the vendor's 
expanded data-communications 
product line. The short-form catalog 
presents an overview of P ACX 

data-switching systems, modems, 
----------=C:..::IR:..::C=-L=E=-:..:N-=0-"-. -'-14..:..:6=--0.::...:..::N--=-l::..:N-=Qc::U..:..:IR-"-Y:.._c::C.:...:A.:...:R.=.D ________ ~ multiplexers and other local-area 
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DataQwik® 
•Easy " dial-up" of CRT screen formats or 

commonly used data. 
• Convenient store and forward 

communications. 
•Off-line data editing. 
•Adds up to 99 programmable function 

keys . 
Connect DataOwik to your dumb or intelli
gent terminal and instantly add 16,000 
characters of memory for storing CRT 
screen formats, Telex or TWX messages, 
demo programs, form letters or any data 
you wish to store and use often. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
• 16K battery-backed memory. 
• "User friendly" commands . 
•Dual RS232 ports for inline connection. 
Data is stored in 99 "Data Bins" which are 
assigned numbers and can be called up by 
the terminal or by using the DataOwik 
keypad. 

DataQwik plugs inline between almost any 
RS232 Terminal and its Modem or Com
puter, so data can freely pass between the 
two ports . DataOwik can be configured to 
send to the Terminal , Modem or both. 

Call toll free for more information today! 

n n n IS D western 
L'.:::..'.::'.J L:::i D telematic inc. 
2435 S. Anne St. , Santa Ana, CA 92704 • (714) 979-0363 
Outside California call toll free (800) 854-7226 
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networking products. The brochure 
includes applications, diagrams and 
charts. Gandalf Data Inc., 1019 s. 
Noel, Wheeling, Ill. 60090. 

Circle No 329 

Software-development tool 
described in brochure 

The TAPS transaction-processing 
application-development system 
that can be moved across a variety 
of mainframes, minicomputers and 
microcomputers is described in a 
36-page brochure. The brochure 
reviews product features and in
cludes a step-by-step example of 
how to develop an application. It 
explains how so percent of program
ming tasks usually required when 
building on-line systems can be 
eliminated by using TAPS. The 
brochure also describes a screen
painting capability and explains 
application of TAPS to distributed 
data processing and communica
tions network management. In
formatics General Corp., TAPS 
Division, 401 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. Circle No 330 
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If buying magnetic media from the other guys has 
given you some bad memories, maybe you should be doing a lot 
more business with us. 

Your customers are beginning to ask for OPUS by 
name because of the unheard of reliability we build into all our 
memory products- flexible diskettes, single-disk cartridges, 
multi-level disk packs and magnetic tape. 

Dealers are remembering us because of our margins. 
The profits you'll make from selling OPUS are second to none, 
and frankly, better than most. 

Besides our great product and generous margins, 
remember that we accept orders of all size, with virtually no 
restriction on how little or how much you can buy. And when you 
order from OPUS, we deliver what you need, when you need it. 

Find out more. Circle us on the 
reader service card, or call or write. 
Computer Resources, Inc. 
4650 W. 160th Street, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44135. Phone: 800/321-9330. 

NO BAD MEMORIES 
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 
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More Room •.. 
More Multibus® Cages. 

More Room 
You get more room for 
extra cards without in
creasing overall size, be
cause our design gives you 
greater inside dimensions. 
More Reliability 
All cages are constructed 
of sturdy, durable anodized 
aluminum with a single 
mother board backplane 
.. . a concept that in
creases reliability and 
minimizes interconnec
tions. 
More Models 
We have more models than 
all our competitors com
bined. Choose a cage with 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 0, 9, 12, 14, 15, 

16, 20, 24 or 26 slots for the 
right solution to your prob
lem. We have models with 
either 0.6" or 0.75" card 
centers and can even ac
commodate wirewrap 
cards. 
More Rack Mount 
Models 
Standard 19-inch rack 
mounting available for all 
cages. 
More Warranty 
A three year warranty is 
your assurance of quality. 
For Fast Delivery. 
Call our toll free number 

(800) 854-7086 
In Calif. call 

(619) 292-0242 

I Electronic Solutions 
5780 Chesapeake Court 

San Diego, CA 92123 

Fully Multibus Compatible, 
Terminated Mother Board. 

MULTl·CAGE® 
Note, Multi-Cage is a registered trademark of Electronic Solutions 
Multibus, trademark of Intel. 
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THE 

BIG BYTE 
Tri-Density Tape System 

for 11/70 and VAX 

A real beast of a subsystem - the IPS BIG BYTE tape system 
outperforms all competitors. The tape subsystem comes com
plete with drive. controller. formatter and cables for all DEC 
Unibus and Cache Bus systems. Features include 32K FIFO 
Buffer and intelligent dynamic NPR throttle. 

The BIG BYTE from IPS - increased system performance 
without taking a bite out of your budget. 

JPS-Information Products Systems. Inc. 
656 7 Rookin St. • Houston. Texas 7707 4 • 
Phone (713) 776-0071 •Wire IPS HOU• Telex 792413 

Call our toll free number: 1-(800)-231-7972 

fl I 
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Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

LITERATURE THAT COSTS 

Catalog lists CP/M 
application software 

The CP!M Compatible Software 
Catalog, published annually by Digital 
Research, Inc., the orginator of the 
CP/ M operating system, provides 
information on many CP/M-compatible 
application software products pro
duced by independent vendors. The 
1 04-page catalog is divided into three 
parts. Section one alphabetically lists 
and describes first domestic compa
nies and their products, then interna
tional companies and their products 
and ends with an index. Section two 
lists and describes products .in detail 
according to Digital Research lan
guage compatibility . Separate lan
guage indexes are also provided. 
Section three lists companies by the 
specific application programs they 
produce. Price is $1 o . Digital 
Research, Inc., P.O. Box 579, Pacific 
Grove, Calif. 93950. Circle No 331 

Books explore 
STD bus interfacing 

Three new books in the Blacksburg 
Continuing Education Series are 
available. Real-Time Control with the 
rns-ao, a 11 6-page book priced at 
$14.95, guides a reader step-by-step 
through the elements needed to plan 
and develop a real-time data logging 
or control system. STD Bus Interfac
ing, a 286-page' book priced at 
$13.95, describes this well-defined 
bus and shows readers how to 
interface it to v.arious peripherals. The 
authors explain how to address 
various 1/0 devices, interface to input 
and output ports and nonstandard 
peripherals, decode and assign 
addresses and transfer data and 
control signal timing. FORTH Program
ming, a 246-page book priced at 
$13.95, examines the FORTH pro
gramming language. The FORTH-79 
and fig-FORTH dialects are described, 
and their programming differences 
are identified. The book contains 
more than 50 programs that execute 
with little or no modification on any 
FORTH system. Group Technology 
Ltd., P.O. Box 87, Check, Va. 24072. 

Citcle No 332 
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PERFORMS LIKE A BALLERINA. 
Choose a printer that won't crack 

under pressure. Our secret weapon? 
Okidata's stored-energy . non-ballistic 
print head. ft has one moving part 
instead of three which means a 
smaller heat sink. less maintenance. 
and ultimately. an extremely low cost 
of ownership. For added durability . 
its armature is laser welded. not 
soldered . And its tough tungsten pins 
crank out 200.000.000 characters 
with ruthless precision. 

But. a virtually invincible print head 
isn't the only reason our nationwide 
network of service people get so few 
calls. Okidata printers have excep
tional MTBF and MTTR ratings: up to 
4000 hours and as little as fifteen 
minutes. respectively. And no duty 

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 

cycle limitations. 
Yet. all this rugged reliability is 

delivered with the speed and grace 
of a prima ballerina. Inside their 
stamped steel bodies. our fastest 
models perform at up to 3 50 cps bi
directionally. with short line seeking 
logic and fast horizontal and vertical 
slew. As for style. our correspon
dence quality truly rivals a daisy
wheel's at speeds up to 85 cps. All 
models boast superior talents for 
their modest prices. Most. for in
stance. accept downline loadable 
character sets. 

Plus. Okidata 's compatibility is un
limited. and our technical staff can 
make alterations to fit your special 
OEM needs. Our innovations get 
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standing ovations. For our latest 
product specification sheets. call 
1-800-0KIDATA. In New Jersey. 
(609) 235-2600. Okidata . Mt. Laurel. 
NJ 08054. 

OIQDATA 
A subsid iary o f Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd . 
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Mini-Micro 
MARK£TPLACE 

A special section for advertisers of hardware, software and services. 

READERS: Please circle reader service numbers for additional information. 

--, ~ CJ 
·~= - ' ~--

DSTD-953 is a 3 slot STD BUS system 
chassis designed for control or com
munication applications where a 
small number of STD cards are re
quired. The system chassis comes 
complete with 3 slot card cage, 
power supply, Input ACline/filter, 
power-on switch and pre-punched 
rear panel with 0825-type connector 
holes. 

888 Lady Ellen Place 
~~~ Ottawa, Ontario 
........ ,~ Canada K1Z 5MI 

TWX: 61 0-562-8967 
dy-4 SYSTEMS INC. TEL: 613-728-3711 
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ANALOG- DIGITAL 
DIGITAL-ANALOG 

CONVERSION MODULES 

SOFTWARE 
CAIN CONTROL 

For additional details about the AD-1 00-4 and other 
fine California Data corporation 100% Individually 
tested, high reliability products. circle the reader 
service card number below or for faster response 
write or call us. 

CALIFORNIA DATA 
CORPORATION 

3475 Old Conejo Road, Suite C-10 
Newbury Park, CA 91320 

1805> 498·3651 
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CP/M Z80-A 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

•On board video• Wide line and thin line graphics 
• 128K of RAM • Sasi interlace • Floppy disk con
troller for up to four 5-1 /4 and four 8 inch drives, 
single/double density simultaneously • 4 serial 
ports • Full Centronics printer port• Expansion 
bus • Extended track buffer• 16K printer buffer 
•OMA• Compact size (8·1 /4 x 12·1/4) 

$600 00 
on orders placed and paid for 
prior to March 1, 1983 FOB Los 

• Angeles, CA $7 .00 shipping 
INSIGHT ENTERPRISES, CORPORATION 

~:.3A~g~~.~.·~~ ~·;oost'(~~3> 461 -3262 JL2L' 
Dealer, OEM . International Inquiries Welcome 

ASl-200 MULTIBUS""' COLOR VIDEO BOARD 
The ASl-200 utilizes the advmntagee of 8 foreground/ 
b•ckground selectable colors to provide alphanumeric 
and graphics dl1playa for Multlbua'!!ll users. 
Key fHturH Include: 

• 4Kor8K • AS-232 and • Optional 
refresh RAM. 20macurrent R.G.8. output 

• 80x24 or loop serial interface. 
80x32or port. •Alternate 
80 x 48 display • 75 - 19.2K graphics 
format. Baud trans· character 

• Totally sland· mission rate. generator. 
alone using • Buffered serial •Price: OEM 
8085 CPU. input . qty. 25is 

• DEC VT ·52 or •TTL video out- $525.00 
ISC 8001 put compatible • Evaluation 
emulation withN.E.C .. unit available 
lirmware. Mitsubishi , at$525.00 

•Keyboard and Hitachi 
input por1. monilors. 

Distributor •nd De•l•r Inquiries Invited. 
MULTIBUS is a Trademark of Intel Corporation . 

~§'!!!lllli! ANTEK SYSTEMS INC. 3005 EaSI Ma;n 5"ee' 
~· Waterbury,CT06705 

(203) 573- 1795 
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$73.80* 
Single Board Computer 

gr_-:~?-· .. ~~ 
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ZSO and 8085 In-Circuit Emulators 
• Real-time emulation to 6 MHz with 

hardware breakpoint or single-step 
• 1 6 K bytes of mappable memory 
• RS/232C interface for operation with 

a terminal or a host computer 
• In-line assembler and disassembler 
• Download or upload hex files 
• Complete debugging facilities 
• CP/M symbolic debug linking soft· 

ware via RS-232 optional 
• 8085 unit $1895; Z80 unit $1895 

HUNTSVILLE MICROSYSTEMS 
PO Box 12415 

Huntsville, AL 35802 
(205) 881-6005 

CIRCLE NO. 206 ON INQUIRY CARD 

To advertise call : Lorraine Marden, 617/536-7780. 
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DEC* Interfaces to 
over 20 different computers 

The combination of Standard Computer Pro
ducts, Inc. RTP BUS Converters, the 7400 
Series chassis and SAi's RTPDEC Interface 
(model SAi 8511) provides LSI and PDP/11 
Interfaces to over 20 different computers. 
Up to sixteen SAi 8511 's RTPDECN Interfaces 
may be installed in single chassis and up to 8 
chassis may be daisy chained providing a node 
of up to 128 RTPDEC Interfaces. 
For further information, contact: 

Science Applications, Inc. 
2109 W. Clinton Ave. 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
(205) 533-5900 EXT. 338 

*DEC, LSI and PDP/11 are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. 
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EDGE·86 
AN INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

8086 OEM SYSTEM 

•HARDWARE 
-A Multibus• COMPATIBLE 8086 CPU BOARD 

WITH OMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER. INTERRUPT 
CONTROLLER. PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS, 3 
SERIAL PORTS, TWO PARALLEL 1/0 PORTS, AND 
BK BYTES OF PROM WITH BOOT STRAP 
LOADER FOR CPM/86n". 

- 128K BYTES DYNAMIC RAM BOARD. 
- 4·SLOT MULTIBUS CARD CAGE. WITH COM· 

PLETE DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS; 
ALL FOR ..... . .$1250. 

•SOFTWARE 
- CPM/86 O.S. WITH COMPLETE UTILITIES ... $250. 

-OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY-

3Xz: MICRO SYSTEMS 
195 W. EL CAMINO REAL, SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 

TELEPHONE: 408·738·4729 
' Multibus TM o l Intel, TlolCPM/86 TM o l Dig ital Research 
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DC100 CARTRIDGE DRIVE HAS 
SMART 1/0 

MicroDrive/OEM now features a micro 
processor based 1/0 . This unit performs 
all control and formatting for quick sys
tems integration. A high level command 
set (22 commands) allows full peripheral 
status for the model 1251/0 . Serial and 
parallel options are available priced a~ 
low as $400 in OEM qty. 

MOYA CORPORATION 
9001 Oso, Unit B 

Chatsworth, Ca. 91311 
Tel: (213) 700-1200 
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THE INDOOR 
MULTIPLEXER 

5495 
•Eight channel capacity 
•Completely transparent up to 

9600 bps for each channel 
• No modem needed: 2000 ft. 

distance between muxes 
• Free 30 day trial 

@®~ffi~ffi 
ELECTRONICS 

249 SOUTH HIGHWAY 101 
SOLANA BEACH, CA 92075 (714)/481-6384 
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THE VM-8850 MULTIBUS COLOR 
GRAPHICS PROCESSOR is an intelligent, 
high resolution graphic generation system 
on a single board. Key features include: 
• 512H X 512Vpixel display matrix: • 16 
simultaneous colors out of 4096 color 
palette:• dualgraphicsbuffersformotion 
imaging: • 8 MHz 16-bit CPU and • optional 
INTERACT resident graphics interpreter. 
Multibus INTELN 

Quantity 25 prices start at $2100 

Ml 
~; ~~n Street 

Winooski, VT 05404 
Tel. (802) 655-3800 

Information only: Circle No. 210 
MANUALS @$50.00/set Circle No. 211 

COMPLETE 
68000 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

FOR VAX/VMS* 

MOTOROLA PASCAL - 68000 
optimizing cross-compiler ..... $2995 

MOTOROLA 68000 relocatable 
cross-assembler . . . . . . . . . .. $ 995 

MOTOROLA cross-linker....... . $ 995 

VMS - VERSADOSt 
file transfer . . . . . .... . .. . $ 395 

All products run in VAX native mode. 
Developed in cooperation with Motorola 
for guaranteed EXORMACS/VERSADOSt 
compatability. 
•tm Digital Equipment Corp. ttm Motorola 

octal 
INCORPORATED 

1951 Colony Slreet , Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415)962-8080 Telex: 172933 
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RTP BUS EXTENDER 
SAi's SAIDRIPN BUS EXTENDER connects 
COMPUTER PRODUCT INC.'s 7400 Series 
chassis to over 20 HOST computers including: 
DEC, HARRIS, HP, MODCOMP, HONEY
WELL, DATA GENERAL and others. ltfeatures: 
• EIA RS 422 Differential drivers/receivers 
• Single and Double bit error detection 
• Single bit error correction 
• High Speed parallel data transfer to 4000' 
• 16 BIT internal status word 

Contact: 

.&! 
Science Applications, Inc. 
2109 W. Clinton Ave. 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
(205) 533-5900 EXT 338 
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The BLACK BOX Catalog of Data 
Communication Devices 

Contains 282 unique, useful and low-cost 
products for computer system installation, 
expansion, and operation in one FREE 
catalog. Complete descriptions, photos, 
diagrams, and prices make selection and 
ordering easy. Product categories include 
switches, cables, test sets, protocol and 
interface adapters, modem eliminators, 
short haul and limited distance modems, 
multiplexors and more. 

BLACK BOXe Catalog, Inc. 
P.O. Box 12800, Pittsburgh, PA 15241 
(412) 746·2910 Telex 510-697-3125 
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Like-new 
products 

For free catalog, 
phone toll-free (800) 225-1008 

In Massachusetts (617) 938-0900 

Genstar REI Sales Company 
6307 Desoto Ave. Suit J 

Woodland Hills , CA 91367 

CIRCLE NO. 216 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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Fact: 
The best 96 TPI 5111" floppy 

is now better than ever. 
Our Second 
Generation Floppy 

It's a recognized fact that 
Micropolis is the 
undisputed leader when 
it comes to 96 Track-Per
Inch 5114'' floppy disk 
drives. We've delivered 
over 300,000 - more 
than all the others 
combined. And our 
drives are used by most 
media manufacturers as 
reference standards. 

We designed our drives 
for double track density 
from the beginning, using 
a multiple step, silent 
stainless-steel leadscrew 
for highest positioning 
accuracy, a temperature 
compensated loop, and a 
superior diskette clamping 
mechanism. 

A Chassis Within a Chassis Plus 
Industry Standard Mounting 
Holes and Bezel 

Our new 1115, second generation 
0.5 (single head) and 1Mbyte 
(double head) floppies have a 
unique "chassis within a chassis" 
for unparalleled electrical 
shielding and reduced mounting 
stress. We've added a jewel 
follower to our positioning 
leadscrew for less friction and 
wear, and have reduced track-to
track access time to a solid 6 ms. 
The motor tach is no longer 
necessary since speed control is 
taken directly from the spindle 
pulley. This eliminates the need 
for an electrical adjustment as 
well as variations over time from 
belt and pulley wear. 

Left: Model 1115 with industry standard mounting 
holes and bezel. Right: Inner chassis, model 1105, 
available separately for integration into OEM systems. 

Another plus - our drive is micro
processor controlled, so there are 
no electrical adjustments, time 
drifts or pot settings, and field 
replacement of the PC board is a 
snap. 
All this means longer life, greater 
environmental tolerances, higher 
reliability, faster throughput, less 
service, and easier upgrading, 
adding up to one conclusion: 
With Micropolis you can step up 
to 96 TPI with confidence. 

Twice the Capacity at Less 
Than 30% More Cost 

You can step up from 48 TPI to 
a solidly engineered Micropolis 
96 TPI drive with no packaging 
or chassis modifications, and 
minimal hardware and software 

MICROPOLIS™ 
21 123 Nordhoff Street• Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(213) 709-3300 I TELEX 651486 
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changes, immediately 
getting a 100% increase in 
capacity for less than 30% 
more cost. And it's easy 
to do with our new 1115 
floppy which has industry 
standard mounting holes 
and bezel. 

Also, you save valuable 
space. lMbyte in our 5114'' 
floppy compared to 
0.5Mbyte or less in 48 
TPI drives. 

So step up to Micropolis, 
get more capacity for the 
dollar in the same space, 
with minimal investment 
in engineering. 

Soon We'll be Shipping 
2,000 Double Track 
Density Drives Daily 

Another reason why you can step 
up to 96 TPI with confidence is 
Micropolis' ability to deliver field 
proven double track density 5114'' 
floppies in very large quantities. 
Our new 60,000 square foot plant 
is dedicated exclusively to the 
production of these drives. We 
are well on our way to delivering 
2,000 each day. 

Proven Performance, Lowest 
Cost per Byte, Multiple Sources 

Multiple competitors are geared 
up to supply a market demand 
that will more than triple during 
1982. You can compare before 
choosing, and once you do, we're 
sure you'll choose Micropolis to 
upgrade to 96 or 100 TPI and 
improve your system performance 
and customer appeal. 

Growth positions available 
for talented people. 



Guide lists products for 
Timex/Sinclair computers 

The 96-page Timex/Sinclair 
Sourcebook lists more than 600 
application software packages, 
add-on hardware, books, catalogs 
and magazines available by mail 
order from more than 1 60 worldwide 
sources for the Timex/Sinclair family 
of microcomputers. Each listing 
includes the name of the product, a 
brief product description, media the 
product is supplied on, minimum 
equipment configuration required, 
price and ordering information. The 
listings are divided into nine catego
ries including business, books/news
letters, education, games, hardware 
accessories and home/personal use. 
An alphabetical index of products 
concludes the guide. Price is $6.95. 
Micro Design Concepts, P.O. Box 
280, Carrolton, Texas 75006. 

Circle No 333 

Reference source covers 
image-processing system 

The 203-page Digital Image Proc
essing: a Systems Approach exam
ines all essential techniques of 
designing, implementing and main
taining computer-based digital image
processing systems. Numerous dia
grams and almost 1 oo illustrations of 
techniques and hardware compo
nents are included. The illustrations 
and block diagrams demonstrate 
various current and future computer 
peripheral devices. Also included are 
before and after image-processing 
examples from earth resource evalua
tion, medical, astronomical and 
weather- and climate-analysis appli
cations. Price is $34.50. Van Nost
rand Reinhold, 135 w. 50th St., New 
York. N.Y. 10020. Circle No 334 

Library provides 
how-to guide for DP 

The Auerbach Data Processing 
Management Library contains eight 
how-to books for data-processing 
professionals and managers. Each 
150-page book contains tested, 
practical solutions to data-processing 
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Literature 
NEW PRODUCTS 

LITERATURE THAT COSTS 

management problems in data com
munications, system development, 
distributed processing, database 
management , electronic data-pro
cessing auditing, computer program
ming, data-center operations and 
general data-processing environ
ments. The library covers the latest 
trends and technologies. It is priced at 
$79.95, and single copies are priced 
at $11.95 each. Auerbach Publish
ers, Inc., 6560 N. Park Dr., Pennsau
ken, N.J . 08109. Circle No 335 
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Directory compares 
software alternatives 

The 500-page Small Systems 
Software and Services Sourcebook 
helps buyers determine which pro
grams to use for their applications and 
equipment. The directory details the 
applications and limitations of approx
imately 1300 programs for small
business computers. The report 
covers business applications, legal, 
accounting, report generators, pro
gram development aids, file manag
ers and word-processing programs. It 
gives information on hardware, opera
ting-system and language compatibili
ty; price; training availability; and the 
names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of each vendor. Data on 
related services, such as consultants 
and time sharing, are also included 
The directory is available at a 
one-year subscription rate of $125. 
Information Services, Inc., 1001 
Glenview Rd., Glenview, Ill. 60025. 
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Primer covers 
8086/8088 micro 

The revised edition of the 808618088 

Primer introduces Intel's 8086 and 
8088 microprocessors. The 288-page 
book covers 8086 architecture, sys
tem design and programming. The 
book offers a technical and historical 
perspective of microcomputers with 
emphasis on the 8086; microproces
sor architecture; and 8086/8088 
machine organization, register and 
memory structure and addressing 
modes. It also explains the 8086/8088 
instruction set and shows how to put 
the 8086 and the 8088 together with 
other components to form a complete 
system. Assembly-language pro
gramming and high-level-languages 
programming for PL/M-86 and Pascal 
are also discussed. Single-copy price 
is $10.95. Hayden Book Co. Inc., 50 
Essex St., Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662. 

Circle No 337 

Booklets introduce 
personal computers 

Two 50-page, color guidebooks 
introduce personal computers for 
homes and businesses to inexperi
enced users. The Personal Guide to 
Personal Computers explains in 
easy-to-understand terms how per
sonal computers are used in the 
home, how they work and how to 
choose one. A glossary of frequently 
used computer terms from "acoustic 
coupler" to "word processing" is 
included. Price is $1 .95. Personal 
Computers in Business introduces 
managers, professionals and small
business owners to personal comput
ers as business tools. Helped by color 
photographs and illustrations, the 
booklet explains how personal com
puters are used in offices, how they 
work, how to plan for them, where to 
shop for products and services and 
how to estimate costs. A special 
section explains tax benefits to 
business users of personal comput
ers. Each booklet sells for $2.95. 
Apple Computer, Inc., 20525 Mari
ani Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. 

Circle No 338 
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For PC designers, production engineers, 
fabricators, buyers and specifiers 

IN THE SOUTHWEST 

southwest 
Printed Circuits 

& Mlcroelectronlcs 
Exposllton 

Packaging 

Production 
Testing 

APRIL 6 and 7, 1983 
MARKET HALL 
DALLAS, TEXAS 

Presenting new equipment and technology 
for the surging Southwest 

• A Leaming Experience ... Conference 
Program by recognized industiy authorities: 
timely technical sessions and workshops give 
new insights to improved productivity and 
lower costs 

• See over 175 displays of the latest 
equipment tools. hardware. supplies and 
instruments required in modern PCB 
manufacturing 

• MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW TO ATTEND! 

IN THE SOUTHEAST 

southeast 
Prl n1ed Circuits 

& Mlcroelectronlcs 
Exposition 

Packaging 

Production 

Testing 

APRIL 19-21, 1983 
ORANGECOUNTYCONVENTION 

CENTER, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D to 3 full days In a 
beautiful, newly-professional 
exposition facility 

Featuring . 
• Full range of modern PCB production 

equipment and accessories that can solve your 
work-a-day problems 

• Conference program geared to the special 
needs of electronic engineers in the Southeast: 12 
technical sessions, professional advancement 
course. and a "how-to". workshop 

• Held concurrently with PCl/MOTORCON 
'83 - Motion Control and Power Equipment 
Exposition 

FREE ADMISSION TO EXHIBITS! 

ORGANIZED BY 

CEti CAHNERS 
EXPOSITION 
GROUP 

Cahners Plaza , 1350 E. Touhy Avenue 
P.O. Box 5060, Des Plaines, IL 60018 
(312) 299-9311 Telex 82882 CEG CHGO 

FREE ADMISSION TO EXHIBm WITH THIS COUPON 

Packaging 

Production 

Testing 

SOUTHWEST PC/MICRO. EXPO '83 
April 6-7, 1983 

Market Hall, Dallas. Texas 

Packaging 

Production 

Testing 

SOUTHEAST PC/MICRO. EXPO '83 
April 19-21. 1983 

Orange County Convention Ctr .. Orlando, FL 



Classified Ads 

hardware 

SAVINGS ALL MODELS 

98458/C 9000 Non-HP memory 
9836A 9826A and peripherals 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

dlglkll .....aura•s 11110. 

Box 23051 Portland , OR 97223 USA 
503-246-0202 

International Sales Telex 360-143 

CIRCLE NO. 231 ON INQUIRY CARD 

r ~;;~B;;G;;-t 
l M/A-COM DCC - 2 pair - model CM9100. l 
' Used only 5 months. no longer needed . ' 

t Contact Bill Arnold : f 
t_ - :':·: __ t 

software 

ISIS - CP/M® 
CP/M users may transfer data bi-direction
ally to ISIS diskettes. The '"ISIS-CP/M 
UTILITIES '" provide complete high speed 
data transfer to/ from ISIS diskelles 
lo/from CP/M diskelles and also include a 
utility to display lhe ISIS directory. Will 
work in any version CP/ M environment 
with any density drive . 

$250 on single density 8' diskelle. Free 
· brochure on other software development 
tools. 

Southern Computer Systems 
2304 121h Avenue North 
Birmingham , AL 35234 
Phone: 205-933-1659 

CP / M~ is a registered trade mark of Digital 
Research . ISIS is a trade name of Intel Corp. 

CIRCLE NO . 232 ON INQUIRY CARD 

TSX-Plus 
22 bit (4MBy) OM : (AK06/07) 

handler four Emulex & 
Di log controllers . 
Available Now 1 

Omn 
24B30ldM!ddldl,ld W"Y ex.. /l'IQ\mt1ln View • CA 94043 

CORPORATION • (415)966-8400 

CIRCLE NO . 233 ON INQUIRY CARD 

This space should be working for you. 

For details call: Linda Lovett 
(617) 536-7780 

software 

OS/8 & OS/78 
FILE 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Simple File transfer over async. 
communication lines using CMU8 
program 

SEND fil ed to remote system 
RECEIVE files from remote 
system 

Operating Modes and Protocols 
XON-XOFF 
Full or Hall Duplex 
ASCII or BLOCK transfer 
Bidirectional terminal 1/0 
File reception control by OC2/ 4 
Can operate under OS/8 Batch 

In use with Wylbur, Tymshare, 
Multics. TSO , RT-11, OS/8 and 
others 

Omn 
248)01d/lllddldleld WI)' ex.. /'l'lounllln View• CA 9404) 

CORPORATION 
•(415)966·8400 

CIRCLE NO . 234 ON INQUIRY CARD 

Micro PERT® 
Project Management 

for Tektronix, IBM PC 
For information, call or write 

SHEPPARD SOFTWARE COMPANY 
4 750 Clough Creek Ad. 

Redding, CA 96002 
(916) 222·1553 

CIRCLE NO . 235 ON INQUIRY CARD 

seminars 

r--RMX-8G SEMi°NAR --, 
I • 5 d~ys on-site intensive seminar I 
I • Equrvalent to Intel's 2 weeks workshop I 
I 

• Guarantee to boost productivity 
• Low budget cost I 

I csn~a~UEL KIANG 213 308-9911 I 
I P.O. Box 6156 Alhambra , CA 91802 I 
L--~~~~~~--1 

CIRCLE NO . 236 ON INQUIRY CARD 

publications 

Exc1us1ve1y 

UNIX* 
and C 

Information 
Thars UNIQUE, the oldest ond 
largest Independent journal covering 
the UNtx• and C marketplace. 

• product revlews/llstlngs/prices 
• oppllcatlons/futorlals/lndexes 
• industry inside information 

Full year, 554 (566 foreign) - write, 
coll or circle reader service number for 
full brochure and FREE sample copy. 

lnfoPro Systems 
Dept. MM· Box 33 • E. Hanover NJ 07936 

(201) 625-2925 
•uNIX rs o trademark ol Bell laboratories 
Formerly The UNIX Software Ust 

CIRCLE NO . 237 ON INQUIRY CARD 

~---------------------------------------------, 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 

Mini-Micro Systems classifieds reach more mini-micro people 

Rates: $80.00 per column inch 
There is no charge for typesetting class if ied listings. Plan approximately 50 average words to a column inch , 8 lines of 
approximately 38 characters per line (3 inch maximum). Please send clean typewri tten (double·spaced) copy. 

Category: The following categories are available; be sure to specify the category you wish to be listed under: 
Business Opportunities , New Literature, Selling , Buying, Trading, Seminars, Serv ices , Software, Supplies & Acces
sories . (Other categories may be employed at our discretion .) 

Run this ad in (number issues) Reader Inquiry No. YES D NO D 
Ad size 1 col. wide by __ inche·s deep Under --------------------- (category) 
Check enclosed for$ (Pre-paid orders only) 

Signature _ ____________________________________________ _ 

Name ______________________ Title _____________________ _ 

Company Telephone No. __________________ _ 

Address ___________________________________________ _ 

City -------- ------ State-------------- Zip _____________ _ 

MAIL TO: Linda L. Lovett, Classified Advertising, Mini-Micro Systems, 
221 Columbus Ave., Boston, MA 02116 

L---------------------------------------------~ 
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 245 
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Career Opportunities 

SR. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
ENGINEER · SOFTWARE 
19 
Ci lOSOU•Cf 

Erie, Pennsylvania 
The Smith Meter Division of Geosource Inc. has been set
ting the standard for accurate and reliable petroleum 
measurement as well as excellent careers. As a worldwide, 
high technology organization, Smith Meter Division 
manufactures liquid flow measurement and control equip
ment for the petroleum and chemical process industries, 
with new products continually being added. 

Based in Erie, Pennsylvania, you will assure that the quality 
of new software for new electronic products will meet 
customer requirements, and prepare software required to 
perforryi job function. BS in Math, Software Engineering or 
Electrical Engineering and 5 years programming and testing 
language required. You must possess a familiarity with a 
Tektronix model 8002 system. 

This position offers excellent benefits and salary plus 
relocation amenities. Please send resume to the Manager of 
Human Resources, Smith Meter Division, P.O. Box 10428, 
Erie, Pennsylvania 17614. We are an equal opportunity 
employer, m/f. 

" Technical Innovation And Service Around The World " 

CIRCLE NO. 238 ON INQUIRY CARD 

ENGINEERS/SOUTHEAST 
OPENINGS FOR ENGINEERS 

& other degreed professionals. 

ENGINEERS .. . PROGRAMMERS 
DES PROG • 6800/ 8080 • Bit SLICE • 
DATA/TELECOM • SIG PROC • ARCH VAX• 
UNIX • C • VMS• SYS· 1 • DEC MODELING • 
CRYPTO • C' • ATE • E/ M LSI / VLSI • CAD • 
RF / MW/ ECM • DIAG 

Our 12 Olfices in NC, SC. GA and FL 
specialize in Control Systems, In· 
strumentatlon, Electronic Design 
and Engineering positions from 18 
to 40K. Aggress ive, confidential. 
Fee Paid service. Send resume to 
Ted F McCulloch. BEALL PERSON· 

·~~'it~. Box 5042. Spartanburg , 

, 

BUSINESS/ SCIENTIFIC/ MFGING APPS. 
Forward Resume to : IMR 

18582 Marion Way, Suite 503 
VIiia Park , CA 92667 

Fees Assumed by NATIONAL Clien1s 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR 
PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS 

National Openings With Client Companies 
and Through Affil iated Agencies 

Sc1 ent1f1c and commercia l appt1cat1ons • Software development and 
systems programming • Tetecommun1cat1ons • Control systems • 
Computer engineenng • Computer marketing and support 

Call or send resume or rough notes of ob1ect1ves. salary. location 
restnct1ons. education and expenence (including computers. models . 
operating systems and languages) to either one of our locations Our 
c lient companies pay al l Of our lees We guide. you dec ide 

RSVP SERVICES, Dept. MM RSVP SERVICES. Dept. MM 
Su ite 700. One Cherry Hill Mall Suite 21 1. Dublin Hal l 
P 0 Box 50 t 3 t 777 Walton Road 
Cherry H il l. New Jersey 08034 Blue Be ll. Penna 19422 
(609) 667- 4488 (215) 629-0595 

RSVP SERVICES 
Emplo ymen/ Agen/s lor Computer Professiona ls 

CIRCLE NO. 239 ON INQUIRY CARD 

203-984·0884 to place your recruitment/classified ads. 

r------Call today. 
I United States: 

Arizona 
602/279-1010 

I 
Phoenix 
California 
(Northern) MountainView 415/969-4910 

San Francisco 415/434-2410 

I WalnutCreek 415/945-1910 
(Southern) Century City 213/203-8111 

Fullerton 714/871-6500 
Los Angeles 213/688-0041 

I Newport Beach 714/833-173~ 
San Diego 619/231-1900 
Torrance 213/540-7500 

I 
Van Nuys 213/781-4800 

Colorado 
Denver 303/571-4450 
Englewood 303/773-3700 

Hartford 203/522-6590 I 
Connecticut 

Stratford 203/375-7240 
District of Columbia 

I 
Washington D.C. 
Florida 
Miami 
Georgia 

I Atlanta (Downtown) 
Atlanta (North) 
Atlanta (Northeast) 
Illinois 

I Chicago (East Loop) 
Chicago (West Loop) 
Oak Brook 

I 
Rolling Meadows 
Indiana 
Indianapolis 
Kansas 

I Overland Park 
Kentucky 
Louisville 
Louisiana 

I New Orleans 
Maryland 
Baltimore 

I 
Towson 
Massachusetts 
Boston 
Burlington 

I Wellesley 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Southfield 

202/466-5890 

305/624-3536 

404/588-9350 
404/953-0200 
404/325-8370 

312/938-4400 
312/782-0857 
312/986-0422 
312/392-0244 

317/631-2900 

913/888-8885 

502/ 581-9900 

504/ 561-6000 

301 /727-4050 
301 /321-7044 

617/482-7613 
617/273-5160 
617/237-3120 

313/259-7607 
313/352-6520 
313/362-0070 I Troy 

Minnesota 
Minneapolis (Downtown) 612/332-6460 

I 
Minneapolis (West) 612/544-3600 
Missouri 
Clayton 314/862-3800 
Kansas City 816/474-3393 

I New Hampshire 
Nashua 
New Jersey 
Cherry Hill 

I Edison 
Morristown 
Paramus 

I 
Princeton 
New York 
New York City 

(Grand Central) 

I 
(Penn Station) 
(Wall Street) 

Rochester 
Syosset, L.I. 

I White Plains 
Ohio 
Akron 

I 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus 
Dayton 

I 
Oklahoma 
Tulsa 
Oregon 
Portland 

I Pennsylvenia 
King of Prussia 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 

I Wilkins Township 
Texas 
Dallas (Central) 

I 
Dallas (North) 
Fort Worth 
Houston (Downtown) 
Houston (N. Loop West) 

I 
Houston (S.W. Freeway) 
San Antonio 
Virginia 
McLean 

I Washington 
Bellevue 
Wisconsin 

I 
Milwaukee 

Canada 
Ontario 
Toronto 

I downtown 
Don Mills 
Mississauga 

603/880-404 7 

609/482-2600 
2011494-2800 
201 1267 -3222 
201 /845-3900 
609/452-7277 

212/557-8611 
212/736-7 445 
212/962-8000 
716/263-2670 
516/364-0900 
914/683-9300 

216/ 535-1150 
513/769-5080 
216/771 -2070 
614/224-0660 
513/461-4660 

918/599-7700 

503/223-6160 

215/265-7250 
215/ 665-171 7 
412/261 -6540 
412/24 7 -4400 

214/954-1100 
21-\/387-1600 
8171338-9300 
713/751-0100 
713/95 7 -8555 
713/626-8705 
512/342-9898 

7031790-5610 

206/454-6400 

414/277-0345 

4161865-1125 
4161425-5730 
4161272-3333 

., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L
Ouebec 
Montreal --- 5141849-7043 ..I --



New, Free Computer 
Salary Survey! 
Learn about compensation in the computer 

field, including the effects of inflation and 
recession, and which career paths offer the greatest 

compensation from a 28-page report prepared by Source Edp. 

Despite past inflation and 
recession, demand for 
computer systems and the 
people needed to support 
them continues to grow. 

But which professionals, 
with what specialized 
experience and skills, are 
really in the best positions 
for long term career and 
salary growth? And is your 
salary really keeping pace? 

In our new Survey, you 'll 
get answers to these 
questions and much more. 

Compare your salary 
with many others. 

The new Survey not only 
provides salary medians for 
48 position categories. but 
it also shows "highs" and 
"lows" for each one as well. 
Figures are organized by 
types of professionals, 
including those ranging 
from commercial pro-

grammars to management 
and marketing positions; by 
experience level and by 
size of computer installation 
site. So you 'll be able to 
compare your salary with 
those computer profes
sionals who have similar 
responsibilities and skills 
and to learn who in com
puting, in what kinds of 
specialized disciplines, are 
earning the most. 

No other Survey we 
know of is more compre
hensive. It's based on 
contacts with more than 
50,000 professionals and 
25,000 organizations. 

Learn about new 
growth areas. 

Most significantly, you 'll 
also read about which 
specific areas of speciali 
zation are forecasted for 
unusual growth in this 
decade and beyond. The 
past year saw many 

changes in the economy 
and has altered career 
prospects for some profes
sionals who were not 
properly prepared, so the 
need to stay abreast of 
current trends and career 
planning has never been 
so critical. 

Whatever computer 
specialty you're in, or plan 
to explore-programming, 
software, systems design, 
data communications, 
mini/micro systems, data 
base, computer marketing, 
sales, management or 
others-our Survey can 
help you make the most of 
your career. You 'll be able 
to keep up with changes in 
the profession, establish 
career goals, develop 
action plans, evaluate your 
progress, spot potential 
dangers, take corrective 
action when needed, and 
in general, keep your 
career on the best possible 
course for growth. 

Call for your free copy. 
The new 1983 Computer 

Salary Survey and Career 
Planning Guide is available 
without charge. You owe it 
to yourself to get a copy of 
the report-especially if 
most of your career lies 
ahead of you. 

Call today and our free 
28-page Survey will be 
mailed to you in strict 
confidence, without 
obligation. 

~<:eq, 
The world's largest recruitment firm that 
specializes exclusively in the computer 
profession. 

Client companies assume our charges. .-----, I Call today. 
I Call the office nearest I 

you that is listed to the 

I left. If you 're unable I 
to call, write: 

I Source Edp I 
Department MM1 

I P.O. Box 7100 I 
Mountain View, CA 94039 

&:
(When writing, be sure to ..I 

elude your title.) ----
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URCE 
The awesome advances that have been made in 
semiconductor technology share a common source: 
human imagination. GTE Microcircuits believes in the 
ingenuity that turns ideas into state-of-the-art applications. 

GTE = Telecommunications . . and Microcircuits is the 
heart of the industry. \Ne're expanding our design 
endeavor to ensure our leadership in the highly com
petitive merchant market. GTE corporate's commitment to 
excellence provides stability and o n-going career 
opportunity in the fol lowing areas: 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 
Sr. CMOS Analog - Project leader position on SLIC 
design, 5+ years. 

Sr. Analog-Bipolar - To work on SLI C design, 5+ years. 

Sr. Gate Array - Project leadership logic array group, 5+ 
years. 

Sr. Digital CMOS 
• Project leader on standard cel l & full custom design , 5+ 

years. 
• Project leader in telephony circuits, 5+ years. 
• Project leader in microprocessor/ memory group, 5+ 

years. 
• Work in macro-cell library design , 5+ years. 

All of the positions require a BS in one of Engineering 
Sciences. 

PRODUCT ENGINEERS 
Telecom - Coordinate & execute botr. product 
development & sustaini ng engineeri ng on telecom devices 
such as Codec's, PCM filters & combos. Component or 
systems experience with telecom devices required . 

Gate Array - Responsible for development of specific Gate 
Array devices. Wil l be invo lved with sustai ning 
engineering & new package development as well as 
device development. Requires experience in CMOS digital 
circuitry & Sentry VI I and/or Series 20 testers. 

Product Engineering positions req uire a BS in one of 
Engineering Sciences plus 3 years specific experience. 
LTX test & semiconductor experience preferred . 

Complete the coupon below and return it today with your 
resume in complete confidence to: 
GTE MICROCIRCU ITS, Attn: Bob Wi ll iams, Dept. MMS, 
P.O. Box 7282, Phoenix, AZ 85011 . 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. 

THE START 
Name ___________________ ~ 

Address __________________ _ 

City _______ State ______ Zip ___ _ 

Phone/ Home _______ Business ______ _ 

Present Employer Position _____ _ 
Position Sought _______________ _ 

( Cj i #J Microcircuits 

CIRCLE NO. 240 ON INQUIRY CARD 

SENIOR 
PROJECT ENGINEERS 

Data Communications 
If you excel l at turning technological concepts into reality, 
General Data Comm is the place for you. Our worldwide leader
ship in the design and development of network management 
systems, multiplexers and voice band modems sets the stage 
for your success at bring ing new products to the marketplace 
- from initial concepts to new product reality! 

You will oversee al l facets of new product development. This 
will encompass the development of functional and design 
specifications, product design and release to manufacturing . 
We'll call on your seasoned hands-on expertise in product 
management and digital , analog and microprocessor design 
background to help shape the future of our company. BSEE 
req uired; MSEE preferred . 

We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package 
worthy of your professional ability. You can enjoy the many 
benefits of our Southern New England location - where there 
are no state income taxes. Our relocation program provides 
generously for you and your family. 

If you can meet the challenges of our fast-paced , growing com
pany in a dynamic and growing industry, please call or send 
your resume to: Michael Blazak 

(203) 797-0711 Ext. 950 

general 
c!ataComm 

One Kennedy Avenue, Danbury, CT 06810 
An Equa l Opportunity Employer M /F /H IV 

CIRCLE NO. 241 ON INQUIRY CARD 

WE'VE GOT THE PROFESSIONAL AND TAX ADVANTAGES YOU'RE 
LOOKING FOR. RSAL, the Saudi Arabian affiliate of Holmes & Narver, 
Inc., is seeking personnel for ARAMCO projects. These are 12-month, 
single status contracts which offer superior compensation, liberal 
vacation and free food and lodging . Each position requires that you be 
eligible for a U.S. or Canadian passport . 

Systems Programmers 
BS in Computer Science or Math and 7-10 years experience in an IBM 
370/158 and 3033 mainframe MVS/ SP environment. Candidate should 
have in-depth knowledge and hands-on experience working with system 
internals includ ing modifications to system modules and a good grasp of 
IBM hardware including generation , maintenance and debugging of 
operating systems and program products. Experience should also include 
Assembler and COBOL programming languages, IMS TSO/ SPF JES 2-3, 
ACF/VTAM/ NCP, NSNF, NCCF, and NPDA. The assignment includes 
network design and installation , performance measurement and tun ing, 
ca pacity planning and equipment forecasting with data management and 
data base design tasks. 

Systems Analysts 
These positions require a degree with 5 years experience 1n IBM 370/150 
and 3033 commercial environment utilizing COBOL and PL 1 with IMS 
(DB/ DC) and TSO/ SPF. 

Send resume to the office nearest you, onl y. 

E.K. Houser, Dept. MM83-1 Bill Hedlund, Dept. MM83-1 
999 Town & Country Rd. 50 Briar Hollow Ln., Ste. 310W 
Orange, CA 92668 Houston, Texas 77027 

Will Gordon, Dept. MM83-1 
2 W. Potomac Pkwy., Williamsport, MD 21795 

HOLMES f, NARVER, INC. 
ENGINEERS·CONSTRUCTORS 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

CIRCLE NO. 242 ON INQUIRY CARD 
Send Box No. repl ies to MMS, 999 Summer St., P.O. Box 3809, Stamford, CT 06905 MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/March 1983 



COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION ... 

Providing information and answers 
for virtually every facet 

of the world's needs. 

You are an experienced . , 
professional in the j .. ' ,i:'~ 'i .. 

information sciences 'i', · · · · 

field. Your desire is 
to broaden your 
experience and 
enhance your career 
growth. You know the 
significance of finding 
just the right company 
to satisfy your requirements. 

We're the Systems Division 
of CSC. Our Information 
and Management Systems 

activity is involved with 
the analysis design and 

development of embedded 
Computer Systems with 

financial, accounting, 
personnel, logistics and 

telemetry applications to the 
civilian and military community 

both in the United States and abroad. 

The available services range from analytical studies to full implementation of an 
operating system. Our continued growth in these areas have created on - going 
openings in EQUIPMENT EVALUATION, SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ENGINEERING, 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT, MODELLING AND SIMULATION, SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION. These openings are in the 
areas of office automation, command and control, intelligence and flight test data 
processing. 

If you are interested in a company that offers multiple career paths and many avenues 
for upward mobility; a company whose people are always encouraged to learn new 
skills and seek out the project and work location that best suit their interest and 
career goals, find out more about your future with Computer Sciences Corporation. 

Computer Sciences Corporation 
Systems Division (MC 218 MM 3) 
6565 Arlington Boulevard 
Falls Church, VA 22046 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

csc 
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION 

CIRCLE NO. 243 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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STOP, 
LOOK a LISTEN 

Stop and take a good, hard look at Harris Government Communications Systems Division 
located in Melbourne, Florida. Listen to a leader in state-of-the-art Communications Systems. With 
the largest backlog of work in our history, and a 5~year plan that projects an annual growth rate of 20 
percent, we offer unusual career opportunities for Communications Professionals. Working on pro
grams such as Navy EHF Satellite Program (NESP), Real-Time Adaptive Control System (RTACS}, 
Mobile Ground Terminal (MGT), Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and Adaptive Multi-function 
Antenna (AMA) will provide technical challenges arid professional growth opportunities unsurpassed 
in our industry. 

HARRIS COMMUNICATIONS: The opportunity is here . The time is now. We're looking for 
talent. People with a thirst for involvement and the fast paced environment of discovery. Our current 
projects are broad in scope and application ... projects that generate new technologies, technologies 
that lead to discovery. From top to bottom we are an organization dedicated to the technological con
cerns of man. 

HARRIS IN FLORIDA: We are a division of the Harris Corporation, Florida's largest industrial 
employer with over 9,000 Florida based employees and corporate sales in excess of $1.6 billion, 
located in Melbourne, Florida, a Florida east coast resort area, where you will earn nationally com
petitive income and excellent benefits, while paying no state or local income taxes-and enjoy the 
lower cost of Florida living. 

MODEM ENGINEERS - To perform state-of
the-art modem design using high speed bit slice 
technology . Should have experience in modem 
design and a strong communications systems 
background. You should have 5-10 years ex
perience in the HF transmission area and project 
management experience. MSEE preferred. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS - Opportunities 
available for real-time Scientific Software 
Engineers in the conceptual design of operating 
systems, data base management systems , 
microprocessor firmware and image processing 
applications . BSCS or BSEE required with 5-15 
years experience with state-of-the-art software 
design technology and structured programming. 

SYSTEM ENGINEERS-To work in Systems 
Definition and/or Systems Development for in
tegrated command and telemetry ground systems, 
software based communications systems, AJ com
munications systems, SATCOM ground terminals, 
and network control terminals. A minimum of 
BSEE or BSCS required. 

DIGIT AL DESIGN ENGINEERS - Requires 
technical emphasis in the areas of digital com
mand, control and communications . Also requires 
background in digital design with microprocessor 
hardware/ firmware exposure. Must be capable of 
contributing to IR&D and proposal activities . 
Prefer MSEE with 5-10 years experience. 

U.S. Citizenship required for all positions. 

Opportunities also exist for : Systems Test Engineers. Configura
tion Managers. Program Managers. Electro-Optics Engineers. ILS 
Managers. Data Managers. Production Engineers. 

For consideration send your resume in confidence to: Harris 
Government Communications Systems Division. P.O. Box 92000. 
Room 12/102. Dept. EON. Melbourne. Florida 32901. 

Discovery. Bom and Bred al Banis. 
w~RIS 

Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/V/H . 
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Computer Consultants Corner 

CHESAPEAKE SOFTWARE, INC. 
9 Maplewood Lane 

Wilmington, DE 19810 

ELECTRICAL NOISE PROBLEMS 
SOLVED In Electronic Data Processing 
and Microprocessor Based Control 

Systems CALL (814) 466·6559 

HARDWARE-SOFTWARE- COMMUNICATIONS 

High technology marketing services at 

(302) 475-5229 

PDP-11 /VAX 
Real-time Process Control 

Interacti ve Graphics Systems 
Scientifi c I Engineering Programming 

Dr. E. Thomas Chesworth, P.E. 
Seven Mountains Scientific Inc. 

Boalsburg, PA 16827 

realistic prices to create a cost effective 
return on Investment. 

Pro-Spectrum CJ 
P.O. Box 74 - SPRING VALLEY, 
OHIO 45370-0074 
(513) 885-4519 . 

CIRCLE NO. 244 ON INQUIRY CARD 

MICRO-PROCESSOR S'ERVICES INC . 

CIRCLE NO. 248 ON INQUIRY CARD CIRCLE NO. 252 ON INQUIRY CARD 

• Spec1al1zing m m1crocomputer sollware and hardware 
design for all INTEL MICROPROCESSOR FAMILIES (f rom 
8021 to8086) 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

• We use our own development equipment and staff . 
• Fixed price contract and warranty . 
• Free 1mtial consultation and quotation . 

MICRO-PROCESSOR SERVICES INC. 
92 STONEHURST LANE 

DIX HILLS , L.1. , NEW YORK 11746 

VAXNMS, RSX·11M, RT-11 USERS 
•Short-Long Term Software Projects 
• Real-Time, Lab. Autom1t1on & Security Systems 
• Staffed by Former DEC Specialists 
• Recommendations from Major Corporations 
• Call or Write for More Information 

DIGITAL CONSULTANTS 
Box 3781 Englewood, CO 80155 

(303) 773-0717 

Automated QC Inspection 
Machine Control 

Measurement 
Contact E.M. Gore, P.E. 

MG ASSOCIATES 
207. 77 4-5290 

------ (516) 499-4461 _____ _, 

CIRCLE NO. 245 ON INQUIRY CARD CIRCLE NO. 249 ON INQUIRY CARD CIRCLE NO. 253 ON INQUIRY CARD 

MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS 
New product development · industrial and consumer. 
Designers of cost-effective hardware / software sol · 
ufions since 1973. 

LOGICAL SERVICES INCORPORATED 
Z340A Walsh Avenue 
Bob Ulrickson 

Santa Clara. CA 9505 I 
14081 7Z7· I 470 

~~ 
• Microprocessor hardware and soltware design • lndustnal 

control spec1ahsts • H1erarch1cal software design methodology 
• Environmental testing • Complete prototype fac1ht1es 

Applications of Microcomputers 
• Hardware selection and installation 
• Custom software development 
• Data entry and verification 
• Statistical survey analysis 
• Mathematical modeling 
• Training and technology transfer 

Experience in Agricult ure, Climatology and 
Remote Sensing. Projects i n the United States 
and develop ing countries. 

MICROsystems International, Inc. (Jn Computer System Associates 
7562 Trade St San Q,ego. CA 92121 (619) 566·3911 

P.O. _Box 6206, Falls Church, VA 22046 • (703) 573·3849 

CIRCLE NO. 246 ON INQUIRY CARD CIRCLE NO. 250 ON INQUIRY CARD 

positions available 
CIRCLE NO. 254 ON INQUIRY CARD 

ENGINEERING 

Si: Data Communications Engineer 
At the Aeronutronic Division of Ford Aerospace 

& Communications Corporation, defense history is 
continually being made. It happens because we have 
the commissions, the commitment, and the scope to 
offer entrepreneurial professionals the opportunities 
to blaze new trails in advanced technology. 

Right now there's room at the top for a one·and· 
only resident communications expert. We need a highly
qualified individual to lead our Division in the design, 
acquisition and implementation of a total data com· 
munications system network. 

The rapid expansion of our data center has 
precipitated the need for a leader who can handle the 
here·and·now as well as the futu re, designing, instal· 
ling and troubleshooting sophisticated data systems. 
We want a five·year plan developed to embrace full 
network recommendations, anticipated needs and sys· 
terns requirements. 

Becom~~~gend in the 
FORD AEROSPACE ODYSSEY 

It's a big job that demands a proven track-record in 
designing and supervising the installation of data com· 
munication networks, together with strong experience in 
communications hardware and protocols - both syn
chronous and asynchronous systems. Other require
ments are for complete familiarity with ISO and ANSI 
standards (including X.25), and SNA, DECNET, and 
PRIMENET systems/protocols including SDLC and DOCMP. 

For this key position, which is critical to the 
success of our entire Data Communications System, we 
offer a highly competitive salary, an outstanding bene
fits package and a dynamic work environment at our 
Newport Beach location. 

For immediate consideration, send your resume 
and salary history in confidence to: 
Marsha A. Bridges, Professional Placement, 
Dept. A875-001 , Ford Road, Newport Beach, 
CA92660 

Ford Aerospace & 
Communications Corp. 
Aeronutronic Division 

U.S C1t1zenship required. An Affirmative Action Employer. 
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From out of the West ... Leadership in disk controllers 

Long recognized as the domi
nant independent tape control
ler company serving the mini
computer industry, Western 
Peripherals has extended this 
leadership to disk controllers. 

The industry measures lead
ership by the numbers. West
ern Peripherals has the largest 
installed base of independent 
peripheral controllers operating 
in the field today. Products in
clude disk and tape controllers 
for DEC, Data General and Per-

kin- Elmer computers. They in
clude controllers for Winchester 
and removable disk drives , 
streaming, start-stop and cart
ridge tape drives. No other sup
plier has as broad a line. 
Western Peripherals makes 
the numbers count. Leadership 
in performance and reliability. 
All Western Peripherals con
trollers have multiple drive sup
port capability and are software 
transparent to the host compu
ter. All feature extensive self
testing, as well as the industry's 

highest reliability - over 45,000 
hours actual (measured) MTBF. 

And leadership in product 
availability, delivery, service 
and support. Western Peripher
als controllers are available 
either separately or as a com
plete, fully tested subsystem. 
They are supported by a full 
year factory warranty and a 
national field service organiza
tion. In most cases availability 
is 30 days ARO. 

Find out how much our lead
ership can mean to you. 

western peripherals 
Division of WESPERCORP 

14321 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 730-6250 TWX: 910 595-1775 CABLE: WESPER 

CI RCLE NO. 3 ON INQUIRY CARD 




